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Foreword

By Dr. E. Sarfert.

It is a great pleasure for me, at the beginning of these collective volumes that have finally been crafted by Miss Dr. Eilers’ hand, to have in front of me the first 3 coral island lots of Songosor, Pur and Merir, where I have exactly 26 years ago, at the western end of the German Colonies started my work for the Hamburg South Sea Expedition in 1908/10. Together with the visit of the remaining expedition to Tobi, was this the real start of the studies of the many smallest coral island groups in the endless Carolines chain, what the expedition then for many month – with exemption of the high Islands – had to methodically study.

The short visits (9. VIII. until 22. VIII. 1909 with the Merir people on Palau, 26. VIII. until 5. VIII. 1909 on Songosor, 8. IX until 25. IX. 1909 with the Pur people, again on Palau) explain some of the gaps, as for example in the social structure, however about that, the Merir and Pur people have been uprooted from their homeland, they willingly surrendered their knowledge about their culture, especially the people of Pur that I visited last where I had comparable knowledge, what against all odds resulted in a rather promising start of our studies and became a guiding directive for the upcoming scientific works of the expedition, for example in the nautical science and in religion.

Let me take this opportunity to give some thoughts about my first and lasting impression that overwhelmed me on these first visited Islands, after we had passed through the foreign races of the peoples of South- and East Asia during our outward journey, and these thoughts deepened even more and more: These light colored South-Sea-People stand the European resp. the Arian race in physique and psysionomie without doubt much closer than the other foreign races of peoples in-between, they are for sure much closer related to us, as we in general believe and is proven until now.

Regrettably, because of time constraints I was not able to assist Miss Dr. Eilers much with the editing of my materials from these 3 Islands, I could offer only little advice and help, which is an unfortunate circumstance that I myself mostly feel and regret. The more warmly I must thank her therefore for taking on this task lovingly and with great effort, with which she enriched the German colonial and scientific honors but also her own, by making available this information about these unknown, humble small islands as being humble building blocks to the Human Cultural History.

Brosdorf near Leipzig, the 23. of Sept. 1935

Dr. E. Sarfert.

Introduction

The editing of the combined islands Songosor, Pur, Merir, in this Volume “West Carolines 1” and Tobi and Ngulu in Volume “West Carolines 2” are based on the observations and detailed records of the expedition members Mr. Krämer, Mr. Hambruch, Mr. Sarfert, Mr. F.E.Helwig and Mrs. E. Krämer.

On Songosor Mr Sarfert worked alone for about one week, while the other scientists visited the Island of Tobi. The records about the culture of the Pur- and Merir- people was done by Sarfert during his stay on Palau, while the deserted islands where only visited for a few hours to collect, and for geographical studies. The Material about the Islands Songosor, Pur and Merir originated with exceptions of the anthropological records and the tattoo designs of the Merir-people from Sarfert alone. Concerning Tobi and Ngulu it is individually noted, from whom the records of these expositions came. The chapters about the nautical science have been developed by Dr. Sarfert, by using the imagery of secondary school teacher Irmgard Elster, the charts belonging thereto have also been crafted out of this paper.

Dr. George Herzog, Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut, processed the drums and procured the transcriptions of the recorded songs. Horace Holden’s work is until now only found in the Library of the British Museum, and in the Public Library of New York, for making me copies of his work, I owe my greatest gratitude to Mrs. Marie Kirby-Fromm in London.

Anneliese Eilers

To the Reader: Anneliese Eilers herself never visited Palau or the Southwest Islands, which is how the island group of Sonsorol, Fana, Palo Anna, Merir, Tobi and Helen Reef are called today.

“My house on Palau”(Songosor) - Sarfert
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Note to the Reader:
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SONGOSOR.
History of the Discovery.

On November 30, 1710, the Spaniard Don Francisco de Padilla discovered the archipélago Songosor. He was in charge of the patache La Santisima Trinidad that had left the harbor Cavite in 1710 in order to look for the Palau Islands. The prevailing history of this discovery journey, the curse it took, and its outcome were extensively described by Krämer. All related documents and the most important charts are published here, so that here only the most important is briefly mentioned. The discovery of the Songosor-group was only an accidental one; actually for the Spaniards it was a tragic episode of their journey. In Krämer’s presentation of the Western Carolines’ history of discovery it is of minor importance. Therefore considering this monograph, specific topics needed an extension of the published material and for the understanding of certain occurrences parts of Krämer’s work were reproduced here.

The Jesuits on the Philippines heard from natives, who had drifted there from the Caroline-Archipelago, especially in the year 1696 from Fais-People about the existence of a big island empire that was still waiting to be discovered by Spaniards and to be proselytized. They decided to go about this great enterprise. Due to the journey of P. Serrano to Rome (1705) they managed to interest the Pope and the King of Spain for this issue. After some fruitless and unsuccessful attempts the “Santisíssima Trinidad” was outfitted for the long trip, all paid by the treasury. On board, besides the leader Padilla, was the pilot Somera, whose diary survived and is reproduced in Krämer according to the original in Sevilla. Also on board were the Jesuits P. Jacobo Duberron, P. José Cortil, and Fr. Estanud Baudin. The Fais-Man Moac, together with his wife, was taken along as a translator. After his drift to the Philippines the missionaries had baptized him. In addition there was a Spanish crew. The journey went very well.

The first discovery was the finding of the Songosor-Islands; in honor of the saint in the calendar they were called San Andreas-Islands (illust. 1). The impression the Spaniards had from approaching natives and the experiences of the shallow, if the 17th century had been sent on shore, were so suspicious that the assiduous padres decided to go on shore the next time, in order to erect the cross on the island. This proved to become their doom. In vain the ship waited day and night for their return. The strong current and the dangerous reef forbid the ship to go. Very intense we could not keep the direction to reach the indicated islands, because the power of the current made our drift to the Philippines the missionaries had baptized him. In addition there was a Spanish crew. The journey went very well.

We had Moac 1 take off his shirt, so that they would come on board when seeing his tattoos (labores). As their language is one and the same, they talked to Moac and his wife. They started kissing our face, hands and feet and seemed to be cheerful people. They had a good physical structure, were clean and painted from the neck to the ankles in the same fashion as our Palao Moac. Their private parts were well covered with a yellow textile made from abaca. 2 They wore a short, coat-like, woven cover (capisayo) and a hat like the Sangleyes (= Chinese from Manila) wear, equipped with feathers from the black noddy 3 and a clasp to fasten it under the chin. Their hair was frizzy, the chin strongly developed and as an expression of joy they painted their whole face yellow. Surprised they saw us sharp (chupar) tobacco. They have a fondness for iron and wanted to have all the iron they saw.

After midday, 2 more canoes came. Some of the passengers came on board, where they lined up neatly in order to sing, at the same time clapping with the palms of their hands on their upper thighs. As soon as the music was over one of them measured the width of the ship with his outstretched hands, while another started counting the crew. They brought us several coconuts. Their food consists of coco, breadfruits 4, bananas, and fish. The land seems to be very fertile, judging by the breadfruit trees, which we saw. The construction of their canoes, with their outriggers (contrapasos) towards the sea, 5 and with its woven lateen sail, is similar to the ones from the Marianas, despite small differences. They pick up their barques from the Panloc-Islands, about 50 miles away and they sail from their islands with southwestern and southern winds to the Panloc-Islands, in order to fetch those canoes.

They gave us information about the position of the Islands Panloc, Yap, and Palao, as well as other islands. In this way the report of the honorable Pater Andreas Serrano was conferred. They told us that they sailed in five days from Panloc to Yap, in a north eastern direction. They also gave us news of the island Cemeridesi, which is a bit bigger than their island and situated about one day away from the island Sonsonrool, in the direction S1 / 4 SE from the lastone. Further on they told us about another island called Paolo, which supposedly is situated in SSE, one day away from said island. I did not fail to note the place where they pointed with the hand. With the help of the magnetic needle I determined the area to which they pointed with their signs.

The Palao Indian who made the signs has been on all these Palao-Islands. As far as Moac understood, is he their helmsman. Said native seems to be about 50 years old. When he pointed to these islands it was night time. During our trip to Panloc I relied on the nightly given direction, which, made during the day when you do not see the stars, results for all islands in a mistake of one and a half quarters. The current has swept me 17° towards S, and I observed at this point 5° north eastern variation.

Monday Dec. 1, 1710.

From yesterday midday to today midday I sailed towards W and W1/4 NW with fresh ENE-winds, about 1 mile per hour, with the intention to keep the direction towards the so-called Sonsonrool-Islands. At midway these island were lying about 7 miles WNW from us. Due to the strong current which swept us towards S and which was very intense we could not keep the direction to reach the indicated islands, because the power of the current made us drift away.

---

1 The Fais-Man.
2 Musa textilis according to Retan a II p. 443, which, in reality, complies with banana fibers, Kr.
3 Pajaro bobo, “stupid bird” Sulao sp. Loc. id.
4 rice, Aratus signatus var. L. and its fruit.
5 This seems to mean: oriented downwards, towards the surface of the sea. (Outriggers are always steered against the windward side, respectively the seaward Kr.)
On said day I observed and found myself at latitude 5º 14' N.

**Tuesday, Dec. 2, 1710.**

From yesterday midday until 6 o'clock in the afternoon of said day we had no wind. Then ENE- and NE-winds started and I sailed about one mile per hour. Then the commandant, the reverends, and I, the main helmsman, considered it useful to try our best to reach that island. We wanted to gather water and wood, if it would be possible to land without risk for the ship and to steer towards W1/4 NW. Around 6 o'clock in the morning we sighted said islands in W1/4 NW, in a distance of about 5½ miles. Then the winds changed from E to ENE. I ordered to steer towards W and W1/4 NW and at 6 o'clock in the afternoon we were about 2 miles away from said islands. The entire night, with fresh E-winds we aimed for them but still were unable to reach said island, because of the strong current, which made us drift towards SE. —

**Wednesday, Dec. 3, 1710.**

Around 6 o'clock in the morning said islands were about 1 mile away, towards W1/4 SW from us. Then the winds abated and I had the ship steered towards W1/4 NW, in order to be able to reach that island. At 6 o'clock in the afternoon, we were in a distance of about 2 miles. They were WNW from us and I ordered to steer the entire night towards said islands, but advanced very little because of the strength of the current, which made us drift towards SE.

**Thursday, Dec. 4, 1710.**

At 6 o'clock in the morning, we were situated opposite the bai (boca) of said island. The commandant, the reverends, and I, the main helmsman, considered it right to send the shallop once again, manned with the second helmsman and Moac in order to see if we could safely anchor the ship, and if we could obtain all we needed. At 4 o'clock in the afternoon, the shallop returned on board from its reconnaissance trip to that island. The second helmsman declared that it had neither harbor and nor landing place because it was silted. Many shoals and rocks surrounded the land without any shelter from the wind, and the currents were powerful.

**Friday, Dec. 5, 1710.**

At 6 o'clock in the morning the honorable padres decided to go on shore, in order to erect 2 crosses, a big one and a small one. Both of them had been made and had been painted for this purpose the day before on board of the ship. The commandant Don Francisco de Padilla and I, the main helmsman, gave them a description of the danger, which the reverends could encounter, when going on shore. We pointed out that the currents were very strong, as the honorable padres had noticed themselves, that we were drifting away and that any circumstance could make us drift even further, so that it could happen that we would not be able to bring the shallop on board. We also brought to their mind, that the Indians loved iron very much and because of this iron they could steal the shallop.

However, they wanted us to give them the shallop and to man it with those people who the honorable padres indicated themselves. Namely Petty Officer First Class Daniel Bagatin, ensign at sea and in the army Roque de Córdova together with the royal banner, the helmsman of the single-masted sailing ship, Don Joseph Ramon, armed soldiers, and Corporal Carlos Joseph Barreto. Each one of them furnished with his musket, his belt pouch filled with enough ammunition, his fuses and lances, so that they would allow no canoe to approach and would take away its passengers of the shallop. Thus, they could defend themselves in case it was necessary to protect the honorable padres as well as themselves. In this fashion, all were armed even the sailors Pedro de Lima, Manuel de Aliman, Domingo Gines, the Pampanga-soldiers Francisco Pinto, Martin de la Cruz, and the four Palos. At 6 o'clock in the evening the current made us drift away from said islands with NE-, NW-, W-, and SE-winds, as well as good squalls; at night the commander ordered to attach lanterns on the bowsprit and the mizzen mast, in case they should come on board.

**Saturday, Dec. 6, 1710.**

At six o'clock in the morning said islands could no longer clearly be seen, they were lying in N1/4 NW, in a distance of about 8 miles, while we sailed with light NE- and ENE-winds; however, even though we used all the power of our sails to reach those islands, the currents made us drift to SE because they were so strong. At six o'clock in the evening the wind died down until 3 o'clock in the morning on the 7th of this month. The commandant had the lanterns burn all through the night, so that in case they came on board, they would be able to see us. The winds started in the E and ESE and I ordered to steer against WNW.

**Sunday, Dec. 7, 1710.**

At 9 o'clock in the morning we noticed said islands from the topsmast, they were lying in WNW in a distance of about 9 miles from us. Fresh winds started from the E, ENE, and ESE. I ordered to steer in the direction of WNW and NW1/4 SE, in the direction of said islands. At 6 o'clock in the afternoon we were about 2 miles away from those islands, in fact they were laying NW of us. At this time the weather was very calm and the wind was from WSW. We were able to see the shallop in question could come. The entire night we had burning lanterns on the mizzenmast and the bowsprit so that they could see us in case they came on board. During the entire night we had a full in the wind.

**Monday, Dec. 8, 1710.**

At 5 o'clock in the morning said islands were lying NW of us, 4º towards W, in a distance of about 7 miles. There were slow winds from NW and I ordered to steer against WNW. Around 5 o'clock in the afternoon the winds changed again to WSW. We lost sight of those islands and sailed sometimes port side sometimes bow side, in order not to drift further from said islands. The WSW-winds gained in strength and the condition of the sea became more violent because of this wind. During the entire night we had the lanterns burn, in case they should set sail, although the shallop could not have stayed at sea because of high swells, which even with our ship could not keep up with. —

**Tuesday, Dec. 9, 1710.**

At 6 o'clock in the morning I was about 10 miles distant from those islands, which were lying in a western direction. According to my midday observation I was situated at latitude 5º 24' north and longitude 152º 7'. The winds from SW were very fresh and pushed us away from said islands. During a conference held with the commandant, by brother Eustean Baudin, by me, Don Joseph Somera, main helmsman of said ship, and by my second helmsman Don Roque Baupista, we decided in the light of the impossibility to reach those islands – because of the very intensive and adverse wind and because we saw that we drifted more and more away– it would be adequate to pursue the discovery of the islands Panloc, Jup, and Palaos, because we would then have the strong wind in the back. Now I ordered to steer in the direction of NNE, in an angle of 27º 30' northeast. Then the winds turned to WSW, about 12½ miles per hour, while I continued on my course.

1 District north of Manila, Kr.
Since midday yesterday until midday today, when we left the Sonsonrol-Islands behind us, I sailed in an angle of 22º 30' northeast and in an angle of 27º 30' northeast, with fresh WSW-winds, around 11/2 miles and less per hour. My estimated route was about 32 miles, my estimated northern difference of latitude 1º 20', my eastern difference in longitude 1 mile. I was situated at latitude 6º 49' north, approximately, because of the cloudy horizon I could make no observations, and at longitude 152º 51'—.

During its discovery trip in the Palau-Group the ship had to fight similar adversities. On Dec. 13 Somera wrote: "We realized that it would be an act of desperation to launch into the identified danger, and considered it more useful to return to the Sonsonrol-Islands in order to try to take the padres as well as the other crew on board". 

At six o'clock in the morning we saw the Sonsonrol-Islands, where the honorable padres remained, and which were in a distance of about 5 miles from us. Fresh winds from NE. At 3 o'clock in the afternoon we were situated opposite of said island, in the distance of a canon shot and we remained there until 6 o'clock in the evening. Sometimes we were steering portsides sometimes bow side, without seeing the shallop coming; however, we noticed 2 barques crossing from one island to the other. All through the night we had no wind and took down the sails. The Lieutenant Colonel and Commandant had burning lanterns attached to the bowsprit and on the mizzenmast, so that they would see us in case they should set sail. We remained there and waited for the before mentioned shallop and for favorable weather, so that any vehicle would be able to approach. Since the 16th of this month I again took my course until midday today and sailed in an angle of 67º 30' and in an angle of 86º and in an angle of 78º in a southwesterly direction, with slow N-, NNE-, and NW-winds. These courses brought me approximately 7º to the south and 45º to the W. The result was that my estimated angle was in a straight line 81º 9' southwest and my estimated course with said angles was 15 miles. My observed southern difference of latitude: 13'. I found 6º south more according to my observation than to my estimation. The current threw me 6º towards S and after my correction the result was that my corrected angle was 75º 52' southwest and my corrected course was 152º 3 miles. According to my observation I was at latitude 5º 20' N and longitude 151º 32'.

At 6 o'clock in the morning we were about 6 miles distant from said island, due to very violent southeasterly currents. They were lying NW1/4 N from us. The winds were shifting, coming from NNE and there was a calm. At 3 o'clock in the afternoon we lost sight of said island. I ordered to steer towards NW1/4 N at low NE-winds. I made no observation, because there was no sun. According to my estimation I was at latitude 5º 4' N and longitude 151º 43'. The Lieutenant Colonel and the commandant ordered to have burning lanterns affixed on the mizzenmast and bowsprit throughout the night, so that they would see us when they came with their shallop and would be able to see the direction in which we sailed.

Since yesterday 3 o'clock in the afternoon until today 6 o'clock in the morning, I ordered to steer towards NW ½ N with NE-winds, during which trip I made with a quick eastern [wind] around 1½ miles per hour, until we saw said islands lying WNW in a distance of about 3 miles. We came closer to about ½ of a mile in order to see if the shallop would come with the padres and the accompanying crew on board. However, we could neither see them, nor the barques of the Palaos. Around 6 o'clock in the afternoon the above mentioned islands were lying in the S, about 1 mile distant from us. Then a strong squall, coming from NE and E, surprised us. It forced us to turn the bow together with the foresail to W and NW. All through the night we had burning lanterns on the mizzenmast and the bowsprit, so that they would be able to see us, although in such weather they could not come. Nevertheless, we were careful in case they should take the risk and set sails despite the weather.

At midday I made an observation and found myself at latitude 5º 20' N and longitude 151º 33'. At that time said islands were lying west of me and around 11 o'clock at night, when the squalls had died down, we took our course towards SSE with winds from NE. —

Friday, Dec. 19, 1710.

As soon as the natives of the island Sonsonrol or S Andres saw our ship, they came on board with their pirogues (canoes), which are very light vehicles. Our people welcomed them with great joy in their hearts and accommodated them with proofs of love and benevolence, by making them presents of small things they liked such as food items. The people of these islands are very cheerful and animated. They are of great politeness and have good figures, and have quite a Spanish character. So trusting and friendly they are, that our people seemed to take them to their hearts. When they saw the winning way and the lovely character of the natives they made arrangements to send the shallop on shore in order to look for a landing spot and a river to fetch some water, as they were lacking this food item. In this way information should be gathered also about the fruits of the land, their character, the amount of people and about the neighboring islands, about which they needed information for their further trip.

Thus, the shallop was fitted out and was manned with the few soldiers who could be seated in there. They were accompanied by the Padre-Chief, who as a heathen had been called Moae, though since his christening in Manila he was called D. Joseph Miguel, as well as by his son Juan. Both served as translators and together with them Roque Bautista went as Commandant of the boat. At their arrival a great number of heathens, men, women, and boys, was running to the beach, attracted by the extraordinary event. When they saw the small barge coming closer to the beach and that the passengers did not decide to jump on shore, because they feared that the natives were up to some mischief, they called them with their voices and gestures inviting them to jump on shore. As the Christian Palao also reassured them that there would be no danger and the natives of that island would not harm them, some passengers of the shallop had the courage to step on the beach. They did this happily, because the crowd, which awaited them welcomed them not only with signs of benevolence but even with deference, because they did not allow them to set their feet on the ground, in fact they lifted them up and carried them to the house of their Kazike or chief. As soon as this one saw them he embraced them all kissing their hands and feet, like something holy.
Invited by their chief, the gathered natives, men and women, expressed their delight with different expressions of happiness, which they felt because of their arrival. They gave them very fine Buri-weavings (petates)\(^1\), just like from the Marianas, and some food, whatever they had at hand: coconuts, fish, breadfruit, this is a sort of fruit used instead of bread, coconut milk as a drink, which just like mead made of vinegar (oximiel) is very mild. At the same time the crowd started joyously shouting: Dios, Dios!

Our people were very satisfied by this hospitality and by the good reception of the natives. As they wanted to bring these good tidings to those on board of the ship they were about to return on board and wanted to bring along the chief and those who wanted to accompany him. Once they had re-embarked on the shallop, they all sailed to the ship, where they were well received by our men and received many presents, small trivia and trinkets nice to look at, though of meager value, which were suitable to win their affection. The natives, surprised by the kind of vehicle and not less by the friendliness of the Spaniards, wanted to bring them all to their village. They invited them, begging urgently, so that they could not resist them. Less so, as it would have been necessary to satisfy them, because they needed them in order to investigate the island and to gather wood and wood for the continuation of the enterprise to explore those islands.

Father Superior Jacobo Duberon and his companion, Father Joseph Cortil, the first helmsman Joseph Ramon from Mallorca, the Petty Officer First Class Daniel Bagatin from Venice (an excellent carpenter and shipwright), the Officer Cadet with the banner of his Majesty, four Palaos (a couple and 2 sons) and finally 7 soldiers with their weapons. As the embarkation and the trip on shore did not mean to remain on the San Andres-Islands, but only the continuation of the enterprise  to  explore  those  islands.  

Besides Somera’s report there is one more account of an eyewitness, it is the one of Fr. Baudin . It concerns a continuation of the enterprise to explore those islands. 

You will know, that, according to the will of God, on November 30, the day of Saint Andrews, we discovered two small islands — when we least thought of doing so as our route should bring us to New Guinea. They were called Sonsorul and belong to the Palau-Islands. We called them Saint-Andreas-Islands, because we had discovered them on his day. People came with their vehicles from the shore, and we received them confidentially and gave them a few small presents. They are a very jolly people, they have good figures and are of such an endearing gentleness, that they all wanted to embrace us. The armed boat went on shore with Moac and his son as interpreters, accompanied by Roque Bautista in order to look for a harbor. When the vehicle came close to shore many people, men, women, and children, gathered there and asked us to jump on shore. Moac assured them that they could jump. Some people jumped and were received with great gentleness: they did not want to allow them to put their feet on the ground, but carried them to the house of their chief. When this one saw them he got up from his seat, embraced all and kissed their hands and feet. People handed them coconut toddy, breadfruit, fish, coconuts and some very fine sweets. All of them happily shouted among each other: God, God. The boat returned with very good news to the patache, and on Dec. 4 the padres Duberon and Cortil embarked. The armed boat left, manned with a Majorcan pilot (o), the ensign with the banner of the King, the Officer Daniel Vagatin, Moac with his wife and 2 sons, so that all together they were 16 persons. The patache could not get close to shore, until people knew if they could anchor and where they were. Thus, 4 days long they bent about, while the current made them drift again and again out to sea, making it impossible to land on the shore of the S. Andreas Islands. A wind started which brought them on December 11 in sight of the big Palanoc or Palau-Islands, which are situated more than 40 miles from the St.-Andreas-Islands.

From the days of the discovery we still have the map that Somera had drawn. Unfortunately, due to technical reasons, it cannot be reproduced here and must be viewed in Krämer. Further on, the sketch that Somera made is published as a whole, and from which we show here only what concerns the Songosor-Group (il- lust. 2).

1) *Petata* means in Philippine Spanish first a meshwork made from leaves of the Buri-palm (*Caryota obtusifolia*), then especially the sleeping mat made from the same material, which takes there the place of the bed. . . . .

2) *Para*, a Philippine measure of capacity, with a content of 3 liters.
As it was already too late on that day to approach it and look for a harbor, we followed a course to NW until midnight with the intention to stay on the windward side. From midnight until daybreak we followed another course, steering to SE in order to reach said islands. However, the violence of the current and the drift, which the ship experienced due to the intense NE-wind, brought us so far leeward, that we could no longer sight the islands, although we held the course until midday. This caused deep sorrow for all, because we realized that we could not gather any news about the padres and their companions. The more so, as we remarked that although we had come so close to said islands, no vehicle, no fire nor any other sign of people present could be seen, while everywhere else, as soon as people remarked us boats left the shore and fires were lit in various areas. These islands are lying at latitude 5° 18' 28" N and longitude 7° 8' E from Cape Espiritu Santo. The bigger one seems to have not even 3 miles in circumference, the smaller one 1 mile at maximum. They are separated by just about ½ of a mile. As the main helmsman realized the impossibility to reach those islands, he left for Cape Espiritu Santo on February 20th.

The diary of Don Bernardo de Egui y Zabalaga, that is analogous to this report, stops before the sighting of the Songosor-Islands. The dates are not in accordance with each other. According to the diary entries, on February 15th the island Panlox is sighted. However, in the report Songosor appears. The trip of the “Santo Domingo” seems to have been the last major attempt, under the order of the government to resolve the fate of the padres and their companions. In the course of the next years only meager rumors were heard, as can be seen in different letters of Jesuit Missionaries. Thus on November 5th 1728, P. Cazier from Canton writes about it:

...Je vois par vos Lettres l'inquiétude où vous êtes de savoir quel a été le sort du P. Duberon & P. Cortil, qui entrevont il y a quelques années dans une des îles Palaos, ainsi que vous l'avez vu dans le XL Recueil des Lettres de nos Missions: Je voudrais pouvoir vous en apprendre des nouvelles certaines et bien circonstanciées. Mais quelque moment qu'on se soit donné jusqu'ici, c'est toujours inutilement qu'on a tenté de retourner dans ces îles. Lorsque j'èus à la Chine, je pris ma route par les Philippines, et j'étais à Manille, lorsque le P. Serrano fit établir un vaisseau pour commencer une Mission, chez les Insulaires de Palaoas, pour la continuer; supposé que les deux Pères eussent trouvé grâce auprès de ces Barbares. Mais Dieu dont les desseins sont impénétrables, ne permit pas que cette expédition eût le succès auquel on devait s'attendre. Le P. Serrano mit à la voile et fut porté par un vent favorable dans l'Embochado, c'est-à-dire que les Espagnols appellent l'entrée des îles Philippines. La quantité d'îles que se trouvent dans cette passe, les rendent tres dangereuses, et les Gallions sont quelquefois obligés d'y hybriser sans pouvoir gagner Cabite qui est le port de Manilla. Le vaisseau qui portoit le P. Serrano et son compagnon n'alla pas loin : il pérut près de l'île Marindaouk, et rien ne fut plus triste que ce naufrage, dont il n'échappa que peu de personnes. Quelques-uns s'entretinrent jetzé dans la Chaloupe, mais le trouble où ils étoient les empêcha de prendre une precaution nécessaire, qui eût de couper le cable lequel tenoit la chaloupe amarrée au vaisseau : ils allerent au fond de la mer entraînez par le poids du Bâtiment. Il n'y eut qu'un seul Indien, qui s'étant emparré de l'habitacle (c'est à dire un réduit en forme d'armoire où l'on enferme la boussole) s'en servit pour se sauver, et à sa faveur gagna heureusement la terre, après avoir longtems lutté contre les flots. C'est par cet Indien, qui retourna aussi-tôt à Manille, qu'on fut informé de ce détail. Ainsi écouta le projet qu'on avoit formé d'aller au secours des deux Missions, et de planter la foi dans les îles Palaos. Depuis mon arrivé à la Chine j'ai vu à Canton un Marchand venu des Philippines, qui m'assura qu'on ne doit plus à Manille que les deux Pères n'eussent été sacrifici à la faveur des Barbares de ces îles nouvellement découvertes. C'est ainsi qu'il m'a raconté la chose. Un vaisseau Espagnole eût allé à la découverte aux environ des îles Palaos, et s'est approché d'une de ces îles, plusieurs Insulaires parurent

1 Lettres édifiantes, VI Recueil, Paris 1724, p. 368.
In a letter from December 20th 1721 P. Gilles Wilbault says to P. du Champage, who was also a member of the order:

"J’apprends à ce moment qu’il y a un vaisseau à notre rade, qui doit mettre incessamment à la voile pour Pondichéry. Je profite du peu de temps qu’il me donne pour ne pas laisser passer cette occasion de vous écrire. Je vous ai déjà mandé que quelques efforts qu’on se soit donné pendant dix ans, pour sçavoir des nouvelles des Pères Duberont, avoient mené avec eux un Palao nommé Moac, qui avoit été baptisé à Manille, & qui leur devoit servir d’interprete. Comme leur dessein, lorsqu’ils descendirent dans l’isle Sonsorol, n’étoient que d’y planter une croix, & de reconnaitre de plus près le génie des habitans; & qu’ils composaient revenir le même jour à bord afin d’aller à la découverte des autres isles, ils n’evoient porté avec eux que leur livre & leur habit d’église : ils n’étoient accompagnés que du Palaos & de quelques Espagnols. C’est dans cet état que le vaisseau chassé par les courants fut forcé de les abandonner dépourvus de tout à la merci des insulaires."

In an undated letter P. du Halde gives quite a different account than P. Cazier:

"La nouvelle tentative qu’on a faite pour la découverte des iles Palaos n’a pas eu plus de succès que les précédentes. Les deux missionnaires partis sur le vaisseau équipé à ce dessein par les ordes du Roi d’Espagne, avoient mené avec eux un Palao nommé Moac, qui avoit été baptisé à Manille, & qui leur devoit servir d’interprete. Comme leur dessein, lorsqu’ils descendirent dans l’isle Sonsorol, n’étoient que d’y planter une croix, & de reconnaitre de plus près le génie des habitans; & qu’ils composaient revenir le même jour à bord afin d’aller à la découverte des autres isles, ils n’evoient porté avec eux que leur livre & leur habit d’église : ils n’étoient accompagnés que du Palaos & de quelques Espagnols. C’est dans cet état que le vaisseau chassé par les courants fut forcé de les abandonner dépourvus de tout à la merci des insulaires."

L’année suivante, le P. Serrana se mit en mer pour aller à leur secours. Il partit de Manille le 15 décembre 1711, avec un autre jésuite, & un certain nombre de jeunes gens du pays. Le troisième jour de leur navigation, le vaisseau fut brisé par une violente tempête, & tous périrent à la reserve de deux Indiens & d’un Espagnol. Ce naufrage pu pour le second voyage des missionnaires. Les deux missionnaires partis sur le vaisseau équipé à ce dessein par les ordes du Roi d’Espagne, avoient mené avec eux un Palao nommé Moac, qui avoit été baptisé à Manille, & qui leur devoit servir d’interprete. Comme leur dessein, lorsqu’ils descendirent dans l’isle Sonsorol, n’étoient que d’y planter une croix, & de reconnaitre de plus près le génie des habitans; & qu’ils composaient revenir le même jour à bord afin d’aller à la découverte des autres isles, ils n’evoient porté avec eux que leur livre & leur habit d’église : ils n’étoient accompagnés que du Palaos & de quelques Espagnols. C’est dans cet état que le vaisseau chassé par les courants fut forcé de les abandonner dépourvus de tout à la merci des insulaires.

De Brosses, who had edited these letters, rejects P. Cazier’s suspicion that both missionaries had been eaten by the Songosor-People as quite implausible. It is noteworthy that both padres Wilbault and Du Halde do not mention it, too.
The neighboring islands had all been devastated and, according to the wish of the German government and with its help, they had been evacuated. All three islands, together with Tobi belonged to the Government District New Guinea, now they are a Japanese mandate. As long as the natives sat on their home islands, there were no efforts to proselytize them. Only during their stay in Palau they came into the realm of the Catholic Church. However, on Songosor, the old cult still strongly prevails.

2. Name.

According to the investigation of the expedition the name of the group was determined to be Songosor, contrary to writings and notations, which had been used until now 1. According to Sarfert's phonetic recording the pronunciation is sonseron. Hambrecht heard sonseron, Hellwig sonseror, Krämer sonoror 2. The Deutsche Reichsmarine-Amt writes "Songosor" 3. The pronunciation of the natives is so nonchalant, the second syllable of the word being so elusive, that Kubary recorded Sonsor 4.

The pronunciation of "T" and "V" are very much alike, so that the parallel existence of "Songosor" and "Sonsero" is understandable. It would have been much more correct to write the name only sonsor. 5 If you want to phonetically describe it 6. The group consists of two islands. Songosor is only the name of the bigger one, the inhabited one of the two. The smaller one is called "Fani". Since a long time it is not inhabited cultivated land that is exploited. The names "Kodogube" or "Kodakopuei" for Faná haunt until today. However, Kubary already corrected it, this is the local name for "Tobi". The Spaniards heard it quite correctly, though by mistake thought it was another name for the Songosor-Islands.

3. Location.

The Deutsche-Kolonial-Lexikon 7 from 1920 indicates the geographical location (illus. 5) – this is the most recent memo about the group — with northern latitude 5° 21' and eastern longitude 132° 14'. In the "Deutschen Kolonialreich" from 1910 8, at Horsburgh 9, Krusemstern 10, Rosser 11, and in the "Pacific Islands" 12 from 1890, as well as in Kubary northern latitude 5° 20' and eastern longitude 132° 16' are indicated. Brigham 13 indicates the same latitude, however eastern longitude 132° 20'. Carteret 14 locates northern latitude 5° 18' and 14° 47' west of Queen Charlotte's Foreland 15.

As can clearly be seen in Carteret's chart of routes he too did not manage to land but only passed said islands by. Evidently the strong current and the adverse proportion of the winds hindered him also just like the Spaniards before him. However, he made drawings of both islands. The one of Songosor is depicted above, the one of Pur can be found in the section about the discovery of this island.

For the next hundred years nothing whatsoever can be found about the islands Songosor, Pur, and Merir in the reports. Nevertheless, there is much material about Tobi. In the later literature knowledge about the first mentioned islands is simply assumed a prerequisite, without that more detailed information was ever made available. In January 1885 Kubary had the chance to make a trip there on board of Okeke's brig "Swaim" and made the first detailed reports, though these only concerned Songosor. The landing on Pur had to be cancelled. Time he spent on Merir was so short that Kubary could only remark that the natives, concerning their cultural possessions, correlated with the Songosor-People 1.

On March 6th and 7th 1901, the German government ceremonially seized the islands 1. . . . the chiefs of said islands, in fact Gurut and Mosis from Sonsorol, Tobirau and Las from Merir, and Maier from Pur had agreed to the seizure. They declared themselves responsible for the upkeep of the poles. Only on November 19th 1906, another official visit took place by Bezirksamtmann Fritz from Saipan. 2. He had about 100 natives from Songosor, Pur, Merir, and Tobi with him, who, when their working time on Yap and Palau had ended, had waited a long time for a chance to return to their home island. On Songosor they learned for the first time about the terrible typhoon in November 1904. It had caused a famine and had driven a number of natives (chief Maier = Masing with 10 people from Pur and chief Susak with 33 people from Merir) to the neighboring island that had been spared. Initially the returning workmen stayed on Songosor, until they were transported to Palau, together with those who Fritz picked up from Pur and Merir on his continuing journey.

When the Hamburg-Expedition visited Songosor 3 the sight of the original settlement was only possible here.

---

1 Carteret, as mentioned above.
2 Kubary, Ethnographische Beiträge zur Kenntnis des Karolinen-Archipels, Leipzig 1895.
3 Senfft's report in Südseehandbuch as mentioned above.
4 These poles were the national emblem, they were painted black-white-red and had the inscription Kaiserliches Deutsches Schutzgebiet.
5 Kubary, p. 80.
6 For the sake of completeness I also want to mention the faulty spellings that Brigham cites "Sansoral, Sonsoral, Sonoral".
7 Deutsches Kolonial-Lexikon III. p. 375. In 1953 the British Admiralty only indicates that Songosor is situated 150 miles south-west from Anguar (Palau) (Par. Isl. Pilot, Vol. 1, X., p. 496).
8 Horsburgh, p. 632.
9 Krusemstern, p. 111.
11 Pacific Islands, p. 513.
12 Brigham, p. 148.
13 Carteret, p. 810.
14 According to Wichmann, Nova Guinea, p. 236, John Eastbroke from the ship »LONDON« estimated the location of the Songosor-Islands to be 1º 37' east from Morotai.
15 6 Deutsches Kolonial-Lexikon III. p. 375. In 1953 the British Admiralty only indicates that Songosor is situated 150 miles south-west from Anguar (Palau) (Par. Isl. Pilot, Vol. 1, X., p. 496).
16 for the ease of completeness I also want to mention the faulty spellings that Brigham cites "Sansoral, Sonsoral, Sonoral".
17 Deutsches Kolonial-Lexikon III. p. 375. In 1953 the British Admiralty only indicates that Songosor is situated 150 miles south-west from Anguar (Palau) (Par. Isl. Pilot, Vol. 1, X., p. 496).
18 Horsburgh, p. 632.
19 Krusemstern, p. 111.
21 Pacific Islands, p. 513.
22 Brigham, p. 148.
23 Carteret, p. 810.
4. Description of the Island.

The islands are low and densely wooded. The treetops are visible from a distance of 12 sm. As a result, for Kubary Songosor appeared “quite high”. Each of the islands is surrounded by a steeply sloping, closed shore-reef that forms an acute angle in the Southwest. In-between the two reefs is a deep clear waterway, called Nipatat by the natives. The tidal stream in-between the islands is 3 sm in the eastern direction. As the reefs have at no point any entrance, thus, the islands offer no anchorage for ships. Even at high tide landing boats are hindered by the strong surf and during low tide landing on the sandy shore is completely impossible. Kubary accounts “landing is done at a spot of the reef opposite from the settlement, where the surf is less strong during northern and eastern winds. Here we approached the exposed reef. The canoe, pointing with the bow towards it, was carried from the quickly following waves and was delivered by them onto dry rock. In the same moment all passengers except me were in the water dragging the canoe. It, was carried from the quickly following waves and was exposed reef. The canoe, pointing with the bow towards...” he adds, “Because of the awkward condition of the beach the flooded the vehicle, might have smashed it on the rocks, and maybe would have thrown out to sea again...” he adds, “Because of the awkward condition of the beach the following waves would have flooded the vehicle, might have smashed it on the rocks, and maybe would have thrown out to sea again...” he adds, “Because of the awkward condition of the beach the flooded the vehicle, might have smashed it on the rocks, and maybe would have thrown out to sea again...” he adds.

5. Fauna and Flora.

The fauna is quite poor. Next to numerous domestic pigs, peik, there are only dogs, piri, and extremely many rats, ges, which have to be chased away at night with the help of fire. Besides the flying fox, uai, can be found. Lizards, uari, are represented by three kinds, which have special names. Turtles, uari, exist, too. There is a great amount of chicken, aion. They are housed in stables. The pig is called peik!, the chicken aion!, the dog piri! in case it does not have its own name.

Doves and seagulls can be found wild and domesticated. Tamed seagulls, gainiau, are lured by calling tagilagl, and they are kept on special racks. They are only for entertainment. People distinguish the white ones as aian, the black ones as gaingau, and the big ones with white breasts as gume. A piece of turtle shell epiel is attached on the left leg as a property tag. This identification is only done with seagulls. A hole is made into the turtle shell and the leg of the bird is pushed through. At this point the animal should be very young, and the tag can never be taken off.

Sarfert was able to collect a comprehensive index of fish, respectively of the animals added by the natives, such as the whale, the turtle, and mussels. It contains 80 names. The sea snails are generally called uoni. Insects are represented by butterflies, giegi, flies, range, lice, gue, and spiders, gedomoro. It is striking that during his visit Kubary noticed the absence of mosquitoes.

Index of Animals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Animal</th>
<th>Palau</th>
<th>Megegorar</th>
<th>Palau</th>
<th>eranegel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dog</td>
<td>piri</td>
<td>peik</td>
<td>wing</td>
<td>paur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pig</td>
<td>piri</td>
<td>peik</td>
<td>wild dove</td>
<td>marumari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flying fox</td>
<td>uai</td>
<td>uari</td>
<td>rooster</td>
<td>marumari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rat</td>
<td>ges</td>
<td>hen</td>
<td>chicken</td>
<td>marumarite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fur</td>
<td>gine</td>
<td>mar sarai</td>
<td>aian</td>
<td>apari aisan tek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>egg</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>chick fish</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beak</td>
<td>ieur</td>
<td>gill</td>
<td></td>
<td>tapar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>feather</td>
<td>uar rimer</td>
<td>fin</td>
<td></td>
<td>ingial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tail</td>
<td>nguru pasare</td>
<td>tail of the fish</td>
<td></td>
<td>pasar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ventral fin</td>
<td>ingirfar</td>
<td>fly</td>
<td></td>
<td>range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dorsal fin</td>
<td>ingirnar</td>
<td>house</td>
<td></td>
<td>gue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lizard</td>
<td>uari (3 kinds known)</td>
<td>spider</td>
<td>getanarule Merir: dauccurox</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>turtle</td>
<td>uari</td>
<td>mussel</td>
<td>poivir; Merir: paure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shark</td>
<td>puro</td>
<td>snail</td>
<td></td>
<td>umane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>butterfly</td>
<td>giegi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Index of Fish.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fish</th>
<th>Palau</th>
<th>Megegorar</th>
<th>Palau</th>
<th>eranegel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. alangab</td>
<td>Palau</td>
<td>Megegorar</td>
<td>32. faranie</td>
<td>Palau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. tagu</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>33. anangerei</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. juanau</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>34. anatui</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. mamusik</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot; asal</td>
<td>35. giri</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. ujir</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>uroddl</td>
<td>36. isafarfar</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. tagilagl</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>molawai</td>
<td>37. game</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. nuuk</td>
<td>swordfish</td>
<td>38. mangal</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. uari</td>
<td>&quot; turtle</td>
<td>39. mao</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>merubas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. tapa</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>40. norua</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>mauer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 According to Fritz, Deutsch. Kolonialist. 1907, p. 604, the land area of Songosor is 100 hectare.
2 In 1883, Cap. Henderson passed it unhindered with the »Wrecker«; however, he noticed a very strong current (4–5 knots p. hour) in the eastern direction.
3 Reichsmarine-Amt. Städtehandbuch IV—VI, p. 60.
4 Kubary, p. 32.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Palauan</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>laso</td>
<td>whale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>amagurí</td>
<td>(Palauan = gemahugl)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>man</td>
<td>must</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>rangos</td>
<td>mango</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>tali</td>
<td>diary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>moso</td>
<td>grass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>rangi</td>
<td>coconut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>riurí</td>
<td>banana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>iasða</td>
<td>breadfruit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>inari</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>ieróerí</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>nañáuti</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>metas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>puari</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>auno</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>inelóen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>depagí</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>tiriñö</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>puadaf</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>ameniðg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>fainaðf</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>melau</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>marau</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>pengin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>maañogí</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>rinelom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>parañug</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>mak</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>tak</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>iarari</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>oraðis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>ieri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>meas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>peñamágla</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The fauna is characterized by an abundance of tall trees, *sirigiti*, among which the coconut palm, *rüe*, pandanus, *fas*, and breadfruit trees, *maí*, are the most important. However, according to Fritz, in 1906 the coconut trees were afflicted by a plague of coccids. The layer of humus is so thick on this island that the fertile land even allows plant curcuma, *holu*, this means yellow root. The most important crops are taro, *morì* or *uulik*, yam, *iam*, banana, *fasögfl* and pumpkin, *pamugén*. The bush - *fari ooror* and grassland, *sogo* are amply developed.

1 Fritz as mentioned above.
2 Kubary as mentioned above.

Index of Names of Plants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Palauan</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sogo</td>
<td>banana taro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pamugen</td>
<td>breadfruit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The population lives on the southern and bigger one of the two islands, on Songosor; in four villages situated closely next to each other. The mother- and main village is Samage (also called Tamagl, Samagl or Samae). The big common meeting-house is situated here. The northern village is called Runotii. Etuari is the smallest settlement, lying in-between Runotii and Tamagl. The numerous houses are scattered under palm trees. In the arrangement of the buildings no master plan can be recognized, however all settlements are situated next to each other along the beach. In-between the 20—30 compounds of each village there are pigsties and chicken houses, dovecoots, fruit bearing trees, and shacks, mostly with special names. The villages are lying so close to each other that understandably Kubary talks of "one continuous settlement, the individual parts of which have different names".

While the residential houses and the auxiliary buildings are not far from the beach, the boathouses are nearly always erected right on the brink of it. The northern island Fana is cultivated and under the observation of certain ceremonies, is visited at harvest time. However, there are no buildings on it. Kubary explains the fact that all settlements are restricted on one island with the difficult landing conditions and the strong current of the separating strait Nipat. Nevertheless, the legends of the natives all know about a former settlement on Fana, as for instance the story of "Föo". Fasaram, a son of Uad, the first settler, continued to dwell on Fana after his death as the spirit Talau. Besides him other Songosor-people lived there. But not for very long, because a man called For, a spirit, lived there, too. He killed people and ate them. Therefore, all people moved from Fana to Songosor.

The settlement, just like the entire area of the island is partitioned into many places, with their special names. The places of houses have also their own names. The place names of Songosor and Fana can be found next to the sketch of both islands (illus. 8). Even in the bush of Songosor, there are specially named places, Sarfert learned some of these names:

1 Fritz remarks to this that the island supposedly is taboo, however during a later visit the "Seestern" found there a number of women and old men.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Palauan</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ratìegl</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Ferimezuzur</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Ferigerau</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Masiriar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Nipat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Fisgerjam</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Coniorìmer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Ferimezuzur</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Fritz as mentioned above.
2 Kubary as mentioned above.
Explanations to Illustration 7.

I. Ranotiu.
1. Farietoru
2. Feniore
3. Otareng
4. Fararapari
5. Imegiri
6. Feniteringas
7. Imereng (uninhabited)
8. Imegisize
9. Umafe
10. Imeriperiperi
11. Razoratek
12. Rigiferipaz
13. Fariap (Men’s house)
14. Imopaz (Chief’s house)
15. yapirime (2 houses)
16. Famerine
17. Famerue
18. Fenrosu (2 houses)
19. Uauatonki
20. Feniteringier
21. Fenigimagazgur
22. Fariolo
23. Imoaoapipugu
24. Fanoisteg (2 houses)
25. Imopangek
26. Fanigijutaru
27. Feniteriinau
28. yapinginza
29. Fenigiotop (2 houses)
30. Fenilaueri
31. Ferieret
32. Tagar (shared eat house for women)
33. Ouareng
34. Faripangek
35. Feniferaita
36. Fenilaz (Men’s house)
37. Fenatemata
38. Fenunyere
39. Faniopaz
40. Fariap (Men’s house)
41. Fariap (Men’s house)
42. Fenilaueri

II. Eturu.
1. Feniferaiita
2. Fenimo (uninhabited)
3. Fenirigiriu (Men’s house)
4. Fenimaz
5. Fenitarau
6. Feniper (Menstruation house)
7. Fenitau (Birth house, built when needed)
8. Fenigar
9. Feninu (Men’s house)
10. Feniteki
11. Fenigimazuguri
12. Feniseri
13. Fenigipot
14. Fenigopu (Men’s house)
15. Fenigeri
16. Fenigeri (Men’s house)
17. Fainatingas
18. Fenigipot
19. Fenilaz
20. Fenilaz

III. Tamagl.
1. Fariap (Chief’s house)
2. Fariap (Men’s house)
3. Fariap (Men’s house)
4. Fariap (Men’s house)
5. Fariap (Men’s house)
6. Fariap (Men’s house)
7. Fariap (Men’s house)
8. Fariap (Men’s house)
9. Fariap (Men’s house)
10. Fariap (Men’s house)
11. Fariap (Men’s house)
12. Fariap (Men’s house)
13. Fariap (Men’s house)
14. Fariap (Men’s house)
15. Fariap (Men’s house)
16. Fariap (Men’s house)
17. Fariap (Men’s house)
18. Fariap (Men’s house)
19. Fariap (Men’s house)
20. Fariap (Men’s house)

IV. Mainagl.
1. Fenilaz
2. Fenilaz
3. Fenilaz
4. Fenilaz
5. Fenilaz
6. Fenilaz
7. Fenilaz
8. Fenilaz
9. Fenilaz
10. Fenilaz
11. Fenilaz
12. Fenilaz
13. Fenilaz
14. Fenilaz
15. Fenilaz
16. Fenilaz
17. Fenilaz
18. Fenilaz
19. Fenilaz
20. Fenilaz
21. Fenilaz
22. Fenilaz
23. Fenilaz
24. Fenilaz
25. Fenilaz
26. Fenilaz
27. Fenilaz
28. Fenilaz
29. Fenilaz
30. Fenilaz
From the island of Songosor looking toward Fana Island. Glass plate scan, Hamburg Museum.
The index of place names is not complete.

1. Fareuous
2. Färeuen
3. Toriges
4. Fatonur
5. Tauoropi
6. Niouun
7. Ritus
8. Smeripe
9. Rigirigirisamagl
10. Ueripe
11. Rikirimesen
12. Farie laukaiidoï
13. Farie talimer
14. Ziaiizin
15. Farie siesi
16. Mezearo
17. Rigiri fari
18. Nierierim
19. Nierenag
20. Niuegl
21. Tauoat
22. asangauuï
23. Peiuor
24. Nipeïri melat
25. Aringaugl
26. Erin erom
27. Ferie pazo

Fig. 8. Fana and Songosor, according to Sarfert

Explanation for Figure 8, Songosor. Place Names of Songosor.

1. Tamagal = village section
2. Ranotiu = reef
3. Maiogl = northern part
4. Aurun = reef
5. Imesangek
6. Faniriuonukesi
7. Moloros
8. Fenuorim
9. Elesiki
10. Iaugl
11. Fanusugai
12. Iaulurab
13. Imotora
14. Imotauotab
15. Ngaseriar
16. Fararamoi (men's house)
17. Faruluk
18. Farierume
19. Fatafas
20. Fararalib
21. Ratiegl = Menelek
22. Uerieren
23. Uaurieren
24. Raringat
25. Iiuen = northern part Teriot
26. Iogl = southern part
27. Sesenimegl = water pond
28. Faraurik
29. Iiuen = northern part Teriot
30. Nirimagl
31. Mangez
32. Nirimagl
33. Magerogl
34. Fereaugl (Men’s house)
35. Ielesik
36. Tamagl
37. Imetauan
38. Ratiegl
39. Mjferieteliegli
40. Zauagl
41. Uarferi
42. Glaueri
43. Piagl
44. Rimizage
45. Ingita
46. Ingita
47. Ragusseri
48. Ragusseri
49. Ziau
50. Uovat
51. Rigithaur
52. Ragumanar
53. Usak
54. Gileauu
55. Nirimeti margo
56. Nirimeti margo

The names of residences or houses of the villages have already been indicated next to the map of the settlement, Fig. 7. When asked, chief Mosis and another of Sarfert’s informants, by the name of Soarimegl, gave a less complete list. This unfinished list of house- or place-names is follows:
The small place Eiati has only few places with names, and not even all erected houses are inhabited. As the investigation showed, these names partly indicate the houses erected on these places, partly the places themselves. Their meaning is very divers. In many cases it is an eye catching characteristic of the house or of the place, damat, however often the name also indicates the usage of the place: thus, the place where you step on shore, where you make jewelry for the forehead, etc. Then again, it represents the memory of a special event: "Place where a man threw away a pike". Sarfert managed the translation of the following place names:  

The Meaning of Songosor's Place Names:  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place Name</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tamagl</td>
<td>(According To Soarimegl).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maiogl</td>
<td>(According To Mosis).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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</table>
Meaning of the house names of Ranotiu.

Nr. 1. Farietor = Fari = house; iedor = kind of coconut, of which the outer skin of the young nut tastes sweet.
Nr. 2. Feniose = Name of a person.
Nr. 4. Faravapar = Fari = big house, rabar = small, where once a small men’s house had been standing.
Nr. 5. Imagou = house thatched with “giri” (double woven coconut mat). Generally iaso mats are used for this.
Nr. 6. Feniteringus = the name of a canoe and of a canoe house that once stood here.
Nr. 8. Imeian = house thatched with iaso = simply plaited mats made from coconut leaves.
Nr. 9. Unufu = place name transferred from Yap.
Nr. 10. Inuaretp = big house; iroh = big.
Nr. 12. Rigiteferi = house next to (rugur) the men’s house Feribas.
Nr. 13. Feriapaz = feri = big house; bas = floor, house with a floor. Only the big meeting-houses of the chiefs and men’s houses have a floor.
Nr. 15. Papitem = a house that stands lower than the others; gabiri = below.
Nr. 16. Faneritine = house under the coconut palm (?). A germinated nut, found under driftwood, was planted there.
Sep = coconut palm; anna = driftwood, fur = underneath.
Nr. 17. Fariton = house under the sky (palms are missing!); ren = the sky, Fari = house.
Nr. 18. Feronan = house that smells nicely; eu = it smells nice, fari = house. Nr. 19. Usotokeki = on a small hill; 
unur = on top, dedok = small rise of land.
Nr. 20. Fenipiperis = the house was formerly a bouthouse and the canoe was named after the place chabirfer.
Nr. 21. Fenipisezugu = house of the one who loved to eat imesugur (kind of fish). Nr. 22. Fariolo = house under the ialo-tree; iaro = tree species.
Nr. 23. Imogapogo = house thatched with hogu-leaves; Bogu is a tree with big leaves like the ones of a pandanus 
 tree; unur = leaf.
Nr. 24. Fanipote = name of former canoe house. A canoe had been built at the place diegi and was named after it.
Nr. 26. Finitigisaua = name of a former bouthouse. Rigdauar was the name of the canoe.
Nr. 27. Feniterinaan = can be explained like Nr. 24, 26.
Nr. 28. Garduan = place for canoes.
Nr. 29. Fenipipou = House between the gish-leaves (taro-like leaves).
Nr. 30. Feniserinaat = can be explained like Nr. 24, 26, 27.
Nr. 31. Fiseri = long, narrow house; eser = long and narrow.
Nr. 32. Togu = house in direction of landing place at the gur-tree; dau = landing place; gur = species of a tree.

House Names from Tamagl.

Ferimau = beautiful house; mau = beautiful, good.
Feri fesomar = 1st. house under faromar = pandanus. 2nd. fesomar or faromar = the kind of pandanus, that cannot 
be consumed. The count of the buildings resulted in 125 residential buildings, 58 cooking houses, 1 birth house, 
39 menstruation huts, 29 boat houses, 20 pigsties and 24 chicken sheds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Village</th>
<th>Residence</th>
<th>Cooking house</th>
<th>Birth hut</th>
<th>Menstruation hut</th>
<th>Canoe house</th>
<th>Pigsty</th>
<th>Chicken house</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ranotiu</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Etaru</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamagl</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Men with surrounding taro patches. Glass plate scans, Hamburg Museum.
The village Tamagl. Glass plate scan, Hamburg Museum.
Chief’s house and pigsty. Glass plate scan, Hamburg Museum.

At the beginning of the 18th Century, the time of the discovery, the population seems to have been much more numerous than at the time of Kubary. Somera said that the natives had indicated that the population numbered 800 souls, however, it still remains an open question if the island Fana had even been inhabited at that time. In 1909 a count resulted in only 300 souls and at a precise count in 1909 Sarfert had a result of 304 inhabitants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Village</th>
<th>Men</th>
<th>Women</th>
<th>Boys</th>
<th>Girls</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ranotiu</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamagl</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maiogl</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eseri</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When counting the sexes a small mistake was unavoidable, because in some cases the indication of the gender of the respective person has been omitted. As can be seen in the list of inhabitants, the place Maiogl is the most densely populated one (106 inhabitants), Ranotiu on the contrary counts only 98, Tamagl 84, and Eseri only 16.

The result of the count was 112 men, 137 women, and 55 children. For 1900 Brigham, who used Kubary’s data, quotes ca. 350 people. Regardless of the 4 persons more than two years before, which Sarfert counted, it looks like the population is constantly declining. The natives are depressed about the low amount of children so that an intentional decline of birthrates cannot be considered. Sarfert holds the kind of sexual intercourse, practiced on the island, responsible for this sad fact. Fritz learned that abortion are often practiced on Songosor, Pur, and Merir with the help of an infusion made from the roots of pandanus.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Village</th>
<th>Men</th>
<th>Women</th>
<th>Boys</th>
<th>Girls</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ranotiu</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamagl</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maiogl</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eseri</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Index of the Inhabitants of Tamagl.

I. Farifesomar

1. Taiogl ♂ ~ Stegeriari ♀

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Men</th>
<th>Women</th>
<th>Boys</th>
<th>Girls</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>43</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

II. Faritagu

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Men</th>
<th>Women</th>
<th>Boys</th>
<th>Girls</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. Peitamar

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Men</th>
<th>Women</th>
<th>Boys</th>
<th>Girls</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. Fasun

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Men</th>
<th>Women</th>
<th>Boys</th>
<th>Girls</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Index of the Inhabitants of Ranotiu.

I. Faritara

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Men</th>
<th>Women</th>
<th>Boys</th>
<th>Girls</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>35</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

II. Feniero

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Men</th>
<th>Women</th>
<th>Boys</th>
<th>Girls</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Index of Inhabitants of Etarü

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Feniferaita</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Saoulen ♂</td>
<td></td>
<td>child</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japagl ♂</td>
<td></td>
<td>son</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fereinigot ♂</td>
<td></td>
<td>son Willi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eroegl ♂</td>
<td></td>
<td>mother</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Uan ino ♂</td>
<td></td>
<td>brother</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fannorejigot ♂</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fari ♂</td>
<td></td>
<td>children:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>Fanirigiriunë</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mootam ♂</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eneo ♂</td>
<td></td>
<td>child</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>Fanigiriunë</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>Fenišerigot</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IX</td>
<td>Fenišerigot</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>Fenišerigot</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI</td>
<td>Fenišerigot</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XII</td>
<td>Fenišerigot</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XIII</td>
<td>Fenišerigot</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XIV</td>
<td>Fenišerigot</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XV</td>
<td>Fenišerigot</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XVI</td>
<td>Fenišerigot</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XVII</td>
<td>Fenišerigot</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XVIII</td>
<td>Fenišerigot</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XIX</td>
<td>Fenišerigot</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Poor man, who goes “begging” from house to house.
2 She received this name because as a small child she incidentally always said unintelligible words. Even today, people still laugh about this name.
As far as we can see the inhabitants live in family units, partly two families in one house. The unmarried adults live with their relatives, as do quite a few widowed ones. Old parents live together with their meanwhile married children, for instance in Ranotiu, where mothers live with their married son in houses III, V, IX. XII. Polygamous couples are also not rare: In Ranotiu the men Soarimegl and Gurut have two wives, in Tamag the inhabitants of the house IX, XIII, and XVI. If polyandry is practiced cannot be said with certainty, however, it is likely where a woman lives together with two men, who are not indicated as her relatives, such as in house VI in Maiogl. Regardless of the partly empty houses, there are also poor people, who have no house of their own. The man males (Ranotiu XXV) moves from house to house and thus finds food and a place to sleep. In regard to their appearance people already made a good impression on the Spaniards. Calderon talks about their "entirely Spanish character", which most certainly is a high praise. According to Somera they had a good physique, a strongly developed chin, and frizzy hair. — The natives are a comely race with mostly pleasant, and sometimes nearly beautiful features. The form of the individual faces can differ, however, they all have regular features. Now and then you can see angular slit eyes. The skin color is brown, the hair is quite long, curled up, and black, if not darkened by sun and saltwater, which sometimes makes children quite blond. Beard growth is ample.

Men wear a chin-beard and side burns. The eye-catching cleanliness in the Spanish time was lacking when Kubary visited. The body is tattooed and painted. The inhabitants of the islands Songosor, Pur, and Merir seem to exhibit a bigger difference regarding their looks than for instance the Palau-People. Anyhow, often the tattoo decorations offer the only safe distinction for the three groups. However, they are considerably different from the Palau-People. Individual differences are always eye catching, even at the first encounter. Some features seem to be Semitic (chiefs Mosit and Soarimeggl).²

In Kubary’s opinion the nutritional state was also not well, however, the general health was not bad. Of dangerous diseases he found pyratreusis (skin condition) quite common, and only few individuals were free of venereal diseases. In this respect he only examined 50 people: 36 men and 14 women and only two of each were healthy. All the others showed gonorrhea-related inflammation. People reported that only two years ago (thus 1883) a ship had brought these diseases. As people were completely helpless against this foreign evil, it caused considerable harm among them. The suppurative foci were very advanced, Kubary attributed this partly to the common scruffiness. He claims the abundant indulgence of palm-wine was responsible for the slow healing process. He then believed that with time the sickness would heal itself and would disappear. This point of view seems justified as later on Safert could not find a single person carrying a venereal disease. In fact the chief remarked in this respect that he would not want anybody to notice when he had a sexually transmitted disease. The life style of the people is not different from the one on other island groups. People go to bed when they are inclined and they eat what nature offers them, this also regulates the amount of food. Staple foods are fruits and fish.

Today, just like in the Spanish time, the character is amiable, trusting, and animated. Their behavior and courteous ways were inspiring so much confidence in the Spaniards, that these started the fateful disembarkation of the ways were inspiring so much confidence in the Spaniards, that these started the fateful disembarkation of the Spaniards from 1712 has been forgotten. People on Merir and specially those Pur are much better informed. The memory of the old lore is the feeblest one among the Songosor-People. Thus, it is not surprising that the visit of the Spaniards from 1712 has been forgotten. People on Merir and specially those Pur are much better informed. The memory of the old lore is the feeblest one among the Songosor-People. Thus, it is not surprising that the visit of the Spaniards from 1712 has been forgotten. People on Merir and specially those Pur are much better informed. The memory of the old lore is the feeblest one among the Songosor-People. Thus, it is not surprising that the visit of the Spaniards from 1712 has been forgotten. People on Merir and specially those Pur are much better informed. The memory of the old lore is the feeblest one among the Songosor-People. Thus, it is not surprising that the visit of the Spaniards from 1712 has been forgotten. People on Merir and specially those Pur are much better informed. The memory of the old lore is the feeblest one among the Songosor-People. Thus, it is not surprising that the visit of the Spaniards from 1712 has been forgotten. People on Merir and specially those Pur are much better informed. The memory of the old lore is the feeblest one among the Songosor-People. Thus, it is not surprising that the visit of the Spaniards from 1712 has been forgotten. People on Merir and specially those Pur are much better informed. The memory of the old lore is the feeblest one among the Songosor-People. Thus, it is not surprising that the visit of the Spaniards from 1712 has been forgotten. People on Merir and specially those Pur are much better informed. The memory of the old lore is the feeblest one among the Songosor-People. Thus, it is not surprising that the visit of the Spaniards from 1712 has been forgotten. People on Merir and specially those Pur are much better informed. The memory of the old lore is the feeblest one among the Songosor-People. Thus, it is not surprising that the visit of the Spaniards from

³Kubary, as mentioned above they know bur (pulaua), “Magliek or Mejiek or Meriek” (a vibrating guttural r) and “Burat” with which name the St. David-Group is indicated. They themselves never visit their neighboring islands, however sometimes visit from there, because a clan relationship exists not only between Songosor, Bae, Moegey, and Kogogal (Tobi), but between the first three exist also family relationships. Travels in-between these islands are limited to the return trip to the respective home island, a cause of real displacements that are not uncommon, however, are rare
According to oral tradition the population’s origin is Ulei. People tell the following story: A canoe sailed from Ulei to Songosor and then returned again. In those days Songosor was only a sandy island and there were no trees on it. The canoe fetched some coconuts and brought them to Songosor. Uad, Sau and Saualo together with two more men whose name nobody remembers any more, as well as one woman were in this canoe. Around this time a canoe came from Ternate, too, but left again. Since then no other people were added. Songosor and Fana had been uninhabited when the canoe arrived. Therefore, people did not wage war though on Pur and Merir there have been fights. Nobody knows anything about the settlement of these islands.

The location of all legends and tales of gods is Songosor or Fana, references of Ulei are lacking all together. Comparing the traditions of the natives from Merir, Sarfort calculated the year 1600 for the colonization of Songosor; however, due to the numerous population at the time of the first Spanish visit, we probably can assume an earlier time. People on Songosor know nothing of Talau, the main hero in the colonization-legend of the people on Merir, in which Songosor also plays a big part. Talau is in fact the spirit of the deceased Fasarum. He lives in the apex of the chief’s house and during his lifetime lived on Fana. Fasarum was the son of Uad, the first settler of the island.

The obviously completely transmitted list of chiefs’ names forms the frame to arrange the most important events. It contains 22 names:

1. Uad
2. Chasao
3. Farad
4. Saunulo
5. Bohé
6. Masau
7. Maliek
8. Langamemi
9. Barrifadłoh
10. Fadéch
11. Saunalefe
12. Fadojie
13. Goreden
14. Marifado
15. Barifadoch
16. Manifado
17. Uoefergl
18. Chauise
19. Maluuide
20. Sauoi
21. Soarimegl
22. Mosis

The five women were:

Arolaugai
Remed
Mougl
Chabideriferi
Kianieki

We know of a devastating typhoon at the time of the 11th chief Saunalefe. "It killed seven people, among which was also the chief." It is still well known which people saved their lives. There were only 10 men and five women. The men were called:

Fadúiie
Orodaug
Rined

The five women were:

Arolaugai
Faileriaurri
Duumaunchoi
Chasore
Uileuei

Consequently the entire population then added up to only 21 souls. Predacious assaults are also kept in the memory of the public. At the time of the 15th chief, Sauoir, three canoes, each with two outriggers, came. They came from Gobi, and the people inside were Papuas; 30 men sat in each canoe. They had no women with them. They pulled their boats up on the beach and built a palisade. These Gobi-People caught Songosor-People, dragged them into the palisade and later on threw them into their canoes and sailed away with them. They took many Songosor-People with them. Among them were Pautugogl, Metik, and Siem. The Gobi-People went partly naked, or they wore loincloth made from European textiles. They were not tattooed, had black skin, frizzy hair and had a bow and arrows as weapons. Gobi is in the southwest of Songosor. The canoes remained there for four days.

On the fourth day a strong Songosor-Man fetched a captive boy out of the palisades. Then the people from Gobi became scared and left. People do not know if they were cannibals.

---

1. This indicates a place in Yup'ik: Fritz barsaud – certainly due to an error – that Solu would be the place of origin.
3. The old weapon, studded with three shark teeth.

---

1 The old weapon, studded with three shark teeth.

2 Predaciously assaults are also kept in the memory of the public. At the time of the 15th chief, Sauoir, three canoes, each with two outriggers, came. They came from Gobi, and the people inside were Papuas; 30 men sat in each canoe. They had no women with them. They pulled their boats up on the beach and built a palisade. These Gobi-People caught Songosor-People, dragged them into the palisade and later on threw them into their canoes and sailed away with them. They took many Songosor-People with them. Among them were Pautugogl, Metik, and Siem.

3 The Gobi-People went partly naked, or they wore loincloth made from European textiles. They were not tattooed, had black skin, frizzy hair and had a bow and arrows as weapons. Gobi is in the southwest of Songosor. The canoes remained there for four days. On the fourth day an athletic Songosor-Man fetched a captive boy out of the palisades. Then the people from Gobi became scared and left. People do not know if they were cannibals. Then the raiders went to Pur. Here one of their boats stayed behind. The passengers captured some Pur-People and went from there to Merir and fought there. At that time two Songosor-People were by chance on Merir. They caught the arrows with the fasagel. Consequently the entire population then added up to only 21 souls.

Predacious assaults are also kept in the memory of the public. At the time of the 15th chief, Sauoir, three canoes, each with two outriggers, came. They came from Gobi, and the people inside were Papuas; 30 men sat in each canoe. They had no women with them. They pulled their boats up on the beach and built a palisade. These Gobi-People caught Songosor-People, dragged them into the palisade and later on threw them into their canoes and sailed away with them. They took many Songosor-People with them. Among them were Pautugogl, Metik, and Siem. The Gobi-People went partly naked, or they wore loincloth made from European textiles. They were not tattooed, had black skin, frizzy hair and had a bow and arrows as weapons. Gobi is in the southwest of Songosor. The canoes remained there for four days. On the fourth day an athletic Songosor-Man fetched a captive boy out of the palisades. Then the people from Gobi became scared and left. People do not know if they were cannibals. Then the raiders went to Pur. Here one of their boats stayed behind. The passengers captured some Pur-People and went from there to Merir and fought there. At that time two Songosor-People were by chance on Merir. They caught the arrows with the fasagel. A Songosor-Man speared a Gobi-Man. Then the Gobi-People went home to Gobi. Later on, some Songosor-People sailed to Merir to fetch one of their men. This was the grandfather on the father’s side of the man Faitatek, who is the narrator of this story. Accordingly, this attack happened in the first half of the last century. Today, Faitatek is an old man, one of the oldest people.

Around 1880, under the 20th chief, also called Sauoir, Songosor was hit as well by a typhoon, but this time nobody died. It seems that in 1885, during the reign of this chief, Kabyur’s visit took place. He called him Taur. The first white person whom people can remember was called “Ueitam”. He came during the reign of the 17th chief Uoefergl. They call Captain Brown (Kaphrou) the first European. His arrival happened during the reign of aiue, the 18th chief. There is no memory of previous visits. Further on, tradition leaves no doubt that in former times Fana was inhabited. People report the following about this:

"After the death of Fasarum, who was a son of Uad, the first settler and continued to live as the spirit Talau, next to him other Songosor-People also lived on Fana. But not for a long time: because a man called For lived here. He was a spirit, killed people, and ate them. Therefore, all people moved from Fana to Songosor. Only one woman remained on Fana. She had no canoe. She asked the passengers of one boat to take her across. They, however, refused. Thus, the woman offered to fetch them some fresh water from the bush. People agreed. When she returned with the water, they thought it not enough and sent her once again into the bush. In the meantime they left. The woman had the same experience with twenty other boats. On the beach the woman sat down on a piece of wood and cried. Then she went into the bush and made a hand-oracle, from which she saw that her fate was not good. Thereupon, she went to the north and repeated the oracle, which once again turned out badly. When she now turned to the south she had the same bad result. Now she dug a cave into the ground of the beach and once again made the oracle, this time it turned out well. She continued digging until it became a deep cave. Then she went inside. Now a spirit came and sat down on a piece of wood in front of the opening of the cave. A bird kianieki came flying, sat on the wood, and said, “For, down there is food for you!” The woman was quite shocked about this.
However, the spirit did not understand what the bird was talking about. In fact he took a stone and chased it away. The same thing happened when the bird came a second time. On the other hand, the woman in the cave gave birth to a child out of sheer fright.

The child grew very fast. On the next day it could already stand, on the third day it could walk, and after ten days it was a strong fellow. He said to his mother, “why do we live in a cave? Out there, there is place enough!” The mother said to him, “shut up! An evil spirit lives here and you are much too small in order to take him on. He will slough you!” She forbade him to leave the cave. He did it nevertheless, said he would be strong enough, and went fishing with his spear.

The next day he caught three birds and fastened them on his head: one black and one white alaus (egret) and one kingfisher, tasik. Then he painted himself all over black, white, and red. The birds in his hair were hacking at each other and he himself looked like a devil. Then For came and was very shocked to see such a man on his island. He said to the “devil”, “Oh, how did you make your skin so beautiful?” The other one replied, “I had myself tattooed, and continued asking him, Do you also want to have such a tattoo?”

— “Yes, I want it! Show me how you do it.” Thus, he ordered For to dig a deep cavity, which he did. Then he said to him that he had to step in there and For did as he was told. And Rifadouogubok — this was the name of the boy — ordered him to step down 30, 40, and finally 50 fathoms. Then he placed wood and mats on the top of the opening and set it all on fire. In this fashion For was boiled and died. Since then, no malevolent spirit lives on Fana and the Songosor-People can cross over again.

The legend about the women who was growing out of the ground proves, too, that Fana was once settled.

In former times the following people lived on Fana, Talamar, Siosi, and the woman Langaidoi. Talamar was her husband. One day they went into the woods in order to collect some food. There they saw a small girl sitting in a bush and crying. They took the child with them into their house and gave it something to eat. Nobody knew from where the child had suddenly come. Therefore, people believed that it had come from the ground. The child received the name Idanienimesagl (mesagl = earth). When this child was grown up Siosi took her as his wife. She had a son called Idemenuor (nuor = woods). Idemenuor had one daughter. Nobody knows any more who the mother was. The daughter was called Otersipak. Her daughter was Otrírie.

The genealogical tree of this woman finally leads to Faitatek, the narrator of these legends. The family tree of this woman looks like this:

Dalimar ♂ - Langaidoi ♂
  foundling ♂ - Idanienimesagl ♂ - Sinis ♂
  Idemenuor ♂ - unknown ♂
    children: Oteriak ♂, Otrírie ♂, Taluturī ♂, Faifedelean ♂, Marau ♂, Iorigi ♂, Ramare ♂, Malefez ♂, Faitatek ♂.

Ramare is the Songosor-Man who was spared by the Gōbi-People.

Further more, the memory of voluntary and forced trips to other islands is alive. This clearly shows that the ancestors were no less peaceful, but still more entrepreneurial than today’s inhabitants. In the old days Songosor-People supposedly went to Saipan, Palau, pan-ne, and New Guinea. Some did not return; however from New Guinea they always returned. In Palau they visited Malagal. Dealings with Tobi, Pur, and Meir are still maintained nowadays.

1 The labeling “devil” has its origins in the influence of the mission.

"Once a Mogomog-Man, called Saugepit, sailed to Merir. From Songosor Martiteifi sailed to Pur, Talafis to Tobi, and Mauuar to Senueus. All the more it is astonishing, that fellow countrymen, who drifted, are getting totally foreign. Such as Kubary tells the story of the old Watonney, who had lived 30 years on Palau, where he had drifted in a boat as a 14 years old boy. He was so estranged from his relatives and countrymen that he wanted to be taken to the economically better off Pur."

2 Government.

The population is divided into chiefdoms, tomuer, and calls itself sauweri. The chief is addressed as papa or tomur. Female chiefs are supposed to be admitted, too. The first chief, quasi the “King”, was the chief from Tamagl. The chiefly family is called sorogeteutaus. However, during his absence the German government implemented as sovereign the chief from Maiogl. Nevertheless, people still consider the first mentioned one the actual ruler. The natives describe the events that led to this situation as follows:

"Initially, on Songosor the same succession prevailed as on Pur and Merir. The oldest son followed his father. However, in the last years before Germany seized the island, inner riots started. Ranotia, Tamagl, and Maiogl were fighting each other. Murder and manslaughter were rife. The life of paramount chief Soarimegl was no longer safe and, therefore, on the first occasion, which was offered he went as a laborer with O’keefe to Wurut. From now on an energetic man from Maiogl, by the name of Mosis – he was not a chief – took care that there was peace. He in return put to death many people who had committed murder. He even had his own daughter-in-law killed. By doing so he gained such great esteem, that all considered him as paramount chief and even the Germans acknowledged his lordliness. When Soarimegl returned Mosis was the paramount chief of the island and now they both shared the position. People believe that also in the future only the most competent man will be "elected" as paramount chief."

Even before the German intervention the old order showed cracks. Soarimegl, who had been pushed aside, was an usurper, too. After the death of the 20th chief, Sauot, his son lenitlen rightfully should have become paramount chief. However, his oldest cousin, called Soarimegl, instead claimed power. Even now lenitlen still lives in the house of his father Sauot, the last paramount chief. The narrator added, “in those days people from Tamagl were very warlike.”

These conflicts seem to be rooted in a certain deviance from the usual order, which Kubary already found out. He said, "the son of the last king is not his successor, he is the Zughag, the priest, who presides over the Tautup. Because of this as well as because of his deceased father he is honored like a Tomul and is also addressed as papa."

In addition to the big chiefs there are also small chiefs, who are something like the oldest of the family. They are called gaper. It seems that these gaper are the same as the Tomur, mentioned by Kubary: according to Sarfert the term sau, denominates only a man, who does not hold the title of a chief. The trumpet shell nau is used to call the assembly of chiefs. As Kubary’s information indicates, the status of the high priest is no less important than the one of the first chief: “He presides over the Tautup. All sessions are held in the Falumar, where this priest is the actual leader, because all decisions are dependent from his revelations.”

1 Reference to the legend about the settlement of these islands.
2 Kubary, as mentioned above.
3 Kubary, p. 93 the concept are actually the heads of families, of which there are 11”. He does not go into details concerning the then existing division into Sau.
4 Kubary, p. 93.
According to rank the following order can be found among the individual chiefs:

1. Soarimegl from Tamagl
2. Mosis from Maiogl
3. Gurut from Ranotiu
4. Faiatek
5. Menud
6. Mediuue
7. Giridelan
8. Ribeidare
9. Moroliberi
10. Degiren
11. Sausolen from Etarü
12. Lasamo
13. Rairimangal
14. Merigl
15. Boruruk (son of Mediuue)
16. Rinilan
17. Radoromare
18. Megiriurie
19. Boruruk (son of Mediuue)

Giridelan 14. Merigl

Soarimegl is the chief of Tamagl, Sausolen rules in Etaru, Gurut in Ranotiu, and Mosis in Maiogl. Since time immemorial and just like his ancestors Gurut is in charge of Fana, however, the harvest belongs to the paramount chief. According to the law of succession the oldest son is the successor of the chiefly title. In case the chief does not have any children, then, after his death, his brother succeeds in power. In case this brother is also missing, the next in line in the sister’s son. Grandchildren do not count. In either case the dying chief denominates who will succeed him. The later born sons of a chief gain no advantage from the status of the father. Concerning property despite his position a chief does not gain any privilege in comparison to others. However, he does have a certain land easement. Thus, certain “fish” belong only to him: turtles, nanglail, the whale, laso, and besides this all fish caught in front of Fana. Nevertheless from the catches made here he leaves a part for the fishermen. Further on, he has the right to order the construction of a meetinghouse as well as the execution of reparations. All lower chiefs are then obliged to deliver food for the workmen. Finally he decides which feasts are to be held in the meetinghouse.

3. Right of Ownership.

Ownership is regulated in detail. As has been explained before, since time immemorial both islands are split into a great amount of plots of land that have their special names. Each family has its shares, often to the completely different plots. There is no land without an owner. Chief Soarimegl alone owns 22 different plots of land. He distributes them to others, probably family members, as property for the time of their life. Or the land is distributed after his death. In this case, the oldest son receives the biggest share. People own property of different sizes, or hold shares of distributed plots of lands on both islands. By themselves the shares all have the same value. New acquisitions are possible by inheritance or purchase. The amount of plots of land in one hand is quite divers; therefore, there are poor and rich people, because in the course of time some individuals have accumulated considerable estates by inheritance. For instance the man aumer, who is not a chief, owns land on the following places:

Adane
Umonuura
Rigiri Hëne
Reonediki
Fariëtik Fariberen
Uanifed Rigiriñiga
Rigiraru
Uaribolo
Uanifediri
Uanifed Rigiriñiga

Aitoa, the brother of this man, has property in the same places and of the same trees and fields. There are no habitations without their own property. A man’s estate encompasses also the eatable fruits of the trees standing there, and nobody will make the mistake in taking any of them. In case a family is numerous and does not get by there alone, they have a great amount of plots of land that have their special names. Each family has its shares, often to the completely different plots. There is no land without an owner. Chief Soarimegl alone owns 22 different plots of land. He distributes them to others, probably family members, as property for the time of their life. Or the land is distributed after his death. In this case, the oldest son receives the biggest share. People own property of different sizes, or hold shares of distributed plots of lands on both islands. By themselves the shares all have the same value. New acquisitions are possible by inheritance or purchase. The amount of plots of land in one hand is quite divers; therefore, there are poor and rich people, because in the course of time some individuals have accumulated considerable estates by inheritance. For instance the man aumer, who is not a chief, owns land on the following places:

Adane
Umonuura
Rigiri Hëne
Reonediki
Fariëtik Fariberen
Uanifed Rigiriñiga
Rigiraru
Uaribolo
Uanifediri
Uanifed Rigiriñiga

Aitoa, the brother of this man, has property in the same places and of the same trees and fields. There are no habitations without their own property. A man’s estate encompasses also the eatable fruits of the trees standing there, and nobody will make the mistake in taking any of them. In case a family is numerous and does not get by there alone, it is permissible to take from the land of somebody else without paying for it; nevertheless the owner must be informed about it.

A common activity is fishing in the light of torches out at sea. The catch is distributed afterwards. Each family catches what they need and even the chiefs themselves fish. Quite different is fishing in front of Fana, no matter if it is fishing on the reef, or open ocean fishing. Whatever is caught there during the first fishing trip belongs to all the chiefs, the second time only to Soarimegl and Mosis. Each time people are only allowed to fish one day. There also is a difference between catches made within or outside of the reef: fishes caught from outside the reef are distributed among all chiefs; from the ones caught within the reef both high chiefs get a share. Before going fishing the fisherman has to get their permission. When Songosor-People want to cross over to Fana in order to harvest there, they first need the permission of the high chiefs Soarimegl and Mosis.

Further more people differentiate between personal and family property. The native reflects the idea of property as apitik. Clothes and jewelry, the canoe, paddles, fishing nets and hooks, lines, kites and spears are considered personal property, as well as wooden bowls, carrying devices, etc. The loom, mats and baskets are considered female property, next to clothes and jewelry, in short, all the products of their own making, and personal inherited property. Accordingly, personal planted coconut palms, breadfruit trees etc. are also personal property and every one can pass them on to family members as he or she chooses. The house and the ownership of property together with all food items grown there are in the possession of the family. The owner of a house, though, is always only one person. The natives have all sorts of property tags, which represent certain things and have special names, sometimes they also seem to be only ornaments (illus. 9); by all means they are difficult to interpret.

The characters used, are:

epalerimeru  a) rangue  black seagull
peseriek  b) nö mengite  tail of the fish
a) rangue  c) peseriek  man
mettite  d) mar (for gatafe)  a piece of tobacco
djorirau  e) nö mengite  shark tooth

The others supposedly have no special meaning. Natives of Pur and Merir have similar symbols, however, without a special form and a recognizable meaning.

1 According to v. Heynitz “ailang” means the entire property of a man: house, field, and coconuts. The expressions for them are: iseriso, fandameru, fagiso, and felerasapergl.

1 Sarfert mentions it only as a vocable.
The right of succession is arranged in such a way, that the oldest son, and in case this one does not exist, the oldest brother of the man succeed the inheritance “for all siblings”. Daughters inherit, too. Thus, the oldest son inherits for all sons, the oldest daughter for all daughters, and the oldest brother for all brothers. The oldest son receives first of all the house and the widow moves back into the house of her family. However, this seems not to be a necessity, because the list of inhabitants shows clearly that mothers live occasionally with their married sons. Property of fields is distributed among sons and daughters, though the oldest son receives in addition the entire property of fruit-bearing trees.

Woven belts, yellow-root powder (turmeric), tortoiseshell, lines, and canoes are considered money. Only little could be found out about criminal law. The opportunity to practice it is rare. Adultery, amallie, and divorce do not represent legal cases, but the involved parties deal with them without much ado. Murder though is a different case. Before the arrival of the white people it supposedly was not a rare incident. Differences between Ranotin and Maiogl were regulated with guns. Soarimeligl supposedly ended all that. When a man was killed, then the clan beat the murderer to death. After that the one, who had killed the murderer, had to pay compensation to his family, which ended the case. Concerning assault and battery financial penalties were applicable: The culprit had to give the injured party certain valuable items such as curcum, semen cord and similar things, according to the kind of injury. However, nothing was paid to the family of the affected person.

4. Family.

Marriage: When a young man has the intention to court a girl, he will bring some food items and fish as presents to her parents. In this way the chosen one recognizes that she is loved and courted in earnest. Lovers have intercourse with each other without any remorse. Finally the young man asks the parents of the girl to marry her. In case he receives their consent he can lead the bride to his home on the same day. Marriage is only celebrated by a meal, and no dance or song is accompanying it. In case the young man does not have a house of his own to take the bride, he has to pay compensation to his family, which ended the case. Concerning assault and battery financial penalties were applicable: The culprit had to give the injured party certain valuable items such as curcum, semen cord and similar things, according to the kind of injury. However, nothing was paid to the family of the affected person.

In case a pregnancy occurs despite the above-mentioned practice, then it is recognized by the failure of menstruation and by the dark coloring of the areola. From this time onwards the woman receives three months good and nourishing food. Sexual intercourse is practiced until the eighth month. During the entire pregnancy certain foods are forbidden for the woman.

Birth takes place in the inorpi, the birth-house. Here the woman has to stay for 10 days. Afterwards she goes for two months into the moruata toso, the women’s-house. During this time and for a whole year afterwards, until the time when the child can walk, sexual intercourse is forbidden. In addition the man is not allowed to enter the blood-house nor the women’s-house. — During the delivery other women help the woman who is giving birth, who is kneeling while she is in labor. Another women, who is kneeling behind her, is embracing her body and massaging it. The placenta is called arewari. — A special feast celebrates the birth of the first child however here too, singing and dancing are missing.

Fondness of children is generally quite big. It is not rare for fathers to spend their entire leisure time with the children. Sarfert observed a man who upon his arrival walked from the landing place to the chiefly meetinghouse hand in hand with his mother in law.

Pubescence of girls is celebrated. After the onset of the first menstruation the girl has to stay in the blood-house for four days and subsequently for four more days in the women’s-house. The following two months she has to remain in the parental house and is not allowed to go out. During this time she receives abundant food. Once this time is over she paints a circle with yellow root (turmeric) onto her face, leaves the house and is from now on considered marriageable.

The name is given without any ceremony at the age of 7—8 years. According to Mrs. Krämer, the boys only receive it when the beard starts growing. The name is given either by the father or the mother. Only in some exceptions is this done at an earlier age, for instance the man with the name Gamuigiarmon can choose his name himself if his father or mother, when he was still small and her brother died. This one had quite a different name. The connection of these events is not clear, however, a tradition does not seem to exist. The meaning of the names should be characterized by a few examples:
Soaimegi  note = decoration of the hair, 1
saur = stem of the leaf
Mosis = a name given by O'Keeffe;
Maleitei (Malei)  malei = decoration of the neck, rei = my son, which means decoration of the neck which belongs to my son;
Lauei  lauei = my whiskers;
Sinai  a name given by O’Keeffe;
Meiras  name of a man from Tobi;
Riemilan  nieni = the first hair on the forehead, it is combed in a special way, lan =curcuma-color;
Women’s names:
automar  tamar = chief, Chau = good, physically beautiful. Teketik  The name of this woman stems from the fact that as a small girl she always said tegetik. Nobody knows what was meant and they laugh when they mention this name.
This small selection shows sufficiently that no deeper sense is connected with the names, moreover that sheer accident is responsible for their formation and if there is any similarity at all, then they are synonymous with our nicknames. They particularly indicate physical characteristics. Strict regulations exist for mentioning personal names, and especially family members in the company of each other have to conform to these laws. Thus, men of the family are not allowed to say the name of the mother, the sister, the father’s sister and the grandmother. They are tawatupu for them. People cannot name any other reason for this than the law. Accordingly female relatives can never pronounce the names of male relatives. However, the names of same sex relatives are allowed to be pronounced without any dread. As an alternative small boys are called: ullimar or marina’i, also perigapa. Small girls are called ullinmar firima or also perigapa. If the boy’s or the girls are a little bit older they are called lipe’a. In the same fashion tradition forbids pronouncing the names of dead relatives within the family. Outsiders may do so without constraint though it seems only when it is about dead persons who died some time ago. The family utters their names only when they had died two generations ago. Here, the gender does not make a difference. However, this regulation refers only to events of death within the close family, such as the father, the mother, the spouse or a child. At the death of a child special regulations have to be observed. The parents have to live one month next to the grave of the child. In this case it means the death of small children, because only these are buried on dry land. Children are considered small when they cannot eat alone yet. For newly born babies there are no taboos in effect. The rich ones build a house next to the grave, poorer parents make do with a small hut. For the duration of their stay in such a death house, taputapu, these mourners are not allowed into the village.

During the first four days they are not allowed to leave the house at all. Later on, they have to go themselves into the bush to collect some food, because nobody is allowed to hand them anything. For two months they are tabu. Grown sons and daughters, and all who went out to sea and helped with the burial are also tabu, as well as those who dug the grave. At the time of the expedition’s visit Soaimegi, the high chief of Tamagi, lived in a big house in Ranouttu, where a son and a daughter had been buried. This clarifies that in certain circumstances these strict commandments were also extended to the grandparents. This seems to not have been a common custom.

Hospitality exists most of all between Songosor, Pur and Merite. The big chief’s-house Ferimau is at the same time the accommodation for foreigners. The entire population takes care of their food and drinks and delivers food items there. If there are only individuals to take care of, then the chief designates which families have to bring food for him. However, if there are numerous visitors then initially, for the first three days, food is sent to the chief’s-house. After these days the visitors are distributed among different families who cook for them. In case a great chief or a white person, as for instance Dr. Sarfert, comes for a visit, then the chiefs alone deliver the food. In honor of the visitor the first two chiefs also sleep in the meeting house. The other chiefs are at liberty to also sleep there. When Sarfert stayed on Songosor Mosis, the official representative inaugurated by the Germans, slept next to him. As long as the guests are there the meeting-house is the meeting point of the entire population.

Terms of Kinship:

- Terms of Kinship

1. man mara (mar. tere pari mar = adult), mother-brother miangairimaitela

2. mother-sister niisinilite lafetereinaita

3. woman faifete faifete, marilafetere, marirarap = adult tabu

4. husband of the father’s sister waire miangairipapa; sinimangairipapa

5. father (your own) papa, also address for older men (tomai)

6. wife of the father’s brother lide nissiipapa; wife’s father papiurila

7. father of other people tamagi, maloi; marimapi = old man, iririrap = old woman

8. husband of the mother’s brother lide nissiinilite, mother neiha [neiha]

9. wife of the mother’s brother miangairinaita

10. son of the father’s brother raurenarenisili-papa

11. sister uisi

12. brother and sister siblings miangai

13. daughter of the father’s brother raurenarenisili-papa

14. man mari (mar. tere pari mar = adult), mother-brother miangairimaitela

15. woman faifete faifete, marilafetere, marirarap = adult tabu

16. husband of the father’s sister waire miangairipapa; sinimangairipapa

17. father (your own) papa, also address for older men (tomai)

18. wife of the father’s brother lide nissiipapa; wife’s father papiurila

19. father of other people tamagi, maloi; marimapi = old man, iririrap = old woman

20. husband of the mother’s brother lide nissiinilite, mother neiha [neiha]

21. wife of the mother’s brother miangairinaita

22. son of the father’s brother raurenarenisili-papa

23. sister uisi

24. brother and sister siblings miangai

25. daughter of the father’s brother raurenarenisili-papa

26. man mari (mar. tere pari mar = adult), mother-brother miangairimaitela

27. woman faifete faifete, marilafetere, marirarap = adult tabu

28. husband of the father’s sister waire miangairipapa; sinimangairipapa

29. father (your own) papa, also address for older men (tomai)

30. wife of the father’s brother lide nissiipapa; wife’s father papiurila

31. father of other people tamagi, maloi; marimapi = old man, iririrap = old woman

32. husband of the mother’s brother lide nissiinilite, mother neiha [neiha]

33. wife of the mother’s brother miangairinaita

34. son of the father’s brother raurenarenisili-papa

35. sister uisi

36. brother and sister siblings miangai

37. daughter of the father’s brother raurenarenisili-papa

38. man mari (mar. tere pari mar = adult), mother-brother miangairimaitela

39. woman faifete faifete, marilafetere, marirarap = adult tabu

40. husband of the father’s sister waire miangairipapa; sinimangairipapa

41. father (your own) papa, also address for older men (tomai)

42. wife of the father’s brother lide nissiipapa; wife’s father papiurila

43. father of other people tamagi, maloi; marimapi = old man, iririrap = old woman

44. husband of the mother’s brother lide nissiinilite, mother neiha [neiha]

45. wife of the mother’s brother miangairinaita

46. son of the father’s brother raurenarenisili-papa

47. sister uisi

48. brother and sister siblings miangai

49. daughter of the father’s brother raurenarenisili-papa

50. man mari (mar. tere pari mar = adult), mother-brother miangairimaitela

51. woman faifete faifete, marilafetere, marirarap = adult tabu

52. husband of the father’s sister waire miangairipapa; sinimangairipapa

53. father (your own) papa, also address for older men (tomai)

54. wife of the father’s brother lide nissiipapa; wife’s father papiurila

55. father of other people tamagi, maloi; marimapi = old man, iririrap = old woman

56. husband of the mother’s brother lide nissiinilite, mother neiha [neiha]

57. wife of the mother’s brother miangairinaita

58. son of the father’s brother raurenarenisili-papa

59. sister uisi

60. brother and sister siblings miangai

61. daughter of the father’s brother raurenarenisili-papa

The terms are from Kubary

1. ibid = big land.
2. 2 Kubary, p. 86.
wife’s mother neiartil
grandfather - father’s side paparipapa
grandfather - mother’s side neitaripapa
chief tamar (address for all chiefs)
sinipapa (tomeru)
grandmother – mother’s side sinineteta
great-grandfather papa paparipapa
father’s brother sinipapa
father’s sister miangairipapa

catch the sharks, building canoes, the production of lavalap, and tattooing.

Orofad is Idemegi, his only son orofad.
food grow. The lifelines of all humans are in his hand. When he pulls at one of them the person dies. His wife
2. Rugeiren, the highest god in the sky, he watches over the world. He creates human beings and makes all
gods follow, in the succession as the natives listed them.
1. Igaaawari, a fish, which causes earthquakes by its movements.
2. Rugeiren, the highest god in the sky, he watches over the world. He creates human beings and makes all
food grow. The lifelines of all humans are in his hand. When he pulls at one of them the person dies. His wife
is Idemegi, his only son Orofat.
3. Orofat, son of the before mentioned god, is very clever. He knows the fish, rats, turtles, and knows about
catching sharks, building canoes, the production of lavalap, and tattooing.
4. Racori weaves mats and weaves the female apron.
5. Isoroki creates the dance.
6. Tautu uerimetau creates the dance.
7. Zeren creates the dance.
8. Laigim is standing in the sea and watches his sisters, who are turtles. He is the rainbow. As soon as
he sees a turtle he comes down from the sky. Wherever he can be seen, turtles can always be found.
9. Arizimmariu, the smoke that pushes the human being into the fire.
10. Arizimaze sends food when humans ask for it.
12. Lari, the turtle, lived in former times in a house; there she was never quiet, constantly she was shouting and
damaged it. Thus, the father angrily chased her into the water, where she still is. She only comes on shore to
lay her eggs.
13. Pale gave a woman, called late, the fire and told her to be careful, so that it would not extinguish. If this
should ever happen, then she should fetch two pieces of wood and twist them on each other, then she would
again have fire.
14. Marup sends the typhoon and dark clouds full of rain.
15. Zaumazi made humans larcenous.
16. Iremegi creates the dance.

These above mentioned gods, with the exception of Igaaawari, Orofat and Iremegi are the thirteen children of
the godly couple Arizimmariu and Isoroki. Concerning gods the only legends we learned on the island were
Orofat-Legends. They are interesting, because of the coalescence of old legends with new experiences. Orofat
not only goes to Ternate, he even reaches the natives’ legendary Europe, builds his own steamship there and thus,
surprises the people at home. Later on, this malicious and vengeful god leaves the island and travels once again to
a European country. There he creates a lot of good food while on Songosor it is not good.

Orofat-Legends.
A woman called Etimel lived in a small house. She had no husband. Every morning she went out, in order to fetch
fruit, uasiliki, for the decoration of the hair. One she made for herself, the other one for Rugeiren. (His name is
always pronounced with a very low voice.) Then she asked him not to let the die. At night Rugirenn came down and
chided her, “Every day you call me, just like a small boy. However, I am a man!” The woman said, “I do not know
Rugirenn. Yet people always tell me, that he takes care of human beings. Therefore, I pray to him”. Rugirenn said,
“You pray every morning to me. Thus, make a small mat for me and place it next to you. I will sleep every night
with you”.

During the day Rugirenn was in the sky; at night he slept with this woman. Finally she was pregnant with a boy.
Rugirenn said to her, “In case you do not feel well take the shell of a coconut, place it on your head and pull at
one hair which has been poked through the hole in the shell. Then the child will come out”. The boy came out
and received food. At night when the boy slept Rugeiren came and lay down next to Etimel. One night Rugeiren
thought the boy was sleeping and came to the mother. However, the boy was not sleeping and started crying.
“Papa, papa!” Rugeiren immediately went up to heaven. In the following nights the boy cried again. Then
Rugeiren said to Etimel, “tomorrow you will light a fire. When the smoke drifts to the west, do not let the boy
leave the house, just as when it drifts to the north, the south or the east. only when it raises straight to heaven, let
him go. Then he will come up to me and find his father”.

The next day the woman lit a fire. The smoke drifted to the north, the east, the south, and finally to the west.
The boy, though, did not believe what his mother told him and finally jumped with the smoke to the west. He landed in
the sea and found a big shell, gim. He told it to close so that he could walk over it. However the shell opened even
more. Thus, the boy took a stick, sharpened its point, cut the shell in half and took it out. Then the shell opened
completely and he could use it as a path. The boy ---- he was called Orofat --- continued his way. Then a shark
appeared. Orofat told him to get out of his way. The shark did not do so, but wanted to devour him. So Orofat
cought him with the shark-sling. He cut the shark into pieces, removed the fine texture underneath the skin and
continued on his way.

Then the magi (swordfish) crossed his path. Orofat told him to move out of his way. However, the magi wanted
to speak him. Orofat took the fine texture, raui, of the shark, tied it to a string and made it jump over the surface
of the water. Then the spearfish hit and could not get off any more. Orofat killed it and ate it. Then he continued
his way and found a turtle. He ordered it to move out of his way. However,
the turtle did not do so. Thus, he caught it with his arms, placed it on its back, and killed it. For four days he placed it on the sand and then removed the shell from its back. From this one he produced a puripiri (fishing hook). When he continued his way he found a big fish, alan gap (Palauan biserarad) and asked him to get out of his way. However, this one always jumped from one side of the path to the other. Then Orofad took the fishing hook, attached it to a stick and placed it into the water. The puripiri looks like a small fish. The alan gap snatched at the puripiri and in this fashion was caught. Orofad ate it. Finally he got out of the water and arrived in heaven. In heaven he met people building a house. They were building a roof with a gable. However, when they climbed up in order to put it into the house, the house collapsed. This happened again and again. Orofad went into the bush and brought two bent wooden sticks. With these he taught people to build their houses sturdy by showing them how the wooden sticks had to be attached crosswise. Initially people did not want to do it in this fashion, as they only used straight wood and the bent one did not seem good to them. — They did not love Orofad. During the construction of a house they pushed him into the hole of the one of the house posts, but with the help of white people he managed to get out from there again.

Once the mouse came to Orofad and told him he should go with it into the woods in order to wash his hair with coconut milk. It asked him to stand underneath the roots of a banyan tree, where a bathing place was supposed to be. Orofad did as he was told, but he got glued to it, so that he no longer could get free. One day and one night he did not return. Rugetiren asked the mouse where his son was. The mouse said it did not know. However, Rugetiren said, «Tell me where you left my son!» Still the mouse said, it did not know. Rugetiren went into the bush and called Orofad. Finally he came to the big tree and Orofad answered from its depth. Rugetiren went around the tree, not knowing how to free his son. Eventually he took coconut oil and smeared it on the surface of the tree. However, Orofad was stuck underneath the roots where the rubber-like juice had glued him to. Due to the oil he now got loose again and could leave his concealment. Orofad went home and placed a coconut into the fire, so that it started to smell nicely. He took a piece of it and stuck it into a mounstrap meau, which he had invented himself. The mouse ran to the coconut and was caught at the neck, so that it died.

Once Orofad came to the beach, where Zeren built a canoe. Orofad demanded to also learn this art and asked Zeren to show him. However, this one did not want to. Orofad left. In the meantime Zeren continued his work. Orofad turned into a fly and sat down at the end of the canoe. Quietly he watched the construction of the canoe. When Zeren finished his work, Orofad suddenly turned once again into a man and said to him, «you did not want to teach me how to build a canoe; still, now I can do it!» And he laughed at him. Thenceupon Orofad went to another place, to Ternate, where he built a boat without an outrigger and came back with it. However, Zeren laughed at him and said that the boat was not a good one. Thus, Orofad went even further away, built a boat with two outriggers (one on each side), and came back with it. However, Zeren was once again laughing at him and said that this one was also not a good one. Consequently, Orofad went even further away to a land in Europe where he built a big steam ship. When this one came to Songosor, everybody was surprised and believed a big cloud of rain was approaching. When he came closer, suddenly the canoe of Zeren docked alongside. Orofad stood on deck and looked smilingly down on the canoe. Zeren said, that this was in fact a big ship and asked him to show him how to build it. However, Orofad denied his request because before he had also refused him.

Because Zeren had not wanted to show Orofad how to build a boat, he took revenge by spoiling all fruits on Songosor. He pissed on taro, so that it got a biting taste on the outside. Only the inner part is still good. He defecated on the lob (Palauan biserarad) so that it stinks now and can no longer be consumed. He puked on the pelai (Palauan biserarad) so that it now tastes bitter. Thus, this bitterness, this means Orofad’s spittle, and can only be removed, when pelai is cooked and placed for one day into saltwater. He also defecated on the shark, so that since then it does not taste good any more. The same he did with guv, which since then also tastes bad. As nobody gave him food any more he took revenge in this fashion: he defecated into the turtle of the chiefs. Since then only small turtles now are good, while the bigger ones osilaez, can only be eaten partially. These are the deeds of Orofad on Songosor. Then he built a big ship and sailed away to a land in Europe, where he created good food, while on Songosor it is not good. . . . . .

The natives consider the world a disc, which is covered by the sky like a cupola. The sketch below shows the names for the different zones. The natives do not think much about the celestial bodies. The sun is a spirit, a man. Nobody can explain his movements. However, two women, Riganio and Ligiteiño live in the moon. Once these two went into the woods in order to fetch banana leaves. Thus, the moon let down a rope, caught the two women with it, and pulled them up to him. Nobody knows what the stars are, if they are spirits or stones, etc. Nobody according to Sarfert cares about their movements, about their residence when they are not visible. Toqive! (I do not know) people say laughingly when asked.

Other ghosts the natives cannot describe, live on breadfruit- or Calophyllum trees. They, respectively the inhabited trees, are kaustab, which means taboo for the people. When paid a compensation the chiefs Soanmegel and Mosis lift the taboo. This compensation is their personal property. Afterwards people can climb the trees without causing problems. Curiously such spirits only appear on said kind of trees. The only «ghost stories» is the one about Tigelipai, which is also depicted in a “spirit game”.

Tigelipai.

Once a man, called Tigelipai, went to catch fish with a punt. He wanted to go to the reef. From the west he went around the island and thus came to the north isuun. There, Ipreeri, a spirit living in Fazeragzal in the west of the island caught him. He caught him with his hands and bound his hands and feet, put him in a basket and hung him up in his house in order to eat him later. His father Tauomeni started looking for his son and called him: “ia mare urei, mare urei Tigelipai?!” where (is) my son, my son Tigelipai! “La mare urei Tigelipai, etei mare feraiki tansa farkol!” Where is my son T., in the evening he went into the canoe and did not come back. The spirit replied, “your son is hanging in my house”. He went to the door of the house, laid down and shouted: “iuesingfikii!” it is too warm – I will enter! With this he went into the house and went out again on the other side. The father climbed one of the poles of the roof and cut his son loose with the help of a piece of shell, however, doing so he caused some noise. The ghost said: “iti saulele omue” – who is cutting the line?

The father came down again and answered: “namuchama iues” – it is too warm – I am going outside!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place of the Highest God</th>
<th>Eter, Space between heaven and earth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Godisur, Center of Heaven</td>
<td>Samurun, Underworld</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 10. Sketch of the world, according to the belief of Songosor-People.
The spirit came into the house. In the meantime the father took the basket and went outside. He took one of the canoes, which belonged to the spirit and went away to Fana. Next morning all spirits went out of the house in order to take revenge and none of them saw that the basket was missing. When they came back, they took each others’ hands and said:

"gyeu a yara yara tapau
ureipei sige tik erere zepau
tauape uere ueri tueuere rimetalio"

This is a spirit game. At the same time they looked into the cave and realized that the basket was missing. The spirits ran outside and looked around; they also came to the canoes. There they noticed that the canoe χamupetiu was missing. The spirits took the big canoe Furtia and wanted to catch up with ganeulupetiu. The spirit talked to the last canoe, the kidnapped one. As a result this one suddenly went slowly, so that both canoes got closer to each other. Then the father took a coconut shell filled with sand and hurled it against the big canoe, so that the sand was blown into the eyes of the spirits. They had to keep their eyes closed and could not see anything. Thus, they had to turn back. The other canoe, however, safely reached the island Fana.

The realm of the dead is considered to be a big canoe, which sails in the west. It is called wairinogl. The ship of the death’s captain is Erueu. He is also the god of the sea. Besides, god Mariteifi with his wife Martiamare lives on board of the ship, His son Maseu, also a spirit, catches with a soki-net the souls of the dead. The natives consider white persons also to be spirit like beings, "because they can do everything and know everything" they are evit. Already in the old days Uad, the progenitor of the Songosor-People, introduced taboo-laws. Their common name is tanutob and the natives grouped them like this:

1. Taboo at the event of death.
2. During her menstruation a woman is taboo for 8 days.
3. After the birth of a child the woman is taboo until the child can walk.
4. Taboo when fishing outside of the reef. The man does not eat and drinks for 3 days only the milk of young coconuts, during this time he goes fishing. (This seems to concern a certain kind of fish.) During this taboo he lives in the canoe house. Afterwards all people can go out to catch fish.
5. Before fishing magi (night fishing) the man has to eat in the morning. Afterwards he is taboo and not allowed to partake of anything. The following night there is fishing. In case he does not follow the taboo, the magi would spear him.
6. Catching dagu with a sling, poses a taboo on the fisherman, until the fish is caught. Then he is dragged into the canoe house. During the time of fishing no drinking and eating is allowed. Sometimes this takes days.
7. While catching galanguh, which involves 8—10 men, the one who holds the fishing rod has to follow a strict taboo. 4 days at least, if he can stand it, sometimes even 5—6 days, he has to abstain of any food or drink and has to sleep in the canoe-house.
8. During the procedure, which lasts about one month, the tattoo master and the one who is tattooed are taboo. They are neither allowed to eat fish nor to have sexual intercourse.
9. The man who goes and fetches palm-wine for the first time is considered taboo for 7—8 months. He is neither allowed to eat fish nor to have sexual intercourse. (On Merir this taboo lasts 10 months.)
10. A man who builds a canoe is 4—5 months taboo, this means he is not allowed to have sexual intercourse in this period of time.
11. When a woman has planted ren (Curcuma longa) she is 2—3 days taboo, this means that she is not allowed to have sexual intercourse in this period of time.

12. Pandanus is taboo with the exception of about one month. In this period of time the chief Mosis and Saurinagil order people to weave mats and women’s cloths from pandanus leaves. When everything is finished the mats are brought into the chiefs’ house where the chiefs share the stock.
13. The coconut palm is taboo with the exception of the time when both chiefs lift the taboo. This means they are allowed to work the palm trees with an ax (in order to cut steps in it).
14. To cut breadfruit trees and callophyllum is taboo. The chief lifts the taboo if someone asks him in order to build a canoe.
15. On Fana taro, bananas, crabs, breadfruit, papaya and coconuts are taboo. Fish are excluded. From time to time the high chief lifts this taboo.

Not much has come to be known about the cult. It was already mentioned that taboo rules represent an income for the chiefs. The high priest has an important role in the life of the community. Kubary calls him Tagag. Just like the chiefs he is addressed pare. In his opinion all decisions are finally made by him, because his revelations turn the balance in the consultations. The locale for all ritual acts is the big meetinghouse Falumar. All people can freely enter, as long as no festive ritual acts are performed. At the same time the big meetinghouse serves as a concourse when foreigners are present. Kubary witnessed two evocations, taupa, that he describes in detail. The then-high priest Taur, son of a chief who had widely traveled with the whalers and also spoke English, obviously was strongly influenced by the impression of the mission. This gave the evocation a distinctive imprint. He writes, "she sat on a Ronagu, a locally made wooden chest, he folded his hands and with closed eyes and a trembling upper body he started an evocation without any further preparation. He became more and more excited, started to puff and sway around in his seat. He blurted miserable sounds and then suddenly ended with a soft whistle. Afterwards he told me deeply moved and sweating that two men had entered him and told him that «all would be well» and that I belonged to him and was his friend.» The folding of the hands and the entire «performance» or «show» reminded me strongly of the character of the Hawaiian, respectively the American missions. For me it is without any doubt that here the influence of the “civilized King Andrew”, the father of the provincially priest, is already proclaimed, who as a consequence of his accounts of the Christian practices that he has witnessed ousted the Carolinian tradition of the taupa …..”

During the entire ceremony the priest looks at the curved beams of the cult-house. — Before daybreak, on the morning of the departure of several natives, who had been recruited as workers for Hurat (St. Davies Islands), another evocation took place. Its purpose was to ensure good weather for their travels and a safe journey. "Therefore, we went to the Falumar where the chiefs of the nation were already assembled. The priest asked me to take my place on a mat while he had another one spread for himself between the semicircle of the attendees and the center pole. He went on his knees, folded his hands (…) and started his whining set phrases. In front of him he had a bushel of ferns and a tied green banana leaf was hanging over his face. Just like yesterday he ended after a few minutes with a low whistle and, thus, each chief, one after the other, performed his evocation for the best of his leaving relatives, ……….

2. Forms of Greeting.

The forms of greeting and terms of endearment, used by the natives among each other, are manifold and determined by passed down laws.

1 Kubary, as mentioned above.
2 Chamisso, as mentioned above, thinks this word is the name of a god in Yap.
3 Kubary, as mentioned above.
4 Kubary, p. 100.
1. After a long separation at the reunion of men, sisters etc. their hand is taken to the nose and the back of the hand is rubbed over it. (Like in Merir.)

2. A married couple practices the nose greeting, this means they rub their noses against each other. When the wife returns from the menstruation hut, when she has been in the bush, at night during sexual intercourse, between a couple in love and as a caress such a behavior of endearment is practiced. (Like in Merir.)

3. When saying farewell for a long time, also to people who are dying, they say ifaro, a term of regret.

4. In case you do not meet a person you say ifaro.

5. Good night is launamet. (Like in Merir.)

6. When two people go different ways during the day, then the one who leaves says ngap iowore (I am leaving); the one who stays behind says: osuuo or oruaui (you are leaving).

7. When saying farewell for a long period of time and at the reunion after a longer separation it is custom to cry and to scream, diain. On such an occasion the father, the mother and the children beat their breasts and tear at their hair. They explain that this means regret just like ifaro. People present and not closely related only beat their breast and tear at their hair. They are not participating in the diain.

8. When meeting someone the common greeting is gihbua (unfortunately I cannot give you anything) it can be compared with a European lifting his hat.

9. When somebody returns after a long period of time, then people sing osauoi and kiss him.

3. Feasts, Games, and Dances.

Albeit Tamagl is considered the mother-place of all the settlements, the autonomy of the other villages is established so far that games and dances are different in each one. Only within certain boundaries they can be celebrated together. This is done when extensive communal enterprises are finished. The construction of the big house of a chief is considered as such, or when the stone frame is built around it. In addition, the big fishing trip organized by the high chief in front of Fana is such a common enterprise. The breadfruit harvest that lasts about three months is also celebrated with a dance where all villages join in. The dance is pre-dated by a big feast. Certain foods in a certain order are prepared for this event. People feed on each dish for about 20 days. First people partake from raw breadfruit, gorias, then from raw but soft breadfruit, yanutoq. It has to be stored three days in the house. Then follows a dish made of raw and cooked breadfruit, irap. When nearing the end of harvest time breadfruit stored for a longer period of time and therefore already smelly is cooked together with palm wine. This results in a dish called talauou. The end is a similarly prepared dish, however it is cut in small stripes, sonemil.

In addition to these common harvest-feasts from time to time feasts are held in the big house of the chief. In Ranotiu women have their own house where they can hold such feasts. The women of the four villages also weave the mats for the chiefs together. However, the construction of a meetinghouse, feriausau, which each village individually owns, is considered a separate enterprise, just like the dances and games that follow such a venture.

Dances are regulated by a strict dance order. During festivities the place in front of the big chief’s house is the location of the celebration. Each village performs alone dances that are characteristic for it, while the other ones watch. The order of appearance is like this:

1. The men from Tamagl, 4. The men from Ranotiu,
2. The women from Tamagl, 5. The women from Maiogl,
3. The men from Maiogl, 6. The women from Ranotiu.

People from the small village Etarü dance together with the ones from Ranotiu. They have sitting and standing dances, wakil mud and wakil gidi. People from Tamagl start the standing dance with the yapungok, that starts as a sitting dance and soon devolves to an wakil gidi, of which they only know one kind.

Dance decoration consists of a circle like paint with yellow root on the face, yanlua, the dance comb, gom, and abundant flower decoration on the neck, the head, and the ears. Coconut leaves are attached to different places and have according names: on the arm likerethe; on the finger regorip, on the body gakale; on the leg vidarugabe, and on the left side of the head, moniob (compare with Toboi). During the dance certain chants from the old days are sung. Recently, contrary to Merir, no more songs are written. People distinguish: yapungok once composed by all men, it is about chiefly figures and deeds. Only three were handed down. On Songosor, the yapungs-Chant also belongs to this group.

saalik love songs of both sexes, recently the normal dance songs. gameti mock songs, composed by individual people.

saotol songs composed by many people dealing with men and women.

dain lament at death or when someone leaves for very long period of time.

Each settlement organizes games, eukam, at home for each other. Common games are unknown, the only exception is the female play-dance gameti. Children prefer a play-dance, of which there are two kinds: gameti and Uluk giniŋisigiri. Adults have a great number of entertaining games, mostly games that involve movement, round dances, many of which involve accompanying chants, and games of a mimic character.

1. Rud. 2 people swing a liana while others jump over it. This is played by men and children.

2. Sulobo. Men are sitting in a circle, while singing they pull on each other’s hands, so that their upper bodies preferably touch the ground. This game excites much merriment and is also played on Merir.

3. Marsafanuar. While chanting people, linking arms with each other, walk in two rows towards each other. With each step the knee is bent to the ground. When meeting each other they perform obscene movements with the lower parts of their bodies.

4. Advagurugu. One man holds another on the legs and swings him in a circle. This game is also played on Merir.

5. Adawarir. People hold both of each other’s hands and while performing twists they coil underneath the arms.

6. Yapitai. People form a circle while singing. They grab each other’s hands and swing them. Suddenly everybody runs — without letting go of the hands — quickly in circles.

7. Befet, wrestling match. The contest is held in the same manner as on Merir. Participants are only allowed to perform the undercling with one arm.

8. Rigidom. A game played sitting. While singing the palm and the back of the hand are alternately placed on the floor.

9. Regisamak. A man plays a dead body. The other ones are sitting around him and shout at him (the dain = the lament). Suddenly the “dead one” jumps up and everyone scuttles aside.

10. Sasaum. Footrace.


12. Amifido. One person jumps ahead with a pole while the other ones follow him in long rows.

13. Gamafodi. People pull in opposite directions each one holding one end of a bamboo pole.

14. Gisim. To play tag: a man runs ahead, the other ones try to catch him.

15. Vauu. Swing the hands and clapping.


4. Art.

Samples of the natives’ old art exist only in a few ornaments: in tattoo ornaments and in the decoration on dance combs. Carvings and paintings on the beams of the cult houses represent the only evidence of artistic design. These are apparently less symbolic than naturalistic pictures.
Their purpose is decorative, too, otherwise the object reflects most of all the artist's entirely personal experience. He depicts himself in different circumstances, worthwhile depicting. The execution is crude, the depiction mostly coarse. Rare are well-done pictures, for instance the depiction of people, in profile, spearing fish. When depicting sexual intercourse the disproportion of the size of the people is eye catching: the man is much too small. Remarkably this proportion has been maintained also by the second artist. In the general naïve way the essential is depicted on a large scale or by itself: the penis, the vulva-tattoo painted next to the female figure.

"Modern" drawings are partly executed in the same style, however, in reproductions of Sarfert and of some natives we can clearly see an avoidance of stylization and a tendency to lifelike illustrations. With good success they try to grasp the body forms and to draw them. The man Maleirei and the woman Fintelesisik, just as well as Sarfert, are very successfully executed. The drawings of animals show the highest clarity and certainty in line management. The drawings of houses and boats, O'Keefe's sailboat and D. Peiho, are also interesting. The local boat is depicted in profile and in plan-view next to each other. The drawing of the house shows painstakingly every beam, of course without perspective, and horizontal and vertical faces in-plan.
5. Language.

General remarks concerning the pronunciation. The short ə often becomes an e so that both sounds can be found in the same words, as the same native pronounces it sometimes in this way, sometimes in another. The sound ə also tends towards a transition to i. The voicing of the s-sound is very fluctuating. Generally the voiced s (printed "z") is far more common than the voiceless s (printed "š"). The pronunciation voiceless s is very rare. The in-between-the-ordinary tooth sound (the voiced English š) is mostly voiced. Quite obviously there is a tendency to lip d, t, s, and z. In the same words the same sound is sometimes pronounced s, z, d, and t. "v" is like a syllable and therefore written as "u"). However rare is a real un-syllabic "u". The pronunciation of t, l, and sometimes d, alternates from time to time.

\[ \text{Vocabulary} \]

| Nature | Water | ərd | Fire drill | Smoke | Sky | Air | Cloud | Rain cloud | Rain | Wind | Earth | Trade wind | Monsoon | Storm, typhoon | Lightening | Thunder | Rainbow | Wave | High tide | Low tide | Sun | Shadow | Day | Morning | Midday | Night | Year |
|--------|-------|-----|------------|-------|-----|-----|-------|-----------|-------|-------|--------|------------|---------|----------------|-----------|---------|--------|--------|--------|-------|------|-------|
| sar    | north | iuen| saru       | iuen  | iuen| iuen| iuen  | iuen      | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen       | iuen    | iuen           | iuen      | iuen    | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  |
| af     | stone | iuen| saru       | iuen  | iuen| iuen| iuen  | iuen      | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen       | iuen    | iuen           | iuen      | iuen    | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  |
| maruar| south | iuen| saru       | iuen  | iuen| iuen| iuen  | iuen      | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen       | iuen    | iuen           | iuen      | iuen    | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  |
| iulou  | west  | iuen| saru       | iuen  | iuen| iuen| iuen  | iuen      | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen       | iuen    | iuen           | iuen      | iuen    | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  |
| v    | star  | iuen| saru       | iuen  | iuen| iuen| iuen  | iuen      | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen       | iuen    | iuen           | iuen      | iuen    | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  |
| mlolo  | island| iuen| saru       | iuen  | iuen| iuen| iuen  | iuen      | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen       | iuen    | iuen           | iuen      | iuen    | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  |
| menten | small island | iuen| saru       | iuen  | iuen| iuen| iuen  | iuen      | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen       | iuen    | iuen           | iuen      | iuen    | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  |
| rono   | sand  | iuen| saru       | iuen  | iuen| iuen| iuen  | iuen      | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen       | iuen    | iuen           | iuen      | iuen    | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  |
| todi   | big land | iuen| saru       | iuen  | iuen| iuen| iuen  | iuen      | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen       | iuen    | iuen           | iuen      | iuen    | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  |
| ion    | month | iuen| saru       | iuen  | iuen| iuen| iuen  | iuen      | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen       | iuen    | iuen           | iuen      | iuen    | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  |
| adadar| Body Parts | iuen| saru       | iuen  | iuen| iuen| iuen  | iuen      | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen       | iuen    | iuen           | iuen      | iuen    | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  |
| engtis| face  | iuen| saru       | iuen  | iuen| iuen| iuen  | iuen      | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen       | iuen    | iuen           | iuen      | iuen    | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  |
| ingtros| tongue | iuen| saru       | iuen  | iuen| iuen| iuen  | iuen      | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen       | iuen    | iuen           | iuen      | iuen    | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  |
| ibgeesyn| mouth | iuen| saru       | iuen  | iuen| iuen| iuen  | iuen      | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen       | iuen    | iuen           | iuen      | iuen    | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  |
| merat| lips | iuen| saru       | iuen  | iuen| iuen| iuen  | iuen      | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen       | iuen    | iuen           | iuen      | iuen    | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  |
| begl| nose | iuen| saru       | iuen  | iuen| iuen| iuen  | iuen      | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen       | iuen    | iuen           | iuen      | iuen    | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  |
| jegiun| nostril | iuen| saru       | iuen  | iuen| iuen| iuen  | iuen      | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen       | iuen    | iuen           | iuen      | iuen    | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  |
| raurubah| eye   | iuen| saru       | iuen  | iuen| iuen| iuen  | iuen      | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen       | iuen    | iuen           | iuen      | iuen    | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  |
| ranua| eye lid | iuen| saru       | iuen  | iuen| iuen| iuen  | iuen      | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen       | iuen    | iuen           | iuen      | iuen    | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  |
| runuorug| ear | iuen| saru       | iuen  | iuen| iuen| iuen  | iuen      | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen       | iuen    | iuen           | iuen      | iuen    | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  |
| imude| head | iuen| saru       | iuen  | iuen| iuen| iuen  | iuen      | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen       | iuen    | iuen           | iuen      | iuen    | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  |
| iaro| forehead | iuen| saru       | iuen  | iuen| iuen| iuen  | iuen      | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen       | iuen    | iuen           | iuen      | iuen    | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  |
| iauugar| eyebrow | iuen| saru       | iuen  | iuen| iuen| iuen  | iuen      | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen       | iuen    | iuen           | iuen      | iuen    | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  |
| ilari| eyelashes | iuen| saru       | iuen  | iuen| iuen| iuen  | iuen      | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen       | iuen    | iuen           | iuen      | iuen    | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  |
| nimar| lid | iuen| saru       | iuen  | iuen| iuen| iuen  | iuen      | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen       | iuen    | iuen           | iuen      | iuen    | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  |
| nibon| head hair | iuen| saru       | iuen  | iuen| iuen| iuen  | iuen      | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen       | iuen    | iuen           | iuen      | iuen    | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  | iuen  |

1 The words in [..] are from Kbury’s index, as mentioned above.
2 It is like ə
house for pregnant women
menstruation house
cooking house
canoe house
pigsty
chicken shed
roof
door
bed
well
coconut drinking vessel
measure of outstretched arms
entire nutshell
wooden bowl
needle
hatchet
hat
wooden comb
comb for dances
forehead decoration
ear decoration
coconut finger ring
buzzing wood (only a toy)
woman's apron
men's apron
fishing spear
bowl for games
dagger
digging stick
axe
field
path

3 soru, [xrou]
4 fau, [fau]
5 rimou, [limou]
6 orou, [xrou]
7 fiau, [fiau]
8 uruu, [surui]
9 diouou, [xnaa]
10 swiediu, [e get]
11 deik me suu, [tigia ma deu]
12 [tigia ma ruou]
20 iliek, [ieiek]
30 sereik, [lerik]
40 feik, [fai]
50 rimieik, [linceik]
60 urouik, [urouik]
70 fisieik, [fiteik]
80 urarteik, [suratil]
90 diuareik, [luoi]
100 sauukii, [tea boku]
200 louauki
300 soruauki
400 famauki
500 rimoauki
600 ouukii
700 fiosouuki
800 uruaouuki
900 diououuki
1 000 umbuuki
1 soru, [xrou]
2 fau, [fau]
5 rimou, [limou]
6 orou, [xrou]
7 fiau, [fiau]
8 uruu, [surui]
9 diouou, [xnaa]
10 swiediu, [e get]
11 deik me suu, [tigia ma deu]
12 [tigia ma ruou]
20 iliek, [ieiek]
30 sereik, [lerik]
40 feik, [fai]
50 rimieik, [linceik]
60 urouik, [urouik]
70 fisieik, [fiteik]
80 urarteik, [suratil]
90 diuareik, [luoi]
100 sauukii, [tea boku]
200 louauki
300 soruauki
400 famauki
500 rimoauki
600 ouukii
700 fiosouuki
800 uruaouuki
900 diououuki
1 000 umbuuki

Adjectives.

round
hot
dry
wet
healthy
sick
good
clever
plait
be afraid
yawn
give (give him!)
go (I go)
defecate
come (am coming)
laugh
sneeze

cremadagun
eu
ebi
ebaou
imurgo
imek
libarou
faseziz, fasezizi
imedak
imou
rarie
isoreg
barg
mari
mosi

Adverbs.

today
now
tomorrow
today

eremadagun
eu
ebi
ebaou
imurgo
imek
libarou
faseziz, fasezizi
imedak
imou
rarie
isoreg
barg
mari
mosi

Verbs.

work
get up
to have sex
remain
bring
think
eat
fall
whistle

eremadagun
eu
ebi
ebaou
imurgo
imek
libarou
faseziz, fasezizi
imedak
imou
rarie
isoreg
barg
mari
mosi

Numbers.
1 zuu, deu
2 huu, [ruou]

30 000 serimen
40 000 famen
50 000 rimou
dalhbarou
bad
euweueu
black

Adjectives.

entirely black
red
blue
green, also grey
yellow (also red)

eremadagun
eu
ebi
ebaou
imurgo
imek
libarou
faseziz, fasezizi
imedak
imou
rarie
isoreg
barg
mari
mosi

Verbs.

work
get up
to have sex
remain
bring
think
eat
fall
whistle

eremadagun
eu
ebi
ebaou
imurgo
imek
libarou
faseziz, fasezizi
imedak
imou
rarie
isoreg
barg
mari
mosi

Numbers.
1 zuu, deu
2 huu, [ruou]

30 000 serimen
40 000 famen
50 000 rimou
dalhbarou
bad
euweueu
black

Adjectives.

entirely black
red
blue
green, also grey
yellow (also red)

eremadagun
eu
ebi
ebaou
imurgo
imek
libarou
faseziz, fasezizi
imedak
imou
rarie
isoreg
barg
mari
mosi

Verbs.

work
get up
to have sex
remain
bring
think
eat
fall
whistle

eremadagun
eu
ebi
ebaou
imurgo
imek
libarou
faseziz, fasezizi
imedak
imou
rarie
isoreg
barg
mari
mosi

Numbers.
6. Astronomy and Navigation.¹

Due to usually large distances among the islands and their insignificant elevation, which allows the mariner to see them only from nearby, the natives essentially have to rely on heavenly bodies as their orientation markers. Just like the inhabitants of the Central Carolines they group the stars into constellations. As the islands are only a few degrees of latitude from the equator, the observer sees the stars on a course nearly vertical to the horizon. This observation gives the natives the opportunity to form a system of orientation, which Sarfert described as compass rose. Those constellations are the basic principle. Their courses run over the sky in approximately the same interval from east to west. In this system the Songosor people calculate with 19 constellations, and they memorized their courses over the sky in approximately the same interval from east to west. In this way he can reconstruct the compass rose in his imagination.

They represent the courses of the constellations, moving from east to west and of vertical lines, representing the north-south direction. The native is quite conscious about the fact that his compass rose does not offer mathematical accuracy as it is only based on experiences and observations of nature. His information about courses shows this quite clearly. Usually, the Songosor-People themselves do not build any construction of this kind. It only exists in the imagination of the natives. Only the rising and setting points of the constellations are essential for the navigator. As their times of rising and setting are different — for instance mezitöp is about to set while tumugl is still in the zenith — he can always see several constellations at the same time on a clear night sky. From their position relative to each other he can determine their courses and, thus, the rising and setting points, which are essential for him. In this way he can reconstruct the compass rose in his imagination.

Among the constellations mezitöp (constellation 1 in illustr. 13 = Atair) is especially important for the orientation at night, because its course more or less precisely depicts the E—W direction. By the way, people use the outstretched arms to collimate, ṣabaubahau; reportedly they look with both eyes over the middle finger’s knuckle of the horizontally lying clenched fist. Aiming in this fashion for a star, for instance mezitöp, you then continue to aim with the fist the course it had run all the way down to the horizon (first to the east, later on to the west). In this way you ascertain its rising and setting points. In doing so the positions of other visible constellations relative to each other serve as a control. The crosswise extended fist supposedly accounts for about one point of the rose.

In Songosor the other points are determined by alternatively turning the fist over, bottom-up along the horizon. According to information provided by Songosor-People, those from Merir determine the points of the rose not by turning the outstretched fist, but they slide it along the horizon by the range of a fist. Whereas those from Pur make also use of the left hand fist and alternatively place it crosswise next to the right one. At daytime the orientation on sea is more difficult, if you only rely on the observation of the sun. Given that the course of the sun in-between the courses of the constellations is not constant, the native has to get the bearings of the rising and setting points of the sun in his compass rose over the course of a year, in order to know at any one time a point of his rose, which enables him to complement the other ones. Starting with the position of the sun people look first in the already described manner, with their outstretched fist, for its rising and setting points. From there onwards, they try to determine the individual lines by turning the fist to the different points. In the months ur and marailigegl, the rising and setting points of the star mezitöp, are synchronous with the intersection of the course with the horizon.

¹ Nearly word for word according to Sarfert’s manuscript. Compare also Sarfert: Zur Kenntnis der Schiffahrtstechnik der Karoliner 1911; Sarfert-Damm, Inseln um Truk, vol. 2, chapter IV, pp. 83.

---

The following index shows the rise of sun and moon in the respective constellations over the course of the 12 months of a Songosor-Year.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of the Month</th>
<th>Rise of the Sun in the Constellation</th>
<th>Rise of the Moon in the Constellation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tumüf</td>
<td>mezitöp</td>
<td>ur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mezitöp</td>
<td>ur</td>
<td>meallige</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tauta</td>
<td>ur</td>
<td>marailigegl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rage</td>
<td>mezitöp</td>
<td>erür</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gui</td>
<td>ur</td>
<td>talouor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ur</td>
<td>mezitöp</td>
<td>ur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>erür</td>
<td>erür</td>
<td>tumüf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maui</td>
<td>tumüf</td>
<td>maui</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>is</td>
<td>talouor</td>
<td>erür</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>talouor</td>
<td>ur</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>egelmas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the course of one year, when the sun moves north as far as maui, on its way back to the south it only comes midway in-between talouor and tumüf. Then it moves north midway in-between marailigegl and maui, however, in the southern direction it gets all the way to tumüf etc.

When the sun is visible and you try to orientate yourself at sea, you always try to determine mezitöp and only afterwards the rising and setting points of the other stars. In case the sun is not visible during the day, people still can find their bearings with the help of the waves that come from the east. They are present all year long and people can distinguish them precisely from other waves and from the current that comes in the course of a year from different directions. People cut these waves, coming from the east, in a distinctive angle and in doing so leave the other waves completely unstudied. — At night when no stars are visible, people shorten the sails. Only certain men know the heavenly bodies and the art of navigation. They bequeath their knowledge to their sons.

If a man dies too young and has not taught them yet, this knowledge is lost forever. Thus, it happens that there are always only few natives who are good navigators. According to the informant Faitatek the most important constellations for navigation of the Songosor-People are the ones mentioned on the next page:

---

FIG. 12

---
As has been shown in the demonstrations, knowledge of the 12 months-constellations is also part of the natives’ nautical science. Because in-between these the yearly north-south movement of the point of sunrise and sunset takes place. Due to this particular knowledge the rising and setting points of the course setting stars within the yearly circle can be determined during the day.

The position of the monthly constellations in relation to the course setting stars can be seen in illustration 13, as far as they are not one and the same. We want to point out one more fact: it seems noticeable that in its yearly N –– S movement the sun does not rise for instance in the month mezitöp into the constellation mezitöp. This chronological discrepancy exists on other islands, too. When handling it comparatively, it needs further investigation, which eventually might shed light on the age of the natives’ nautical science. The course map was drawn by the native Faitatek and reproduces all those courses Songosor-Seafarers knew and used for their inter-island sailing trips. The course map for Songosor is insofar quite simple, because, by chance, all islands of its nautical horizon lie on only 3 courses.

1. Course 10––19 describes the trip Saipan––Palau––Songosor––Merir––osariki (Helen Reef)––St. David-Group (Worati).
2. Course 6––15' is the trip Palau––Songosor––Pur––Tobi––New Guinea.
3. Course 6'––15 is the trip Pur––Merir.

For the understanding of the course map we have to emphasize that the position of Songosor II in the middle should not be misleading. This is by no means a geographical chart with Songosor in the middle, but it is a matter of three entirely individual courses. only courses 1 and 2 touch Songosor, however course 3 does not. With the double entry of Songosor for course 2 the native Faitatek only bears in mind to consider the different conditions of currents for the trip. Songosor I supposedly indicates the position of the island when encountering a weak countercurrent during the trip from Palau. However, Songosor II indicates on the occasion of a strong countercurrent. Obviously the native wanted to demonstrate the quick journey with a weak countercurrent and the temporarily longer trip with a strong counter current respectively.

As depicted, these 19 constellations form the natives’ compass rose. The numbers of the above mentioned index and on the compass rose indicate the same constellation. In illusr. 13, they are depicted after a drawing of the native Faitatek. On Songosor an identification of these constellations was not yet possible, however, this could easily be accomplished by a comparison with the other islands. Yet, it is better to reserve this for a comparative examination of the island groups. It is understood that the constellations of the natives are not congruent with our more or less analogous ones, according to the number of stars and their image. Of course the natives’ knowledge of heavenly bodies is not limited to the stars of the compass rose and the stars that lead a course. These constellations are considered important, after which people name their months. These are the 12 constellations that have already been recorded as “name of the month”. Among them are six constellations, which are at the same time course-leading-stars: mezitöp (1), ur (2), mauri (4), erür (11), talouor (12), tumugl (13). It seems doubtful whether the monthly star mar is identical with the star mauri of the compass rose. Besides these the following six constellations appear recently as stars of the month: mesishik, tauta, rage, is, eglemauz.
At the same time this means a temporally quicker or rather slower advancement to the lines of the compass rose. In an analogous way the entry of Songosor faudin and Songosor faudek is related to Songosor’s special situation of currents causing dooms for the first explorers.

This is the way Dr. Sarfert understood this. When sailing to Songosor from the east and with the current and continuing the journey to Palau in the north, then you reach Songosor already at Songosor faudek and you do not have to take course immediately on point 6, but for the time being you keep an easterly direction. On the other hand, when you have a strong countercurrent Songosor appears only at Songosor faudin and for the continuing trip south to Pur and Tobi you do not have to immediately follow the course to point 15’, but for the time being keep a westerly course. In the course map Songosor shows up by mistake with the course Pur––Merir. This can be explained by the fact that the native Faitatek positioned Songosor for course 1 and 2 directly in the center of the chart and not off the center.

7. Calculation of Time.

The natives’ year mezitöp consists of 12 months, melem, each with 30 days or better nights (= 10 nights), each with 30 days ilari. It starts with the month in which the sun rises in the constellation of mezitöp (Atair), according to which the year is actually named. This is the month tumugl. All the months are named after constellations, and they are obviously chosen out of respect for the changing sunrise in the course of the year. The twelve months are called:

1. tumugl 7. ur
2. mezitöp 8. erë
3. mezitöp 9. mar
4. tauta 10. is
5. rage 11. taluour
6. gui 12. eglemauz

The month melem is divided into thirty days or better nights boin or uoin, which are divided into two periods, ros = the time span, from new moon to full moon and vice versa of 15 nights each. Their names are obviously related with the changing appearance of the moon melem. The 15 nights of half a month are:

1. narazouoin (= 1 night)
2. naragluouoin (= 2 nights)
3. narazouoin (= 3 nights)
4. naragluouoin (= 4 nights) the moon becomes visible
5. rinuoin ngiri melem (= 5 nights . . . . )
6. osuoin ngiri melem (= 6 nights)
7. fizouoin ngiri melem (= 7 nights)
8. uoiuoin ngiri melem (= 8 nights)
9. tisouoin ngiri melem (= 9 nights)
10. tsètein ngiri melem (= 10 nights)
11. seleli
12. gluouoin ngiri pe ri
13. uoringinges
14. uoringrëgl
15. uoringi nat full moon

In case people do not know the time of the day (height of the sun) and want to determine it, they have a special procedure, which is called auignupu: the fists, with the thumb extended upwards, are placed one on top of the other. Then people aim at the sun. In doing so the tip of the thumb on top serves as the sight. On Merir people practice the same procedure. (See illustr. 161).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Terms for the Time of the Day.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>day</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ilari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>morning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 o’clock midday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 “ in the afternoon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 “ “</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 “</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 “</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>½6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>¾6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Different terms are common for different ages. People distinguish:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>tarotot</th>
<th>yapele mari</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>riwelis</td>
<td>newly born</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aparuvar</td>
<td>very small boy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aparvar</td>
<td>small boy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mar</td>
<td>father</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>teriperi mari</td>
<td>man</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>etomafal or sorimari</td>
<td>weinet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>merinep</td>
<td>old man</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weinet</td>
<td>weinet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>teriperi</td>
<td>woman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sanerite</td>
<td>very small girl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inurop</td>
<td>old woman</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. The Economy.

1. Nutrition.

While at Sarfert’s time vegetable foods were available in abundance, Kubary had a rather poor impression of the nutritional circumstances of the island. Despite a rather abundant vegetation he found comparatively few coconut palms and therefore their fruits did not suffice for the nutrition of the population. The more so, as people did not value the fruit, but partook in it in form of palm wine.

1 Kubary, pp. 80, 83, 84.
“This indulgence is repeated three times a day and represents the main part of food, which by the way is complemented by the consumption of fish”. — As people themselves told Sarfert palm wine made some healthy and strong, while it made others sick and weak. — Breadfruit, which has the two usual harvests a year, brings abundance at the time of the harvest, while the rest of the year there is a deficit. “Unfortunately people’s indulgence is the reason for the general destitution. He does not do anything to secure a supply of food. . . .” Despite the fertile ground taro is not planted. Tucca pinnatifida, the Carolinian arrowroot plant grows here and is or rather was planted in former times by clearing and burning the bush: Today, however (it was the time of the arrow root harvest), I only saw traces of former times: clearings covered with grass where some weak plants withered. Besides palm wine, fish, breadfruit, and wild arum, the islanders still rely on the fruits of “Gilifat” (on Yap “Arafat”), which ripens shortly before the big breadfruit harvest. Fermented breadfruit is also known here . . . . . . Twenty five years later, these inauspicious circumstances, for which Kubary blames the natives, had considerably changed for the better. Tar o is once again grown. Two kinds can be found, which the natives call morú and uak. It represents the staple food and is eaten either roasted or crushed paus and mixed with coconut milk.

Besides they plant papaya, wusu, and two kinds of yam, palai and tari. Breadfruit, mauí, is harvested in a festive manner twice in May—June. Mogunog-flour is prepared from tapioca. Mixed with palm wine it is cooked in coconut shells. Further on they have butatas, tamaros and pumpkins, panumgu, which are cooked in water and eaten. Palm wine is still the star among the foods. It is consumed as gási (Kubary kasi). It is ferched early in the morning and in the evening. Or people cook it to a syrup-like substance, risi, which is added to other dishes. In addition to these most important food plants, there are still a number of other cultivated plants, like um, where the nuts are scratched out and the substance, called perik, is added to other dishes and consumed, or the juice, san, is drunk. Ruaqiss, a creeper has edible leaves. The fruits of pegu, known on Palau under the same name, can be eaten raw or cooked.

The fruits of prai (Palau peloi) are cooked in water. Leuar (Palau riamei) grows big brown fruits. People eat the side wings of the fruit, which is called fazozl raw and cooked and the ones of tavau (Palau utupon) are consumed in the same fashion. Further on some wild plants are used: the fruits of galifat (Palau kepetel) are apple like and eaten as a whole or chopped, raw or cooked. The leaves of uesi and suumaru are consumed just like the ones of zigp. Although agriculture is mainly a female task, men nevertheless often help cultivating plants. Men as well as women can plant coconut. In former times the fields were planted with the help of a digging stick, nifiaze, now people use instead the hatchet or the spade. Division of labor or supervision of any kind is unknown. In the field, nuta, taro is planted three times on the same spot, which takes a year. They plant yam, taro, and sugar cane all in a tumble. Sugar cane was introduced from Palau by chief Soaringiel. Fruits serve as means of payment, wage labor is known.

2. Fishing.

Besides vegetable foods the inhabitants rely on their yield of fishing, which is entirely in the hands of men. Fishing with nets and fishing rods are developed best. Fishing with fish traps is known, however, not practiced because there is no lagoon and the reef is too rocky. Due to the strong current the waves would destroy the traps and carry them away. Fishing weirs, too, are not existent. They are replaced by driving fish. At the onset of low tide, men, armed with short sticks form a circle on the reef. Some of the sticks have barbs on the tips and can be called fishing spears. They are called gaqit (illustr. 19a and b, 1517 II, 1519 II, 1520 II, 1521 II, 1513 II). They beat the water with the spears and the comered fish stay behind the reef, where men at once spear them.

The rope-catch is a similar affair: during high tide men walk to the reef and form a circle. In their hands they hold a spear and a rope, to which coconut fronds are attached. When ebb tide starts the fish cannot return to the sea, because they are afraid of the leaves. They are caught in a circle. Tóp fishing is even simpler. People walk into the water forming a circle. With the help of a stick theyrouse the fish, which are frightened and hide underneath the stones. Now some people catch these fish with their hands.

Net fishing is practiced with a frame-net, sou, or a sinking-net, fun. The sou rimangal, the big frame-net nr. 1427 II serves to catch flying fish at night. Two burning torches, made of coconut palm leaves, help flush them out. Two kinds are known: the magi, which jumps, and the mengal, which flies. The sou rimangal is an especially strong frame in a frame attached to a long handle. Both are built from the relatively heavy wood of prennia. A square edged fork, reaching on both sides approximately the middle, forms the frame. The front part consists of two bent sticks bound together at the front and attached to the fork at the end. On the meeting point of the fork rests the handle. Both ends have notches inserted, to offer some hold for the binding. All bindings are executed with strong sennit (coconut husk) rope. The net is relatively deep, pointed, and forms a funnel. It is attached to the frame by wide blanket stitches. The short free part in-between the ends of the fork is reinforced with strong coconut semen cord.

Measurements: length of the handle: 2,17 m, diameter: 3 cm; length of the fork: 65 cm, diameter: 2,5 cm, length of the wooden frame: 1,02 cm, diameter: 1,5 cm; width of the frame: 1,34X0,71 m; depth of the net: about 85 cm, length of a mesh of the net: 1,7 cm; thread size: 1 mm (twisted from two strands). Distance of the blanket stitches on the rim of the net about 7 cm.

Sou golam and sou stiwal are smaller frame-nets. People use them to catch smaller fish on the reef during high and low tide. The sou stiwal or sou stiwalu is mostly used at night when people go fishing in the light of a torch without a canoe. On nr. 1426 such a net is depicted. It is smaller and lighter than the sou rimangal and differs from this one especially because of its short handle the form of its net with the two ears. The frame consists only of two round, slightly bent wooden sticks. A fork is missing, however, a piece of wood to reinforce it is inserted. The handle rests on this reinforcing piece of wood and is placed in-between the two pieces of wood for the frame. All wooden sticks are lashed together with coconut semen cord that is 1,5 mm thick. Thus, the net is attached to the frame, so that the sticks go through the meshes of the net. The remaining part is attached to the reinforced piece of wood with coconut semen husk rope.

Measurements: Length of the handle: 50 cm, diameter 2 cm; length of the wooden frame: 1,30 m, diameter ca. 1 cm; length of the reinforced piece of wood: 27 cm, diameter 2 cm; width of the frame: 92 X 45 cm, depth of the net: 35 cm; side length of a mesh: 3 cm; thread size: 1 mm (twisted from two strands); diameter of the tying string: 1,5 mm. The frame-net, sou golam, is used only at low tide and within the reef. The women work with it in order to catch all sorts of small animals. It is built just like the sou stiwalu, yet it is considerably lighter and more delicate. It consists of two bent sticks for the frame, each is 85 cm long and has a diameter of ca. 8 mm. The width of the frame (to the meeting point of the two sticks) is 72,5 cm x 32 cm. A bar of 22,5 cm length and 1 cm diameter reinforces the frame. The handle rests on the bar and the ends of the frame are attached on the handle quite a bit further back. It is 55 cm long and has a diameter of 2 cm. The net has a depth of 30 cm. The side of a mesh is 8 mm, the thread size is ½ mm. The material is coconut husk rope. Contrary to the other nets this one is not attached directly to the frame but was strung on a small hoop, which had been sewn on to the frame with blanket stitches. For that purpose a simple twisted string made of lobisucs baks was used. The described reference sample 1425 II, stored here in the Hamburg Museum, is slowly executed. Besides the nets with handles people had frame-nets that are plunged.
They are produced in any size according to the kind of fish. To be caught. They are called fan and are only used during the day outside of the reef. In Figure 15, nr.1433 II, a small, very light, and nearly round fan-net is depicted. In most cases these nets have an additional description for which kind of fish they have been built. For instance this net is called faní lupusar (pusar-fish, Palau tune), likewise there are faní lou (lou-fish, Palau ngiang). The frame is made of two bent wooden sticks, still covered by the bark, while on newer nets it is often made of iron wire. Both ends, one placed on top of each other, are wrapped with fine coconut fiber cord. The net is very widely meshed and flat. The form is like a funnel. The top mesh embraces the wooden frame. On both sides, through a rope forking, is a line for handling and sinking attached. On the ear of the net a string is attached on which a sinker of coral lime is hanging. On other nets of this kind it has been brought all the way to the gathered section of the handling string.

Dragging or throwing nets do not exist, or no longer exist, on Songosor. We could not learn anything about the ugarei and ugarieti kind of nets, which, according to Songosor- People, are no longer in use.

According to Kubary, the natives have special expertise when fishing with a rod, pau. Their fishing lines are remarkable well executed. They are the work of men. Baste, made from coconut, hibiscus, or breadfruit, is the material that is used. They are called iau 1) when they are double twisted from hibiscus baste, gisfer. In case a line is twisted from three strands it is called gisif.

Sturdier lines are not used for fishing. The way, they cannot be distinguished from the ones produced in the entire Carolinian archipelago, therefore we can refrain from depicting the different kinds here. Illustration 24 shows the technique of a gisif-line. It is very strong and evenly executed. It has a diameter of 8½ mm, therefore it is used less for fishing than for sailing. In this case the line is called tari. The strongest fishing lines have a diameter of 4 to 5 mm and are twisted from hibiscus baste as well as from coconut fiber. Usually they are stored in nets knotted by the men themselves.

Already at the time of Kubary they preferred hooks made of European iron wire, which explains the intense interest in it. Initially big and smaller hooks, made from tortoise shell or turtle, or composite fish hooks made of shell were in use. Big, tortoise shell hooks served primarily to catch flying fish outside of the reef at day-time. They are called seise and on average have a diameter of 5 mm. They are cut from a nearly right-angled triangle, made of light or dark tortoise shell. The perforation and the tip of the hook are situated on the end of one leg. Yet, the perforation is only on the decorative hooks. Functional hooks have a wider end where the fishing line is lashed around. The point has a barb of different sizes. Big fishing hooks without such a barb are called gopus and are also used to fish in front of the reef. Most commonly replaced by iron wire are small fishing hooks, hauu, otherwise made of turtle. In their form they are not different from the formerly discussed ones. They exist with and without barb. All these hooks are no longer used and men and women wear them as decoration. Normally fishing hooks are stored in a coconut shell with a line to hang it up. The upper half serves as the lid (compare Figure 72, 1539 II).

1 According to Kubary, p. 97 yau is the term for thick fishing lines.
The reef. Fig. 18, 1428 II. Fishing kite made from a Boos « is made of tortoise shell. It is very big and extremely curved, thus the shell of the tridacna, yet the hook » tuna. He writes, the Sonsolese differ (from the Polynesian ones) insofar as the shaft "is made from Peritoh" of the attaching line form the fly. According to Kubary, these hooks, which he calls upper end is pointed and pierced. The small simple hook made of tortoise shell is attached. The frayed ends baitfish, composite fishing hooks –– the big kind is called magi hauu. 1420II                   1421 II              A 1422 II

**Composite fishing hooks, pari pesik** — the big kind is called parihauari — they have their name because of the batfish pari. The blinder is made of mother pearl. It has a length of ca. 6 cm and a diameter of ca. 15 mm. The upper end is pointed and pierced. The small simple hook made of tortoise shell is attached. The frayed ends of the attaching line form the fly. According to Kubary, these hooks, which he calls parihauari, are used to catch tuna. He writes, they differ (from the Polynesians ones) insofar as the shaft "Peritok" is made from the shell of the tridacna, yet the hook silica is made of tortoise shell. It is very big and extremely curved, thus it therefore comes close to the Yapese form (comp. Kub. Plate XII, II). Recently, these composite hooks, too, are replaced by a piece of bent iron wire.

For catching magi (flying fish) the natives like to use the fishing kite sauri gesek, made from a breadfruit leaf. Fibers of sharkskin, which they call garū, are used as bait. The string is called sauri gesek. The leaf is perforated in a diagonal form with long fronds (in the running stitch fashion) and is thus reinforced. A string twisted with two coconut fiber strands serves as a hold (illustr. 18, 1428 II).

In former times catching sharks was practiced with the help of a sling. This catching device was called faroli paro or tamaruiur (Palau togi). Diameter: 87 x 50 cm

**In former times catching sharks was practiced with the help of a sling. This catching device was called faroli paro or tamaruiur (Palau togi). Diameter: 87 x 50 cm.**

**Spear fishing** supposedly was not practiced initially; In fact people learned to dive with an eye protection from the Japanese. Nevertheless, they have different spears with and without barbs, and they also know how to handle them without diving. They are called aziki or iateau. Usually they are thrown while standing in the canoe or on the reef. They are adapted according to the different intentions. Thus the comparatively strong spear, iateau (illustr. 19a, 1516 II) is used to spear the fish tagu, when it stirs on the reef. As soon as one sees it, they run without the boat, but with the very heavy and strong spear into the water. It is a simple wooden shaft with pointed ends; in the middle it is slightly looped. The spears 1517 II and 1519 II have been inherited from the Japanese and are used when diving. They are quite long and have also sharpened ends. The spears 1521 II and 1520 II are short sticks, partly with barbs at the tips. They have a double purpose: with their help men drive the fish together behind the reef at low tide (comp. napi and tipsi-fishing) and spear them. The spears have marked bars as seen in 1513 II, 1514 II, 1515 II, and 1518 II. With these spears people catch fish outside the reef. In doing so the person who throws the spear is standing on the reef. Here too, tips and bars are curved. The forms are quite manifold. 1513 II is a strong spear with only one tip; 1514 II, on the other hand, has on each side four bars. 1515 II has three strong bars. All three spears have ca. 45 cm after the tip bindings with string.
The natives consider catching turtles totoleti swu, as part of fishing, and it is conducted without nets. People catch the animals when they come to Fanu for breeding. The method is the same as on Merir. At four o’clock in the afternoon the animal is killed by a blow on the head with the help of a stone. After it has been placed in a sandy pit for 3 days, the shell is getting loose.

People on Songosor also know the practice of fish poison. For that purpose the leaves of the zup-tree (Palau top) are used. — They are crushed and mixed with sand. The poison is placed underneath some stones and the benumbed animals are caught. The natives know about smoking fish, obviously the only way they know how to preserve food.

3. Hunting and Catching Birds.

Hunting plays a small role, partly because suitable animals are lacking, partly because the existing ones are not consumed. Thus, the lizard which exists in three kinds (gumasi, rimalo and uzeri) are not eaten and the rat, a pest and caught in traps, is also not consumed. They also refuse the meat of dogs and cats. Thus, the hunt actually only deals with catching birds. Catching them requires the greatest dexterity. With the sosu-net, that is also used for fishing. It is a framed net with a long handle. Armed with it, men climb trees and catch the birds in flight. When hunting with the farorurik, a sling attached to a stick, this one is carefully slipped over the bird and pulled tight. Another snare-apparatus is the farorugiringo. It consists of a long piece of wood, around which several loops of coconut string are placed, one after the other. The bird is supposed to step in and its foot will be entrapped. The stick is placed on the ground and both ends are covered with sand. During the yapuapa-hunt a hole is carved into a tree and lie in wait until the bird enters, which is accordingly caught with the hand. The kingfisher, tangetik, is caught with the help of a tauarigefer. This is a rather long stick, which is diagonally planted into the ground. A sling is attached on its upper end, in which the bird entangles its neck in it. It is not eaten, but serves as a pet for children.

4. The Canoe.

Recently the canoe serves the natives mainly to catch fish. In former times they were much more entrepreneurial and sailed all the way to Palau and Tobi, most of all, though, to Pur and Merir. Voyages to the last mentioned islands supposedly happened quite regularly though chiefly to fetch provisions from there. Tradition looks upon these journeys as something very common. The natives were well versed in navigation. The Songosor-canoe is sailed and paddled. As Kubary said, the natives were excellent oarsmen because of the bad circumstances of their beach and the dangers of the surf. He also noticed the variety of canoes. When a man needs a canoe he talks about it with a man well versed in building canoes, a canoe-builder. He has to deliver food and fruits during the time of the construction of the canoe. There are no further payments. The construction of a small canoe lasts one month, for a bigger one people count up to three months. (Comp. the illustration in the section canoe construction on Pur.)

Therefore poor people do not own their own canoes. If a poor person needs a canoe to catch fish, he borrows it from another person and pays a part of his catch as a lending fee. During the time of the construction the canoe builder is taboo. In case he breaks his taboo, this means if he has forbidden sexual intercourse, he will injure himself with the axe during the construction. — Permission to cut wood must be obtained from the chief beforehand. Coconut palms are never allowed to be cut for this purpose. Breadfruit trees, too, may only be cut down when they are old and dry. The chief receives a certain amount of rope for lifting the taboo of such trees. Only afterwards people can cut down the trees, otherwise, the respective spirit does not leave the tree, his residence. If nothing had been paid, the canoe, made out of the tree, would be created badly. — People prefer the wood of breadfruit, mai, or Calophyllum finis, for the construction of canoes.

The big canoes are called terperi ou, the small ones yaperi ou. Only big vehicles are stored in the canoe houses, fare. People leave the small ones lying on the beach, where they are sometimes covered with man. Often the canoe houses are in the possession of several people. Each canoe has its own name that indicates the place where the tree was felled, from which the canoe was built.

The trunk is hollowed out on the place of location where the tree stood. For instance, the canoe of chief Zoarimegl was called saronge, the name of a place on Merir. The Songosor-canoe is carved from one tree trunk. The abundance of thick tree trunks allows them often to leave off the washboard (comp. Kubary’s canoe on his illustration table XIII). Instead the end sections, the beak shaped ends of the canoes (2), are stretched quite long and go all the way to the second thwart. Both sides of the canoe, as well as the bow and the stern are constructed symmetrically.

Fig. 20. Songosor-canoe. Sarfert’s sketch.

Fig. 21. Sketch of the Songosor-canoe according to Kubary (a. m. a. table XIII).
The angle of the keel (4), the edge of the bow and the stern (3) are strongly developed. In between the borders of the canoe thwarts (6) are situated, in the bigger boats there are twelve of them. In the middle of the vessel on the side opposite of the outrigger there is an attachment (7) underneath which both big beams of the outrigger (9) end. This attached construction consists of a horizontal board that rests on the beams; at a right angle a second board, protruding vertically over the edge of the canoe, is attached to it. On the opposite side the mast board, falaf (8), is situated. The harness of the outrigger is supported by two beams (9), of which both ends rest in two pairs of forks (15), which are inserted into the float (14). The carrying capacity of the beams of the outrigger is increased by the two diagonally positioned poles (11). They are jammed on each side underneath the last thwart and end on the last long stick of the outrigger (13), which is closest to the float (14).

In the direction of the canoe three strong and long sticks (10) are attached on top of the beams of the outrigger. The first of them is made of two pieces of lumber. In Kubary's canoe instead of the first two long sticks of the outrigger double poles have been used, and there are not only three but altogether six pieces of wood. A downward oriented bent piece of wood (12) is attached on each side of the first long stick of the outrigger. It is led underneath the crossing point of the second long stick with the long diagonal poles (11) and ends on the float (14). In case a long piece of wood for the float exists then it rests in-between both forks (15). The float (14) has a sharply defined edge on the keel and is slightly arched on top. It is perforated twice on each side and a strong rope is pulled through these holes (16). This rope, itself connected with the rope carrier on the float (17), attaches with great loops the float onto the beams of the outrigger. Often a slatted frame is constructed on the harness of the outrigger by joining long poles with a great amount of shorter cross-sticks. A special sort of bracing is preferably constructed around the beams of the outrigger, by attaching on both sides of each beam a longer crossbeam. These crossbeams are joined with each other with the help of a short long stick positioned between both the first long wooden stick. These wooden reinforcement pieces end underneath the float’s long stick. Further on, a strengthening cross is customary between the float (in the middle of the forked woods of each side) and the last, shortest long piece of wood.

The sail (9) is not generally in use. Each man sews the lengths of material, made of strips of pandanus leaves and woven together by women, together. In order to attach the mast (1) a flat board is attached on the beam of the outrigger that protrudes a bit over the space of the cavity of the canoe. It has a hole corresponding to the size of the mast. The mast (1) itself consists of a bamboo pole that often drifts to the islands. The foot, zopite, (3) is inserted into the hole, sair. A piece of wood, the head, toro, (2), attached on the tip of the mast, holds a roll inside renierü lügl illustr. 23 over which the halyard, uait (8) runs across. After raising the sail the halyard is fastened to a cross-piece, teif (4) of the mast. The sail, uie (9) has a triangular form and is located in-between the vertical boom, arangap (6), and the windward stay (7) or the backstay rope, arangap.

People from Songosor use a stone as an anchor, which is sunk into the water on a rope. Leaking spots in the boat are caulked with the resin of Calophyllum, sair, that is stored in a bowl made of coconut shell.

The paddle is comparatively long and narrow. The blade is longer than the handle. One side is slightly curved and shows in the middle a hint of a rib. The middle part of both ends of the blade is slightly wedge-shaped and embossed. The transition between the blade and the handle is hardly noticeable.

---

1 The numbers refer to Figure 22.
Kids on the beach, also showing the local canoes. Damaged glass plate scans, Hamburg Museum.
### Terms for the Canoe and its Parts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sarfert</th>
<th>Kubary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>canoe hull</td>
<td>Reniua</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beak</td>
<td>Pelir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>edge of bow and stern</td>
<td>Raure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>edge of the keel</td>
<td>Jopita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gunwhale</td>
<td>Ngagit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>top piece of the gunwhale</td>
<td>Variasse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thwart</td>
<td>Taur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mast board</td>
<td>Falaf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hole for the mast</td>
<td>Uait</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beam of the outrigger</td>
<td>Giau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diagonal poles</td>
<td>Meteleueng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bent wooden sticks</td>
<td>Wautame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>long sticks of the outrigger</td>
<td>Iaupase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cross-sticks of the outrigger</td>
<td>Tiaua</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>last long stick of the outrigger</td>
<td>Taillave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>short stiff wood under the frame</td>
<td>'Opipia ('?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>float</td>
<td>Tamar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>long wooden piece of the float</td>
<td>Wayrie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fork on the float</td>
<td>Fopih</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stiffening cross</td>
<td>Fopih</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>holes in the float</td>
<td>Fopih</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bindings between float/harness of the</td>
<td>Tautaur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>outrigger</td>
<td>Tatur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>big canoe</td>
<td>Teriperei wa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>small canoe</td>
<td>Gopeterei wa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>big European ship</td>
<td>Ou farit (fariti = land)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sail</td>
<td>Uie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mast</td>
<td>'Oauz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mast head</td>
<td>Toror</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>base of the mast</td>
<td>Zopite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pulley</td>
<td>Rentivuligil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>halyard</td>
<td>Atul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cross-stick</td>
<td>Teif</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>headstay</td>
<td>Taumigil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>backstay</td>
<td>Taumo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>luffstay</td>
<td>Arangap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sheet</td>
<td>Ueri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vertical boom or gaff,</td>
<td>Nim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loose boom</td>
<td>Gaas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>horizontal boom, top mast</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>free seam of the sail</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bamboo pole of the mast</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paddle</td>
<td>Fatir</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5. Personal Hygiene, Clothing, Jewelry, and Weapons.

Although the cleanliness of the natives leaves a lot to be desired, they nevertheless rub themselves with a lot of oil and use the much appreciated yellowroot-powder (holîn Kub.) to embellish their bodies. It represents a certain value and plays an important role as payment in legal disputes. In addition, women like to use fragrant driftwood, (Illustration 27), called yapoi which they rub on their temples. The hairstyle is simple. According to tradition, in the event of death, the hair is cut as a sign of mourning; therefore, you rarely see long hair. From time to time oil is rubbed in and usually it is free of bugs. Men wear it freely pushed backwards, though sometimes also bound to a tuft on the back of the head. If long enough women like to wind it into a knot fastened above the left ear. While the expedition photographed only men without a beard, Kubary describes small stiff mustaches as their common traditional beard and depicts them with small chin-beards (Kub. Table XI). Old men even wear long full beards. According to Sarfert men with chin-beards and side burns can be found among them. Men do not remove hair-growth on their bodies, however, they use to pluck their wives’ pubic hair.

For both sexes the main decoration of the body are rich tattoos, farafer. Women are most knowledgeable in this work. As the operation is quite painful — some scream loudly during the operation — and covers vast areas of the body, which heavily swell, therefore the work has to be distributed over several days and even then the procedure has to be interrupted often in order to allow the patient some rest.

In order not to jeopardize the tattoo, nothing else can be attempted, as for instance fishing. On weak people the task remains unfinished. Tattooing starts at the rather ripe age of 20 years, and some are already married. For women they always wait until this point in time. Women and man do this chore; men also tattoo women, just like women tattoo men. However, a man works only on the upper breast and on the tattoo of a woman’s back. The remaining sections are executed only by women. The work is carried out in the house of the employer, of the patient. The payment is quite high and is delivered in form of food items, ropes, mats, etc.

The tools of the trade are the rib of a coconut leaf, to draw the design, some ink, the tattooing-fork or the comb, rurit and the hammer, naito. Tattooing forks are stored in special chests, cazu, made of driftwood. These chests are extremely light and have an arched lid on top, while the bottom side is flat. The lower part of the chest consists of three parts: the bottom, and the long sides are made of one piece, the cross pieces are jammed in-between. One of the two protrudes a bit over the upper rim, which affords the lid more hold. The individual parts are irregularly cut in their design, however they fit well into each other. In order to protect the very delicate forks in the box from impacts and bouncing to and from, small wooden sticks are inserted in between the long sides.

They mostly jut through the wall on one side and are only jammed on the other one inside. Often a cross stick is on top of the forks. On the inside the boxes are more or less darkened by soot. The tattooing hammer is fastened with a line of coconut rope that at the same time holds the lid on the box. The tattooing forks consist of round handle made of hardwood, smaller at the upper end and on average 18 cm long. The comb is made of bone and attached with a fine string. The section of the comb is rectangular, the bottom side slightly concave and one end is perforated in order to stick the handle through it. On the other end 6 to 10 fine teeth are cut in. The comb section is situated across the handle.

---

1 Kubary, p. 86.
The hammer is made from one piece of breadfruit wood and has a rather long handle. No decorations are on it, however, it gets smaller towards the bottom end. On top it has chambers and recesses, the edges are slightly rounded. The combs are used to prick the skin, they are loosely placed on the skin and driven into it with a blow from the hammer. The color urud is gained from the Calophyllum nut. People build a small house around the fire and over it they hang the nut attached to the midrib of a coconut leaf, until it has been burned to ashes.

The procedure itself starts with outlining the pattern. From Kubary’s point of view the technique is not exceptionally well developed on Songosur: the drawing is not enough precise, often just sketchy and blurred. The black filling is thin.1 With the midrib of a coconut leaf and said black color the drawing is penciled on the skin. Then the execution is accomplished with a comb and a hammer. The teeth of the comb are also dipped into the black color. The operator wipes the spilled blood carefully away with a sponge or a pad, so that it does not blur the applied drawing nor makes it even invisible. Finally the treated body part is washed by hand with fresh water. The patient goes to the beach to take a bath.

After that, the other one washes him once again with warm water and anoints him with coconut oil. For the most part the patient then lies down to sleep. Coconut oil is produced by scraping the inner part of the nut, which is placed under the sun for one day and then it is squeezed out. A certain order of treatment is precisely followed after that, the other one washes him once again with warm water and anoints him with coconut oil. For the most part the patient then lies down to sleep. Coconut oil is produced by scraping the inner part of the nut, which is placed under the sun for one day and then it is squeezed out. A certain order of treatment is precisely followed.

1 Kubary, p. 96.

**Fig. 28.** 15471 a) Chest for tattooing appliances, zazu, made of driftwood. Measurements: Length (outside) 23 cm, (inside) 20 cm, width (outside)13 cm, (inside)10,7 cm, height (with lid) 11 cm, (without lid 9 cm, thickness of the side ca. 14 mm.  b) tattooing fork rarit and tattooing hammer tasio. Fork handles made of hard wood, ca. 19 cm long. Comb with 6–8 teeth.  c) Hammer made from the wood of a breadfruit tree: length: 29 cm, handle 13 cm, beater: strength 1,6 cm.

The operator wipes the spilled blood carefully away with a sponge or a pad, so that it does not blur the applied drawing nor makes it even invisible. Finally the treated body part is washed by hand with fresh water. The patient goes to the beach to take a bath.

Apart from the difference in patterns, tattoos are not equally distributed among the sexes. The neck, the back, and the breast of men are richly decorated, however these sections almost free on women. Instead their hips, thighs and the abdomen, as well as the legs are richly considered. Tattooing of the hands seems only common on women. Men’s tattoos always leave the knees and the hollow of the knee, the elbows, and the upper part of the thighs free. The tattoos of the men Faitatek, of an old man called Grutelen, and of Zoarimegl were recorded in detail. The last mentioned one shows in all not specially depicted parts absolute congruence with the decoration of Faitatek. The first section of the skin that is dealt with is the middle and lower part of the back. The lines of the decoration reach from the shoulder blades to the buttocks. Two wide bands, starting behind the arm pit, running underneath along the shoulder blades, and turning off at a right angle at the backbone, accompany it all the way to the last vertebra. Here, forming a point they turn back up and follow the bends of the body all the time keeping the same distance to it.

A bit lower, around the line of the midriff a third band runs downwards across the buttocks, turns around with a widened point and climbs up again. On these points — altogether there are four — there are often some delicate, small decorations, as can clearly be seen in Kubary’s depiction (plate XI, 5, 6, 7). These wide, very densely widened point and climbs up again. On these points — altogether there are four — there are often some delicate, small decorations, as can clearly be seen in Kubary’s depiction (plate XI, 5, 6, 7). These wide, very densely filled black surfaces are called mogür. As the adjacent overview, however, shows there is a great number of other patterns and names. We also have to remark, that the same reoccurring patterns can have different names and one and the same design can have differing names. The free parts of skin have special names, too. They are called guparigirin.

**Fig. 29.** 1548 II a) Chest for tattooing appliances, zazu, made of driftwood. Measurements: length: 23,5 cm, width: 9 cm  b) tattooing forks, rarit and hammer, tasio. The hammer made of breadfruit wood has a total length of 34 cm. The handle is 20 cm long and strongly narrowed at the bottom part. c) Beater 2 cm diameter.

Chief Moses drew the elements of the decoration. Accordingly the densely filled black surfaces are called sauviaparü, the simple zigzag line ngiriparo, a line studded with short slashes, ngirimeki, and two parallel lines joined with short slashes are called mogür. As the adjacent overview, however, shows there is a great number of other patterns and names. We also have to remark, that the same reoccurring patterns can have different names and one and the same design can have differing names. The free parts of skin have special names, too. They are called guparigirin. They also have to remark, that the same reoccurring patterns can have different names and one and the same design can have differing names. The free parts of skin have special names, too. They are called guparigirin.

Apart from the difference in patterns, tattoos are not equally distributed among the sexes. The neck, the back, and the breast of men are richly decorated, however these sections almost free on women. Instead their hips, thighs and the abdomen, as well as the legs are richly considered. Tattooing of the hands seems only common on women. Men’s tattoos always leave the knees and the hollow of the knee, the elbows, and the upper part of the thighs free. The tattoos of the men Faitatek, of an old man called Grutelen, and of Zoarimegl were recorded in detail. The last mentioned one shows in all not specially depicted parts absolute congruence with the decoration of Faitatek. The first section of the skin that is dealt with is the middle and lower part of the back. The lines of the decoration reach from the shoulder blades to the buttocks. Two wide bands, starting behind the arm pit, running underneath along the shoulder blades, and turning off at a right angle at the backbone, accompany it all the way to the last vertebra. Here, forming a point they turn back up and follow the bends of the body all the time keeping the same distance to it.

A bit lower, around the line of the midriff a third band runs downwards across the buttocks, turns around with a widened point and climbs up again. On these points — altogether there are four — there are often some delicate, small decorations, as can clearly be seen in Kubary’s depiction (plate XI, 5, 6, 7). These wide, very densely filled black surfaces are called mogür. As the adjacent overview, however, shows there is a great number of other patterns and names. We also have to remark, that the same reoccurring patterns can have different names and one and the same design can have differing names. The free parts of skin have special names, too. They are called guparigirin. It can often be found here. The decoration of neck and shoulder has the form of a wide round collar. However, it only reaches to the amput; the shoulder remains free. The entirely different decoration does not reach all the way up to “collar”, near it from below; from the back. The collar itself has been portioned into three concentric circular segments. With its point the uppermost one reaches all the way to the hairline and covers the cervical vertebra.
The biggest one is the lowest segment, it is surrounded by small triangles, *ngiri paro* (shark tooth) in a row next to each other. Simple lines separate the three areas from each other. The inner part is filled with vertically toothed edges in *mogor*-decoration and triangles, *zimenga*, which are interlaced into one another. The edges are called *gongore*.

The decoration of the man Faitatek is simplified towards the top: the upper field is filled with simple squares, called *matumatuso*.

The tattoos of the breast and the abdomen exhibit four areas: first two parallel arches, lying closely one over the other in the area of the first rib. A gap is above the breastbone and the upper and the lower arch of each side are connected by a fine line. The upper arch, a thick border, *sauripanür*, is called *rasau*, the lower border has the decoration *mogor*. Underneath is the wide radial decoration of the breast, also called *rasau*. It extends from one nipple to the other and is defined by a line underneath it. The pointed end of the rays point up; they are densely pricked, *sauri panür*, and they go all the way to the mentioned arch. There are seven to twelve of them. The third section consists of a pattern, which runs down from the end of the upper arches to the nipples on each side, thus approximately framing the armpits from the front. These are fine parallel lines that end at the nipples in a thick triangle. The lines are furnished with small slashes, *fati*. Nevertheless, they also can be replaced by another pattern, interlaced angles, *saurusau*, on top of each other.

The abdomens' tattoos of the individual persons are executed much more diversely than the so far mentioned sections. The patterns collected by Kubary and Sarfert are not in accordance with each other. Common for all of them is the rectangular form that reaches down over the navel, which is broken apart by a vertical mid-border, *ilopo*, into a right and a left section. In Kubary's type both sections are divided in light and dark squares, *ilopo*, in the fashion of a chessboard. Sarfert's man Faitatek shows a similar decoration: here all squares are light, which means empty. However, the mid-border is dark, except for squares that are spared. It is discontinued above the navel. On the edge of the checker board indentations, called *ziromaingiti*, are situated. They can have quite different forms and are built from small teeth and lines.

In this fashion the edge's decoration of the man Grutelen consists of *ngiri paro*. In addition he has a mid-border, built by crossways arranged teeth-ornaments, over the navel. The man Zutarimegi is additionally decorated with a belt-like border, which the other men lack. It shows the *uororepea*-pattern.

The side tattoo is situated in-between the tattoos of the back and the abdomen. It shows a decoration made of bands, just like the one executed on the back. The upper pointed stripes are called *zeporai*, on each side there are four next to each other, the extend of the stripes increases towards the back. On the lower end, around the height of the midriff, they are not densely pricked but shaded on the inside. These *zeporai* end just like the belly tattoos on one common line which drops intensively from the back to the front. Underneath this line two dark bands start leading downwards, crossing the hips and the upper thighs. They are called *gapirei mok*. Underneath they meet forming a point, from which a small decoration, *gaparinasin* is hanging down. The point is called *erupusa*.

Sarfert did not record the horizontal stripes, around six parallel stripes in the direction of the ribs, shown by Kubary in illus. 7, plate XI. However, in Kubary's record the teeth decorations on the edges of the abdomen's tattoo are missing, therefore, it is not implausible that this is the same decoration that he indicated further on the side. It seems to be the *ziromaingiti*.

The tattoo of the upper arms is very opulent and is executed before the just described side-tattoos. It starts at the same height as the breast tattoo and ends about a hand breadth above the elbow. It decorates only the outside of the arm and the decoration is freer and more diversified than the ones so far described. The congruence of both arms of the same person is extensive. The main elements of the pattern are two to three wide and dense, vertical stripes, *sauripanür*, which are connected among each other with horizontal stripes of the *ngiri meik* kind. On the outside of the dense stripes there are again teeth like figures, *ngiripari*. Underneath this decorated area, without any connection to it and quite close to the elbow, another horizontal border, called *ulore*, is placed. It usually has the form of triangles, made from rows of *ngiriporo*. On the inside of the upper arm's lower part there often is another decoration built from several horizontal rows of *ngiri meik* or of vertical rows of *ngiri paro*. These decorations also circle like a bangle the entire arm, then they are open on the outside and closed on the inside.

The tattoo of the lower arms is also quite diverse and always different on both arms of one person. The inside right arm of the man Faitatek is a gallows-like formation with *sauriparai*-patterns. On its outer side three bangle-like bands abut against it with the same decoration. On the left arm these bangles are missing, which, according to the back view, do not go all around the arm. The arm decoration of the man Grutelen is even freer and more arbitrary: on the right arm, two hour-glass-figures, called *sauripari*, sit on the left and right side next to a T-like figure composed of *sauripari*-bands. Underneath are two fine vertical teeth-like lines. Above the wrist there are several rows of borders with indentations in *tirietam*- and *sauripari*-patterns. The upper part of the left arm is decorated with three to four zigzag bands, *tirietanumi*, one on top of the other, underneath follows an *sauripari* border, underneath which is another border, followed by a row of indentations in a vertical direction, *ngirimeli*. In the free space stars, *fe*, are situated; according to their looks they are borrowed from Yap. Here, too, the bangles do not encompass the entire arm.

The decoration of the upper thighs, too, seems to be more unrestricted than the one of the breast and the back. The man Faitatek presents on the front side of each upper thigh two stripes *sauripanür*, which meet underneath in an acute angle and are running in a form of an inwardly bent hook. In the corner opposite the point, is a vertical appendage, *gubari gigarin*, a triangle with spikes attached on a long, fine line. Left and right of these wide dark bands the entire area of the upper thigh is designed with borders of *ngirimeli*-patterns about one finger long. However, they are not arranged very close to each other so that a considerable part of skin remains free.

---

**Fig. 30.**

Elements of tattooing patterns used for women or men.
On the backside of the upper thigh these dense stripes are missing, still the bands of the tattoo on the back come down quite fat. Where they end the skin is decorated all the way to the hollow of the knee with the same \textit{ngiritatate}-stripes, like on the front. — The man Grutenen also has black stripes, yet on their lower end they are cut by a horizontal border in \textit{waeopei}-decoration. Further stripes in \textit{tiratate}- or \textit{tegerumani}-patterns are underneath. \textit{Uororipei}-borders, running around the leg and leaving the inside of the thighs free, are done last.

The lower legs are more humbly decorated. On each leg of the man Faitatek two rows of \textit{waeopei} run around each leg three times. The front and the back of Grutenen are differently designed. Horizontal bangles, four in the front and nine horizontal dense bangles in the back are situated on bar-like dense stripes. Beneath the calf they are more densely situated than above. While the lower bangles encircle the entire leg, the upper ones leave the inside and the outside of the lower leg free, covering them only in the front and in the back.

\textbf{Women’s tattoo} differ quite considerably from those of men. While the lower part of the breast is completely free of decoration a decoration is applied around the neck and on the upper part f the breast all the way to the shoulders. All women have the same. Above the breastbone and in the back above the vertebræ this collar-like tattoo is interrupted. The upper and the lower part of both sides is connected with a simple vertical line. The pattern consists of two rows of wide thickly clustering semi circles. The upper row, close to the neck, presents arches open at the top. In the connecting area small triangles have been placed on top. The lower row consists of opposing semi circles. In a beautifully curved line it runs across the shoulders. This tattoo is called \textit{sinesin}. The tattoo of the arms seems to be copious and very arbitrary. The arrangement and the individual patterns are approximately the same as those of men. Yet, the spikes that are vertically inserted at the borders are here called \textit{ganala} instead of \textit{ngiripe}. The entire decoration consists of a farrago of horizontal and vertical borders. The woman Fitelan is more uniformly tattooed, so to speak in proper style. In the tattoos of the woman Tauoluk all kinds of foreign elements are inserted by the embellishing work of a woman from Oleui.

The first example of her work is the forearm tattoo of this woman. While Fitelan’s forearm only has a few bangle-like borders in a clear decoration, the skin of the other one is decorated in this area with a few foreign designs that presumably depict fish. The common bangles are called \textit{waeopei}. In addition a lot of effort is spent on the decoration of the back of the hand; even the fingers are ornamented. The tattoo of the woman Finielek shows that both hands are differently adorned. However, the borders across the wrist, on top or on the bottom, seem to be typical. They do not fill the entire breadth of the hand. The simplest one is the \textit{ngiripei} that both hands are differently adorned. Horizontal bangles, four in the front and nine horizontal dense bangles in the back are situated on bar-like dense stripes. Beneath the calf they are more densely situated than above. While the lower bangles encircle the entire leg, the upper ones leave the inside and the outside of the lower leg free, covering them only in the front and in the back.

Fig. 32b. Women’s tattoos, according to Sarfert.

The pelvis and the hips are richly ornamented. The ornamentation runs from the back to the front like a wide belt, leaving the belly free. The decoration of the hip is visible and calculated in such a way that the somewhat stiff clothing mats, fastened at the front and sliding a bit in the back, reveal a part of the back underneath the midriff.

The fine, wide border is characteristic for the hip decoration, on the lower end of which a wreath of long and pointed spikes is attached. They are called \textit{nuoripatu}. The border itself consists of the known elements \textit{ngiritatate}, \textit{yonelag}, and \textit{ratimoi}. The only decoration of the body is over the mons veneris. It consists of two parallel-orientated, horizontal, zigzag lines, called \textit{niugeromau}. Underneath, starting from the labia and running quite a bit over the upper thighs is on both sides a pointed and extended dark stripe, \textit{paure}.

The decoration of the upper thighs is less uniform and not the same on both thighs. However, the decorated skin areas are at any rate approximately the same. For instance, the outside of the upper thighs is always decorated a bit underneath the hipbone with more or less wide, vertical and opulent borders. Often the top edge consists of a special beautiful horizontal border, situated at about the height of the pubic bone. (Compare with the woman Taulouk, the outside and detail of her left leg and the outside of the right leg of the woman Fitelan). The hand of the before mentioned Oleui- Woman made this border on the woman Taulouk. It is only on the left upper thigh. It is divided into rectangular areas, which are filled with diagonal crosses, zigzag lines, and semicircles. Four small patterns are attached underneath, probably depicting fishes.
Fig. 31. Men’s tattoos, according to Sarfert.

Fig. 32a. Women’s tattoos, according to Sarfert.
On the woman Fitelan these areas are filled with crosses rasuau and hourglass-like figures, uorupeipu. Here too, decorations in the form of vertical short borders, of the gomelege kind, are attached.

The before mentioned vertical wide borders, which are just like bars and account for the actual tattoo of the upper thighs, have jagged edges in peseriperiua-, uorongapu-, and ngirimok-patterns. The tattoos on the left thigh of the woman Fitelan differ quite a lot from the just described right one. The double-row with peseriperiua-borders is here replaced by a densely worked one. A ratimoi-border separates the rows in the middle. The second part of the pattern next to it consists of two tegernamani-lines stuffed with small hooks in between which there are several gomelege-cross lines. — The woman Tausoluk has her right upper thigh decorated with a bar of two rows of fishes one on top of the other, again made by the woman from Oleai. She also made the short dentate lines on the side of it. The fishes on the bottom are surrounded by a number of irregular cross-lines, for which we have no explanation. The left upper thigh is decorated on the respective area only with a few spikes, am. The front part of the upper thigh is also not without decoration. Tausoluk has on the left a few peseriperiua in a horizontal alignment and underneath there are three stars are added — also the work of the Oleai-Woman. She also filled the areas on the inside with fishes and zigzag-lines. In this area the woman Fitelan has no patterns, neither on the inside nor on the outside.

On both women an organized treatment of the skin starts again above the knee, although on one person the respective areas are not treated in exactly the same fashion. Several groups of arched rows formed by lines, called pauurueruuer, run across the kneecaps. This is a pattern which also covers the largest part of the legs, which are more densely decorated on women than on men. Above this framing of the knee there are yet some borders in tegernamani—, peseriperiua— and other patterns, however they only cover the front part of the leg. In the back, in the hollow of the knee is the pauurueruuer-decorations.

The same decoration covers the entire thigh, only interrupted at certain intervals by borders that encircle the entire leg. The upper one is called ngirimana, the lower one ratimoi. Instead of a ngirimana there is a border called ruñin on the left leg of the woman Fitelan. The pauurueruuer-pattern is interrupted in order to insert a ratimoi-spike.

On this woman the kneecaps are decorated in the same fashion: an oval disk filled inside with siminarongog, spikes one on top of the other. From both ends of the oval a border leads to the hollow of the knee. The kneecaps of the woman Tausoluk are left free. The lower legs are completely covered with sauri-ueruuer, at the same intervals interrupted by tageromono—borders. The partition of the area is by all means in accordance with the tattoos common among men, however here the decoration of the surface is missing. In the sauri-ueruuer-zone of the woman Fitelan additional small sli-shaped figures are inserted which are called scalaeu.

The clothing is quite simple. Four to five year old boys go entirely naked. “When they start to feel ashamed” they receive their one and only piece of clothing, a pubic belt made from coconut palm leaves (compare Kubary plate XII, 1). Leaves like fringes, knotted over a small string, are hanging in the front. The other part of the belt is free. It is called uatu. Simple dancing belts of women, made of the same material, have the same name. However, the workmanship is different. For the women’s belt, uautute, two or more fresh leaves are attached to each other with simple knots. Fringes are missing. Grown men wear a T-string, made from a banana bast textile. This is the only product coming from the women’s weaving. They themselves only wear plaited clothing mats.

The decoration on both ends is brocaded over the common light banana bast weft with the help of a new weft of black colored hibiscus bast. Of course to create the pattern the warp threads have to be counted beforehand. The decorated ends of the belt are 1—2 cm smaller, which is achieved by a tighter pull of the weft. In addition banana bast is in comparison to the material made of hibiscus bast considerably softer. The fringes on both ends are made from free warp threads. The ornaments of the woven belts are arranged in rows, partly vertically, partly horizontally.

The element peseriperiua appears often. It is a small rectangle filled with diagonal lines and crowned by a triangle, the two free sides of which protrude a bit. Among the tattoo patterns this triangle alone is called peseriperiua. Normally this ornament appears in horizontal rows as a final stripe on the weaving design’s top and bottom on the end of the textile. Sometimes thereby a small displacement happens, so that the triangle is not positioned on top of the triangle and the crossed protruding ends of the top are displaced and dissolve into four points one on top of the other.

However, in this respect within the same border everything is always regular. Of all the other pattern’s elements (naukiri, uarigata, auarinau, rio, maruaust, and itemsen ) only the pattern itemsen, a dark field with light omitted rhombs, is known as a tattoo ornament and as a very popular element of comb ornaments; it is also used in the inverted color order. The vertical border with the itemsen-pattern is always positioned in the middle of the belt, often repeated on both edges (compare 3895 II), sometimes also only half of it (1493 II, 1494 II). The alternation of the belts’ patterns results merely from the different employment of these elements and their occasional changes, omissions, shifts of their individual parts.

We also want to remark that both ends of a belt are not always decorated in the same fashion, not even the upper and the lower part of the decoration of one end is always the same (1492 II). The backside of the textile, where the mirror image of the pattern appears, is always really presentable. The belt 1494 II is very differently decorated from the other belts. It shows a plain horizontal pattern, arranged in a row. The belt 1492 II has a special decoration, because here the peseriperiua element has been placed mirror-like next to each other, thus creating a wave-like line.

Woven men’s belts¹ are called mesi. On a smaller and shorter scale they are also produced for bigger boys. The textile is woven in linen weave. The warp is often a bit thinner than the weft, so that the effect of a rep textile is created.

¹ According to Kubary, p. 91, when made of hibiscus the common term for men’s belts is ogara xilüry; when made of banana-bast mesi. They are called uautute, when a hibiscus ornament is woven in. Yellow root, kos, is rubbed on them for celebrations.
Women, too, wear belts in order to hold their apron mats. The original form consisted of one piece of banana bark or simply a banana leaf. The length of such belts, which are called niiit, was nearly 3 m, their width was about 8 cm. Today they prefer of course European textiles, or whatever they can get a hold of, for instance military belts.

The old common clothing of Songosor-women consists of finely woven pandanus clothing mats, icb, which end quite high above the knee and which are on average 40 cm long. The right side is folded over the left one. In order to hold it fast, the upper right end is tucked under the belt and fastened at the height of the midriff. In doing so the edge of the right part is positioned approximately over the left leg and the upper edge of the mat rests on the hipbone. As a result of the relative stiffness of the woven material the edge of the mat slides down at the back, so that the rich tattoo of the buttocks become visible (compare Kubary plate XII, 4). Kubary reports that a woman has to have a hand on the mat in order not to expose herself, because these small mats are not handy or helpful to sit down or to move around.1

As Kubary’s illustration shows these mats were also fastened by binding a string around the body and attaching the ends in front of the body on a fishing hook. The clothing mat 1488II on plate 2 measures 115 x 38 cm. The width of the strips is about 4 mm. The material is woven diagonally. Just like it is typical for the big sleeping mats on Songosor, the plaited strips are bent back on the corners, so that the corners are slanted. The plaited material is closed in the middle of the mat and on its narrow sides. Bending the strips creates a hardly visible and technically caused pattern in the middle (compare illustration 2, 1488II). It is a plain but neat work. Mourning spouses use a jacket without sleeves, rigou, made in the same fashion, about which Kubary reports that it is a constant part of mourning attire, however, according to Sarfert’s account it was only used as mourning attire.

| Belt Number | Length | Width, middle | Width, top, bottom | Length of middle | Decoration | Length of top | Fringes | Fringes
|--------------|--------|---------------|-------------------|-----------------|------------|--------------|---------|
| 1492 II      | 193,5  | 14,6          | 13                | 13,6            | 8,5        | 10,8         | 17      | 21
| 1493 II      | 182    | 16,4          | 14,8              | 15,6            | 11,3       | 9,8          | 16,5    | 19
| 1494 II      | 194,5  | 14,5          | 12                | 12,5            | 13,1       | 12,5         | 15      | 15
| 3894 II      | 193    | 12            | 11                | 11,4            | 9,1        | 10,6         | 16      | 22,5
| 3895 II      | 201    | 14            | 11,9              | 9,3             | 13,7       | 11,7         | 18      | 17

The rigou-jacket (1490 II) has a rectangular shape when spread out and it measures 65,2 x 31,7 cm. In the middle is the hole for the neck, about 10 x 17 cm side length, so that this piece of cloth can best be compared with two bibs connected at the shoulders. Just like the mats, here too, the corners are canted and the woven strips have been woven backwards on the narrow side (4 mm). The same fastening can be found at the neckline in the front and on the back (3 mm). The width of the woven strips is 3 mm.

The hat, (pegin according to Kubary, pelin according to Sarfert) 2 is also a part of the male apparel. It is quite a heavy cone shaped headdress, made of wide pandanus leaves, well known also from other islands of the Carolines. The decoration with fishing lines and hooks is special here (illustr. 1495II). The hat 1496 II is especially heavy and tightly made.

It got its strength from two about 5 cm wide wooden hoops, placed on the edge and sewn on with string made from breadfruit bast. Beforehand a strip of pandanus leaf has been placed on them in the same direction. On the hat 1495 II another hoop has been placed a bit further away from the edge on both sides. Ca. 6 cm wide strips made of pandanus leaves run from the tip to the edge. They are stitched together with long stitches. In addition wooden needles perforate it at several spots to staple it. A string is attached inside on both sides of the edge, to fasten it under the chin. (Compare with the illustrations of Kubary, plate XII, 2).

Besides these cone shaped hats, Kubary describes also another hat, kapinwai, which is only worn on land (Kubary plate XII, 5); it is woven taffeta-like from small strips of pandanus leaves. It has a square base and a cylindrical head. On both sides is a string in order to tie it underneath the chin. Such a woven material, described as a hat by Kubary, has been collected by the Hamburg expedition as a basket with handles by the name potau. Women use it and it is hung in the house. All sorts of small tools are stored in it.

1 Kubary, p. 92.
2 P. 91: “the same one is not as pointed and wide as the Vospe one, but it is closer to the Mortlockese form. A closer comparison of the pagon with the popper, shows differences: in the details of the work and that the Sonorosones hat has been executed more crudely. Pandanus leaves, which are here called ‘fas’, are everywhere the material. The way the hats here are used is peculiar because they are only worn against the sun and the rain while fishing. Besides the common string around the chin, each hat has another one around the outer diameter on which numerous self-made fishhooks, made from wire, are attached. On the inside clamped in between two kernels of yamono/but yee thal ..., in order to furnish the fish hooks.”

At this time it was certainly no longer considered a hat and the “basket” which had been brought home seems to be rather small for a “hat”. The “hat-basket” 1480 II shown (on plate 3) has a rhombus-like base (9 X 17 cm) and a height of 28 cm. Weaving is started at the base. The woven strips run parallel to the diagonal of the base until they ascend upwards and take an angular direction from here onwards. At the edge the strips have been woven backwards. Individual ones continue in form of 6 mm wide braids and form a handle of about 1 m length that is knotted in the middle. The plaiting strips have only a width of 7 mm.

Trying to imitate European wear the natives made the oddly “stiff hat” from light wood, shown on illustr. 39, 1564 II. It has the same name as the old fishing hats. Its height is 12, 5 cm, the height of the head alone measures 10,5 cm. The brim is slightly bent downwards and elongated in the front and in the back.

---

Fig. 36. 1495II.
Hat made from pandanus leaves (pelin). Height: 26,5 cm, diameter of the edge 37 cm.

Fig. 38. 1 Hat only worn on land.
(According to Kubary a. m. a. plate XII, 5).

Fig. 39. 1564II.
Hat made from breadfruit wood. Imitation of European models. pelin, height: 12,5 cm, head width: 15,8 x 19,2 cm; brim in the front and in the back: 4,3 cm, on the sides: 3,3 cm.
1. 1472 II, basket, Songosor, 1/4 th of actual size.
2. 1463 II, basket w/ handle, Songosor, 1/5 th of actual size.
3. 1585 II, basket, Pur, 1/3 th of actual size.
4. 1480 II, basket, Songosor, 1/4 th ac. size.
5. 1587 II, basket, Pur, 1/5 th ac. size.
6. 1546 II, basket, Songosor, 1/8 th ac. size.
7. 1546 II, bag, Songosor, 1/2 th ac. size.

1597 II, Canoe wear, Pur, 1/6th actual size.

1598 II, fishermen's hat, Pur, about 1/5th of actual size.
Top, right: 1496 II, Songosor, 1/5 th of actual size.
Right: 1490 II, mourn jacket, Songosor, 1/4 th of ac. size.

1598 II, fishermen's hat, Pur, about 1/5th of actual size.
Burial ground on Songosor. Below: a mourning hut situated near the burial ground. Glass plate scans, Hamburg Museum.

Chief’s meeting house. Glass plate scan, Hamburg Museum
Jewelry consists of decoration of the hair, ear, neck, arms, fingers, and the breast. Of course on the occasion of a dance the biggest efforts are made (compare p. 74). Next to flowers simple wooden needles and decorated wooden combs are the decoration of the hair. Strange to say Kubary does not mention both of them and also has no illustration of them. Decoration of the hair and the forehead is called magf. People use for instance the eggs of turtles, which have been taken out of the body of the hunted animals. (?) Favored are fruits and blossoms of the Calophyllum, the yellow berries of gamoq (Palau giriig levev), the yellow blossoms of asik (Palau nevil), the big white blossoms isiop (epteraszyc), and pandanus blossoms. This decoration is worn on a daily basis and is nothing special. Hair needles are called gameterasism and are nothing else than simple, well polished, round wooden sticks, which are usually slightly bent and pointed at both ends, as shown in Figure 40.

The combs can be divided into two entirely different groups. The first ones form fan-like combs made of sticks, gameterasism, and are of medium length. The biggest one is about 25 cm long. For their production people use ten to twelve carefully, flat, and rounded sticks which are pointed at both ends and have the same length. They use husk or yarn which is led back and forth upwards in spiral stitches. On top the sticks are strongly bound together, stitches get longer and after the last row the sticks spread apart.

Dancing combs, called pasalauai, are much more magnificent and larger. They are carved from an approximately ½ cm strong ait wood. The length is at an average 25 cm. They are narrower and sometimes end in a cone of 2 cm length and more, which feathers on the comb. For this people use the white feathers of sea gulls (Tropicbird), assembled in a bushel, or individual long feathers, or both of them together. Other combs again show a contraction, to which attention is also given in the ornamentation. They reach the greatest width in the area before the carved teeth, which are about 7 cm long and the number of which ranges in-between four and six. Both sides and for some combs also the side edges are decorated with notched ornaments. The notches are colored white while the rest of the surface area is black. The ornaments are simple: hooks, spikes, and rhombi are ever recurring elements. Both sides are ornamented more or less in the same fashion, however there are differences.

Thus, the neck of nr. 1560II and nr. 1563II is different; generally speaking the simple designs are not very regularly done and give a fleeting impression.

As their only decoration of the ear, siei, Songosor-People wear only bundles of fragrant leaves and flowers, which they call sias, in their pierced but not enlarged earlobes. For this people choose white isiop-blossoms, "Ian" (yellow root)-blossoms, which they call suweuirigae, pandanus and lemon leaves (compare Kubary p. 93).

Their decoration of the neck and the limbs is all the more abundant. Here they prefer braided strings wound around the arms, the body and even around the ankle. Kubary distinguishes two kinds: moan and eunisim and the connection of both of them which is "similar to the kumlar of Yap". The string moan (pandanus leaf) is made over a padding made of coconut husk or of some other bast from fine strips of pandanus leaves. It is round and both sexes use it as a neck decoration. In addition women use it to fasten their clothing mats.

However a fishhook is always worn as a pendant respectively as a mat-holder. The eunisim ot eunisim (Sarfert)-string is also woven over coconut husk rope. Here the wrapping is executed with human hair and strips of pandanus leaf. The hair is braided in very fine braids.

In the string shown in illustration 43, 1570 II hair and strips of pandanus are wrapped alternately over the padding. In the non-visible spots the strip has been pushed underneath the hair and the other way round. On other items the pandanus-wrapping runs crosswise and the small braids of hair form the padding. As the wrapping does not cover all, the padding is visible at regular intervals, which results in a pleasant ornament. The natives use braided hair alone as thin, 1 mm strong necklaces; small European beads make the finish.

Fig. 42. Dancing combs pasalauai, Made From Breadfruit Wood

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Greatest Width</th>
<th>Spikes Length</th>
<th>Feather Decoration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1560 II</td>
<td>23 cm</td>
<td>5,4 cm</td>
<td>4,3 cm</td>
<td>7 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1563 II</td>
<td>30,5 cm</td>
<td>6,5 cm</td>
<td>5 cm</td>
<td>7,5 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1562 II</td>
<td>22,3 cm</td>
<td>6 cm</td>
<td>5,5 cm</td>
<td>7 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1606 II</td>
<td>24,9 cm</td>
<td>5,4 cm</td>
<td>5,5 cm</td>
<td>7 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1561 II</td>
<td>25 cm</td>
<td>5,8 cm</td>
<td>5,5 cm</td>
<td>7,5 cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 43. 1579 II
Ban en made of pandanus bast and human hair, ensim. Diameter 3 mm; length ca. 60 cm, width of the pandanus strip 4 mm; braid 1 mm.
1414 II made of coconut. Diameter 4.7 cm. Thickness 2 mm. String made of human hair and pandanus strip 4 mm; length ca. 60 cm, width of the human hair, 1 mm. Hang in the front and in the back. Embellishments, this means inserted beads, are executed with great regularity. Hibiscus fiber or coconut husk rope is used for threading. People also know to make small necklaces, as illustration 46, 1799 II shows. It consists of small nontransparent black and white European beads, a few dark blue ones have also gotten in between.

Fig. 44. Pendant in form of a fishing hook, gapi rifle at aurīgapi 1406 II of tortoise shell. Dia.ca. 5 cm.
1414 II made of coconut. Diameter 4.7 cm. Thickness 2 mm. String made of human hair and pandanus bast.
1413 II made of tortoise shell, diameter ca. 5 cm. gapi.
1424 II made of tortoise shell, diameter 7.1 cm. Thickness 9 mm.

Strung on hibiscus bast, the ornament follows exactly the pattern: two parallel lines are composed by two alternating black and white beads, they are connected by small discs made of two white, one black, and again two white beads. They are placed so tightly that on the long parallel strands only one bead is placed in between two discs. The width of the necklace is about 1 cm. The jewelry shown on illustration 46, 1457 II, is a necklace presumably imported from Oleai. Feather edged wide rings made from Calophyllum nuts are strung on a thick layer of hibiscus bast and stitched on the inside with several stitches of hibiscus bast. In this way two rings each are wrapped. The stitches run from both outsides towards the middle, creating an ornament.

The fishhooks worn on these strings resemble for all intents and purposes the ones used for fishing. Sometimes they are cut less sharply. They are cut from a right-angled triangle of light or dark tortoise shell or from mother-of-pearl. Perforation and hook are situated on the same leg/side. Often a notch is situated next to the perforation in order to better fasten the string. Some of these pendants show barbed hooks. Boys no doubt attach shapeless simple pieces of turtle shell or nautilus to the string. Additional favorite pendants are simple round discs made of tortoise shell, perforated in the middle.

Long necklaces consisting of several strands of coconut discs are popular with both sexes. They are called meses or maletirak. They are decorated with European glass beads. Some also have discs made of bone or shell. The ends hang down to the breast. The necklaces are always gathered at both ends, so that the head has to be poked through the middle and the ends hang in the front and in the back. Embellishments, this means inserted beads, are executed with great regularity. Hibiscus fiber or coconut husk rope is used for threading. People also know to make small necklaces, as illustration 46, 1799 II shows. It consists of small nontransparent black and white European beads, a few dark blue ones have also gotten in between.

Fig. 45. 1430 II
Fig. 46. 3898 II necklace made of small coconut-discs and thick white beads. Ca. 98 coconut-discs alternate with 1 bead. Diameter of the beads ca. 3.5 mm.
1567 II necklace made of two strands of coconut-discs; finished and gathered with European beads. The gather on each side is achieved with two thick white beads and two coconut-discs in between. Each strand is 66 cm long. After the gather the ends are 17 cm long.
1565 II necklace made of two strands of coconut-discs, diameter 3.5 cm. The length of the strands is 42 cm, the free ends measure 7 cm. After this they are pulled through a twice perforated small cuboid (21 x 13.5 cm). At intervals European beads are inserted.
1566 II necklace made of two strands of coconut-discs, 49 cm long. On both sides, around 5 cm before the end the strands are gathered by a white bead. The ends are knots in the yarn. The diameter of the coconut-discs is 9 mm to 5 mm. The small ones are situated at the ends of the necklace. Thickness of the disc is ca. 3 mm.
3894 II necklace consisting of two strands of coconut-discs, each 55 cm long. White European beads are the finish. Diameter 9 mm, thickness 2.5 mm. Around 12.5 cm before the end the strands are gathered by cuboids made of coconut and shell (13 X 11 X 3 mm). At intervals European beads are inserted.
3900 II necklace made of two strands of coconut-discs, 60 cm long. Finished by white European beads. 13 cm before the end the strands are gathered by a cuboid (21 x 9 x 8 mm) consisting of three discs of shell and coconut shell.
1568 II necklace made of two strands of coconut-discs, 6 mm diameter. Each strand is 67 cm long and finished at one end with two at the other end with one white European bead. 20.5 cm and 18 cm before the end the strands are gathered by a white, a blue and again a white bead.
4775 II necklace made of small black, blue, and white European beads. Width ca. 1 cm.
1457 II necklace from Oleai made of hibiscus bast and big rings made of Calophyllum-nut. Length: Diameter of a ring 22 mm, thickness 4 mm, width 4 mm.
The dance decoration is completed by attaching fresh bundles of leaves. People prefer "Ian"-leaves (yellow root) or pandanus leaves magerifanita. It seems that only women wear a decoration of the arm. Besides the already described strings there are bracelets and wristbands made of coconut, snails, and tortoise shell. With their common name they are called ragei or regeri and are more precisely named according to the material: tarak (coconut), gemaseripoi or uos (tortoise shell) and erosiaq (snail). Due to the material coconut and turtle shell, bracelets stick out rigidly, while the rings made of snail shell lie close to the skin. Usually the coconut and tortoise shell bracelets are perforated, creating a small round hole, in order to stick blossoms and leaves into them. A circle, uulouul, is used for the construction of bracelets. After the curve has been accomplished, the small holes are drilled with a shark-tooth-drill.

The bracelets on Figure 47, 1392 II, 1394 II, and 1395 II are constructed from the shell of the Trochus snail, which is called erosiaq. However, they used the Melangrima, too. People like to grind away the ornamented outer layer of trochus bracelets; instead a few simple ornaments, some slashes or crosses are scratched into them. On bracelet Nr. 1392 II the brown patches of the snail have been worked into small mounds, by sanding off the surrounding area. The finger rings, regeri pati that have not been collected, are made from tortoise shell, coconut, or pandanus leaves, just like the bracelets. Additionally small bags and baskets are items of personal use, they are described in more detail under household goods.

Girls dancing on the beach. Glass plate scan, Hamburg Museum
The House.

As the map of the settlement indicates the residential houses, *iem*, are situated in the vicinity of the beach, grouped in a loose village community, *razerazo*. Most of the houses are single-family homes. In case a son gets married, he usually builds his house himself; however, in the bigger houses parents also live together with their married children. According to the relationships the son-in-law or daughter-in-law moves into the house. The Songosor-house is a rectangular building with a two-sided gabled roof. The size of the building is quite different. The residential building Fentoueis, on illustration 51, has a length of 6½ m, is 4 m wide, and 8 m high. As the floor plan (illustr.52) shows the roof, which reaches far down, thus replacing the “walls”, rests on four strong corner posts, *ziriripeik*, embedded into the ground. Both roof beams, *tafi*, rest on them in a longitudinal direction and above them in a cross direction in the front and the back the collar beams, χ *osome*. In the middle of these collar beams stand both the wall posts or sticks, *ziletau*, carrying the strong roof beam of the apex, *unga*. Both longitudinal sides of the roof are furnished with wind braces, this means diagonally running slats, *lari Orofat*. The big roof considerably overlaps the quadrangle formed by the roof beams and the collar beams. The rims of the roof’s longitudinal sides and the fields of the gable that nearly reach all the way to the ground, consist of vertical and horizontal slats, just like these low walls. The rafters of the longitudinal sides of the roof are called *uaur*, their respective vertical rafters of the field of the gable have the name *ieripin*. They call all horizontally orientated slats and cross bars *ilapangek*. In one of the low sidewalls, *tit*, there are two doors, χ *atam*. On the outside, above the opening a projecting roof, *razato*, is erected. It is a diagonally sloping canopy, resting on short posts, which serves as a sunshade.

Fig. 48. 1511. Old trident weapon, *paro ariz*, studded with shark teeth, *ngiri paro*. Length of the middle stick 165 cm, diameter 4 cm. From the end to the attachment of the side spears 87 cm; diameter 1,4 cm. Piece of cross wood 32 x 8 x 2,5 cm. All bindings made of coconut husk rope.

Fig. 49. 1512. Old trident weapon, *paro ariz*. A) χ *ato*, b) *fazagl*.

Fig. 50. Old weapon from Songosor. After a sketch of E. Sarfert, a) *pato*, b) *fazagl*.

Fig. 51. After a sketch of E. Sarfert.

The natives claim they never had any *weapons*, because they never had any warfare. Kubary, too, could not ascertain anything else. However, the lore of the people teaches us that murder and manslaughter have not been rare and later on firearms helped in the process. In all likelihood fishing spears have been used as weapons, too. After all, legend has it that a Songosor-Man once speared a Gobi-man. As they serve today only as fishing tools, they are apter about fishing. Only the tridents with pikes made of shark teeth, *paro ariz*, served as weapons, however they have fallen into desuetude. Such an antiquated weapon is shown in illustration 48 and 49. Two short spears are attached left and right on a notch of a strong top kick in such a fashion, that they overhang the middle one considerably. A little bit above the attachment there are still a few windings executed around all three sticks, in order to strengthen the binding. A strong wooden board is placed across the spears. For this purpose it is perforated at three spots to prevent any compression. On top of it there is a double sling made with strong coconut husk cord attached with button-hole stitches. The pikes of the spears are studded with shark teeth and originally it is said that 3 shark teeth were attached on each side of the 3 pikes.

The weapon mentioned in the fight with the Gobi-People is the spear *fazagl*, a spear studded with 3 shark teeth on top and with a cross piece with shark teeth on its ends, too (illustr. 53). Once the top of the “fishing spear” was also studded with shark teeth. – A bow, *azik poleuogl*, is still made as a children’s toy, that also seems to have had another past. In addition they had the name for dagger, *uacei*, although nobody owned one any more. On the other hand, they do not know the slingshot. It supposedly can only be found among the people of Merir.

As the map of the settlement indicates the residential houses, *iom*, are situated in the vicinity of the beach, grouped in a loose village community, *razerazo*. Most of the houses are single-family homes. In case a son gets married, he usually builds his house himself; however, in the bigger houses parents also live together with their married children. According to the relationships the son-in-law or daughter-in-law moves into the house. The Songosor-house is a rectangular building with a two-sided gabled roof. The size of the building is quite different. The residential building Fentoueis, on illustration 51, has a length of 6½ m, is 4 m wide, and 8 m high. As the floor plan (illustr.52) shows the roof, which reaches far down, thus replacing the “walls”, rests on four strong corner posts, *ziriripeik*, embedded into the ground. Both roof beams, *tafi*, rest on them in a longitudinal direction and above them in a cross direction in the front and the back the collar beams, *gsnome*. In the middle of these collar beams stand both the wall posts or sticks, *ziletau*, carrying the strong roof beam of the apex, *unga*. Both longitudinal sides of the roof are furnished with wind braces, this means diagonally running slats, *lari Orofat*.

The big roof considerably overlaps the quadrangle formed by the roof beams and the collar beams. The rims of the roof’s longitudinal sides and the fields of the gable are supported by a number of small posts. Connected with horizontal slats (crossbars) they form the longitudinal walls in the interior. The roof’s longitudinal sides and the fields of the gable that nearly reach all the way to the ground, consist of vertical and horizontal slats, just like these low walls. The rafters of the longitudinal sides of the roof are called *uaur*, their respective vertical rafters of the field of the gable have the name *ieripin*. They call all horizontally orientated slats and cross bars *ilapangek*. In one of the low sidewalls, *tit*, there are two doors, χ *atam*. On the outside, above the opening a projecting roof, *razato*, is erected. It is a diagonally sloping canopy, resting on short posts, which serves as a sunshade.
The sleeping place is often a raised platform in the interior of the house, in the men’s houses it is quite high, around 1 m above the ground. A hallway leads all around. The number of doors is arbitrary. As the actual walls are missing, they are so low that you have to stoop to enter. The roofs are thatched with mats made of coconut leaves, taka. Women weave them each from half a frond. They are placed in such a way on top of each other that on the outside the ends stick out like fringes; however from the interior you can only see the wickerwork. Consequently the mats are tightly placed on top of each other. The same kind of mats are preferably used to cover the floor. All woodwork is bound. Coconut sennit rope is called gorir.

Besides the common residential house Songosor-People also have men’s meeting houses, they however are only visited during the day. At night everybody sleeps at home. They are called ferinmau and are big, spacious buildings. Mainly they are working houses and sometimes people eat there together. While other villages have only one men’s house each, Maiogl has three of them. All men of the village community together erect the men’s house. The end of the construction is celebrated with a feast and singing. Women are not allowed to enter.

The chief’s meetinghouse Ferinmau at Falumar is at the same time the cult - house. Generally speaking people have no access, except on a special occasions, such as Sarfert’s visit, then women are also allowed to enter. The chiefs hold their meetings and have their celebrations here. In case the house has to be renovated, then by order of the chief fall men help with the construction while he provides food for the workers for the entire time. There is no taboo during this time. The end of the work is celebrated with dancing and singing. In this context women are also allowed in. At a distance of 4,60 m from the front of the house the social area of the house is enclosed with a stone mount. All over the stones sink into the ground and have to be replaced. All men of the settlement help and do the work together while singing. The stone enclosure indicates the borders of the house. The house of the chief is built slightly different than the common residential buildings.

The names for all the individual parts are also not the same ones. The floor plan is also a rectangle. It measures 19,5 x 8 m. The gable roof is very high and reaches so far down to the ground that the walls are missing entirely. In between the ground and the floor remains a free space of only 1 m. Doors are missing. In a stooped manner people crawl in between the short wall posts of the longitudinal sides into the interior. The floor consists of planks, paco, which are about ½ m above the ground. — The roof rests on 8 thick posts, zoroum, standing one behind the other and carrying the apex, amgo. During the construction of a new house it is lifted on top with the help of ropes. The edge of the roof rests on four roof beams, tafe, carried by 1m long wall posts, zeripoi. They correspond with the four corner posts of the common houses.

The sides of the roof consist of rafters uaur and roof battens lapangel. The gable wall is called pin, its rafters uauri pin. The two middle posts, zoroum, are painted and carved. This decoration has the name resoum. The father of the currently reigning chief had seen how it was decorated. Another artist worked on each post. The carvings depict the artist, events of his life and his family. In this context the way Kubary interpreted these things is interesting.

He writes, “The great building next to the beach was called Falumar and represented the meeting house where the priest did the Tautup and where the chiefs consulted with each other. However, different from the Pelauan Bays or the Yapese Falusys and Febays they did not sleep there. The building is a long and wide shack with a common two-sided roof made of coconut leaves. The construction plan reminds of the Yapese Falusys, where the upper roof beam or apex beam, which is here called Unar, is supported by five median roof-posts, Dikeagar. The sides, however, lack the double row of posts and have only common Dik er a pegi, posts on which the lateral roof beams, Tafe are resting. The rafters of the roof are called: Uoir, the roof battens: Kapunanai, the ceiling, which is similar to the Yapese, consists of individual yador.

All together this construction plan reminds us of the Pohnpean construction regulations where for instance the common residences are also called in, like in the west, and the walls, just like on Pohnpei nr. However, a Yapese and Puluau blend cannot be denied, as the floor consists of very strong, but irregularly connected timber floor boards and the house shows traces of painted carvings. These depict two wooden, human figures. They are covered with lime and are situated on the middle pillar of the roof, in half of their natural size and are depicted in a climbing position. Presumably they represent European sailors climbing the mast or more probably the breadfruit trees. In any case they have a connection with the Tautup. At the time of his inspiration, the priest is sitting on the floor with his face towards the pillar. All pillars are thick, not specially treated tree trunks and on which several figures, fishes, and human shapes are carved. Though, they do not achieve the sophisticated naturalistic appearance of the Palaunaus. Outside of the shed is a low and narrow enclosure made of coral stones, which by all means should represent the Palauna and Yapese Kalskli’s and Onepio’s”.

Fig. 53. Chief’s- and cult-house Falumar. After a sketch of E. Sarfert.
These, for Kubary not quite understandable figures have the following meaning: the first pillar has been shaped by the man Seriparo (illus. 54). In the first figure he depicts himself spearing a fish (illus. 55a). On illus. b the artist can be seen, then two whales and finally a man with his gun. When he "was on the ship" he used to own one and in this fashion he immortalized it.

Illustration 55c shows on top the fish tagilagi, underneath the man who got the tagilagi and in the third figure we see this jumping into the water. On illus. 55d Togofaro, the son of the artist Seriparo, is depicted. Underneath we can see his wife. Illustration 55e is the depiction of the dancing Seriparo in two different positions. Remarkable is the drawing above the head 1. Illustration 55f shows in a black and white realization Seriparo climbing a tree and underneath the same one sleeping with his wife. (Illus. 55g.) The figure of the woman even shows the tattoos. While the figures of the first five pictures were only painted, the last ones on Illustration 55 f, g are carved and painted.

On the second pillar all figures are carved and painted black. The artist is Taniuato. Depicted are here one after the other the artist sleeping with his wife, diving, the artist alone, and both sons of the artist. On the right side we see once again the artist in different positions, among others with a knife (illus. 56). On the left side, as a special remarkable detail, the vulva-tattoo is depicted, a completely isolated motif. On the backside of this pillar there are also several indistinct figures in red color.

In former times menstruation houses, moruauntingoro, and birth-houses, imeriper 2, were built for use by women. There was one menstruation-house for approximately three residential houses, and each locality had its own birth-house. Maiog has even two, however the older one is no longer in use. During the last months before their confinement, at the time of giving birth, and for some time afterwards women go to the imeriper or birth-house. Women also have to spend the first 4 nights of their monthly cleaning here. Access for men is strictly prohibited. Women betake themselves to the moruauntingoro during the last four days of their menstruation. They are taboo and are not allowed to enter their residential house.

The cooking house, morum, is usually situated next to the residential house. It is built in the same manner, only much smaller. Moreover, people can cook in the residential house, too.

Pigsties, rotu or imeripei, are built from tree trunks or beams that are heaped on top of each other in a rectangular form. Bindings are missing. The ends stick freely out. People place coarse mats made from coconut leaves on top of the open space as a protection, nevertheless they usually cover it only partly.

The chicken houses, imeri gaian, are about 1 m tall rectangular huts, densely closed on top and built from battens (galifi-wood) arranged next to each other. The roof is flat. On one side at the bottom a small rectangular hole is the entrance that is closed with a lid. (Fig. 58).

1 This seems not to be a decoration but the picture of the tattoo of a vulva that is also depicted on the backside of the pillar on illus. 54. (See also Figure 32b.)

2 In Eterü the imeriper is only erected in case of need, which was not the case in 1909.
Tame seagulls are kept on supporting posts, _imeri gengau_ – the black seagull has this name –. These supporting posts rest on poles or are suspended with ropes from tree branches. When caught the young animals soon become tame and are used for people's pastime. After four to five months they fly away (illustr 57).

Fig. 57. Supporting post for seagulls, _imeri gengau_.
According to a sketch of E. Sarfert.

Fig. 58. Chicken house, _imeri gaian_.
According to a sketch of E. Sarfert.

Boat houses, _feri_, stand in direct proximity to the beach in front of the residential houses. Four pillars carry the roof beams. The roof has the same form as the other houses and is supported in the same manner, by a post carrying the apex, and on which both collar beams rest. The common rafters are situated in between apex and roof beams, gable fields are missing. Instead of them a small porch is erected on the front side, which is covered by mats. It is similar to the sun protection in front of the doors of the residential houses. On the windward side the long side of the roof is weighted down with the help of some beams. Common roof mats made from coconut leaves are also used on the canoe houses. In the interior canoes rest on two rolls. Furthermore people store in the shed all sorts of fishing gear and their children's toy boats (illustration 59 a, b).

Contrary to building boats all men know how to build a house. Every one of them is able to construct the framing himself, yet usually several men help doing so. Women produce the mats for the roof. According to their availability all sorts of wood types are used for the construction. The completion of a house construction is not celebrated in any way and no taboos apply. People only know celebrations in connection with work on the cult houses and the men's houses.


As on all these islands the household goods consist in essence of all kinds of wickerwork and wooden tools. The production of the first one is of women's concern, woodwork is executed only by men. Mats serve as floor- or wall-covering and as sitting- and sleeping-mats. The natives distinguish according to the technique:

1. _soper_, mats with simple woven strips;
2. _faias_, mats double placed woven strips and
3. _giri_, mats made from one entire coconut frond, which is halved and the halves are placed on top of each other;
4. _iazo_, coconut-leaf-mats made of half a frond.

Reference samples of only the first two kinds were brought home (no. 1483 II and 1488 II and additional work samples illust. 60 and illust. 61). The 152 cm long and 110 cm wide woven mat _soper_ has been woven with unbroken ca. 5 mm wide leaves in a diagonal direction in taffeta weave. The beginning is in the middle starting with three strips of split leaves. The corners of the mat are slanted and the weave is closed by weaving the strips back on the small side.
Different baskets and woven and netted bags, serve to transport and store provisions. Certain trivia for daily use are also stored there. Women produce the first mentioned containers, the netted bags, used by men and women alike, are only produced by men. They are called sorime and are used to carry breadfruit home (no.2, netted bag, sorimei, 1534 II).

The general expression for basket is raisi. It is always woven from coconut leaves. The biggest baskets of this kind are tangaligi, the small ones of the same kind are called raisi macauze. The raisi uuut is distinguished from this one because it is made from small woven strips and young coconut leaves (plate 3, 1). It serves only to store and carry fish, while the first two kinds are mostly baskets for bread-fruit and papaya. These are also have no handles on the side, while the fish baskets raisi uuut have braided handles on both sides. The form of these baskets just like the woven bag made from pandanus leaves, is rectangular and because a bottom area is missing it is very flat. The midrib of the frond is placed on the opening, the upper edge. Two half fronds are moved on top of each other and the folded leaves are interlaced. For the raisi uuut they are getting narrower and are woven according to the design 2a over 2b, under 2b, etc., in this fashion the advance is always one strip. The weave is closed on the bottom by a braid, which is led up on both narrow sides. On some baskets it is pulled outside and serves as a small handle.

The fish basket, raisi uuut, no. 1472 II, plate 3, 1, is woven from about 1 cm wide woven strips and is 30 cm high. On the open upper edge each side measures about 51 cm, however the bottom is only 40 cm wide. Yet, there are even bigger baskets of this kind: one measures for instance 61 x 37 cm. The weave is according to the pattern 1a over 1b, under 1b and so on. The beginning is situated on the inside of the sides where a piece of the frond’s rib is held fast with some leaves. The end is situated on the outside as a braid on top of the fronds’ ribs. On both sides the braid leads upwards, wide over the edge of the basket and it is knotted in the middle. The handle, which has thus been created, is very long which can be explained by the purpose of the baskets. The basket 1463 II is ½ a cm high and has a width of 19½ cm. The woven strips are 3 cm wide, and the handle measures from one edge to the other 69 cm. — The talinge-baskets are flat bags, like the rais uuut, 1463 II is around basket, loosely woven from unbent coconut leaves in their natural width. The weave is according to the design 2a over 2b, under 2b, etc., in this fashion the advance is always one strip. The weave is closed on the bottom by a braid, which is led up on both narrow sides. On some baskets it is pulled outside and serves as a small handle.

Baskets with a handle, gato and talinge, serve as indoor storage for prepared food. The gato-basket (plate 3, 1463 II) is around basket, loosely woven from unbent coconut leaves in their natural width. The weave is according to the pattern 1a over 1b, under 1b and so on. The bottom of the bag is furnished with a rebate on top with the backwards woven strips is slightly elevated and 13 mm wide. Often these delicate small bags do not have a handle.

Men only produce the netted bags, sorimei, in the same netting technique as the fishing nets. Both sexes need them in order to transport breadfruit in them. The stitches at the edge form big loops through which a strong string is pulled. With its help the net is pulled tight like a bag. Usually the thread is very strong in proportion to the width of the stitch, so that the knots are specially protruding and dominate the impression. Typically the bags are blackened by smoke. Item no. 1534 II on plate 5 has been mended with light string. Like all bags it has been knotted from coconut husk cord (two strands of 3½ mm thickness). The measurements are 57 x 24 cm, the width of the stitch is 2 cm. The cord to pull it tight is 4 cm strong. The biggest netted bag has a width of 75 cm at the bottom and at the neck has been tightly pulled together. Another rectangular one measures 154 (height) x 73 cm. The strength of other ones is increased by hanging several loops into each square of a stitch. Men always carry baskets and other loads always on a stick over their shoulder; women carry baskets and other items on their heads.

Chests, bowls, cups, potts, strainers, and spoons belong to the wooden tools of the house. The wooden chest, saulo, Kubary calls it wagaup, serves to store supplies, as it seems, primarily because of the menace of rats. Even fish are stored in this fashion. The big, strong chest 1534 II, made from breadfruit wood is heavy-walled, rectangular, and offers with its grooved edge a bearing for the triangular lid. The walls are slightly convex towards the bottom. All together the work is not very careful, the opening on top is a little bit irregular. Parts of the lid — the middle one is very small — are tied together with string. The form of these big chests are completely the same as the small boxes made from light wood for the storage of tattoo tools that have already been described.

The two small chests on illustration 63 and 64 are very beautiful old pieces that are carefully worked and have strange form. They represent a transition from chest to bowl with a lid, because all walls and edges are rounded. They are called kapi wau and are used to store fishing hooks and yellow-root-powder. Chest no. 1507 II has the simpler form. The base area is rhombic and the corners of the bottom are slightly raised so that the container rocks. The lid is carefully fitted to the rebate edge of the lower part. The small areas at the end of the sides are rectangular. The form of the chest in illustr. 64 is even more complicated. While the inside is round, the outside of the container is ten-centered and has an oval base. The ridges are only suggested, however they are clearly worked out. The lid is flat, the bottom however is strongly bent upwards. The base part is furnished with a rebate edge. Each side has at the front and the back two perforations (altogether 8), the lid has only two on one side. Coconut husk cord is led through these holes, fastening the lid to the base part.

Fig. 62, 1537 II a, b. Chest, saulo, with a tripartite lid, made from breadfruit wood to store foods. Length 56 cm, width 28 cm, height 18 cm, thickness of the wall 2,2 cm. Width of the first part of the lid 18 cm, of the second part 5½ cm, of the third part 30% cm. Strength of the lid 20,6 cm.
Provisions, especially breadfruit meals, are stored in round pots with lids, *töpi tefi*, made from breadfruit wood. Some of them are of considerable size often furnished with holes on the sides, through which a strong cord can be pulled for suspension, which at the same time holds the lid. The usually flat lid rests with a wide straight edge on the rebate of the base part. The spherical pot in illustration 65 has very thick walls and an accordingly thick bottom. The form is getting slightly narrower towards the base starting with a hardly noticeable edge. Close by the edge on two sides there are short straight handles carved from the same wood, which are perforated in two spots. The edges of the flat lid are rounded and protrude over the lower part. Illustration 66 shows a similar container from the same material. The pot has been carved out of solid wood, and the lower part has already some cracks.

The oval shaped, sharp edged, flat, wooden bowls, *tapiaguuei*, made from breadfruit- or *χalifat*-wood, are called *tapi* and are used to store food. Flat, short grasps are carved on the ends. The edges of the bottom are rounded on the inside. The grasps are decorated by a small field left open. The bowl in illustration 69 is made of breadfruit wood. With its length of 42 cm it is by no means the biggest of its kind, which is 95 cm long and 28 cm wide. Besides these flat dishes, the natives have containers similar in form, though by far taller. They rest on four, sometimes five tall legs. They are called *tapiaguuei* and are only used to store food during feasts of the chiefs. They, too, have short grasps on the sides. The bowl with five legs in illustration 70 is made of breadfruit wood and carved from the solid log. Legs are carved in the form of five stamps, over which tubular bamboo is pulled to generate quite long legs. The fifth leg has no meaning for the stability of the container and heightens the impression of irregularity in the way the legs are distributed. The grasps have strongly developed recesses in the middle.

The edges of the flat lid are rounded and protrude over the lower part. Illustration 66 shows a similar container. All together spherical it is getting slightly narrower towards the top and the bottom. The biggest diameter is reached in the middle. The bottom is about 4 cm thick and furnished on the outside with a ½ cm wide notch. The inside is carefully smoothened. 7 cm wide lateral handles have been carved on both sides above the widest width. They are perforated close to the pot. The edge of the pot has a 9 mm wide rebate, on which the lid, that also has a notch, rests. Both parts fit perfectly into one another. The curved lid is also furnished with two grasps, which stick 3½ cm over the grasps of the lower part. The hanging cord is pulled through the holes of the lid of the pot, in fact two cords come from each side. Underneath the knot of each side the handles of the lid are situated. It therefore is held by the cord and when lifted it must first be pulled away from underneath. The hanging cord consists of a double twisted 3 mm strong coconut hank cord. In illustration 67 and 68 lids of pots, like the one just described, are shown.

The lid 1497 II belongs to a round pot without handle of 26 cm height and 40 cm diameter. The bottom has a notch the sides are furnished on top by two holes, where the hanging cord is pulled through. The wall is 1 cm thick. The natives carefully inserted a broken piece of the wall, fastened it on the upper end, and luted the entire piece. The lid has a rebate and rests on the base part. It is slightly curved and on one side of the edge it has a small jut. The lid of the pot in illustration 68 is even simpler. A rebate is missing here. The lid is flat and has straight borders with relatively sharp edges.

The big wooden bowl in illustration 70 has five legs, the tallest being 19 cm long. The bowl in illustration 68 is made of breadfruit wood. The handle is 3½ cm over the grasps of the lower part. The hanging cord is pulled through the holes of the lid of the pot, in fact two cords come from each side. Underneath the knot of each side the handles of the lid are situated. It therefore is held by the cord and when lifted it must first be pulled away from underneath. The hanging cord consists of a double twisted 3 mm strong coconut hank cord. In illustration 67 and 68 lids of pots, like the one just described, are shown.

The oval shaped, sharp edged, flat, wooden bowls, *tapiaguuei*, made from breadfruit- or *χalifat*-wood, are called *tapi* and are used to store food. Flat, short grasps are carved on the ends. The edges of the bottom are rounded on the inside. The grasps are decorated by a small field left open. The bowl in illustration 69 is made of breadfruit wood. With its length of 42 cm it is by no means the biggest of its kind, which is 95 cm long and 28 cm wide. Besides these flat dishes, the natives have containers similar in form, though by far taller. They rest on four, sometimes five tall legs. They are called *tapiaguuei* and are only used to store food during feasts of the chiefs. They, too, have short grasps on the sides. The bowl with five legs in illustration 70 is made of breadfruit wood and carved from the solid log. Legs are carved in the form of five stamps, over which tubular bamboo is pulled to generate quite long legs. The fifth leg has no meaning for the stability of the container and heightens the impression of irregularity in the way the legs are distributed. The grasps have strongly developed recesses in the middle.
The number of containers is augmented by hanging bowls with a lid, made from coconuts. The upper part serves as the lid and is held in place with a string drawn through. They are called uoli tarak. People need them chiefly to store fishing hooks. The lidless cup 1539 II contains uur (lute) to caulk canoes. People obtain it from the resin of the Calophyllum tree.

Further elements of house-hold goods are those tools that are used for the preparation of dishes, such as colanders, pounders, scrapers, spoons, coconut openers, etc. The Colander fanggi, shown in illustr. 73, is used for the preparation of mogumog-flour. It consists of a frame of eight sticks, stacked on top of each other in a rectangular form. The depth of the frames, which are formed in this fashion, is determined by the thickness of the wood. A net made from coconut husk cord is spread in the middle. On three sides the sticks are pushed through the edge stitching, on the fourth the net is sewn on with looped stitches to the upper and lower frame. A coconut leaf serves as filter.

The flour produced with the help of the net is prepared in the following way. The mogumog-fruit 1 is crushed and salt water is poured over it. While doing this, the mass lies on the filter and is strongly kneaded. The draining liquid runs into a bowl placed underneath the net. After some time the flour is deposited here. The water is poured out. People mix the flour with palm wine and cook the pulp in a coconut shell.

Pounders are carved from breadfruit- or Premna-wood and they are simple and plain tools. The Illustr. 73, 1509 II, Colander fanggi, to prepare mogumog-flour. Made from breadfruit wood and coconut sennit cord. Height, length of the wood 51 cm, thickness of the wood 2.2 cm, side of a stitch 49 mm, piece of yarn 3 mm. Premna-pounder in illustr. 74 has a form like a bottle and the neck is not specially distinguished. The pounding area is relatively small.

The pounder in Fig. 75, made of breadfruit wood, is a bit bigger. The neck is distinctively different from the cone-shaped body. The area for pounding is also considerably bigger. Both are lacking a knob.

---

1 This probably indicates Ipomoea batatas, because Kubary mentions its cultivation (as mentioned above). Otherwise only Dioscorea itit or Ipomoea itit are considered.
People use spoons made from fish bones to eat mush-like dishes. Simple small ladles are spoons made from coconut shell or shell. The first ones are only a part of the shell, no further work has been invested. The shell-spoon in illustr. 81 is made from one piece of Nautilus pompilius, tömeren One end is quite a bit wider than the other.

The small spoon made of turtle shell has a special form. It has a short handle and a completely flat oval blade. It is used to eat the turtle dish. The spoon made of coconut fiber, with its brush-like frizzled end, is very peculiar. It is called zigi and is dipped into the turtle’s blood and then sucked on. Fatifer openers, made from turtle, are used to open coconuts; they can be used as a knife or spatula, too. These are feather-edged tools, bent like chisels, and their border has been furnished all around by a bezel.

The natives use scrapers, with which they scrape the pulp from the peel. They are made from seashells, to prepare breadfruit — and taro dishes. To scrape taro they prefer scrapers made of turtle, as shown in illustr. 86. The form is similar to a spatula and not very even. The blade is slightly bent, the inside very polished. The front rim of the blade is long and slanted. The handle is the natural rib-like prolongation.

The natives use a fire-saw and the fire-plunger to light a fire. The more traditional tool is the fire-saw; however they consider the fire-plunger or fire-drill, which they came to know much later, the more efficient tool. They call it murumur. The bearing is called sin ruar, the vertical part etat. No cinder of any kind is used. They do not consider fire to be something special, and no traditions in connection with its preparation were observed. The depicted lighter 1538 II, consists of a horizontal wooden stick (hibiscus) as bearing, in which holes of 13 mm diameter were drilled. The vertical fitting breadfruit wood is bulging out at the bottom.

Small oil lamps are used to light the huts, the natives prepare them from the shell of Cypraea tigris without any treatment. The lamps are called after the snail and only in recent times they supposedly were formed like the clay lamps of the Palausans. The oil lamps are called after the snail and only in recent times they supposedly were formed like the clay lamps of the Palausans.

In addition there is no household without a rat trap, the invention of which has been attributed to the clever and devious god Orofodafone. The general name for the traps is naaet stringes, however, the different kinds are still distinguished by special names. The trap meau is a widely distributed type in the Carolines: a strong piece of bamboo, 69 cm long and 6,8 cm diameter, through the middle of which a stick of hibiscus wood of 89 cm length is pushed. On the upper end a string is attached that is fastened to the end of the bamboo tubing on a cross stick, of 25 cm length, that is attached here. For the rest the trap works just as Hambruch described it in detail for Nauru, Volume 2, p. 67. The animal is trapped in the loop hanging in the interior of the bamboo tubing and by the strong tension of the hibiscus stick that shoots upwards at the slightest touch. The other kind of trap, taua siringes meau, matches the second one, which is also known on Puk and is called tezizi iri gatouei there. It supposedly was introduced from Tobi and has been described among the household goods of this island.

As the items of the natives’ material culture mentioned here indicate, their technique and manual skills are restricted to working with wood, shell, tortoise shell, and bones, and the treatment of fiber material. Woodwork, be it the construction of canoes or houses or the detailed work of carved household goods is in any case only the work of men. Within this domain only the field of canoe building is the work of individuals. The service is rewarded for the time of work with food deliveries. However, everybody knows how to build a house and all the rest of the carving seems to have been done individually. The handling of other solid material is done by men.
are depicted on the illustrations 93 and 94. The first one, Tridacna gigas, was used to hollow out the boat. Illustration 92 shows a knee-shaped bent shaft with a bearing to fasten the blade to it. It is tarai, was used to the canoe where the blade was fastened to a bearing on the knee-like shaft. A hollow adze, uungur tarai, is also the relic of a hollow adze.

Two blades made of Tridacna gigas are depicted on the illustrations 93 and 94. The first one, giepegl, has a blunt, chapped blade. One flange is flat, the other one slightly arched. We can no longer recognize if it was used as an ax or as an adze. The grinding of the blade edge was no longer visible. The blade, illust.94, tarai fate, is without any doubt the blade of an adze, with a one sided sharpened blade and a strongly hollowed flange. In agriculture hatchets and spades with blades made of turtle were used. They are called iau feniri and are hardly in use any more.

The hatchet, illust.95, consists of a simple straight wooden shaft with a knife and blade fastened across the shaft. The blade has an appendage and has been perforated twice. The string for fastening, made of hibiscus bast, is led through the holes. The taro - spade, illust. 96, has a long wooden shaft, the knobbed end of which serves as a grasp. The other end has been split about 3 cm in order to insert the blade made of turtle, which has a slanted extension on this spot. It is rectangular and bent inwards. Both parts are tied to each other with coconut husk cord.

Further on people know the drill and the compass as tools. Besides the simple drill, uulouul, they have the push-drill with the same name. In former times it was stupefied with a tip made of the tooth of a shark, ogi is para. Without this one the drill is callediare uulouul. The simple drill, illust. 97, consists of a wooden stick, still covered with bark, on the end of which a shark tooth is fastened with a pandanus leaf. It is handled like a beater. People use it preferably to drill holes into bangles made of coconut shell and for the production of small coconut discs.

For the production of different jewelry items, rings, bangles, and small discs for necklaces people use drills that cannot be readjusted. They consist of a knee-shaped wooden piece, mostly hibiscus, on which the tip has been tied with bast. In old times it was made from a shark tooth, today it is usually replaced by an iron nail, the head of which has been pinched off.

All other tools serve for the preparation of bast or fibers. Sewing is practiced rarely and when by men using perforated needles made of fish bone, as shown in illust. 100. They are called tau. The natural groove offers space for the yarn.

Due to the much practiced technique of fishing with a rod men set a high value on good lines, in the production of which they are masters, according to Kuabry. Gilifai, hibiscus bast, breadfruit- or coconut fiber, are the materials they use. The string is produced by twisting the bast between the fingers. Although they know how to twine without any means, completely free-handed, they still use all sorts of auxiliary devices for their very carefully produced ropes. The simplest ones are sticks, tireteri that have a thick knob at the bottom end and that are furnished with notches (or a sling) on the top, as many as strands are supposed to be twisted. In case more than two strands are to be twisted, then first two are twisted and then the third strand with this string. The strands are tightly wound onto the sticks.
The other tools, wooden crosses, *parie a tagun*, are more intricate; in Figure 102 one of them is depicted. Usually it consists of three spools made of strong wood (for 1438 II it is *Premna*). These consist of a stick with a knob that is pointed on the opposite end, which has been stuck through a tube. A little bit behind this one a crossbar with pointed ends has been attached. Around the thus formed cross the bast which is about to be twined, is wound around. First it is wound around several times from right to left, then the other way around, afterwards in the other direction, never changing winding after winding. Then the twining process is accomplished in the above-described manner. Bast, ready for twining, is wound around the wooden device called *uaid*. It consists of a piece of hibiscus wood, which preferably has a crotch that was left intact. In case their amount is not sufficient, then people add to them by attaching some wooden sticks. Six to eight "legs" are common.

According to Kubary, people distinguish between strong fishing cords *tari*, for warping, height: 37 cm.

As the work progresses the female weaver pushes the finished textile on and on so that the original beginning little by little progresses on the lower layer all the way to the breast beam until it finally lies close to the breast beam. The warp is indefinite and runs around the breast- and the warp-beam. The women weave only on the upper layer. The distance and with it the tension of the warp is achieved by the necessary pressure during the working process. Another support.

The textile is finished beforehand and the remaining free area in the middle is cut open. Thereby fringes are created on both sides. — While warping the warp warping pegs are used instead of the heddle- and divider rod, when brought on the loom, the individual rods are inserted into the warp as follows: First is the breast beam (10), followed first by the heddle rod (2), in between both of them the warp- and breast-beam as well as the lease rod. When brought on the loom, the individual rods are inserted into the warp as follows: First is the breast beam (10), followed first by the heddle rod (2), in between both of them the batten (1) is inserted that opens the shed for the shuttle, by being placed vertically. Three divider rods (3, 4, 5) follow the heddle rod, they are usually some pieces of bamboo, 3½ cm in diameter, which have been closed on both ends with plugs. They are of no importance for the simple taffeta fabric, but are supposed to help with the execution of the pattern on both ends. The second shed is created when the batten is removed and the divider is moved close to the heddle rod. Due to the strong tension of the warp threads the upper layer is moved to the bottom.

**9. The Loom.**

*Loom weaving* is only practiced by women. The only products are the belts for men, which are made of banana bast. According to the narrow textiles the looms are very delicate. Usually the owner marks them, this means the breast beam or the warp beam has a sign. As the loom differs very little from the other Carolinian ones and because this skill has been discussed in all its details concerning Yap, Kusue etc., many words are unnecessary here. The female worker is sitting or kneeling on the floor and has the breast-beam (10) attached to her body with the help of the weaving belt (11). On the opposite end the warp- beam (12) is fastened to the wall of the house or another support.

The distance and with it the tension of the warp is achieved by the necessary pressure during the working process. The warp is indefinite and runs around the breast- and the warp-beam. The women weave only on the upper layer. The as the work progresses the female weaver pushes the finished textile on and on so that the original beginning little by little progresses on the lower layer all the way to the breast beam until it finally lies close to the breast beam. Around 40 cm of the warp remain without weft.

The textile is finished beforehand and the remaining free area in the middle is cut open. Thereby fringes are created on both sides. — While warping the warp warping pegs are used instead of the heddle- and divider rod, warp- and breast-beam as well as the lease rod. When brought on the loom, the individual rods are inserted into the warp as follows: First is the breast beam (10), followed first by the heddle rod (2), in between both of them the batten (1) is inserted that opens the shed for the shuttle, by being placed vertically. Three divider rods (3, 4, 5) follow the heddle rod, they are usually some pieces of bamboo, 3½ cm in diameter, which have been closed on both ends with plugs. They are of no importance for the simple taffeta fabric, but are supposed to help with the execution of the pattern on both ends. The second shed is created when the batten is removed and the divider is moved close to the heddle rod. Due to the strong tension of the warp threads the upper layer is moved to the bottom.

1 The matrix claims to use this stone for drying by scraping it and placing it to the galai†-leavage. Considering the hardness of the stone this is quite impossible.

2 The numbers relate to Figures 106.
The terms of the loom, tagl, and its parts:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Sarfert</th>
<th>Kobury</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>weaving belt</td>
<td>papatagi</td>
<td>Tau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>breast-beam, warp-beam</td>
<td>yapopoe</td>
<td>Pup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>batten</td>
<td>upën</td>
<td>Aupoup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heddle rod</td>
<td>warut</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>divider rod</td>
<td>tapange</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lease rod</td>
<td>tiue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>small sticks for the pattern</td>
<td>gcape</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shuttle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>warp</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weft</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brocading needle for hibiscus thread</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig.106, 1526 [I], Loom, tagl, on which the pubic belt is produced. (plate 1) 1. batten 50 cm long, 5 cm wide; 2. heddle rod 37 cm long, 7 mm diameter; 3,4,5. divider rods, the longest is 45 cm long, diameter ca. 5 mm; 6. lease rod 44 cm long, 3 cm wide; 7. heddle rod 56 cm long, 1 cm diameter; 8. shuttle 22 cm long, 3,6 cm wide; 9. finished fabric, width 14 cm; 10. breast beam; 11. belt 22 cm; 12. breast-beam 63x16½ cm; 13. brocading needle.

Then the lease rod (6) follows, which moves along as the work progresses. Behind the lease rod another heddle rod follows.

At the beginning of the fabric, right next to the breast beam, two narrow slats or strips of pandanus leaves are inserted into the warp threads, so that the warp threads held by the heddle rod run on top of one of them, while the threads of the divider run over the other. This construction serves the purpose to force the first warp threads into a straight horizontal direction, thus keeping the fabric straight. — The sticks of the loom are made of quite different materials.

The warp- and breast-beam are made of breadfruit wood, often the shuttle and the batten, too. The divider is made of bamboo, sometimes also the batten. The other wooden sticks are usually made of very light material, sometimes also of bamboo. All of them are carefully smoothed and around ½ m long. The flat breast-beam has a gap on each end, created by keyways and bezels. The loops of the weaving belt run around the narrow parts of it. Contrary to it the warp-beam is a flat board with four straight edges. The batten does not have any distinctive features. It is flat and pointed at the ends. The shuttle is quite long and formed longish-oval. On both ends is an opening and the edges are raised. — The pattern is created by inserting black dyed thread, made of hibiscus bast muru, through the warp over the already inserted weft, according to a precise counting of threads and with the help of a wooden needle.

Pegs of breadfruit wood are used for warping. One end is pointed and stuck into the ground. The pointed end is distinctively different from the rest of the stick and in comparison to it, it juts out a bit. The height is about 37 cm the pointed part 7 cm. The diameter of the stick is 30 mm, the diameter of the tip is 38 mm. The warping pegs are called patří menieri.
1483 II sleeping mat 104 x 142 cm, Songosor.

1488 II women skirt 40 x 150 cm, Songosor.

1364 II bag, 22 x 26 cm, Merir.

1590 II bag, 20.5 x 24 cm, Pur.

1545 II bag, 12 x 11 cm, Songosor.

1596 II women skirt, 105 x 38 cm, Pur.
Albino man with other locals on Songosor. Glass plate scan, Hamburg Museum.
Chiefs’ meeting house. Glass plate scan, Hamburg Museum.
PUR.

On November 30. 1710, the Spaniards anchored with the "Sanitsima Trinidad", under Don Francisco Padilla, in front of Songosor. With the help of the interpreter Moac, a man from Fais, they asked a Songosor-Man about the position of the archipelago's main island. On this occasion they, as the first Europeans, learned a bit about Pur and Merir.

Y tambien nos dieron noticias de la Isla Cemerdotes que es un poco mas grande que la suya (Songosor), un dia de camino de la Isla de Songosor que dando de sa dicha Isla al su quarta al suroeste. Nos den tambien noticias de otra Isla que se llama Paolo que queda al suroeste, a un dia de distancia de otra Isla. Y no falle de marcar el lugar a donde nos señalaban con la mano; yo, con la aguja, marqué a la parte adonde (de) sus Vasallos) senas.

El Indio Palas que señalaba ha estado en todas estas Islas de Palau, y es Píloto entre ellos, según a entender el lugar a donde nos señalaban con la mano; yo, con la aguja, marqué a la parte adonde nos señalaron la Isla Paolo que me fui en la senal de la noche que de día hacia de hierro cuarta y media ha todas por no ber las estrellas.

They also gave us information about the island Cemerdotes, supposedly a bit bigger than their own island and one day’s trip away from the Island Songosor in the direction SSE. Further on, they reported about another island called Palau, which is said to be situated SSE, one day away from said island. I did not neglect to write down the location, which they indicated with their hand. With the help of the magnetic needle I identified the area in which they had pointed. The Palau-Indian, who made these signs had been to all these Palau-Islands. As far as Moac understood he is a helmsman among his people. Said native seems to be about 50 years old. When he pointed to the islands it was nighttime and during our journey to Panloc I relied on the directions (given at night). During the day, when you could not see the stars, this resulted in a mistake of one and a half quarters for all islands.

It was not until some fifty years later when Pur was actually sighted for the first time. The English merchant ships "Carnarvon" (Captain James Davenport), "Warwick" (Captain James Davenport), and "Princess Augusta" (Captain Thomas Baddeley) obviously came as far as Pur during their trip from Madras, Batavia through the Buton-Strait and Sagewin-Strait. They passed the islands Salawatty, Snapau (Welcome Island), Batanta (Georges Island), Salwati (Cumberland Island) and came through the Sagewin-Passage into the area of Mapia, which they called "King David's Island", according to the calendar day. They were on their way to China and at times they went separate ways. As it seems, Pur and Merir were sighted by the ship "Carnarvon" on the return trip and their location was determined. Mapia was sighted on March 5, 1761 and in July the three ships were already home bound. The map of the route, charted by the 1st. Officer of the "Warwick", Robert Scott, and published in the map of routes of the "Princess Augusta" and the "Warwick" ends before the area of Pur is reached. The sailing instructions, based on the information of this report, obviously used sources which are no longer accessible for us.

The location of the island was determined at northern latitude 4º 39' and eastern longitude 132º 4' 52". Just like the Spaniards the Deutsche Reichenmarine-Amt only indicates the distance from Songosor: 43 km in SSW direction. The information in the "Deutschen Kolonialreiche" are based on the measurements of March 7, 1901 and the result is northern latitude 4º 38' and eastern longitude 132º 2'. The last information, based on the Hamburg-Expedition and published in the "Deutsche Kolonial- Lexikon", was 4º 38' N and eastern longitude 132º 3'. The Japanese, too, have nothing to add to this.

He reported about it: "...On Monday, the 12th we discovered a small island with trees upon it, though scarcely bigger than a rock, and I called it Current Island. It lies in a latitude 4º 40' N., longitude 14º 24' W. of Queen Charlotte's Foreland. I called the small island Current Island, because we had a southerly current so strong, that it set us from twenty-four to thirty miles southward every day, besides the difference it might make in our longitude . . . . . ."

In addition, he published a small sketch, which remains the only depiction of the island until recent times. In the following years, time and again, ships sailed past Pur. The location was ascertained, however, it seems no landing was ever attempted. The strong current and the barrenness of the island may have prevented it. Thus in 1785, Capt. Henry Farrer, with the "True Briton", passed the island without determining its location. During his trip to China Capt. James Jackson on his ship "Carnatic" sighted Pulo Merir (Megik) on December 25, 1794, and a little bit later Pulo Anna (Bur or Bun). He reported the location of the first island 4º 18' N and 132º 02' respectively eastern longitude 132º 34'. He determined Pur at 4º 39' N and eastern longitude 132º 03' respectively 132º 14'. On August 3, 1777 the "Carnatic" sighted Pur once again. The ship passed it together with the "Thames". Both ships belonged to the squadron Drummond, the journey of which took place in the years 1797—1798. This time the location was determined at 4º 39' N and eastern longitude 132º 4' 52". Just like the Spaniards the Deutsche Reichenmarine-Amt only indicates the distance from Songosor: 43 km in SSW direction. The information in the "Deutschen Kolonialreiche" are based on the measurements of March 7, 1901 and the result is northern latitude 4º 38' and eastern longitude 132º 2'. The last information, based on the Hamburg-Expedition and published in the "Deutsche Kolonial- Lexikon", was 4º 38' N and eastern longitude 132º 3'. The Japanese, too, have nothing to add to this.

1 Account of the pilot Somera of the Santisima Trinidad. Printed from the archive in Engl.Seville, in Krämer, Palau I, p.36, translation also
2 In fact Maris lies SSE, whereas Pur is SW of Songosor. Thuc, a mistake has slipped into the copy of the Somera-report. In the French translation of this section (Lettres édifiantes XV , pp. 321 from 1781) the direction is correctly indicated: Ils ajoutèrent: Ils avaient trouvé un bateau de grande hauteur et de cinquante ans environ. Si jamais ils y venaient, ils y voyaient al Nor-Nordique, y mûdèrent, que al Sur, havia dois iles maiores, eis nomes eram Marérea Pulo . . . .
3 Jan van de Conspicil reports the respective information like this (Cap. V. T. IX): Ptuamurihos a que viemos marea lo principal de sus Ilas? y măuduaer al Nor-Nordique, y mudaron, que al Sur, havia dois iles maiores, eis nomes eram Marérea Pulo...
3. The Name.

As can be seen in the reports, the Spaniards learned the local name, Paolo, as they then seemed to hear Pur already with the first news. Already Juan de la Conception writes a bit more correctly: Pulo. Accordingly, the French translation of the Somera-reads Paolo. The first English ship which sighted Pur seems to have abstained of naming it, and only Carteret 1 baptized the island, that was surrounded by strong currents, Current Island. Beside the local name, this name remained until recent times. Recently Pur is used instead of Pa. Besides this name Meineke also uses Puol 2 Quite often the name is written with a voiced initial sound: Bur. During the expedition Krämer and Hellwig heard Pur; Sarret and Hambrough Bur. Unfortunately it was not possible to learn who first heard Pulo Ana. Meineke’s claim that it was Carteret is not correct. It can already be found in Horsburgh 3 and Krusenstern. The English sailing instructions used it even in 1890. Even the Deutsche Kolonial-Lexikon is using this name. The natives certainly call their home only Pur. They do not know the secondary name Ana or Anna.

4. Geography.

The first although meager description we owe to Carteret. He says the island is hardly bigger than a rock and studded with trees. Horsburgh was able add a bit, based on reports now lost. The island seems the have a length of only about half a mile . . . although small and low it is inhabited. From the deck it can be seen from a distance of 4 miles. The reef supposedly stretches one mile in a north-south direction. According to Rosser it stretches in the north, in the west, and in the south one mile. According to him the island is visible at a distance of 12 miles. The survey of 1901 revealed that there is no anchorage in the vicinity of the island.

Already at the distance of 2 cables from the coast at a depth of 275 m no bottom was found. The shape of the island is approximately round. There is no lagoon in the interior, however in the middle is the big wetland with the plantations. The natives call it raugar or morri. The reef extending quite far in the west, the east, and the south, forms in the east and in the south a sharp knee. The natives also call it thus. The eastern tip they call teteiue (tetei + sharp), the southern tip is called sugwue me iot (knee). In the west the reef is arching in a wide bend, called sugwue me izen.

In November 1904 a severe typhoon destroyed the entire coconut plantation of the island so that German Government had to bring the suffering population to Palau, where they were settled in 1906 on the island Ngarakobassang. Some of them, so it seems, were also brought to Saipan 4. Concerning this, Bezirksamtmann Fritz adds in his report.5

“...The island was not completely submerged, as people had reported on Songosor. (NB: people from Pur, who he had met there, had told him they were they only survivors.) Two to three canoes came to meet the ship. No anchorage existed, however the islands seemed to have been bigger at one time, because the reef encompassed a great expanse of shallow water, from where Calophyllum trees reached into the sky, indicating the former dimension. The sea had dug deep trenches in the remainder. I want to compare the view of the thus diminished island, the diameter of which is a mere 600 m, with a German broadleaf forest in early spring.

Before the typhoon 50 men and 100 women supposedly lived here. Remarkable is this disproportion between the sexes, remarkable also the small amount of children. I did not see at all any male ones below the age of 10, also no female ones below the age of 2. More or less elderly women cuddled boys at the age from 12–14 years. I learned, that they were not their mothers but their wives. I notified the poor souls that we first wanted to sail to Merir and Tobi. On our way back we would take them all with us to Palau. They rejoiced hearing this. We gave them some coconuts and other small presents, most of all the much-coveted tobacco. As they were not lacking their usual food and because we hoped to return in 10 days at least in order to take them with us, we did not leave any rice. However, I ordered the soldiers to plant coconuts at different spots of the island. By chance we found human bones and 8 skulls on the beach, further on a foreign canoe, according to the design from the Philippines, although there stood a few bananas, papayas, and many pumpkins, in low lying patches there was an abundance of taro and sugar cane. While the ship maneuvered the inhabitants were screaming and running up and down the beach. They feared we would leave. I found their meager dilapidated houses on a small elevation. Men and women came to meet us halfway, reached for our hands, and did not want to let them go. An older man wanted to force me to accept a banana, obviously the most precious possession he had. 18 male and 25 female human beings were on the island.”
For a long time Pur had been an uninhabited island. Nevertheless, in 1930 the British report once again 25 inhabitants. Thus, the former inhabitants have returned, or the Japanese resettled the island anew. More detailed information about the origin of the population has not been made. In case White or Japanese people would have been among them, this would have been reported.

The fauna and flora do not offer anything special. Local terms for economic plants and animals can be found in the index. Fish, the most important food, are known in detail; they are distinguished in many kinds and called by special terms. In former times there were no dogs on Pur. They got them from Palau and Yap. It was not till

Animals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Animal</th>
<th>Pacific Palau E.</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dog</td>
<td>pizzi</td>
<td>rooster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pig</td>
<td>pelk</td>
<td>hen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flying fox</td>
<td>urig</td>
<td>chicken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rat</td>
<td>gezi</td>
<td>fish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bird</td>
<td>mar</td>
<td>shed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>egg</td>
<td>zarai</td>
<td>fish bone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beak</td>
<td>iuai</td>
<td>gills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>feather</td>
<td>urare</td>
<td>fins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clau</td>
<td>gupare</td>
<td>tail of the fish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tail</td>
<td>uware</td>
<td>ventral fin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wing</td>
<td>paure</td>
<td>dorsal fin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>egret</td>
<td>yalan</td>
<td>shark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chicken</td>
<td>gaian</td>
<td>house</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Plants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plant</th>
<th>Pacific Palau E.</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>flower</td>
<td>uar</td>
<td>lawn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grass</td>
<td>eua</td>
<td>tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pandanus</td>
<td>girizou</td>
<td>leaf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coconut palm</td>
<td>sugur (palm = ru)</td>
<td>branch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taro</td>
<td>tut</td>
<td>bark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yam</td>
<td>iam</td>
<td>root</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bush (wood)</td>
<td>siuor; nuor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Index of Known Kinds of Fish.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fish</th>
<th>Pacific Palau E.</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. galangap</td>
<td>24. uusou</td>
<td>47. zuamer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. tagu</td>
<td>25. rimelian</td>
<td>48. titi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. mape</td>
<td>26. uapagi</td>
<td>49. gezi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. namazuk</td>
<td>27. tiriua</td>
<td>50. ripomage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. iasziare</td>
<td>28. pootaz</td>
<td>51. ripao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. taggale</td>
<td>29. yamaziaiolo</td>
<td>52. lizalervera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. magi</td>
<td>30. ziizezi</td>
<td>53. yule riakawu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. uor</td>
<td>31. morunare</td>
<td>54. zia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. sap</td>
<td>32. zameue</td>
<td>55. meiouo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. lazo</td>
<td>33. asenigere</td>
<td>56. titizere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. yomagazin</td>
<td>34. nauertu</td>
<td>57. polico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. meni</td>
<td>35. loer</td>
<td>58. tami</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. raozoto</td>
<td>36. gezuraaer</td>
<td>59. talau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. taiat</td>
<td>37. guae</td>
<td>60. paro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. molizu</td>
<td>38. mangalig</td>
<td>61. iari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. ranu</td>
<td>39. magi</td>
<td>62. ripercio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. riar</td>
<td>40. noreanu</td>
<td>63. pengin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. elong</td>
<td>41. loe</td>
<td>64. mezule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. eauerep</td>
<td>42. jotiet</td>
<td>65. rimelian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. ipge</td>
<td>43. pucer</td>
<td>66. mezagua</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21. uadalu</td>
<td>44. rpad</td>
<td>67. magi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22. metaza</td>
<td>45. zattigalau</td>
<td>68. tak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23. puere</td>
<td>46. apusege</td>
<td>69. ezure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Settlements.

On Palau, Chief Maian was able to give amazingly precise information from memory about the settlement. He made an accurate sketch of the island with all places and residences. The population lived in two villages. Toaringele (Meiuen) and Toriiuep (Meiol), situated in the vicinity of the beach, in the southwest of the island. The landing place na, tas (tai = landing place, ringele = house of the chiefs) is situated in the vicinity of the first village and it has its name according to it. A path leads from Toaringele across the island to the northeast, passing the wetland and the plantations. The place close by of this village is called na easou. It is the name of a men's house. The birthing house inerep gave a plot of land further north its name: tuaau inerep. The village Toaringele had 40 houses and Toriiuep had 21 Fig.110. The last three houses (59, 60, 61) are the men's houses Zerpozi, Zeritauzi, and Zeriuauzi. The chief's house Ringele (1) has already been mentioned. It is situated in the west at the border where both settlements merge. The amount of inerep is quite numerous, here they obviously seem to be menstruation houses. Usually this word describes the birthing house. Toriiuep has at least eight (18, 19, 20, 37, 38, 39, 40). This means there is one menstruation house for every five houses. The village Toriiuep has 4 menstruation houses (41, 42, 43, 44), thus the same ratio.

The menstruation houses are partly situated in the north of the big village, partly in the west at the edge, right next to the beach where they have been erected one next to the other. The last four belong to the smaller village. Furthermore, both villages are not clearly separated from each other, although most of the houses of the smaller village Toriiuep are situated in the south. Nevertheless, two houses, both the men's houses Zeritauzi and Zeriuauzi (60, 61) are standing in the area of the big village Toaringele, in close proximity to the chief's house Ringele (1).

1) Deutsches Kolonial-Lexikon I, p. 253. The expedition collected all information about the population and its culture on Palau, Ngnokhosonung. On August 26, 1909, our stay on the entirely deserted Pur lasted only hours. Most of the material culture’s references and remnants have been found under the debris of former residences. They are the only proof within the collection of the expedition of the old, local, and untouched culture. On Palau the influence of the new era is already establishing itself.

2) Pac. 1st. 1933, p. 496.
The settlement on Pur, according to Chief Maian. The places underlined numbers belong to the village Toriuep, showing a:

Men’s house (•)  Menstruation hut (•) Residential hut (X)

The settlement on Pur, according to Chief Maian. The places 30—42 are situated right next to it. Further indicated places are arranged in a semicircle on both sides of the path. The numbers indicate the location of the place on Fig. 109, provided by chief Maian. The places 1—29 lie in a wide circle nearby the beach. The remains of the place are scattered in-between the others.

The Names of Houses on Pur. In Addition to Fig. 110.

I. Toaringele-Meiiuen
1. Ritiene 16. Zariduk
2. Peïtamar 17. Zariganaq
3. Pulman 18. Iniiper
4. Apit 19. Iniiper
5. Azalau 20. Iniiper
6. Azangiai 21. gamuaur
7. Imazar 22. Laigitū
8. Imangari 23. Zariram
9. garingato 24. Zarimeruk
10. Inotiaza 25. Zarirakooza
11. Imizeri 26. Itigiri Zaizalaz
12. Zimezuk 27. Zaizalaz
13. Zaazipula 28. Iniiper
15. Laigitago 30. Laigitek

II. Toriiuep or Torigerab-Meïol
31. Iniiper 46. Ozeren
32. Rigiiri uozok 47. Stapel
33. Zarumou 48. Zarumou
34. Zarlooma 49. Zaripoka
35. Eremetiu 50. zapuru
36. Zaripokuoza 51. Zamaq
37. Zarimeru 52. Zarizeripu
38. Imeriper 53. Zaripoka
39. Zarimeruk 54. yako yamale
40. Iniiper 55. Gameiru
41. Iniiper 56. Zaritaraq
42. Iniper 57. Zaritaraq
43. Iniiper 58. Imazirippe
44. Iniiper 59. Zerovu men’s house
45. Iniiper 60. Zeritaua men’s house
61. Zeritawip men’s house

The Names of Properties on Pur ¹.

1. Toaringele (tau) = landing place
   (ringele = house of the chiefs)
2. Toriragap (rigirap) = men’s house
3. Zelici  18. Rigiri izen
4. Periau  19. Lazen (next to Izen)
5. Nimerak 20. Rigiri vongoi (yen = wind)
7. Peitiz  22. Zelilip
8. Laul  23. Nimozoi
9. Zeneibge 24. Metalo (within)
10. Zeraizez (passage in the reef)  25. Tau ariyozo (yako = name of a man)
11. Pigezeme 26. yarin epeka
12. Pitei Uor (pi = sand; uor = turtle) 27. Taau iniiper (Meniperi = name of the menstruation house)
13.尼明patuaidan (nimat = name of a swamp, Maulan = name of a man) 28. Taau tenen (wen = he does not come)
14. Niimat teri mau (Mau = name of a man) 29. Tau a Zaurozou (Zaurozou = name of a men’s house)

Names of Properties in the Interior of the Island:

30. Leite  34. Fariguenou
31. Unezamezame  35. Iotte
32. Zaloceri  36. Melersou
33. Metone giziz  37. Nipei
e  40. Zaritele

¹ The numbers apply to Fig. 109.
The houses 1, 2, 3, 4 are situated in the vicinity of the beach, in between the beach and a long long path stretching from North to South, thus leading to the other houses of the Pur-People. A short crosscut leads from this path, in between two Palau-houses, directly to the beach. one other way is leading towards the east into the fields, which are all situated on the eastern side of the long main path in the interior. All of them belong to the people of Pur. The architecture of the houses is already adapted to the one of the Palauans.


In 1870, Rosser reported the population on Pur itself as 100 souls. In 1909, the census of Palau only mentions the names of 44 persons, an appalling decline. Unfortunately there are no data about the time in between and, thus, it remains unclear if this loss is because of the famine that was caused by the big typhoon. The census showed 15 men, 20 women, and 9 children. Among them is also one woman from Merir (Elutelan); one other woman, married somewhere on the Palau Islands, was not counted, so that this mistake is balanced. The relation of children to adults does not look favorable: there are 35 adults and only 9 children; 13 couples were counted, thus, not every one of them has a child. The amount of children for each individual is also very small. 12 persons were anthropologically examined in detail, this means nearly a third of the adult persons. Besides chief Maian, who was badly suffering from Syphilis, all were healthy.

The state of nourishment was generally mediocre, two people were skinny, two others fat. Usually the hair is wavy, rarely frizzy. Body hair is not much developed and often missing entirely. Hair of the beard is not very much developed, but it is curly. The form of the forehead shows much variety, high foreheads can be found next to low ones. The face is medium high, oval, medium wide and pointed at the lower end. Strongly developed cheekbones are rare, normally they are moderately protruding. The lower jaw is never widening as it is with people from Tobi and the chin is well rounded. On and off a slight prognathism can be found. The fold of the eye is slanted, the form of the eyes is almond like, the double eyelid is nearly common. The straight nose has a medium high root of the nose and downward pointed tip, thin alar wings of the nose, which seldom are bloated. The form of the nostril is quite different with each individual. The lips of some are bulging, the ears close to the head, the teeth straight. Women have a pair of plate shaped breasts, hands and feet of both sexes are small. The body height of men is at best medium and usually lower than that.

Fig. 112.
After a sketch from Krämer, Palau Vol.II.


In 1870, Rosser reported the population on Pur itself as 100 souls. In 1909, the census of Palau only mentions the names of 44 persons, an appalling decline. Unfortunately there are no data about the time in between and, thus, it remains unclear if this loss is because of the famine that was caused by the big typhoon. The census showed 15 men, 20 women, and 9 children. Among them is also one woman from Merir (Elutelan); one other woman, married somewhere on the Palau Islands, was not counted, so that this mistake is balanced. The relation of children to adults does not look favorable: there are 35 adults and only 9 children; 13 couples were counted, thus, not every one of them has a child. The amount of children for each individual is also very small. 12 persons were anthropologically examined in detail, this means nearly a third of the adult persons. Besides chief Maian, who was badly suffering from Syphilis, all were healthy.

The state of nourishment was generally mediocre, two people were skinny, two others fat. Usually the hair is wavy, rarely frizzy. Body hair is not much developed and often missing entirely. Hair of the beard is not very much developed, but it is curly. The form of the forehead shows much variety, high foreheads can be found next to low ones. The face is medium high, oval, medium wide and pointed at the lower end. Strongly developed cheekbones are rare, normally they are moderately protruding. The lower jaw is never widening as it is with people from Tobi and the chin is well rounded. On and off a slight prognathism can be found. The fold of the eye is slanted, the form of the eyes is almond like, the double eyelid is nearly common. The straight nose has a medium high root of the nose and downward pointed tip, thin alar wings of the nose, which seldom are bloated. The form of the nostril is quite different with each individual. The lips of some are bulging, the ears close to the head, the teeth straight. Women have a pair of plate shaped breasts, hands and feet of both sexes are small. The body height of men is at best medium and usually lower than that.

The houses 1, 2, 3, 4 are situated in the vicinity of the beach, in between the beach and a long long path stretching from North to South, thus leading to the other houses of the Pur-People. A short crosscut leads from this path, in between two Palau-houses, directly to the beach. One other way is leading towards the east into the fields, which are all situated on the eastern side of the long main path in the interior. All of them belong to the people of Pur. The architecture of the houses is already adapted to the one of the Palauans.
The head is dolichocephalic. Among the measured ones only one mesocephalic (76, 791) was found. All further information and details are visible in this table 1.

Census of the Population 1909.

1. Peimau
   Maian (I) ♂ ∞ Mariegepar ♀
   Langaipar ♀ 8 years
   gaileur ♂ 4 years
   Ilarapar (6) ♀, sister of Maian

2. Aripoku
   Zelaiotok ♂ L = anuisnanaraj ♀

3. Aremeingi
   Gelerunrap (3) ♂ ∞ Uotege ♀
   gaistiaalan ♂
   Tarazerimouli ♂
   Anuuan ♂ Tozisen ♀ (daughter of Gelerunrap)

4. Zeramu
   Maleraurau ♂ Oteri ♀ uru (whose daughter is married on Palau)

5. Rugarap
   Akip ♀ (old)

6. Yaperim
   Titilangai ♂ ∞ Uotamar ♀
   Iari ♂ Zamaillan ♀ (sister of Titilangai. Iari is currently a soldier)

7. Imozar
   Mareingi ♂ small boy
   Mongoloan ♀ (his sister)

8. Imotaleat
   Gututerimalai ♂ ∞ Aparuken (7) ♀
   taliizou ♂, 1 child
   Erinecor ♂
   Masetmaur ♂
   Oleatek ♂ of Gututerimalai

9. Eregur
   Zatoriong ♂
   Maiterauai ♂ ∞ Ollen ♀
   Malaper ♂ Ehitelan ♀ (woman from Meris)

10. Gamerin
    Ootuti ♂ ∞ Masilaup ♂
    Pungerizar (adopted child)
    Langatamai ♂
    Ulitemai ♂ Gutanen ♂
    Zuguir ♂
    Erokou ♂ Tuotamai (4) ♀
    Gurutamai ♂ child
    Uouzen ♂

Ateidangi ♂ 25 Years, Pur

State of nourishment: medium, healthy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skin color</th>
<th>Forehead</th>
<th>Cheek</th>
<th>Region of the Breastbone</th>
<th>Belly above the Bellybutton</th>
<th>Region of the Shoulder Blade</th>
<th>Upper Arm, Flexor Side</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Skin color</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 For the determination of the eye color the table of Martin was used, for hair- and skin color the table of Fischer.
2 The numbers behind the persons indicate the rank of the respective chieftainship.

remark: tattooed; limbs darker than the body

Siereue ♂ 25 Years, Pur

State of nourishment: medium, healthy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skin color</th>
<th>Forehead</th>
<th>Cheek</th>
<th>Region of the Breast Bone</th>
<th>Belly above the Navel</th>
<th>Region of the Shoulder Blade</th>
<th>Upper Arm Bent Side</th>
<th>Upper Arm Stretch Side</th>
<th>Palm of the Hand</th>
<th>Inner Part of the Upper Thigh</th>
<th>Mucous Membrane – Upper Lip</th>
<th>Mucous Membrane – Lower Lip</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Skin color</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>carmine white</td>
<td>carmine white</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
character of the skin: soft, dry

color of the iris: no. 3

color of the hair: yellowish, conjunctiva discolored in the area of the open eye slit

color of the head: hair of head and beard no. 27; scarce beard hair

head

forehead: low, narrow, straight, full

body hair: none

body hair color: none

skin color: medium healthy

state of nourishment: medium, healthy

height of the ear on the head: 17.2

height of the face: 6.4

height of the upper face: 5.3

height of the lower face: 10.2

tragus point to chin: 2.3

height of the upper lip: 2.3

height of the lower lip: 2.4

front height of the nose: 1.4

length of the nose: 1.4

nose index: 131

cheek bones: moderately protruding

cheek: entire face: moderately high, elliptical, moderately wide, pointed at the bottom end

crown of the head: slightly arched

forehead: low, wide, straight, full

upper arm extensor side: 21

upper arm flexor side: 23

belly above the navel: 24

skin color: medium healthy

state of nourishment: medium, healthy

height of the ear on the head: 17.2

height of the face: 6.4

height of the upper face: 5.3

height of the lower face: 10.2

tragus point to chin: 2.3

height of the upper lip: 2.3

height of the lower lip: 2.4

front height of the nose: 1.4

length of the nose: 1.4

nose index: 131

cheek bones: moderately protruding

cheek: entire face: moderately high, elliptical, moderately wide, pointed at the bottom end

crown of the head: slightly arched

forehead: low, wide, straight, full

upper arm extensor side: 21

upper arm flexor side: 23

belly above the navel: 24

skin color: medium healthy

state of nourishment: medium, healthy

height of the ear on the head: 17.2

height of the face: 6.4

height of the upper face: 5.3

height of the lower face: 10.2

tragus point to chin: 2.3

height of the upper lip: 2.3

height of the lower lip: 2.4

front height of the nose: 1.4

length of the nose: 1.4

nose index: 131

cheek bones: moderately protruding

cheek: entire face: moderately high, elliptical, moderately wide, pointed at the bottom end

crown of the head: slightly arched

forehead: low, wide, straight, full

upper arm extensor side: 21

upper arm flexor side: 23

belly above the navel: 24

skin color: medium healthy

state of nourishment: medium, healthy

height of the ear on the head: 17.2

height of the face: 6.4

height of the upper face: 5.3

height of the lower face: 10.2

tragus point to chin: 2.3

height of the upper lip: 2.3

height of the lower lip: 2.4

front height of the nose: 1.4

length of the nose: 1.4

nose index: 131

cheek bones: moderately protruding

cheek: entire face: moderately high, elliptical, moderately wide, pointed at the bottom end

crown of the head: slightly arched

forehead: low, wide, straight, full

upper arm extensor side: 21

upper arm flexor side: 23

belly above the navel: 24

skin color: medium healthy

state of nourishment: medium, healthy

height of the ear on the head: 17.2

height of the face: 6.4

height of the upper face: 5.3

height of the lower face: 10.2

tragus point to chin: 2.3

height of the upper lip: 2.3

height of the lower lip: 2.4

front height of the nose: 1.4

length of the nose: 1.4

nose index: 131

cheek bones: moderately protruding

cheek: entire face: moderately high, elliptical, moderately wide, pointed at the bottom end

crown of the head: slightly arched

forehead: low, wide, straight, full

upper arm extensor side: 21

upper arm flexor side: 23

belly above the navel: 24

skin color: medium healthy

state of nourishment: medium, healthy

height of the ear on the head: 17.2

height of the face: 6.4

height of the upper face: 5.3

height of the lower face: 10.2

tragus point to chin: 2.3

height of the upper lip: 2.3

height of the lower lip: 2.4

front height of the nose: 1.4

length of the nose: 1.4

nose index: 131

cheek bones: moderately protruding

cheek: entire face: moderately high, elliptical, moderately wide, pointed at the bottom end

crown of the head: slightly arched

forehead: low, wide, straight, full

upper arm extensor side: 21

upper arm flexor side: 23

belly above the navel: 24

skin color: medium healthy

state of nourishment: medium, healthy

height of the ear on the head: 17.2

height of the face: 6.4

height of the upper face: 5.3

height of the lower face: 10.2
Maian ♂, Chief, 35 Years, Pur

state of nourishment: skinny, severe syphilis

skin color
- forehead: 12
- cheek: 12
- region of the breastbone: 20
- belly (above the navel): 20
- region of the shoulder blade: 21
- upper arm flexor side: 21
- upper arm extensor side: 22
- palm of the hand: 4
- inner part of the upper thigh: 25
- mucous membrane – upper lip: carmine white
- mucous membrane – lower lip: carmine white

character of the skin: soft, dry

color of the iris: no. 3

color of the hair: none

body hair: none

head
- forehead: high, wide, straight, full
- crown of the head: slightly arched
- back of the head: flatly curved

face
- entire face: moderately high, elliptical, wide, and pointed up
- eye slit: slanted, moderately wide slit, almond shaped, double eyelid
- cheek bones: moderately protruding
- nose: root: medium, moderately high
- back: medium, straight
- tip: pointed downwards
- alar wing: thin, low
- septum: short, wedge shaped and reduced towards the back

Tarirun ♂, 40 Years, Pur

state of nourishment: medium, healthy

skin color
- forehead: 16
- cheek: 19
- region of the breastbone: 21
- belly (above the navel): 23
- region of the shoulder blade: 24
- upper arm flexor side: 21
- upper arm extensor side: 22
- palm of the hand: 4
- inner part of the upper thigh: 26
- mucous membrane – upper lip: carmine white
- mucous membrane – lower lip: carmine white

character of the skin: soft, dry

color of the iris: no. 3

color of the hair: none

body hair: none

head
- forehead: high, narrow, straight, full
- crown of the head: slightly arched
- back of the head: curved

face
- entire face: moderately high, oval, wide, pointed at the bottom end
- eye slit: straight, moderately wide slit, spindle shaped
- cheek bones: moderately protruding
- nose: root: wide, moderately high
- back: medium straight
- tip: pointed downwards
- alar wing: thin, inflated
- septum: short, wide, wedge shaped and reduced towards the back, protruding down
- nostrils: long oval, big

jaw: prognathism 0

lips: medium, lined; upper edge: composite arc
fingers: thin, short
nails: small, short, narrow, flat
calves: thin, short, flabby
feet: small, short, wide
longest toe: right and left 2nd.

Eteroi ♂, 25 Years, Pur
state of nourishment: medium, healthy

Maleipen ♂, 30 Years, Pur
state of nourishment: medium, healthy

176
Marimolai ♀, 25 Years, Pur

state of nourishment: skinny, healthy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skin Color</th>
<th>Forehead</th>
<th>Cheek</th>
<th>Region of the Breastbone</th>
<th>Belly (Above the Navel)</th>
<th>Region of the Shoulder Blade</th>
<th>Upper Arm Flexor Side</th>
<th>Upper Arm Extensor Side</th>
<th>Palm of the Hand</th>
<th>Inner Part of the Upper Thigh</th>
<th>Region of the Breastbone</th>
<th>Belly (Above the Navel)</th>
<th>Region of the Shoulder Blade</th>
<th>Upper Arm Flexor Side</th>
<th>Upper Arm Extensor Side</th>
<th>Palm of the Hand</th>
<th>Inner Part of the Upper Thigh</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Character of the Skin: Soft, Dry

Gutenei ♀, 25 Years, Pur

state of nourishment: fat, healthy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skin Color</th>
<th>Forehead</th>
<th>Cheek</th>
<th>Region of the Breastbone</th>
<th>Belly (Above the Navel)</th>
<th>Region of the Shoulder Blade</th>
<th>Upper Arm Flexor Side</th>
<th>Upper Arm Extensor Side</th>
<th>Palm of the Hand</th>
<th>Inner Part of the Upper Thigh</th>
<th>Region of the Breastbone</th>
<th>Belly (Above the Navel)</th>
<th>Region of the Shoulder Blade</th>
<th>Upper Arm Flexor Side</th>
<th>Upper Arm Extensor Side</th>
<th>Palm of the Hand</th>
<th>Inner Part of the Upper Thigh</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Character of the Skin: Soft, Dry

Hair: Female, as well as with the following two women, the arista is meant.
**Longdan ♀, 20 Years, Pur**

- **state of nourishment:** fat, healthy
- **skin color**
  - forehead: 4
  - cheek: 16
  - region of the breastbone: 21
  - belly (above the navel): 23
  - region of the shoulder blade: 22
  - upper arm flexor side: 23
  - upper arm extensor side: 24
  - palm of the hand: 4
  - inner part of the upper thigh: 26
- **mucous membrane**
  - upper lip: carmine white
  - lower lip: carmine white
- **character of the skin**
  - soft, dry
- **color of the iris**
  - no. 3
- **sclera**
  - yellowish
- **conjunctiva**
  - discolored in the area of the open eye slit
- **color of the hair**
  - hair on the head: no. 27
- **form of the hair**
  - frizzy, wide wavy
- **body air**
  - weak
- **head**
  - forehead: low, narrow, straight, full
  - crown of the head: slightly arched
  - back of the head: arched
- **face**
  - entire face: moderately high, oval, wide, pointed at the bottom end
  - eye slit: slanted, moderately wide slit, almond shaped, double eyelid
  - cheek bones: strongly protruding
  - nose: root: medium, flat
  - back: wide, slightly convex bent
  - tip: pointed downwards
  - alar wing: thin, low, recumbent
  - septum: short, wide, wedge shaped reduced to back, protruding down
  - nostrils: long oval, big
  - jaw: prognathism I
  - lips: medium, bulging, upper edge: composite arc
  - teeth: crooked, small, tooth-to-tooth position, yellowish
  - ears: protruding, lined at the top and the back, attached earlobes both pierced
- **breasts**
  - pear shaped, diameter of the nipple 38 mm, color no. 27, edge blurred
  - nipple small
- **hands**
  - small
- **finger**
  - thin, long
- **nails**
  - small, short, narrow, flat
- **calves**
  - thin, short, strapping
- **feet**
  - small, long, narrow
- **longest toe**
  - right and left 1st. one

---

**Eonan ♀, 24 Years, Pur**

- **state of nourishment:** medium, healthy
- **skin color**
  - forehead: 5
  - cheek: 14
  - region of the breastbone: 21
  - belly (above the navel): 18
  - region of the shoulder blade: 17
  - upper arm flexor side: 20
  - upper arm extensor side: 21
  - palm of the hand: 4
  - inner part of the upper thigh: 24
- **mucous membrane**
  - upper lip: carmine white
  - lower lip: carmine white
- **character of the skin**
  - soft, dry
- **color of the iris**
  - no. 3
- **sclera**
  - yellowish
- **conjunctiva**
  - discolored in the area of the open eye slit
- **color of the hair**
  - hair on the head: no. 27
- **form of the hair**
  - wide and wavy
- **body air**
  - very weak
- **head**
  - forehead: low, wide, straight, full
  - crown of the head: slightly arched
  - back of the head: arched
- **face**
  - entire face: moderately high, oval, wide, pointed at the bottom end
  - eye slit: slanted, narrow, widely slit, almond shaped, double eyelid
  - cheek bones: strongly protruding
  - nose: root: wide, flat
  - back: medium, straight
  - tip: pointed downwards
  - alar wing: thin, low, inflated
  - septum: short, wide, wedge shaped and reduced towards the back, nostrils: narrow, big
  - jaw: prognathism o
  - lips: medium, bulging, lined, upper edge: composite arc
  - teeth: straight, big, tooth-to-tooth position, white
  - ears: flat, lined at the top and at the back, earlobes attached, both pierced
- **breasts**
  - very big, hanging, dia. of the nipple 50 mm, color no.28, edge blurred
  - nipple deep
- **hands**
  - small fingers: thin, long
- **nails**
  - small, short, narrow, arched
- **calves**
  - thin, short, strapping
- **feet**
  - short, long, narrow
- **longest toe**
  - right and left the 2nd. one
state of nourishment: medium, healthy

character of the skin soft, dry

color of the iris

schler yellowish

color of the hair

form of the hair

body hair

head

forehead: low, wide, straight, full
crown of the head: slightly arched

back of the head: arched face

whole face: moderately high, oval, wide, pointed at bottom end, moderately flat
eye slit: slanted, widely slit, almond shaped, double eyelid

cheek bones: moderately protruding

nose: root: medium, moderately high

back: medium, wide, straight

tip: pointed downwards

alar wing: thin, low, recumbent

septum: short, wide

nostrils: narrow, slanting-oval

jaw: prognathism, 1

teeth: crooked, small, tooth-to-tooth position, yellowish

ears: flat, lined at the top and the back

earlobes: attached, both pierced

breasts

plate-like, diameter of the nipple 14 mm, color no. 22, edge clear

nipple small

hands

small

finger

thin, short

nails

small, short, wide

calves

thin, long, limp

feet

short, long, narrow

longest toe

right and left the second one, the big toes is close by
As much as the population of Pur has declined recently, as much the old legends and traditions have survived in exactly this location. Chief Maian, an excellent narrator, had remarkable knowledge of his people's history. He also was better informed about the family trees of the Merir-rulers than they themselves. Neither on Songosor nor on Merir could we find such an abundance of old legends as we did on Pur. Although Maian's excellent memory was the best source the other men and women knew quite a lot, too. They obviously knew without any auxiliary means the huge amount of names in their genealogies. Not much is known about the artistic talent of the people. We only know a small part of their songs, thus their poetry and melody. In this connection we have to mention that men and women compose satirical and love songs according to their need and fancy; therefore this is truly folk art. Also everyone skillfully cherishes the art of narration. We only have a meager example of their art of drawing. However it reveals their confidentiality, their skill in line management, their good perception of proportions, and a certain maturity (Fig. 113).

Fig. 113. Native drawings.

---

The population is fragmented into clans, which as a whole are called sauri = the people. As a people they call themselves sauri Pur, this means the people from Pur. In marriage the woman continues to remain a member of her own clan and never becomes part of her husband's one. When talking about her saurigaigetan, she always means the clan she comes from. Her children, however, belong to the father's clan 1. Marriage. If a man wants to marry a girl, he comes to an agreement with her father. With his consent the knot is considered tied. Different social status and different financial circumstances are considered an impediment for marriage. It is difficult to overcome them. To have a close blood relationship, however, is an insurmountable obstacle. Siblings and children of siblings are considered to be too closely related. – Even after his marriage the firstborn son always lives in the house of his parents and the daughter-in-law moves in. After his father's death this house becomes his own. All other sons have to build their own house when they marry.

The wedding is celebrated by a festive meal. Chants and dances are missing here. Presents are exchanged between the bridegroom and the father of the bride. The son-in-law gives the first present. According to his fortune it consists of fishing hooks, ropes, and, when it is copious, also of a canoe. Often these items are specially prepared for the occasion.

There is free sexual intercourse before marriage. Pur-People, too, know three kinds of coitus, eraingi. When the man is on top, they call it esese, when the woman is on top it is called esauso, and the sideways coitus is named eseseore. At the last two forms of intercourse the man sings the following song that has traveled from Songosor to Pur and Merir. According to other informants only the custom has been adopted from there.

\[
e\ taitipar\ seseore\ ewa\ maturi\ sausau \\
e\ ulane\ ngan\ engan\ e\ to\ e\\ \\
χ\ onane\ erepesi \\
e\ gaga\ riai\ eda\ eru\ gutumeg tu \\
zugane\ eganetere\ camal\ cassatizime\ uataude \\
elemet\ riaseere.
\]

Like on Songosor, here, too, after intercourse a man has to remove with his fingers the sperm from the vagina. Usually people marry because of mutual affection. Both sides do not take fidelity very seriously. Altogether we can say that the relationship of husband and wife is good and affectionate. People take no offence to being loving and to showing tenderness in public. Married couples nestling to each other and embracing each other do not present an uncommon picture. Despite the free intercourse before marriage the natives are shy and cautious about sexual issues. Obviously it is indecent to talk about sexual issues, when men respectively women are not among each other. Likewise people avoid talking about sexual matters, etc. when children, especially girls are present. However, they mention topics concerning birth as a natural process without restraint. None the less people take great pleasure from sexual representations, and the displayed sense of shame seems to be more a displayed good behavior than a deep feeling. Women take the cover of their bodies very seriously. Their apron is handled in such a way that nobody ever sees the upper thighs or the haunches. They only take it off at night, when the light is extinguished.

---

1. saurigaigetan = house, sauri getan = your family; sauri are gaietan = his family.
At the birth of a child the woman remains twenty days in the birth-house inaeriperi. After this time she has to spend an additional two months in the moroanugtoro, the menstruation house. Birth itself is celebrated with a five-day feast. Everybody is welcome at the feast and there is singing. However, there are no dances staged at this time. The young father and the father of the wife together pay the expenses for this feast. No difference is made between the firstborn and the later born ones. The grandfather on the mother’s side, thus, the father of the young woman talks about the children like about his own. All children of his daughter call him papa. He is papa riotege of the children. The child calls uncles and aunts papa and neita. Matrilineality is therefore still very much visible.

Salutation of relatives are specifically regulated. Man and woman are never allowed to address each other by name. Instead they call each other marinar and uninar. This is the natives’ common way to address each other if the title tamari must not be used. The same regulation is true for all other family members of different sexes. To address each other by name is only permissible for brothers among each other and for men, the same applies to sisters and all women talking to each other. The following index informs about the terms used among the people and within the community of the family:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>to give birth</td>
<td>erazaa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to be pregnant</td>
<td>eria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>man</td>
<td>mar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>woman</td>
<td>zaiziete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>father papa</td>
<td>amai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brother</td>
<td>neita, miangali</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>younger brother</td>
<td>eua, mezar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>older brother</td>
<td>eiai, mezaui</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sister</td>
<td>zienui leinab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>older sister</td>
<td>rizenau leisets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>younger sister</td>
<td>rizenau leisets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>husband</td>
<td>niali</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wife</td>
<td>niali</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>son</td>
<td>lei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>daughter</td>
<td>retreiziet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grandfather on the father’s side</td>
<td>paparipapa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grandfather on the mother’s side</td>
<td>paparineta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grandmother on the mother’s side</td>
<td>neitarineta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brother of the father</td>
<td>nizaripapa, euaisi mezaripapa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sister of the father</td>
<td>miangari papa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brother of the mother</td>
<td>miangari rineta, uizi zerel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sister of the mother</td>
<td>uizirineta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>husband of the father’s sister</td>
<td>li ri miangari ripapa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wife of the father’s brother</td>
<td>li ri uiziripapa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>husband of the mother’s sister</td>
<td>li ri uiziri neta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wife of the mother’s brother</td>
<td>li ri miangari neta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>son of the father’s brother</td>
<td>raure uiziripapa, razonoo uiziri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>son of the daughter</td>
<td>razo nozi mar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>father of the wife</td>
<td>tamieli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brother of the wife</td>
<td>mar miangali, li ri miangai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>father of the husband</td>
<td>tameli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brother of the husband</td>
<td>euwziet mezarli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brother of the father in law</td>
<td>uiziti tameli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>man addressing a woman</td>
<td>unirariru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reciprocal address of the high chief and his wife</td>
<td>lateralui</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chief</td>
<td>tana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>friend</td>
<td>medara nauu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European</td>
<td>lepitize</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To all others, the terms of greeting are just as strictly regulated. The most common are ouzo meito (“where do you come from?”) and ouzesouro zoongette (“you go!”). Zoongette corresponds with our “good bye!”. People also say zaaongette to the dead and each other at each farewell for a long time or forever. In contrast they do not need itoro, which means as much as “I am sad”. zoongette (“[he] fare [you] well”) is said to third persons and when a dead one is mentioned. During the nose greating the hand of the respective person is led to your own nose. Only women among each other and when dealing with small children practice the mutual touching of the noses. When taking leave for a long time people are crying, singing rimu and while doing so beat their breasts. If somebody returns after a long period of absence, people are laughing and singing: ge, ge, mei and place his hand on their nose. Merir-People also follow this fashion. They do not know tears of joy. When a ship arrives and white people are on board, then people sing: uarai epitese mantipeewe (“white man!”). When colored people are in the vehicle then people sing: uarai ai ou!: uarai is the term for all foreign natives. On Merir the same terms of greeting are in use. On Songosor people say instead uzire alee.

Death and funeral. As soon as death occurs, people secure the chin of the body with a rope. In addition, in the case of poor people who do not own a canoe, in addition one thigh and one lower leg are tied together. At the death of a spouse it is custom for the surviving partner to practice cumulillasius respectively fellatio with the corpse. This custom is called ararit. People gather in the death-house and the relatives start singing lamentations. Fear of the deceased’s spirits seems to be great, because many men were observed to stay fearfully together in the death house during an accidentally observed funeral. Pur-People practice sea burials. Only children dying before death have their clothes on the body. In case the dead person owns a canoe then he is placed inside and the canoe is set adrift without a sail. In case a deceased child or another rich person does not own a canoe, then people build a big box for the funeral to replace the canoe. Poor people are simply wrapped into a mat. Some men carry the corpse to the reef where it is set down and carried away by the waves. The chiefs’ wives, too, qualify for a burial in a canoe. Otherwise women seem to be treated just like poor people. Each burial takes place in the afternoon around 4 o’clock. In case death only occurs around midnight, people wait with it until the next day. It seems that recently the original sea burials were given up in favor of burials on land, which had been observed in Palau.

As long as the dead is still present in the house a strange custom is practiced, for which they have no explanation: the corpse, positioned with its head towards the sun is turned around at 12 o’clock together with the mat. During the entire time relatives sing lamentations. As a sign of grief they cut their hair. Only the first chief and his oldest son are exempt from this custom. All those who had helped with the funeral, for instance as bearers, are taboo for some time and are not allowed to return to the village. They have to build a small house on the sandy beach and have to stay there four days.
These houses of grief are called imotuguetuk and are constructed differently. The roof ridge slants towards the side of the sea, the sides of the roof reach all the way to the ground, and the gable fields are open. Before the men move into the house they have to supply themselves with the necessary foods for the time of their seclusion. After the fourth day the house is burnt down. Then a new house, the morungtovu tagevit, is built on the beach for the following four days. After this period of time they are allowed to return to their own houses. These inconveniences are only caused in relation of a canoe-burial. In case of funerals for poor people, who had no canoe, then nobody takes care of this custom.

As a mourning the surviving dependents carry a mat on their heads, which they hold over their neck and cheeks. The upper body is covered with a finely woven jerkin that has been described in detail in the section about Songosor. There it is called riou. As another sign of grief a bent posture while walking or sitting is prescribed for the first quarter of a year. People avoid going out during this time. During the first eight days they also have to lament in a loud voice and none of the mourners is allowed to be seen outside of the house without being in mourning. In case the chief dies his son and successor is not allowed to enter the chiefs’ or meetinghouse in the following quarter of a year. During his first visit there he has to provide lots of food.

As a mourning the surviving dependents carry a mat on their heads, which they hold over their neck and cheeks. The upper body is covered with a finely woven jerkin that has been described in detail in the section about Songosor. There it is called riou. As another sign of grief a bent posture while walking or sitting is prescribed for the first quarter of a year. People avoid going out during this time. During the first eight days they also have to lament in a loud voice and none of the mourners is allowed to be seen outside of the house without being in mourning. In case the chief dies his son and successor is not allowed to enter the chiefs’ or meetinghouse in the following quarter of a year. During his first visit there he has to provide lots of food.

Fig. 114. House of grief, imotuguetuk with a slanted roof ridge. After Sarfert.

2. Ethnic Community.

The natives report the following about their old home country and the administration: Once there were two villages next to each other, Tauringele, Meieu, and Toringerab or Toriuep, Meio. The first chief was reigning over both villages. He was the chief of Tauringele. The second chief actually had nothing to say in his own village Toringerab. Only the first chief decided all that had to be done. There was also only one chief’s meetinghouse. Tauringele had two men’s houses, Torigerab had only one. People tried to copy the same village arrangement on Ngakakobassang, nevertheless here the hierarchy is the other way round: people from Meiuen, Tauringele, now live in Meio, Torigerab.

At the moment seven chiefs are still heading the ethnic community. In the old days they are supposed to have been eleven, of which three were women. The seven chiefs reigning nowadays are called:

Maian
Mariegebar
Uuutamaleï
Harapar
Geleruanarb
Aparusen
Tuona Tamar

The last four chiefs are women. Thus Harapar is the successor of her childless brother. Today’s still small son Gurutrimalai will follow the next female chief Aparusen – although there are daughters. All chiefs are addressed with the title tamar. Only the first chief has in addition the title lateraupe, this means “the head of Pur”.

The First Chief’s Family Tree 1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Time of Reign</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Maredaisai (Malemau)</td>
<td>2 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>yabe</td>
<td>30 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Mau, son of yabe</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Selisie, son of the former chief</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Mangau</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Mele Mangau, son of the former chief</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Uuutamaleï</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Berlie</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Lenge</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Demai beru</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Longoreme</td>
<td>3 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Demai mar</td>
<td>20 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Inoese</td>
<td>30 '</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Alongonmar</td>
<td>20 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Dororen</td>
<td>3 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Lioba</td>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Bodase</td>
<td>20 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Maian</td>
<td>5 &quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Common people are called sau or pei. The first chief’s name cannot be voiced during his life time, except by his own son. If he, or another chief is mentioned, then the title tamar in addition with the clan name is uttered. For instance the reigning chief Maian was called tamar Peimau. On the other hand the chief’s son may be addressed by his male relatives and by the men of the village by his name. This stops from the moment he attains chiefly dignity. All other men of the ethnic community call each other without shame by their name. In this respect the before mentioned restrictions within the family expire with the male and female cousins. Custom demands that all inhabitants pass the first chief and his wife in a crawling position. People approach them only on all fours. The chief is only allowed to choose his wife from a chiefly clan. She can also address her husband only by his title tamar.

All are obliged to obey the first chief. His power is far greater than the one of the other chiefs. For instance, he has to order the following, partly common, tasks: reconstruction of the chiefs house, construction of a canoe – nobody is allowed to build a canoe without his consent –, common fishing trips and finally the jointly organized feasts. He also dictates the tasks of each individual during the common fishing trip. The second chief’s duty is to inform the people about the first chief’s decisions. No direct communication is taking place. In the chief’s meeting the second chief, for instance, communicates the opinion of the first chief to the others, who then discuss it. The people’s tribute to the chiefs is differentiated. Thus, the first one receives three fish from the catch of a common fishing, the second two and each other chief receives one fish. The common people receive the small fish. Chiefly dignity is heritable. The successor is the eldest son. In case there are no sons, then the next oldest brother inherits the sovereignty. The sons, respectively the brothers, inherit without consideration of their age. In case sons and brothers are missing, then the daughter, respectively the sister, can inherit the chiefly dignity. The daughter is even preferred to the nephew.

1 Without any doubt the data is correct, because Sarfert’s source of information, Maie, named them repeatedly in the same order with the same years. He had learned them from his father.
Nevertheless, a woman can never hold the rank of first chief; female succession is restricted to the lower chiefly ranks.

Right of ownership. Differences within the society seem to be very noticeable on Pur. There are poor and rich people and they do not intermarry. Property, airan, consists of fields, the house, a canoe, fishing tools, mats, etc.

According to A. Krämer the airan of Pur are called:

1. Paimoa
2. Peitanor
3. Atekiet
4. Ferama (ii)
5. Kamirin
6. Arekut

The land is completely divided up. Acquisitions and sales are allowed. However, property is a family possession and consists of different and often widely scattered plots of land that have come together by inheritance. All fruits growing on the trees, too, belong to the family property and the assignment of beneficial use is distributed among children and other family members entitled to inheritance. Concerning usufruct there is a strict separation of property. Without the relatives’ specific permission nobody is allowed to pick fruits from the ground or from trees.

When an estate is divided, the sons always receive a bigger share of property and fruit bearing trees than the daughters. The former receive around two thirds, the daughters only one third. At marriage the woman keeps the usufruct of her inherited allotment. In case the property has to be distributed among more than two children, then the oldest son alone receives around one half and the other half is distributed among the other children. In case the husband dies then the widow does not receive anything of his property, however the oldest son is responsible to bring her fruits from his property and to provide for her keep. In addition she still owns the part of the property that she brought into the marriage.

In case the mother dies then the property which she had inherited from her parents is distributed among her children. Thus, children inherit from the clan of the father and the mother. At the distribution of the mother’s inheritance sons are favored in the same manner. The husband is completely excluded from the inheritance of his wife. At death the personal possessions of a woman are distributed among the children, however, here the daughters have priority. Once again the husband is passed over. Jewelry, mats, and baskets are then distributed. Often the father’s property is already distributed during his lifetime among the children when they are grown up and want to marry. In this case, too, the oldest son receives two portions and the rest one each. In such a distribution the house and the canoe always belong to the oldest son. In case he is underage and has grown up, then they take care of his household until he is of age. Men’s personal property consists of the self-made wooden bowls and chests, fishing tools, ropes, small and big canoes, paddles and the house. Women have the respective products made by their hands as their property: Men’s belts, curcuma, mats, and baskets. Children own all presents they received and whatever they made themselves.

Criminal law. Punishment consists mainly of punishments of property. For manslaughter the house and the boat of the culprit are destroyed, his coconut palms are felled, his taro is torn out, so that he becomes completely impoverished. People who execute the punishment keep the fruits. The person punished in this fashion then owns nothing other than the land on which he is only allowed to plant when the first chief gives his permission. He also has to beg from the chief for plants, respectively fruits for planting. Vendetta does not exist, however the family of the culprit has to help with repentance: brothers and sisters have to give away a plot of land or a canoe.

Punishment consists mainly of punishments of property. For manslaughter the house and the boat of the culprit are destroyed, his coconut palms are felled, his taro is torn out, so that he becomes completely impoverished. People who execute the punishment keep the fruits. The person punished in this fashion then owns nothing other than the land on which he is only allowed to plant when the first chief gives his permission. He also has to beg from the chief for plants, respectively fruits for planting. Vendetta does not exist, however the family of the culprit has to help with repentance: brothers and sisters have to give away a plot of land or a canoe.

The first chief only interferes in all these litigations in the case of manslaughter and punishes as described. What concerns the rest, the people involved deal with it.

II. Spiritual Culture.

1. Legends

The memory of past times is more vibrant among Pur-People than among other ethnic groups of the three related islands. Pur’s history of settlement comprises also the history of Songosor, Metir and Tobi, which they call yato. Chief Maian reports it like this: Many canoes went from Mogemog to Yap in order to pay tribute there. While five canoes remained in Yap, the other ones returned. Their names are not known. In Yap they lived in Asapal. Now this village is called Gazazar. Many people lived in Mogemog. Therefore, the five canoes remained in Yap. In those days Asapal was waging war against Oleue. The Pur-People in Yap were the following: Maretaisai or Malemai, his father Saual, his younger brothers Sauteri and Mooa, his older brother Mai and Maretaisai’s wife, Itaroro. They had all arrived in one canoe, which belonged to Maretaisai. One day Maretaisai plucked coconuts from a tree on the border of Asapal and Oleue. Then the Oleue-People came and wanted to slay him, but he managed to escape. He ran into the village and reported the incident. As it was no longer wise to stay, he suggested looking for a home island, which would belong to them alone. They left Yap in five canoes. Two of them arrived first on Pur without landing somewhere else beforehand. Taleue1 and his son Saugepit, his daughter Rimaleparü and her husband Mauat were in the first canoe. Nesiamal, a sister of Maretaisai, her husband Tau and her son Rau sat in the second boat. The names of the other ones are no longer known. Maretaisai himself arrived only two days later. In his boat were again the same relatives as during the first journey.

Saugepit took possession of the island, by digging a hole in the sand and placing old coconut leaves from the canoe inside. Afterwards he closed it with sand and stepped on it, so that you could see the footprints. When Maretaisai arrived the others were in the bush. He saw the spot, started digging, and found the leaves. Now he took a real old coconut leaf and placed it underneath the leaves of Saugepit. Then he restored the place just like he had found it. After that they met. Saugepit said, “The islands belongs to me! Because I arrived first.” Maretaisai, however, replied, “The land belongs to me. Did you bury any coconut leaves?” Saugepit said “yes” and started leading the way. Maretaisai followed him. Saugepit led him to the spot and dug out the leaves. He said, “This I did.” Yes, Materaisai said, “Continue digging! My leaves are also buried here.”

For mistreating a wife, payments (rope, etc.) have to be given to her father. For fights and other violations the father or the brother wrestle with the culprit and try to throw him. The wife or the sister supports the avenger, by pulling the hair or the leg of the other. To lose is a great shame. The man is considered defeated when he is lying on his back. According to the opinion of Pur-People he is otherwise not considered conquered. Afterwards the offender has to pay a fine to the family of the abused person. The amount depends on the kind and seriousness of the injury. The before mentioned fight seems to be an affair of honor. The usual punishment for assault and battery in case of a damaged finger is a rope, for two fingers a small canoe, for three fingers a canoe and a rope, for four fingers two coconut palms. In these cases all fingers are equally valued. For the injury of a hand you have to give 1 canoe, 1 rope, and 3 coconut palms. In case an arm was hurt, then the injured person is eligible for a plot of land with taro and coconut palms. Contrary to this the damage of eyes is judged less gravely: in case the injury is curable it is a rope; an incurable injury is compensated with a small canoe. The destruction of both eyes costs a canoe and a plot of land with taro and coconut palms. The curable injury of one leg is paid with one canoe, an incurable one with a plot of land. For the destruction of a nose or an ear they have to give a small canoe. In case of theft people only have to wrestle and the stolen goods have to be returned. Adultery is atoned by wrestling in addition to the payment of two blossoming coconut palms and a sleeping mat. The first chief only interferes in all these litigations in the case of manslaughter and punishments as described. What concerns the rest, the people involved deal with it.
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Thus, Saugepit found Maretaisai’s old leaves. He now said to him, “Sail on, you see the island belongs to me, because I have been here before you.” Accordingly Saugepit sailed on and relinquishing the island to him. He now sailed to Merir. The second boat, in which the sister of Maretaisai sat, should remain on Pur according to her wish. Nevertheless he wanted to live there alone. He did not wish to share with her the turtle he caught. This means he did not want to share the property with his sister. Therefore this boat also sailed on and came to Uurat (Mapia or David-Island). They landed on one side of the island, though people already lived on the other side. Now the man Taus caught a turtle. During the meal the woman took the liver and talked to it, “My brother did not want to give me any turtle. Now I eat you nevertheless!” In the meantime a man came from the back and spurred both, Taus and Nesiamal. The other occupants of the boat managed to flee. They continued sailing and came to Songosor. There they remained.

Then a boat with yape on board sailed from Pur to Songosor. He was the son of Maretaisai, who at this time had already passed away. Here now people told him how his aunt and her husband had been slain. At this time there were already many people on Songosor. One of the five canoes that had left Yap had arrived on Songosor. In it were Taugepit, his wife Talauez, and both sisters. Nobody knows where the fifth boat ended. Saugepit was now on Merir. One day a flying fox came from yatsou (Tobi). Saugepit’s sister, Rimaleperi, saw it flying low over the island and she remarked that it held a piece of breadfruit in its beak. Therefore, she told her brother that down there should be land. Thus, Saugepit, Taleues, Rimaleperi, and Mauuat sailed to yatsou. They left Saugepit’s wife, one son, and one daughter back on Merir. Later on Saugepit and Taleues returned to Merir, but Mauuat and Rimaleperi remained on yatsou. In those days on none of these islands lived any people. The chief from Pur even knew the genealogy of the Maretaisai’s mother.

1. Simeihoa without parents
2. Meitoror
3. Mesuou
4. Igelefenia
5. Idesin
6. Rarumar
7. Grial = Dausual = Sauual

Maretaisai

When the other left for Yap Maretaisai’s mother, Griah, had been left on Mopomeg, together with her older sister Usepetumar, thus they both did not come to Pur. Certain traditions, still practiced on Pur, are even now connected with these old stories concerning the settlement. Thus, when a turtle has been caught the first chief of Pur recites with these old stories concerning the settlement. Thus, when a turtle has been caught the first chief of Pur recites the genealogy of the Maretaisai’s mother.

1. Hok

The canoe, however, reached Merir. Taugepit, Taleues, and both sisters were supposed to look for another island, because they had not brought along their mother. Thus Taleues and his sisters went to Tobi. Pur-People reported the following about the forefather Maretaisai:

One day Maretaisai caught a turtle. His father Sauual demanded it for himself. He, however, said, “I am the chief here and the land belongs to me!” A quarrel flared up between them and Maretaisai took the blood of the turtle and threw it with the hollow of his hand into his father’s face. This made the old man very angry and he said: “Your hand will wither!” Then, first the hand and then the entire arm of Maretaisai became thick and started swelling more and more, so that he finally died of it. Before his death, he said, “Buy me on land because it is mine. However, my father and the others should be thrown into the sea after their death.” – Since then it is custom to throw dead bodies into the sea. – One month after Maretaisai, his father died, too. The father’s spirit was angry that Maretaisai’s bones had been buried on land. He caused a big typhoon with a big wave, which spilled Maretaisai’s bones into the sea. Even the small death house, erected above his grave, was carried away by the wave. Later on people built the chiefs’ meetinghouse on the spot of the former grave of their forefather. Here Maretaisai’s spirit lives now, too. One of the bones, part of the leg, that had been carried away, is today on Merir. A bone of the arm reached Songosor and a rib was washed to Tobi. Merir-People buried the bone of the leg at the spot called Aninemago Toremau (side orientated towards the sea). Nobody knows what has happened to the bones on Tobi and Songosor. The son of Maretaisai, the already mentioned yape often sailed from Pur to Songosor and finally did not return from one of those trips. People think that he drifted away. His house stood on the same spot on which the house of chief Maian had stood, when he lived on Pur.

Mau or Moca, the son of yape died as a very old man. – Mangau, the fifth chief picked his wife from Songosor. Their son became chief. However, normally Songosor-Women refuse to leave their home island in order to marry to Pur. The distance from their home is said to be too far for them. Pur-People sometimes also brought their wives from Merir. They always sailed only to Songosor or Merir. Trips to Tobi were only undertaken from Merir. Memories of Maretaisai’s successors’ reign are still very much alive among the people. The successors all belonged to the first chiefly family and they are at the same time the forefathers of chief Maian.

Under the 10th chief Tamaripe’ four canoes arrived, each with one outrigger and manned with Papuans. One of these boats went to Tobi, one to Songosor, and one to Merir. The forth came to Pur. As weapons their occupants carried iron knives, spears, bows, and arrows. The inhabitants of Merir are said to have all been killed by the Papuans and the depopulated island was later on newly settled by people from Pur. These Papuans did not drift in the area but had deliberately come in order to wage war. Many people had been in the boats, but the boat that came to Pur did not have such a numerous crew. Immediately after landing the fight started and many Pur-People died. Nevertheless, they finally managed to kill all their enemies. The navigator of the Pur-Boat was called Metait, the one of the Merir-Boat was Eelisiela, the navigator of the Songosor-Canoe was Sangesange and Unuake guided the Tobi-Boat. We do not know how the fight on Songosor and Tobi ended. – Shortly before the arrival of the Papuans two chiefs from Merir had sailed to Pur and drifted to Songosor. They did not know anything about the other people on their island. Pur-People on their way to Merir also had no clue that these two chiefs were the only ones of the entire population of the island who had been saved. Only later, when they learned from Pur-People about the catastrophe they returned to their home island. They were called Langariisere and Sauteti. In those days chief Uosie reigned on Merir. He, his wife, and his son had taken refuge on a big Calophyllum-tree. Meanwhile four Merir-People returned to Pur with their cause. They stopped on shore just at this spot. They did not know anything about the presence of the Papuans.

1 This magic is called zazer zu; on Yap it is called masamas, on Palau gaiel.
Uoie took their canoe and fled with it. Yet the four men were slain by the Papuans, who by the way were not cannibals. Uoie, though, drifted with the canoe. Now Langariseri became king on Merir. The Papuans supposedly stayed 20 days on Merir.

During his return trip from Songosor to Pur, Lengerieme, the 11th. chief, drifted to Mogemog. During the reign of Iteseo, the 13th. chief, knowledge reached Pur by canoe together with the news that the chief had passed away in the meantime. The Mogemog canoe had also drifted on its way from Yap to Gorongar (Manila). On its way home it had come to Pur and wanted to return via Songosor and Palau back to Mogemog. Terenga and his wife Uoiesen, Piseïzar, and his wife Lisor, and Terinoaioises, the son of Teringa were the crew; furthermore on the man Mongon.

Under the 12th. chief Tamar mar a canoe with five people from Tobi went adrift. They remained on Pur and died there. Their names were Piripiti, Uemagole, Mongotoso, Eiaato, and Eipeio. — Under the reign of the same chief a severe typhoon hit the island Songosor. At that time Saumalife reigned there. Pur was spared. From the Songosor-People Osogo, Sielen, Gapiteriferi, Gapiterau and others stayed alive. Under the 13th. chief Iteseo some Larera-People arrived. Two canoes with Gobi People arrived from Songosor. One sailed directly from Songosor to Merir. In it were people from Temate. They were black and brown and had bows and arrows as weapons. Their canoes were double outrigger canoes. People forgot how many they were, but they came as enemies and remained four days. During this time they build palisades, grabbed twenty Pur-People, bound them, and dragged them into the palisades. The remaining population rescued itself into the canoes and drifted out at sea. Among the prisoners was also a man from Bogato by the name of Tape. He had once arrived in a double outrigger canoe on Pur. Beforehand his four companions had been killed on the Papuan coast, only he had managed to take refuge on Pur. This had already happened under the reign of Iteseo. The other four were called Masu, Mass, Mangoru, and Oronen. Now, this man was able to communicate with the enemies. The two canoes sailed away. After twenty days the Bogato-man told them to release all Pur- and Songosor-People, otherwise they (the Larera-People) would never see their home country again, because nobody would be allowed to take anything from Songosor or Pur. However, his request was denied. After thirty days he asked again and this time they accepted what he had asked for. All Pur- and Songosor-People left in the one outrigger boat — the vehicles were very big — and returned to Pur.

Later on, people from Songosor went adrift on their return trip from Pur and people never heard from them again. A chant remains from this Bogato-Man. Chief Maian is the only one who knows it. It is a working song sung while working with the axe. Maian had learned it from his mother. His great grandmother was a woman from Songosor who had belonged to the people kidnapped by the Larera-People. She had learnt it during this trip from the Bogato-man. It goes like this:

 parepar ai paripan sinxingei mas mas san
 soro irede uasar sauroi moumara uru doreua
 sengie uasengi dura gamemutu dorgaina ide
 gaina ivera ivera . . . .

According to the information of the chief there are still many examples of driftings handed down. Once on the way from Merir to Pur he drifted with four booms to Palau. People tell about the 15th. chief Tororen that he had lots of hair on his entire body (quite uncommon among Pur-People) and that he had been a bad person, of whom everyone had been afraid. Irascible, he had slain other people. Each day he was ranting. He was also so strong that lots of hair on his entire body (quite uncommon among Pur-People) and that he had been a bad person, of whom every chief is now afraid. His wife Uoielen, Piseïzar, and his wife Lisor, and Terinoaioises, the son of Teringa were the crew; further on the man Mongon.

When they arrived there, the Merir-People attacked them and killed them all. They finally overpowered also the chief, bound his hands, and killed him. When all the others had been killed the chief managed once again to free himself. Even now he did not show the slightest fear. He entered the water and calmly took a bath. The Merir-People had to go and fetch some backing and then finally they killed him. However, People from Pur did not take revenge for this attack and Merir-People did not even have to pay a fine. Around this time chief Moanogü reigned on Merir and guaise on Songosor. Then the father of today’s chief Maian had been a boy.

Soon after this event Merir-Chief Moanogü went adrift during a trip from Merir to Pur and ended in Uarat (Mapia) where he found his death by the hand of a Papuan worker whose wife he had taken away from him. — Maian did not know to report anything about the later chiefs not even about his father Potase! The most important event under Maian’s reign was the big typhoon. Only one man was killed by it; however during the following famine hundreds supposedly died due to lack of food. The wind destroyed all the houses, but people built new ones. They stayed three more months on Pur. Then people sailed to Songosor. Only twenty people remained on Pur. They stayed two years on Songosor. Finally the “Seestern” picked up all Pur- and Merir-People (the ones who had remained on Pur, who had not sailed to Songosor) and brought them to Palau. Before this typhoon Pur supposedly had never been hit by a similar severe one.

The first white people came to Pur in a schooner, during the reignof chief Iteseo. According to the Maian’s timetable this would have been around the year 1820 to 1850. As Maian was able to give exact dates for the last 8 chiefs, the mentioned events can be dated precisely. This result in the following time table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chief</th>
<th>Reign Period</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lengerieme</td>
<td>1804 – 1807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamar mar</td>
<td>1807 – 1827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iteseo</td>
<td>1827 – 1857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alongomar</td>
<td>1857 – 1877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tororen</td>
<td>1877 – 1880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liopa</td>
<td>1880 – 1884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potase</td>
<td>1884 – 1904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maian</td>
<td>1904 – 1909</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Maian also knew the names of the Merir-Sovereigns and, what is even more important, he could indicate exactly which Pur- respectively Songosor-Chiefs they reigned at the same time. The 11th. chief of Merir (Uoie) and the 10th. chief of Pur (Tamai peru) reigned on the same time. He gave the following overview:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pur</th>
<th>Merir</th>
<th>Songosor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maian</td>
<td>Merretaisai</td>
<td>Saugepit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamai peru</td>
<td>Liopa</td>
<td>Uoie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lengerieme</td>
<td>Maretaisai</td>
<td>Langarisery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamai mar</td>
<td>Tamai mar</td>
<td>Megemunu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iteseo</td>
<td>Iteseo</td>
<td>Maritep</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alongomar</td>
<td>Alongomar</td>
<td>Arigiriferi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tororen</td>
<td>Tororen</td>
<td>Uorib</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liopa</td>
<td>Liopa</td>
<td>yunimai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potase</td>
<td>Potase</td>
<td>Maou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maian</td>
<td>Maian</td>
<td>Poleg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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In the old days the reigning years of a sovereign were counted, by cutting each year a notch in to the door post. In addition to these matter-of-fact historical traditions there is still a number of other stories, which mostly have legend-like traits. They inform about the Pur-People’s geographic horizon. When and where they had heard these legends, which take place on other islands, remains unclear. The clarity with which Maiani tells them and keeps them apart is amazing. First there is the seemingly historical account of the great war between Oleai and Souk (Hok). It paints a vivid picture of the disposition and the way the natives, addicted to conquest, waged war in those militant days.

**War between Oleai and Souk.**

Gide was a king on Oleai. Iaurimal was king of Souk (Hok). Both were very strong men. Iaurimal said to his people, “Come, let us go to Oleai and fight the men of Oleai!” Ten canoes sailed to Oleai. When they arrived Gide asked Iaurimal, “When I was small, one canoe always came to Oleai, why are ten coming now?” Iaurimal replied, “We were sailing around.” Gide answered, “No, you are not just sailing around, you want to fight!” Iaurimal assured him once again, “We are just sailing around.” The Souk-People remained three days in Oleai. They stayed in the chiefs’ meetinghouse and did not dare to leave it, because they thought they would be killed. The men were in the men’s house and did not go outside, too. The Souk-People had their spears, studded with shark teeth, hidden underneath the floorboard of the chiefs’ meetinghouse. Gide, however, had observed it. During the entire time, he did not eat, because he was sad. On the third day he and his wife left to collect coconuts. He took his *bara*, a spear studded with shark teeth, and said to his wife, “You carry the *bara*, I climb the tree and pick the nuts!” The moment he was up there his people called, “Gide, Gide, come!” He quickly came down and went into the village. Yet, he left his wife at the palm tree.

Then he saw how the people from Souk fought the people of Oleai. A man of Souk, Uoiiire, ran with his *bara* towards him. Gide jumped over him and from the back beat him to death with his own *bara*. Then another Souk-Man, gauere, came towards him and said, “Let’s fight each other!” However, Gide turned aside, as if he did not want to fight. Then the Souk-Man turned around. In this moment Gide took his spear and with one blow ripped the nape of the neck and the shoulder open, so that he fell dead to the ground. Gide ripped out his eyes and killed the mosquitoes by slapping on their faces. This went on for a long time, finally Iaurimal got tired. Now Gide ripped both his thighs open, and when you die I will eat you!” Iaurimal replied, “I do not care!” Hereupon they fought each other without killing each other. This went on for a long time, finally Iaurimal got tired. Now Gide ripped both his thighs open, one after the other, from the inside, so that Iaurimal fell down. He said to him, “Why do you say you just went for a stroll to my island and then you fight my people? I am fighting you now and when you die I will eat you!” Iaurimal replied, “I do not care!” Hereupon they fought each other without hurting each other. This went on for a long time, finally Iaurimal got tired. Now Gide ripped both his thighs open, one after the other, from the inside, so that Iaurimal fell down. He said to him, “Why do you say you just sailed around and then you start war. Now you are lying here dying? Yet, now I am going to kill all other Souk-People!”

He left and fought until no one of the Souk-People was left alive.

Then he came back to Iaurimal and told him, “Here you can see me! All the people from Souk are dead by now and now I am going to kill you, too. Then all will be well!” However, Iaurimal said, “No, do not kill me! Don’t you feel sorry for me? I am lying here and have to die!” Gide, though, said, “No, why have you come to wage war? I will not spare you!” Iaurimal said, “I give you my canoes!” Gide said, “No, this I do not want!” Now Iaurimal offered him his wife. Gide said, “No, I have two!” Iaurimal said: “I give you my island!” Gide replied, “No, I want you to die!” Iaurimal said, “No. I am afraid, lying here; I am already dying!” Then Gide took him, placed him in his canoe, and pushed it out to sea. Thus, all men from Souk died. Gide, on the other hand, now went into the bush to fetch his wife. Only a few people from Oleai died. The History of Dalebeie, the man from Oleai, is another purely legendary account dealing with Oleai and Souk.

---

**The History of Dalebeie, the man from Oleai.**

Douodoouremed said to his son Dalebeie, “You stay at home making honey; I go to catch some fish. But do not chat. A spirit lives in this house. However, when the father had left, Dalebeie did not make any honey. He climbed a coconut palm and sang. Thus, many spirits climbed the tree in order to catch Dalebeie. He became afraid, grabbed leaves and nuts and threw them down, aiming for the spirits, to strike them dead. The spirits, however, fended the leaves and nuts off with their hands so they were not hit. They caught Dalebeie and sang, “Ear rosou!” (We got him!) They brought him to the spirits’ residence, a house, situated underneath the house of his father. There they pulled all his hair: eyelashes, the brows, the beard, the hair of the head and pulled the finger- and toenails. Then they put him into a basket and hung him on a wall. Afterwards they went to the taro patch in order to fetch some taro, which they wanted to eat together with Dalebeie.

In the meantime Dalebeie’s father came home. He did not see his son, so he asked the spirits about him. They, however, said, “We do not know anything; he is in your house.” Then the father asked the woman Saiside Sause, where his son was. She had seen how the spirits had caught Dalebeie and she said, “Go into your house and look down on the door, there you will see his basket.” Gide did this and saw the basket on the wall, in which his son was. Then he took a shell, cut the basket off, and ran with it to the beach. Five canoes belonging to the spirits were there. The father destroyed four of the canoes, he placed himself and his son, who no longer could walk, inside the fifth, and sailed over the channel from Oleai to Souk (Vapese name for Hok). In the meantime the first spirit returned with some taro from the field. He cleaned it and boiled it. Then he went into the house and said to the other nine spirits, “Don’t look up!” All ten sat down in a circle and looked at the ground, they placed the fingers of each hand on top of the other and grabbed the eyelashes. When the first spirit called they looked up and circling their faces with their index fingers. However, they did not see anything. Now they ran outside looking for Dalebeie, yet they could not find anybody. They too asked Saiside Sause, who lived next door, “Did you see a man?” She, however, said, “No.” The spirits said, “You did see him, admit it or we will kill you!” Nevertheless, Saiside Sause said, “You will not kill me!” When the spirits grabbed her, she spread her spines. (Her skin was studded with spines, which she could spread.) This alarmed the spirits and they let her go. Saiside Sause, though, said, “Go down to the beach!” There they found the four canoes (the ropes of which had been cut) and the fifth was missing. When they looked out to the sea, they saw in the distance Dalebeie in his canoe. Quickly they readied again one canoe lashed it together, and followed him. They sailed much faster and quickly came closer and closer. Then the father took a coconut shell filled with mosquitoes, which he had collected, and threw it into the canoe of the spirits. This caused them to be pricked all over. They killed the mosquitoes by slapping on their bodies and had to stop sailing. With this trick Douodoouremed managed to reach Souk. Mentioning the imported mosquitoes as a remedy against spirits on a chance is remarkable. The history of the Oleai-Man Ibadu, whose wife had been kidnapped, takes for instance place on the island Soral.

**The History of Idabadu, the Oleai-Man.**

Ibadu a man from Oleai, took a fishing trap, placed it into his canoe, and sailed with his wife Saiside out at sea. The woman ate raw fish. The man said to her, “In case you want to wash your hands, you have to wash them in the canoe. If you wash them in the sea a spirit will come and cut off your hands!” When the man dove down into the ocean in order to place his fish trap, the wife still washed her hands in the sea. Thus the spirit Abissaseri came, grabbed the woman, and took her to Soral. When Ibadu returned to the canoe his wife was gone. He sailed home crying continuously. He asked all the people in the village what he should do to get his wife back. People told him, “You have to build a sailing canoe and sail to Soral”. The man did as people had advised. Arriving in Soral, he went into the village and spotted his wife in one of the houses. He called her, took her with him in his canoe, and sailed to Oleai.
When the spirit returned home and no longer saw the woman he took his canoe and sailed out to sea. On the shore of Olaii he slipped into some driftwood. One day the woman went to shower in the sea. Then the spirit emerged from the piece of driftwood and called her. She then said, “Wait, I will just walk to the village and will be back.” However, in the village she told her husband, “The spirit is here in form of a piece of driftwood!” So the man called all the people of the village together, they went there, and cut the piece of driftwood into pieces, slaying the spirit with an axe. The history of the man-eating spirit Eriderou brings us to Nukuor and Ponape, which is here called Saurubeï.

The History of Eriderou, the female man eater.

Eriderou dwelled in the menstruation house and ate women, who wanted to stay there. Finally a woman called Dullil came, took a mat, and wrapped herself into it. In this way the spirit Eriderou could not see the woman. Then a canoe from Saurubeï (Ponape) came to Nukuor. The man Sauibeï sat in it. The chief of Nukuor said to him, “In case you sail again to Saurubeï tell me so.” When the man wanted to leave he said so to the chief. Both of them went into the menstruation house and wrapped the spirit Eriderou into a mat. They told him, “We wrap you in a mat, so that you are not feeling cold.” In the process they wrapped the spirit very slowly and placed him into the canoe. Then the Ponape-Man left. His small son Rararam sat next to the mat. Once they were out at sea, you in a mat, so that you are not feeling cold.” In the process they wrapped the spirit very slowly and placed him into the canoe. Then the Ponape-Man left. His small son Rararam sat next to the mat. Once they were out at sea, the spirit sang:

Rararam, Rararam sabubuo yesum dadiri Eriderou go!
R. R. I offer your food the breast of E. Ei!

The child was getting afraid. Therefore the father took the spirit and threw him into the water. Now the spirit turned into a shark and sang:

Uala Uala arenga nei areai isuk
sauveri sauveri ngang ngang ngengi dievidie rediko

The man said to the shark, “Open your mouth! I give you a human being.” The shark opened his jaws, but the man took out a piece of driftwood from the mouth of the shark, so that he drowned. The man, however, continued sailing to Saurubeï and told the chief there, “The chief of Nukuor had given me a spirit to take with me. I threw him into the sea, pushed a stone into his mouth, so that he sank.” The story of the spirit Mariserelaχo takes also place on Nukuor.

Mariserelaχo. (Dau Dau ¹eremeda sa Dungesor.)

Rigasasa had two sons: Bari Irob and Salaueï. One day they sailed from Nukuor, where they lived, to Mariserelaχo, their brother, but they could not find his land. Then a big bird by the name Mein (he can be found in Manila) came. Salaueï was very much afraid. Rigasasa said, “What kind of a bird is this?” Then she sang:

Mare mederel menige bistague abt soled ngub
bake ege mauel simasa isengi muguar meveti net gas salo saluei

Now the older son Bari Irob knew where land was. The mother took a sailing jacket, rigou, out of a container, gave it to him and said, “Now show us where land is!” The son showed the land and they sailed towards it. When they landed, Mariserelaχo came. Bari Irob gave him 2 coconuts. They went into the village. Mariserelaχo bound his hair into a knot on one side. They lived in his house. After one day Bari Irob said to his mother, “In two days we are leaving again!” This they did, they went home to Nukuor. Salaueï, though, said, “I will go back to Mariserelaχo”, because he liked it there, there were many beautiful villages. However, when he got there, Mariserelaχo did not talk to him. They went into his house and when they both sat down, Mariserelaχo, who was a spirit, took off his head. Now Salaueï was very much afraid. Mariserelaχo put his head back on and told him to go and fetch some coconuts. However, he should climb the coconut palm, head down, legs up. He was supposed to throw the nuts down, but had to carry one down for Mariserelaχo. Salaueï, however, climbed the tree with the head up and threw all nuts down.

When he told Salaueï how he managed, the spirit once again took off his head, changed his skin into spines, just like a pandanus, and devoured Salaueï. Rigasasa waited in vain for her youngest son. When he did not return she sent Bari Irob to her brother. When he arrived Mariserelaχo once again fastened his head on the left hand side, like all spirits do. Bari Irob gave him two coconuts and they went home, sat down, and talked to each other. The spirit asked, “What do you want here?” Bari Irob answered, “I am looking for Salaueï.” Thus, Mariserelaχo took again his head off. The other one was alarmed and said, “I am very much afraid!” Therefore, he put his head once again on and told him, “I devoured Salaueï!” He fetched the bones showing them to Bari. Bari Irob asked, “Why did you eat my brother?” Mariserelaχo replied, “He did not bring me any coconuts as presents and when I sent him to fetch coconuts, he threw them from the tree, and did not bring them to me!” Bari Irob begged Mariserelaχo to let him return, as he was very much afraid. The spirit, however, replied, “I will not eat you!” The other day Bari Irob sailed back to Nukuor and reported everything to his mother. Since then they have never returned to Mariserelaχo.

The story of the Songosor - Woman who gives birth to a snake, refers to the tradition that Songosor people reputedly eat snakes.

A Songosor-Account.

A woman was pregnant. One day she went into the blood-house and gave birth to a snake. The woman was very much ashamed. She did not give birth in the menstruation house, but outside of it, on top of the wooden sticks that enclose the menstruation house. The snake crawled underneath one of the poles and stuck its head outside. The woman went to the beach in order to wash there. When a man went to make gai, he saw the snake, which was very thick, looking out from underneath the wood. He called four people and said, “Catch it, it is good food!” (According to people from Pur Songosor-People eat snakes.) They took a rope, made a sling, and caught the snake. Three of them prepared it and ate it. Then they went home to sleep. That was when the snake started singing:

Mariserelaχo e Silibou e Ribelaue1 e magi ogudegi e mimosia e mimosoa He marameri he Silibou he Rebelaue
(Translation: I am coming outside (when you spit me out), I am coming outside he, I go down, I then snake.)

Then a snake came out from the mouth of each man. Alarmed the men jumped up and ran away into another house. The snakes, however, ran after them. Thus, they climbed a coconut palm, the snakes, however, followed them climbing up, too. Therefore, they threw coconuts in the direction of the snakes. They, however, quickly crawled into the nuts and fell with them to the ground. Among the people’s treasure of legends are also two stories from Mogemog. One reports about the man Moailari, who died because of lover’s grief. The other one is about lusabu and his children. This one is said to be very old dating from a time when people from Pur still lived on Mogemog. In this story the island Fais is fished out from the sea.

The Story of Moailari.

One morning Moailari, a Mogemog-Man, went to prepare palm wine. That was when he saw the woman Iraba, taking a bath in the sea. He returned home and said to his mother, “Mother, I want to marry Iraba!” The mother replied, “No, we are rich, but Iraba is poor. You are not allowed to marry her.” The man, however, wanted to have the woman, he went to Iraba’s house, married her, and stayed there ten days. When he returned home his father scolded him. Moailari, though, told him, “If I cannot marry Iraba, then I die!” And he got sick and died. His spirit, however, went to Iraba. He looked like a man and she was looking for lice on his head. Then Moailari talked, “I have a headache!” The woman asked him, “Why do you have a headache?” He replied, “I am dead; now I am a spirit!” This made Iraba’s family very much afraid. Therefore the man left and went into heaven. The woman, though, went to Moailari’s father and told him that the spirit of his son had been in her house.
Ior went fishing. A man, Seribaramar, came down from heaven and into his house. He wanted to have his woman. The woman, however, refused and said that she was too afraid of Ior. He, though, said, “If you do not want I will come to you!” When night fell the women went into Ior’s house, and slept with him. At night Ior said to Seribaramar, “I cannot go into your house!” He, though, replied, “This does not matter, come with me!” The woman said, “In the one day Ior went into the woods. There he saw a pandanus stem in which a woman was stuck. only her head, so that she died. Then he deposited her in the cooking house and went to the taro patch to fetch some taro. 

The woman went ahead to her mother and asked, “How are you?” She replied, “Your husband has beaten off one of its pinchers.” The woman said, “Why did you beat my mother? I am going home and will not work here anymore. Give me the child?” He replied, “Why did you leave the child alone? A crab came and played with him. I beat it off. My property belonged. The father, however, did not reply. Then the youngest son came and asked. Then Ior said, “Why would you make your fishing line very strong?” The sons cried and sang. Then all six of them went fishing. The five sons caught fish, the youngest son however, brought taro, bananas, and other fruits out of the sea. They fished each day until there were no more fruits in the village under the sea. When they were fishing again, the hook of the youngest son got caught. He pulled and pulled and finally pulled the land and half the village out of the sea. This place is Fais, the other half of the village is still under the sea. Today people still know the names of the sons: the youngest one was called Manuik, the oldest Ior, then followed Abadiu, Sausaalik, Mos, and Sassy. The mother was called Idi.

The amount of Vapese legends is considerably numerous and they seem to have their origin in the time when people stayed there. They all have the same hero, the Yap-Man Ior. Ior simply means “chief”. The content is fairytale like.

**The History of Ior on Yap, whose wife is killed.**

Ior went fishing. A man, Seribaramar, came down from heaven and into his house. He wanted to have his woman. The woman, however, refused and said that she was too afraid of Ior. He, though, said, “If you do not want I will kill you!” Now the woman started to be afraid. She finished preparing Ior’s meal and went with Seribaramar to heaven. Beforehand she spoke to the other men, “When Ior comes home show him your food and tell him that I am on my way to heaven and that he should come there, too.” Seribaramar took the woman with him to heaven. There he cut off her hair, nails, and eyebrows. He placed a piece of wood on her ear and drove it into her head, so that she died. Then he deposited her in the cooking house and went to the taro patch to fetch some taro. In the meantime the Yap-Man came and saw the body of his wife. He entered the residential house and killed the daughter of Seribaramar. He placed her into the cooking house and took the corpse of his wife home. On the way he destroyed the path between heaven and earth. He buried his wife in the ground. Since then there is no more path leading from earth to heaven.

**The Story of the Ior and the Daughter of the Mouse.**

One day Ior went into the woods. There he saw a pandanus stem in which a woman was stuck. Only her head peeped out. Ior asked her, “Would you like to stay with me?” She, however, answered, “No, I am poor. I cannot go into your house!” He, though, replied, “This does not matter, come with me!” The woman said, “In the evening I will come to you!” When night fell the women went into Ior’s house, and slept with him. At night when she woke up, she talked to the wall.

Ior sailed in front of the reef, in order to catch fish. There he saw a woman on the neck of a dugong, Iaso, Palau: mesegia. He sailed closer, took the woman into his canoe, went home with her, and married her. She was called Ridgeri hueray. She gave birth to a son Sieru. While she wove a man’s belt, she went fishing without her knowing it. He found a big dugong, took his axe and returned home in order to fetch it. In the meantime the woman gave the boy a crab. When Ior came he saw his son playing with a crab which was singing:

Gidauerele, Gidauerele nga raumu enida goesaume raume nege raudararasi gede magauru emes Gidauerele. The crab moved and felt her way around the child’s body. It played with him. Ior took a stick and hit the crab, so that a pincher fell off. Thus, the crab rushed into a hole and Ior picked the child up. His wife asked him, “Why did you pick up the child?” He replied, “Why did you leave the child alone? A crab came and played with him. I beat off one of its pinchers.” The woman said, “Why did you beat my mother?” I am going home and will not work here in the taro field.” Saying so she threw away her basket and said to Ior, “Come, we are going to see my mother.” The woman went ahead to her mother and asked, “How are you?” She replied, “Your husband has beaten off one of my pinchers. Take away your stuff, when I cry, a flood will come.” Thus, she went home with her husband, took a mat for the child and they walked up on top of a mountain. Then Lagum started crying and much water came over Yap, so that all the people died. Only Ior, his wife, and their child stayed alive. After three days the water receded. Ior asked his wife, “Is the water gone?” She went and had a look. The water was gone. Besides them only a brown ant was still alive. Otherwise there were no longer any people on Yap.

**The Story of Ior and the Dugong.**

Ior sailed in front of the reef, in order to catch fish. There he saw a woman on the neck of a dugong, Iaso, Palau: mesegia. He sailed closer, took the woman into his canoe, went home with her, and married her. She was called Ridgeri hueray. She gave birth to a son Sieru. While she wove a man’s belt, she went fishing without her knowing it. He found a big dugong, took his axe and beat it with it. This dugong, however, was his mother’s mother, which he did not know. When he beat her she started singing:

"gode unssiori / tiuerega / saua ugan iaso / ngaa saua ugan gide / idaeneri idulo / idaeneri idolo / unssiori unssiori / wein me lefi / iasenit nel Ridgeri hueray / se laurou / sauresi / me esin ilein

1 gide is another term for dugong.
When the dugong started singing, Sieru became fearful and quickly went home. He took the axe and with it he cut the man’s belt from the loom. Doing this he sang what the dugong had sung. Thus, his mother realized what had happened and started to cry. She asked him to show her where the dugong was. The mother took some oil as medication with her. She went where the dugong was lying and poured oil on its wounds. The dugong convinced her to come with her. Thus, both of them sat on the dugong and swam away. The woman said to the dugong, “We want to swim to Ior, who is right now fishing on the ocean. I want to talk to him.” Swimming they passed Ior and she said to him, “I am leaving again!” The man wanted to hold her hand and wanted to kiss her (with the nose) her hand once again, the dugong, however, quickly swam away. When Ior came home he looked for another woman. He found one sitting on a stone on the reef. It was a beautiful woman. Her mother, however, was the snake Rimangongene. Ior asked her, “Do you want to stay with me?” Yet, the woman, — she was called Ideleem — said, “I am poor, I cannot marry you!” For said, “No, this does not matter!” He took the woman home and the woman said to her mother that she wanted to go with Ior. The mother said, “Every night I will come into your house and visit you!” Thus, at night the mother came and sang:

Ideleem, Ideleem, sueauiia luenav sevarapadose erabangariko
In the morning the snake left for the bush. Then the rain came. Therefore, the daughter called her back into the house. Ior, however, did not know that his mother-in-law was a snake. When he saw her he was shocked and ran away. He ran to the people of the village and told them that a snake was in his house. He told them he wanted to go and fetch his wife, then they should set the house on fire, so that it would burn together with the snake. This they did. A spark fell on the left shoulder of Ideleem. She took it and sniffed at it. She smelled exactly like her mother. Therefore, she quickly ran to the burning house and shouted, “Extinguish the fire!” But the people did not do so. Thus, she turned into a snake, like her mother and ran away into the sea.

The Story of Ior and the Woman of the Sea.

Each day Ior fished in the ocean, outside of the reef, where driftwood was. There he found a red stone floating on the ocean. The stone was called Mili. He took it into his canoe and placed it in the back, while he stayed in the front. Sailing home, when they came into the vicinity of the village, he turned around and noticed a woman in his canoe. He asked her, “Who told you that you should come on board my canoe.” She replied, “You were the one who wanted to take me!” Ior said, “I fished a stone and not a woman out of the sea.” Yet, the woman said, “No, this was not a stone but a woman!” Ior took her home and married her. However, he had still a second wife. One day he went out to fetch yasi. Both women were playing with each other. The Yapese woman tickled the other so that she had to laugh loudly and a lot of water just like a flood came out of her nose, the mouth, and the ear. When she stopped laughing the water ran back into the nose, the mouth and the ears. When Ior came home the Yap-Wife told him about it and said, “You brought a spirit with you!” Ior wanted to kill the Stone-Woman. However, the other one asked him not to do so, but to take her back to the sea. When Ior brought her out to sea in the canoe the woman paddled and sang:

sadir seugide egay seugide ile seugide rarage
sadain seri beiem nivet me semat naseiisi ise ngaihebe
When the song was finished Ior took the woman, threw her into the water, and sailed back home.

The Story of Uoiieriiangas.

Uoiieriiangas was half human half spirit and lived on Yap. He was very old and was no longer able to walk. Every day his son carried him to the sea to could take a bath. One day he forgot to take his father out of the water. A flood came and carried him away. Suddenly the son, Woi, remembered that he had forgotten to fetch his father. He got up, went into the sea looking for his father. However, he could not find him. The father swam out into the open ocean, there he turned into a spirit and ate humans.

He stuck his fingers and toes into the air and the nails turned into twenty sailing canoes. If a canoe came into his vicinity he turned into a shark. He devoured each canoe that sailed in between Yap and Mogemog. Thus, for many months no canoe managed to sail from Yap to Mogemog and vice versa. Then Woi thought, maybe my father is in the ocean and devours these boats. The next time he went himself to Mogemog by canoe. They saw twenty canoes coming towards them. People in the boat said, “Look there are twenty canoes!” Nevertheless, Woi said, “This is the spirit of my father!” Suddenly the spirit turned into a shark and made a big hole into the canoe. The son, however, said to him, “Come, I am your son, I had forgotten you in the ocean. Do not eat the others, eat me!” Woi made a shark sling, placed it in the water saying, “Here, eat my arm!” Saying so he placed his right arm in the sling, with his left hand he held the sling. When the shark shot towards the arm, in order to devour it, Woi pulled the right arm back and people pulled the sling tight. Then they struck the shark’s head with a piece of wood, so that he died. Then they hoisted the sail. The canoe went very fast. The shark, however, started now to beat his tail around back and forth. When he finally was completely dead, the others said, “Throw the shark away!” Woi, though, said, “No, he is still alive, we are not allowed to throw him away.” So they took him with them to Mogemog. The spirit then carried them into the village and threw him away. Since this time, though, the spirit lives in each leakage of a canoe. Therefore, you first have to perform sakari so before a hole in a canoe can be mended.

Then people told the Mogemog-Men that they could sail again from Mogemog to Yap and from Yap to Mogemog, because they had caught the spirit. In the story of Ior and the crab a big flood comes over Yap caused by the crying of the crab. It destroys all humans except the one couple and the brown ant. When a Mogemog-Canoe comes to Yap it found no people anymore. It returned to Mogemog and brought many Mogemog-canoes to Yap. Their crews settled the deserted island. First they built houses in Asapal and had many children, so that they had to build more and more houses. Paz-People say this migration of Mogemog-People to Yap took place in a much earlier era than the so to say historical time of Marevatsai.

The other legends deal with matters from the history of the gods or their topic is an explanation of natural causes, the origin of animals, etc. They are presented on another page.

2. Religion.

The cupola of heaven, rain, vaults over the earth, ototaro, and above it is uoten. Under the earth is iaizirzere, the underworld. Arizirap, the godfather and creator of all things, his wife Itamarun, and his sister Imegei live in the underworld. Arizirap, the godfather and creator of all things, his wife Itamarun, and his sister Imegei live in uoten. It seems that Arizirap1 is the beginning of all life. He has neither father nor mother, however he created heaven, earth, and all that is on it, also the human beings. He had eleven children, eight sons: Rugeiren, Orozat, Zorengi, Geto, and Itazapio, Marizeralgere, Rigazara, and Zizelele and their three daughters: Rizereu, Itazario, and Rizor. Later on he gave the reign of the world to his son Rugeiren. He handed him a thread for each human being. They run from the heads into the hands of the god. He holds them all and takes care of each individual one. In case some one is bad god breaks the thread and the human being dies.

Birth of Rugeiren. “Rugeiren was still in his mother’s womb when his parents, Arizirap and Itamarun, sailed in a canoe on the horizon. There she gave birth to Rugeiren. The parents placed him into a wooden bowl, töpi, to which they attached a string. They left it on the ocean so that it drifted away, nevertheless it was held by the string. The father Arizirap was not allowed to be with his child, otherwise it would die. However at night they pulled it in with the string and the mother nourished her child.” Despite these two there was one other man in the canoe, who secretly cut the string after ten days. When they woke up in the morning, they could no longer see the bowl. Therefore, the parents went to heaven. The bowl, however, floated on the ocean. Rugeiren started singing:
Rugeïren. Now Arizirap sent his other son Oròsat and said to him, "Take a ripe breadfruit with you!" When Oròsat saw Rugeïren, who looked just like Arizirap. However, she too, stayed watching the dance and looking at what is going on down there, then come back and report to me!" The man went and saw the dance and meanwhile chiefs' meetinghouse. During the dance Rugeïren stamped with the foot on the ground, so that his real mother spoke and on the fourth day both his foster parents taught it to dance. On the fifth day they took it to a dance in the drink. on the next day the child was already able to stand, and on the following to walk. on the third day it

When the man came his wife said, "Look up!" He looked up and saw the child in the yellow decoration. Both of

Rugeïren came to her into the house. When he entered, it became brightly lit. He asked her, "Why did you say my name?" She answered, "Who has called your name? I said Rugeïren." He replied, "I am Rugeïren!" The woman spoke, "I said Rugeïren because I wanted to have medicine." Thus, Rugeïren took her as his wife and came every night to visit her. The woman became pregnant and gave birth to a son, whom she called Oròsat. On the first day he got all his teeth, on the second day he could stand, and on the third day he could walk. Oròsat forbade the woman to let the child ever drink from an entire coconut. She was supposed to pour it into half a shell and hand him this one to drink. Should he drink from a whole nut, he would have to bend backwards and would thus see his father Rugeïren and would want to join him.

He also told her. "In case Oròsat should see me, do not let him go when the smoke of the fire in the hearth rises sideways. Only when it raises straight upwards, then Oròsat can reach me." However, once when his mother was about to open a coconut, Oròsat took the entire coconut away from her, and drank it. Then he saw Rugeïren, his father and wanted to go to him. He ran away when the smoke drifted to the west. He found people fishing with a rod and wanted to have the fishing line from one of them. The man refused to give it to him. Alas answer to it Oròsat said, "You will stay still and become a stone!" Thus, the man became a stone. This stone is standing in the west in heaven.

Now Oròsat turned to another man. This one gave him the fishing line with a hook. Oròsat caught a fish with it. He gave it to the man saying, "You can go home, the other one, however, will remain stuck!" Oròsat went on and met many boys who guarded fish, sharks and dugongs, just like pigs. When the boys called, the fish came close by. In those days the shark still had no teeth. Oròsat wanted to have a shark. Yet, the boys did not want to give him one. Therefore, he created teeth from a shell for the shark, so that the fish devoured the boys. Oròsat kept on walking and met a big dugong which prevented him to continue. He took the midrib of a coconut palm leaf, and made with it a small hole through the dugong through which he walked. He continued walking and arrived in heaven. In heaven he met people who were busy building the frame of a house with some beams. However, the house collapsed. Then Oròsat took a bent beam. People, though, did not want to have this bent beam. Rugeïren, who stood nearby said, "Let Oròsat do this!" He now placed the lari orosat on the frame and the house stood firm.
Malegim himself has no father. He is a very old man who sleeps all the time. His breath creates the tides, when he
acted as a navigator and orders where the canoes should go. Rugedad is the son of the god Malegim and his wife Rureperio.
As Maian said, on Merir and Songosor only poor people, murderers
and the etc. were buried in the ground. The chief of Merir, Peiloχ
created the human beings. The wife of Rugeïren, Imeiei invented singing, the language, crying, and the magic,
thus meaning the art to make someone sick and well.  

Besides these legends people on Pur only know of the ofarif-legends the one of the white ants and the food
and the story how Orofat and Rios made human beings (compare Merit'). Zorengi is considered to be the inventor
of the canoe. Geto taught how to build a house. Itszapo produced the colors for tattoos. Izzario made the tattoos, 
just like the women, who practiced this art until recently. Marizersai frequently cruises the high seas and is considered
as the protector of the canoe. He causes the canoes of bad people to drift, and carries the boats of the
good ones safely home. Arizir's daughters Rigaazaru, Rizereu, and Zizilele are considered to be the inventors
of female manual skills. The names of the goddesses contain the term of the respective technique: Rigaazaru
produces the mourning jackets rigou (rigou = jacket; zaazaac = to plant). Rizereu invented to plait mats and baskets (rizereu = chase away). Zizilele invented the loom and the weaving of man's belts on the
loom (zizilele = to weave loudly). Ilele to cut; this means the apron on the loom). Rizereu and Orofat are said to have
created the human beings. The wife of Orofatren, Imeiei invented singing, the language, crying, and the magic,
sairee su, this means the art to make someone sick and well.  

People on Pur only have a vague idea of the underworld. It is dark and filled with water, however they do not
believe that fish live there, as people on Merir and Songosor do. According to the opinion of Pur-People, they had
borrowed this belief from Yap. The perception of the malevolent spirit Gunemar is an important indication of the
disrespect of ground burials. He dwelled in the northeast and caught the spirits of the men from Yap, Mogemog,
and Songosor with the help of a trooped. He puts them into a box and lets them perish there. However they are all
human beings who had been buried on land. As Matan said, on Merir and Songosor only poor people, murderers
etc. were buried in the ground. The chief of Merir, Peiloχ confirmed this. According to the belief of Pur-People
the realm of the dead is on two ships of the dead, which both belong to the god of the sea, Rugedad. He is the
navigating officer and orders where the canoes should go. Rugedad is the son of the god Malegim and his wife Ulererupi.
Malegim himself has no father. He is a very old man who sleeps all the time. His breath creates the tides, when he
breathes out it is high tide. He is considered the ruler of the bigger ship of the dead, called Umeratu.  

Orozat and the Mouse.  

One day people had caught a turtle and brought it to the chiefs' house, where Rugéiren divided it. He gave the
thunder, Peiloχ, a leg. The female mouse "Mouse Tail" received one arm. Orofat carried the arm into her house.
Tail-Of-The-Mouse, however, was not at home. He cut off the heads of the son and the daughter of the mouse. 
Afterwards he placed them in such a way, head on the front paws, as if they would still be alive. Tail-Of-The-
Mouse came home and wanted to give her children some palm wine. She spoke to them but the children did not
answer. Thus, she touched their heads, and they fell off. Then Tail-Of-The-Mouse saw that the children were
dead. She asked people who had been in the house, and thus learned that Orofat had been there and had killed the
children. Tail-Of-The-Mouse went to see him. She called and asked him to take a bath with her. Tail-Of-The-
Mouse took a gura-fruit and rubbed her head with it. She said to Orofat that he could fall asleep here while she
would in the meantime de-louse him. While Orofat slept Tail-Of-The-Mouse went home. Already beforehand she
had made saiere su, so that Orofat continued sleeping. In the meantime Rugedad looked every day for his
son. Finally he found him, however his head was already overgrown by plants. He woke him up and brought him
home, telling him on the way that Tail-Of-The-Mouse had made saiere su with him.  

Meanwhile Tail-Of-The-Mouse had gotten sick. Orofat visited her asking what she wanted to eat. She wanted to
have a piece of coconut. Orofat took a small piece of coconut and roasted it over the fire. Then he placed it in front
of Tail-Of-The-Mouse's door. In front of it he made a sling, which was hanging down. When Tail-Of-The-Mouse
wanted to eat the piece of coconut, Orofat pulled the sling tight.  

The story of Ularerupi.  

Ulererupi, the daughter of Rugedad, the god of the sea, had no husband because no men of the sea dared to marry
the daughter of the wealthy god of the sea. For the same reason Aserarpi, the son of Rugedad and of Idemegeis
had no wife, because none wanted to marry the son of the big god. As a result, Rugedad talked to Rugedad, "My
son has no wife and your daughter has no husband, therefore they could marry each other." Accordingly Aserarpi
went into the sea to Rugedad and married his daughter. When he wanted to take her with him to heaven, Rugedad
did not want to let his daughter go, but wanted to keep her with him in the ocean. Thus, Rugedad made saiere su
and now Ularerupi came to heaven. Rugedad sent many inhabitants of heaven down to bring the woman
to heaven. Up to this date people of the sea were not allowed in heaven, from now on they were allowed to go. 
They took some fish with them into heaven. Rugedad, however, said, "These fish are stinking, they are not good!"
Therefore, inhabitants of heaven are not allowed to eat any fish. Ulererupi had one son. He was called Ule. After his
birth she became sick. She got a big belly. A woman from heaven who had no husband and was ashamed about
it—she was called Arisreen — had crawled into her belly and was now weaving a mat in there. Thus, Rugedad sent
Orozat with the message that his daughter was sick to Rugedad. Many people of the sea went to heaven and asked
Ulererupi what was amiss with her. She said, "I do not know, my belly is hurting so very much!" The woman of the
sea was pulpatting her belly and said to her, "There is a human being in your belly!" She called the other people of
the sea and they massaged the belly of the sick woman. Then the big woman emerged from the ear of the sick one.
Now Rugedad took his daughter back to him. To the sea. Now she was very sick, slept constantly and could not
get up. Rugedad and his wife gave her medicine, yet, she did not get well. Then he took the sick woman with him
to Yap, Mogemog, Oleai and Saurubei (Ponape). In each location he gave her medicine, she however remained
in heaven. Up to this date people of the sea were not allowed in heaven, from now on they were allowed to go.
Ulererupi asked Orosat with the message that his daughter was sick to Rugedad. Many people of the sea went to heaven and asked
Ulererupi what was amiss with her. She said, "I do not know, my belly is hurting so very much!" The woman of the
sea was pulpatting her belly and said to her, "There is a human being in your belly!" She called the other people of
the sea and they massaged the belly of the sick woman. Then the big woman emerged from the ear of the sick one.
Now Rugedad took his daughter back to him. She fell down again. Rugedad and his wife gave her medicine, yet,
she did not get well. Then he took the sick woman with him to Yap, Mogemog, Oleai and Saurubei (Ponape). In each location he gave her medicine, she however remained sick. Yet, in Saurubei she got well again. Her son Ule remained in Saurubei. Ulererupi went back into the sea with
Rugedad. He told her; "You are not allowed to return to heaven; now you stay here!" Then Rugedad made once
again saiere su, but he could not achieve anything, because Rugedad excited the sea so much, that Rugedad's
sairee su could not enter the sea. Since then nobody can go from the sea to heaven and from heaven into the sea,
because Rugedad had agitated the ocean.  

Taboo concern basically pregnancy, fishing, the construction of canoes and certain foods. Every woman is
taboos, while staying in the birthing- and menstruation-house, that none of the men is allowed to enter. If he
would do so, he would have misfortune during his next journey at sea. The taboo of women concerns the time
of her menstruation 1 and the time period from the day of giving birth until she leaves the menstruation-house
moruuungtoro, which is permitted after two months.

1 During her menstruation a woman is 5 days in the imeripi, birthing house, and 3 days in the moruuungtoro.

Rugedad and his wife Irorap also live in this boat. The smaller ship of the dead is called Uaseti and is navigated
by Maneperap, the son of Rugedad. His son Toup is with him.
After this time, if the moon is waxing, the husband goes to the first chief and tells him that the time is over. This one replies, “Good, go and bring your daughter!” Then the man goes to the beach and sings to the moon: 

\[212\]

In the morning of the next day the woman is allowed to leave the menstruation-house. The man is very happy and paints three points with the powder of yellow ginger root into his face: one in the middle of the forehead, and one each on the temples. Then he prepares a feast to which he invites everyone. However, it is not allowed to have sexual intercourse. In this regard the taboo persists and only ends when the child can run and does not fall anymore.

Fish are taboo for men and women while tattooing. Taboos are the following fish, these means they are not allowed to be eaten. Shark, puro, flying fish, mangal, tagu, yalagap, and zaucau. While catching yalagap-fish there is a taboo, too, this means that sexual intercourse is forbidden. A taboo is on the men who burned the dead. They are not allowed to go into the bush nor out at sea nor to have any sexual intercourse during the first four days. All sorts of bans are on a man who builds a canoe. Already when the tree is cut he is not allowed to eat, only to drink. Sexual intercourse is also forbidden. He can only eat when the tree is fell. The ban on intercourse lasts while the tree is in the bush and while it is carried on the beach. However, plenty of food is allowed during this time. On the first day the woman brings the working man two taro corms and two coconuts. They are peeled, cut, and placed in a wooden bowl. The man first puts it down at the tern, takes one taro corm, and sings: 

\[213\]

Then he puts it down on the bow, then on the right side and in the end on the left side. While laying down the fruit on the bow he sings again, though not on the sides. Only then work can begin. He eats the fruits immediately afterwards. On the forth working day this tradition is repeated. On the days in between he eats whenever he gets home. Now there is only the ban for sexual intercourse on him.

The natives’ cosmic belief is by far poorer than their thorough observation of the stars and the current, which they, capable seafarers that they were, had conducted. Their efforts to explain extraordinary natural phenomena are by all means childish and fairy-tale like. Thus, they considered a lunar eclipse, they had become old and very sick. Thus, Mai came down to her. The mother asked him; “Where do you come from?” He replied, “I am coming from heaven!” Mai is a big man. He is bigger than a house. He asked, “Where shall I put you?” The mother said, “This is your brother.” The children put the shark and the dugongs on the ground. Then the mother put their sail into the big house. However, they placed it into one of Mai’s nostrils. This one breathed out and the water.” He also brought her into the sea. The other children went along and all remained in the ocean. They brought confusion into the house. Therefore, the mother said to Iaurial, “Take the turtle and throw it into the water.” He also brought her into the sea. The other children went along and all remained in the ocean. They fished there and brought their mother whatever they caught: dugongs, sharks, etc. In the meantime the mother had become old and very sick. Thus, Mai came down to her. The mother asked him; “Where do you come from?” He replied, “I am coming from heaven!” Mai is a big man. He is bigger than a house. He asked, “Where shall I sleep?” He went into a big house and slept there. Meanwhile the other children came from fishing. They wanted to put their sail into the big house. However, they placed it into one of Mai’s nostrils. This one breathed out and the sail flew away. The other children asked, “Who is lying in the big house? He has thrown our sail away!” Then the mother said, “This is your brother.” The children put the shark and the dugongs on the ground. Then the mother said to Laigim, “Go and wake up Mai!” When Mai came out of the house he saw the fish and distributed them. However, it is not allowed to have sexual intercourse. In this regard the taboo persists and only ends when the child can run and does not fall anymore. The story of Daulen and Birid reports how humans learned to eat the coconut and to make palm wine.

The Invention of Fire.

The Story of Daulen.

In former times people did not know that they could eat the coconut. One day the woman Daulen was hungry. She opened a coconut and drank the water. It tasted sweet. Then she ate the kernel. It tasted good. Then her husband came and she told him that she had found good food. Since then people know the coconut and eat it as good food. From now on her husband, who was called Birid, ate all the coconuts, which belonged to Daulen. Another man, called alabeau, had a lot of coconuts, and did not eat them every day. Birid went to him and asked him for a few nuts. The other one said, “No, go to your own palms, cut into the very young ones and honey will come out.” He did as he was told and the juice tasted very sweet. Each day he went to fetch honey, drank it, and also boiled it down. This made him very fat. Labelubes asked him, “Why did you get so fat? What are you eating?” He replied, “I always drink palm wine!” And in case he had no coconut shell to collect the sap, he fetched one from alabeau. Since this time people know how to make palm wine, yesi and ris.

The story of Iaurial tells about the nut of the Calophyllum tree. Once Iaurial (rip of the waterspout) saw the nut of a Calophyllum tree floating on the water. He went closer and tried to push it down. The fruit, however, always came up again (because it is very light). The fruit talked, “You cannot push me down. I grow and get bigger and will be a tree.” When the nut had grown Iaurial, the waterspout, came and broke the Calophyllum tree. Whenever a waterspout comes then there is always a Calophyllum nut underneath.

All sorts of fairytale-like interpretations of nature are also found in the story of Mai, the son of the sky-woman:

The Story of Mai.

The heavenly woman Irodurob (big breast) had many children. These are her son Mai (breadfruit), the daughter Uor (turtle), the son Iaurial (rib of the waterspout), the son Laigim (rainbow), the son Eloud (rain) and Rimalesedi (stripe of rain). Mai, the firstborn, had been adopted by Saiuoule, a man from heaven, as his child. When the other children went into the ocean, Mai remained behind. From now on her husband, who was called Birid, ate all the coconuts, which belonged to Daulen. Another man, called alabeau, had a lot of coconuts, and did not eat them every day. Birid went to him and asked him for a few nuts. The other one said, “No, go to your own palms, cut into the very young ones and honey will come out.” He did as he was told and the juice tasted very sweet. Each day he went to fetch honey, drank it, and also boiled it down. This made him very fat. Labelubes asked him, “Why did you get so fat? What are you eating?” He replied, “I always drink palm wine!” And in case he had no coconut shell to collect the sap, he fetched one from alabeau. Since this time people know how to make palm wine, yesi and ris.

The story of Iaurial tells about the nut of the Calophyllum tree. Once Iaurial (rip of the waterspout) saw the nut of a Calophyllum tree floating on the water. He went closer and tried to push it down. The fruit, however, always came up again (because it is very light). The fruit talked, “You cannot push me down. I grow and get bigger and will be a tree.” When the nut had grown Iaurial, the waterspout, came and broke the Calophyllum tree. Whenever a waterspout comes then there is always a Calophyllum nut underneath.

All sorts of fairytale-like interpretations of nature are also found in the story of Mai, the son of the sky-woman: 

The Story of Mai.

The heavenly woman Irodurob (big breast) had many children. These are her son Mai (breadfruit), the daughter Uor (turtle), the son Iaurial (rib of the waterspout), the son Laigim (rainbow), the son Eloud (rain) and Rimalesedi (stripe of rain). Mai, the firstborn, had been adopted by Saiuoule, a man from heaven, as his child. When the other children went into the ocean, Mai remained behind. From now on her husband, who was called Birid, ate all the coconuts, which belonged to Daulen. Another man, called alabeau, had a lot of coconuts, and did not eat them every day. Birid went to him and asked him for a few nuts. The other one said, “No, go to your own palms, cut into the very young ones and honey will come out.” He did as he was told and the juice tasted very sweet. Each day he went to fetch honey, drank it, and also boiled it down. This made him very fat. Labelubes asked him, “Why did you get so fat? What are you eating?” He replied, “I always drink palm wine!” And in case he had no coconut shell to collect the sap, he fetched one from alabeau. Since this time people know how to make palm wine, yesi and ris.

The story of Iaurial tells about the nut of the Calophyllum tree. Once Iaurial (rip of the waterspout) saw the nut of a Calophyllum tree floating on the water. He went closer and tried to push it down. The fruit, however, always came up again (because it is very light). The fruit talked, “You cannot push me down. I grow and get bigger and will be a tree.” When the nut had grown Iaurial, the waterspout, came and broke the Calophyllum tree. Whenever a waterspout comes then there is always a Calophyllum nut underneath.

All sorts of fairytale-like interpretations of nature are also found in the story of Mai, the son of the sky-woman:
When they were done he took one dugong after the other and moving each of them in front of his mouth he ate all at once the flesh from the bones. When he had finished eating he asked his mother, “Where is some water?” He said, “I am thirsty.” His mother showed him a spring. Mai went there and said, “I do not see any spring. It is too small!” He took a big bowl and emptied it with one gulp. Then he lay down and slept for six months. (When he got up, he could not sleep again for the next six months.) When Mai woke up his mother was severely sick and close to death. Mai called the others. When they came their mother was dead. Thus, they all lament loudly. Mai, however, did not cry. He said, “I will be the last one to cry!” When the other children had finished, Mai said, “Now I am crying!” And he cried. Now so much water came out of his eyes and from his nose that all others had to swim. When he suddenly breathed out through his nose, a typhoon came and all houses and canoes broke into pieces. Thus, laurel said, “It is good, we are afraid. Soon the entire village will be destroyed!” Then Mai stopped crying and took his mother up to heaven.

The legend of Gumus mentions Oleai and Osariki (Helen-Reef), as well as the crocodile and the snake and talks about taro and bananas.

The Story of Gumus.

In former times there were no taro and no bananas. The snake Seïuaris married the shell Berik. One day the snake had left. Then the woman called Gumus came from the village and picked the shell in order to eat it. When the snake came home the shell was no longer there. He went into the village, sniffed at all the people, and found a woman smelling like the shell. Coiling his body into a knot and placing the woman on top of it, he took her with him into the sea thus dragging the woman in this fashion with him. The woman did not notice this, because she was sleeping. When she finally woke up, she found herself in the middle of the ocean and could no longer see her village. Therefore, she started crying. She, however, had to stay out at sea and had a son from the snake, who was called Ngitil Seïuaris (tooth of the snake). When the son had grown up he noticed that his father was a snake and became afraid of him. He said to his mother, “I no longer want to stay with father!” The next day mother and son left. They took two pieces of wood and orientated them parallel. Then they sat on them. When the father woke up he saw the canoe already far away and quickly swam after them. When the mother saw him she said to the son, “Stay here, your father is coming.” The son, however, spoke, “no, this is not my father, this is a spirit!” The snake came home the shell was no longer there. He went into the village, sniffed at all the people, and found a woman smelling like the shell. He took the woman, because then this one was very narrow. Then he took two fingers and pushed them inside. Now it was wide enough. He now put his phallus into the woman and she was inseminated.

When she gave birth and was in great pain a woman came and took a bamboo-knife. Saunalelili saw this and asked, “what are you doing here?”—“I want to cut your wife’s body open.” He now scolded her, told her to leave and chased her away. Then he took hold of his wife’s body, pressed it and said, “you are very strong!” The woman pressed, too. Then a boy came out and cried. He washed him. Hearing the child crying the other women came by and looked full of surprise upon the child. Then they asked, “what did you do?” Then Saunalelili said, that he had taken hold of his wife’s body, then the child had come out of the vagina. The women were very happy, they took his hand and led it to their noses. They all begged him to sleep with them. He copulated with all the Yap-Women, and they all had children. Since then people knew how to have sexual intercourse and no woman dies any more, when she gives birth to a child.

3. Navigation

For Pur-People orientation at sea is based on the same ideas as for people from Songsosor and what we have heard about it is true for Pur, too. The names of the 19 constellations of the compass rose differentiate only slightly in pronunciation from the names on Songsosor. On Pur the respective constellations, on which the compass rose is based upon are called like this:

1. mazitöp
2. ur
3. maripareuen
4. maure
5. grieg
6. suage
7. ur
8. metali
9. mel
10. tumul
11. melitamar
12. mel
13. metapur
14. metali
15. tauonen
16. ur
17. tauonen
18. melitamar
19. tauonen

Thus, the woman took some yellow color and applied it to the feet of the birds. Therefore, they have goringe, yellow feet. Then the two birds flew home to Oleai, where the crocodile Idnau lives, too.

The story of King Saurororo from Yap deals with sexuality, how you learn to have sexual intercourse and how to give birth. It is quite remarkable that the teacher of all these things is a man from Mogemog. Once again, men were the first ones who had menstruation. Women caught it because they had ridiculed the men.

A Yap - Story

A long time ago women had no menstruation and did not go into the menstruation-house. King Saurororo in Yap was the first human being and descended from the rat. He had no wife, no mother, and no father. He then was the only man, otherwise there were only women. He however, had no idea how to copulate. Women became pregnant by themselves, they cut their belly open, the child came out, and then they died. Each month the king took a coconut and put his phallus inside. He usually did this during the waxing moon. Then blood poured out of his member and ran into the coconut. The woman Idnaima laughed about it. So the king said, “You laugh? I give you my blood!” He gave her the coconut with the blood and made erewe’s. This caused the blood to enter her belly. Since then at the time of the waxing moon blood pours out of the bellies of women and no longer out of men.

Then the man Saumalelili from Mogemog came to Yap, he took his index finger and pushed it into the vagina of the woman, because then this one was very narrow. Then he took two fingers and pushed them inside. Now it was wide enough. He now put his phallus inside and the woman was inseminated.

When she gave birth and was in great pain a woman came and took a bamboo-knife. Saumalelili saw this and asked, “what are you doing here?”—“I want to cut your wife’s body open.” He now scolded her, told her to leave and chased her away. Then he took hold of his wife’s body, pressed it and said, “you are very strong!” The woman pressed, too. Then a boy came out and cried. He washed him. Hearing the child crying the other women came by and looked full of surprise upon the child. Then they asked, “what did you do?” Then Saumalelili said, that he had taken hold of his wife’s body, then the child had come out of the vagina. The women were very happy, they took his hand and led it to their noses. They all begged him to sleep with them. He copulated with all the Yap-Women, and they all had children. Since then people know how to have sexual intercourse and no woman dies any more, when she gives birth to a child.

The story of King Saurororo from Yap deals with sexuality, how you learn to have sexual intercourse and how to give birth. It is quite remarkable that the teacher of all these things is a man from Mogemog. Once again, men were the first ones who had menstruation. Women caught it because they had ridiculed the men.

A Yap - Story

A long time ago women had no menstruation and did not go into the menstruation-house. King Saurororo in Yap was the first human being and descended from the rat. He had no wife, no mother, and no father. He then was the only man, otherwise there were only women. He however, had no idea how to copulate. Women became pregnant by themselves, they cut their belly open, the child came out, and then they died. Each month the king took a coconut and put his phallus inside. He usually did this during the waxing moon. Then blood poured out of his member and ran into the coconut. The woman Idnaima laughed about it. So the king said, “You laugh? I give you my blood!” He gave her the coconut with the blood and made erewe’s. This caused the blood to enter her belly. Since then at the time of the waxing moon blood pours out of the bellies of women and no longer out of men.

Then the man Saumalelili from Mogemog came to Yap, he took his index finger and pushed it into the vagina of the woman, because then this one was very narrow. Then he took two fingers and pushed them inside. Now it was wide enough. He now put his phallus inside and the woman was inseminated.

When she gave birth and was in great pain a woman came and took a bamboo-knife. Saumalelili saw this and asked, “what are you doing here?”—“I want to cut your wife’s body open.” He now scolded her, told her to leave and chased her away. Then he took hold of his wife’s body, pressed it and said, “you are very strong!” The woman pressed, too. Then a boy came out and cried. He washed him. Hearing the child crying the other women came by and looked full of surprise upon the child. Then they asked, “what did you do?” Then Saumalelili said, that he had taken hold of his wife’s body, then the child had come out of the vagina. The women were very happy, they took his hand and led it to their noses. They all begged him to sleep with them. He copulated with all the Yap-Women, and they all had children. Since then people know how to have sexual intercourse and no woman dies any more, when she gives birth to a child.

3. Navigation

For Pur-People orientation at sea is based on the same ideas as for people from Songsosor and what we have heard about it is true for Pur, too. The names of the 19 constellations of the compass rose differentiate only slightly in pronunciation from the names on Songsosor. On Pur the respective constellations, on which the compass rose is based upon are called like this:
The compass rose (Fig. 115) of Pur has, just like the one from Songosor, 36 points and is identical to this one. The E–W direction is, here too, indicated by mazitöp (chair). The N–S line again is the connecting line from the polar star (10) -- to the Southern Cross in its highest position (19). Only here both stars, respectively constellations, are called raunusen instead of aeruaur. The culmination points of these constellations are completely different, as the indications prove, that for instance ur sets when mazitöp is in the zenith. Thereby orientation is only possible at night, by imagining the construction of the compass rose from memory. For the rest, the identification of the constellations with ours must also for Pur remain subject to comparative observation.

The compass rose shows not only the bearing of the rising points in connection to each other in the N—S direction, regardless of the constellations’ times of raising in Fig. 115, but also the map of stars in Fig. 117 that is based on the drawing of a native. In the last one the native drawer omitted the stars no. 10 and 19, in return the amount of the individual stars belonging to the different constellations are sketched in. Further down we are going to discuss the meaning of the remaining stars in Fig. 117. On Pur too, orientation at sea during the day is done according to the position of the sun. With its help they try to reconstruct the raising and setting points of the sun and further on the points compass rose. Knowledge of the yearly course of the point of sunset in relation to the constellations of the course offers the possibility to do so. The following overview bears testimony of this.

Once you have the rising point of a constellation and thus one point of the rose established, then people on Pur find the others, by placing the stretched fists of both arms horizontally and crosswise next to each other. Those who know about the stars and their movements had different clarity and depth of this knowledge. All together people were even badly informed about the stars and their courses and their knowledge was more theoretical. This means people had learned the rules from their forefathers and used them mechanically. Their information was hardly based on their own observations. Among the Pur-People the reason for this might be that since the emigration to Palau they practically do not sail any more. This is also expressed in the fact that the native Maian indicated some courses in a misleading way for the chart in Fig. 115.

According to the natives there is also a connection of the weather with the position of the heavenly bodies. Thus, they believe that a typhoon is approaching when the sun is going all the way to the point of mazitöp. The culmination points of these constellations are completely different, as the indications prove, that for instance ur sets when mazitöp is in the zenith. Thereby orientation is only possible at night, by imagining the construction of the compass rose from memory. For the rest, the identification of the constellations with ours must also for Pur remain subject to comparative observation.

The knowledgeable navigator does not only have to know the compass rose and has to be able to reconstruct it at night with the help of the individual visible constellations and during the day with the help of the sun but he also has to know about the position of the islands in respect to them and in respect to each other. They also have to know about the distances. For instance during a trip from Pur to Merir the course is charted in such a way, that the setting point of the constellation grieg lies in the back of the vessel and the vessel is targeted for the constellation metali. Further on the knowledge of the currents of the air and of the sea in the different seasons is extremely important. In case some certain currents (zaup) are prevalent, then the location of the islands within the compass rose are changing. The boat drifts and, therefore, the navigator has to cut the original course in a calculated well-known angle if he wants to meet the sought-after island. Some trips are only possible at certain seasons, because the influence of the trade winds and of the monsoon is very strong.

Fig. 115 represents the Pur - People’s map of courses, this means the entries of the individual sailing courses from island to island into the compass rose. 1–9 and 11–18 are the rising points of the courses’ constellations on 1°–19, 11°–18 are their setting points. 10 and 19 are the north-point and south-point. The rhomboid figure with two parallel lines each should represent the wave direction and wind direction (zaup) in certain months. The lines 1–10 and 1°–19 are the directions of the waves (SW—NE) in the months mazitöp and mazitöp.
The charted courses are:

1. Pur–Merir = course 5°–14. If the wind blows from the rising point of $grieg$ (5) or $uorage$ (6) towards the setting point of $mel$ (16°) or $metapur$ (17°), that is, from NE to SW, then, according to the information provided by the natives, it was easy to sail from Pur to Merir, however not into the opposite direction. Nevertheless, if the wind blows from ur, $maraliligel$, and $mazitöp$, thus, from the points 2, 3, and 1 in the direction of the courses of these stars, thus from E to W, then the trip from Pur to Merir supposedly is impossible.

2. Banou (Palau)–Songosor–Pur–Tobi = course 6°–15'. If the wind blows fromerur (11), talauor (12), meta (14), tamin (13) in about 5° (thus from SE–NW) the trip from Pur–Songosor is well possible, however, not the other way around. However when the wind comes from the direction of $mazitöp$ (1), ur (2), $maraliligel$ (3) to Pur (NE–wind) then the trip Pur–Songosor is impossible, though on the other hand the trip Songosor—Pur is possible.


4. Merir–Uarat (St. Davids-Islands) = course 7°–16.

5. Pur–"Manila" = course 7°–6°/7°.


When the native Maian inserted the courses into the chart, a rather unfamiliar concept for him, he obviously made a mistake. By mistake he clung to previously charted islands as a starting point for the trips. Only the destination, in fact in the direction of the point of the rose, was correctly indicated. When calculating his course he had overlooked to place himself into the middle of the rose as the center of the circular horizon and thus had also not inserted the point representing the start of the trip, that had to be diagonally opposite of the destination of the trip. Correcting all this (Fig. 116) would result in the following courses:


I still want to add to the topic of navigation, that people shorten the sails when the night sky is clouded and when the sun is not visible during the day. Besides the islands indicated in the chart of courses the natives' geographic knowledge obviously extends to the islands known only by name, such as Nukuor, Ponape, Mogemog, Ialepuk (Ifaluk?) or Erepu (Aurepuk?), Fersaulap (Faraulip?) or Uetschalap, and Fais. They mention them in their legends and their knowledge is based on that gained by natives from Papua or Indonesia who had occasionally drifted to Pur.

Timing.

Besides the constellations for charting a course the natives also know other stars and constellations. The ones after which the months have been named are of importance. The fact that the word for year, $mazitöp$, is identical with the name of the constellation $mazitöp$, just like on Songosor, is quite ostentatious. Its course indicates the E–W direction for the natives. The year is divided into 12 months, of which one is also called $mazitöp$. By the way the names of the 12 months have been mentioned already. When looking closer at them the result is that 5 of them have the name of constellations for courses. The other 7 are also constellations. The 5 constellations for courses are $mazitöp$ and the direct adjacent constellations of courses.

Fig. 116. Pur’s chart of courses, after correcting the chart of courses drawn by the native Chief Maian in Figure 115, accomplished by

The other 7 stars of the months are inserted south and north of $mazitöp$, in between 2 constellations of courses each, just like it is the case on Songosor. Unfortunately the natives were no longer able to precisely arrange these 7 monthly stars in the map of stars, Fig. 117. However, we learn from the information that on Pur the months were also named according to certain constellations.

On its yearly N–S-migration the sun with its point of rising runs through them, respectively through their points of rising and, therefore, they belong to the nautical system of the natives. On the surrounding map of stars the amount of crosses is in accordance with the amount of stars of the respective constellation. However, the position of the crosses to each other is at random and does not hold any information about their actual position to each other, respectively about their position in the sky. The arrows indicate monthly stars. To measure the height of the sun with the fist and the upturned thumb, the way it is done on Songosor, is unknown on Pur.
The month has 30 days. They divide the day into 20 segments:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 a.m.</td>
<td>minarite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 a.m.</td>
<td>zimerito</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 a.m.</td>
<td>rinekelo tato</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 a.m.</td>
<td>ozeven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 a.m.</td>
<td>zectaratu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 a.m.</td>
<td>otaurain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 noon</td>
<td>galpin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 p.m.</td>
<td>tapar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 p.m.</td>
<td>tapare tamar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 p.m.</td>
<td>zielleri ulul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 p.m.</td>
<td>atorigiisongoaliet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 p.m.</td>
<td>ngi mone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 p.m.</td>
<td>gurataie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 p.m.</td>
<td>5 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 p.m.</td>
<td>tauoriuoin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 p.m.</td>
<td>tauoriuoin tamal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 p.m.</td>
<td>10 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 p.m.</td>
<td>11 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 midnight</td>
<td>12 midnight</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Medical Science.

The findings in the natives' medical science are relatively comprehensive. The medications are by no means a secret and seem to be general knowledge. Some of them are connected with magic formulas. They do not seem to be concerned about the nature and the reason for sicknesses. Specific medications are used for certain sicknesses. People drink herbal infusions of the yapie-tree to treat ailments of the belly. Back pain is treated with a drink made from the infusion of leaves or of the bark of the tazas-tree. Sometimes the patient is also advised to lie on pounded ngou-leaves. Headaches are treated with a sweating cure: Boiling water with soaking gulugul-leaves is poured into bowl and placed in front of the patient, who has to bend his head over it. Wrapped into a mat he has to breathe in the hot vapor. For the treatment of a lump, boiled rauguze-leaves are placed on top of it. People make the medicine magic saiere su1 when they drink a χapie-infusion. Different set phrases can be recited. The following one is from the before mentioned Bogoato-Man and goes like this:

"inena inena gaia gaia pato pato gaia gaia pato pato uoregeti uez uez uoregeti auto auto gurataie gurataie ngere mana ngere zuroza inena inena"

A magic spell from Pur goes like this:

"zule metegite ngaugape metegite, metegite taza metegite, metegite una metegite metegite tamulomale ruiniu mezitao yametegite"

While the patient drinks, the healer sings the magic spell with a low voice over the belly of the sick person. In the end he blows air on the belly. This procedure has to be repeated on three consecutive days. Any man, who can say the verse, can perform the magic spell. The only condition is that he should not belong to the family of the patient and that he will be paid for this service. Once upon a time men lived on Pur who were visited by the spirit of the forefather Maretaisai. He was paid for healing. Those persons possessed by the spirit were shivering while talking. Today there are no such people any more. Obviously, people possessed by the spirit still had danced these dances on Pur and had died in the meantime.

The dances are divided in standing dances, χapangek-dance, a men's dance, always is the beginning of all dancing feasts. It consists of several sections, divided by intermissions. In the beginning the dancers pose in a deep knee bent, while their upper bodies bend slightly forwards. Then the legs move forwards and the arms perform different movements and the dancers execute now and then a quarter of a turn. Once a section of this dance is finished the dancers stamp the ground with one leg while shouting loudly. It seems that all together ten versions of this dance are known. On Merir and Songosor the same name for it is in use. Certain songs are sung for the χapangek-dances. According to their beginning they have the following names:

1. malatsamez
2. ioramal
3. maluueueueueueueueueueueueueueueueueuemoreace
4. violar me al amal
5. luaatua
6. zaramale uartzite
7. malaman uizzumur
8. zuerle tamam amal
9. yalatitule
10. zimvertigge
11. Ueziri gomalamar
12. matauam nukume
In its second half the sitting dance gamumet (Songosor ualugumet) switches into a standing dance and consists of only one tour. Both parts, standing and sitting dance, are separated by a deep knee bend. Five different gamumet-dances are known. On Merir and Songosor people have the same succession of dances. Men and women dance the gamumet-dances. The following respective men's chants start like this:

1. gileme
2. zazange zea male
3. ioerile
4. tirezatama
5. egizele

The gam- and gamumet-dances of men and women are erotic dances: the ones of the men are directed towards women and vice versa. The woman Tuonatama chanted the gamumet-dance song represented here. It shows great resemblance with chants from Merir. The transcription shows a small section of the beginning and the end.

Next to these old dancing chants Pur-People have a great many other chants of mostly erotic character that are accompanying dances. For instance there is the shark - chant that men sing when catching sharks.

paroa paroa
shark, shark,
ulontsengi, ulontsengi
his glans, his glans,
lantatse lantatse
he hits with his pectoral fin
paro paro
shark, shark
irerere
I am wrapping his cock
azimeru paro
a shark
irolugolu
I am scratching
zimeru paro
his shark's head

After fishing, the returning fishermen in the boat as well as men and women waiting on the beach sing and dance the turtle chant. It supposedly depicts the copulation act of turtles. Men and women have different texts. While the men sing, women are running away, when they are finished the women come back and sing. Now men withdraw.

---

1 Cylinders with the recorded chants are defective.

Translation: Maleman’s father, very loving and very good, very generous, plants coconuts, works in between the coconut palms and throws the coconuts together. Men and women go fishing with sou. They come back. High tide runs very fast back from our village. Many fish are coming: many alangap and tagu. Small spinning fish are jumping. They come over the reef to the landing place. The amangal fly to Ringele and fall on the sand. Turtles swim. Crabs and turtles crawl on the sand. Man and woman eat until they are fat and strong. Coconuts swim over the reef to their residential place. His father Maleman, be and I. u!

In place of the men’s yapangok-dance woman have the yapinge-dance that is considered sacred by the wife of the forefather Maretaisai. Both dances are serious cultic dances. (Music sheets).

Now follows the game-dance , executed by both sexes. On Songosor it is called ualak. It only has two tours that offer hardly any difference for European spectators. The natives know ten different game-dances. The beginning is always a deep knee bend. Men’s game-dances are accompanied by the following chants:

1. ziugazapapape
2. eromere ezaaer
3. uozire erauoro
4. gize zaaraawar
5. tiuwaata ɒhīzertee u’a
6. zapore mangala
7. gisaarazau
8. ɒrrasezaar ɒor
9. latuaa
10. morue laranaa

Each time all these chants are sung during the respective dance. In case people want to dance longer, then the chants are started anew. It seems that these dancing chants are very old.

"Yapinge, Women's Chant Without Dance, complete."

---

1 During the recital of this chant the sister of the present native strode away, while another woman calmly remained. It seems that mentioning sexual topics among brothers and sisters is considered especially offensive (Sarfert).
The men’s text:

gis cetemelam / matamani zero / iwireuile gamale / suita uoila gape / ore mete te ri ure / tigizion zara pura / zara puro meta ale / mawere multe uma leza / wakwendi ne mateli / gotinarare laue / satafolor yama malombun / lela zara pazigeze male ngazini uata ra / uata taraa / loou tomule yama reza / suiti zarurizoo lalin / icseni nsidle suas / ngareeze met professional / utizo uturu iua / autoni sie mangeza / zauere touragali zato / ngamar ngizongiza zauere / atu ale memela / apinistico morue / etu ultila maa ale / saronzeure meleme.

Women sing:
uitore zena legote ngo eplege ziwa iwa momuzaar raue palapapazata tega ulirua raue la napa mawere mae ieli uanarui geziru mearu.

The meaning of the words is: The women’s pubic stinks, do not sleep with them! because they stink. The women sing: The men’s penis stinks, I do not want them to sleep with me, because the penis stinks . . . .
**Uarol of a Woman.**

P. R. 31c. Unfinished uarol-chant of the same woman, it consists of 10 lines of melody, organized in 5 double-lines. The transcription reproduces the first double-line.

The nates have a number of lullabies besides the love songs. The most important one is the already mentioned chant of the forefather Maretaisai, where you have to imagine that it is sung by his parents. The chant is very old. People can no longer understand some expressions of the text. The chant reads as follows:

The transcription contains the 6., the 7., 8., and the two last lines (the 23. and 24.).

**Lullaby.**

"Lullaby" sung by the woman Mongolon.

(P. R. 29a) \( \frac{\text{D}}{\text{d}} = 88 \)

The transcription contains the 6., the 7., 8., and the two last lines (the 23. and 24.).

**Tain, Death-Chants.**

P. R. 29b is a death chant, performed by a woman. Only the last 8 lines of the 16 recorded ones – on a cylinder – are presented here, the rest was defective. During the construction of the chiefs’ meeting house in Ringele a special folk festival took place. When the house got damaged then the first chief sent word to the second chief, who held the office as “speaker” and had him announce that on the next day a meeting of the chiefs would take place. In this meeting he then said to him, “we want to renovate the house, tell all people they should bring food.”

The second chief repeated these words to the others. Then the men from Pur bring bananas and coconuts, yet no taro corms. The first chief distributes the gifts among all the men of the village. After the meal all people move in front of the chiefs’ meetinghouse and they sing without dancing:

1 Warat = Mapia, St. David-Group.
2 girizou = straps of the cradle, named after the tree, from the leaves of which they are made.
3 Mautou = Ruruma, mother of Maretaisai
4 Constellations.
They run away from their places in the vicinity of the ghost, who tries to catch them by breaking out of his "domicile". Whomever he catches he carries off as a "prisoner". This is played until nobody is free anymore. For their ball games people use a cube-like ball made from taffeta like weave of coconut leaves. The strips used are made from leaves about 3 cm wide, not bent, and freed from the midrib. The network has been woven twice over the sides of the cube that has a length of 5 cm and is quite loose.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nature</th>
<th>zar</th>
<th>iaci</th>
<th>mezitlop</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>water</td>
<td>fire</td>
<td>month</td>
<td>melum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fire drill</td>
<td>riiego</td>
<td>north</td>
<td>izlen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stick of the drill</td>
<td>zivare</td>
<td>south</td>
<td>iod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>smoke</td>
<td>sudovore</td>
<td>horizon</td>
<td>zapoñen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ashes</td>
<td>zelen</td>
<td>star</td>
<td>ziz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sky</td>
<td>rain</td>
<td>island</td>
<td>rauwenri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(small)</td>
<td>iain</td>
<td>beach/sand</td>
<td>feni (big)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>air (wind)</td>
<td>cloud</td>
<td>stone</td>
<td>zac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cloud</td>
<td>iain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rain</td>
<td>meniven</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wind</td>
<td>udo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rain cloud</td>
<td>iain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>storm</td>
<td>rorou</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thunder storm</td>
<td>pele</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lighting</td>
<td>iaurele</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thunder</td>
<td>pele</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rainbow</td>
<td>laisgum</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wave</td>
<td>rau</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high tide</td>
<td>teirule rape</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low tide</td>
<td>inute</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sun</td>
<td>iaro</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(small)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(small)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(small)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Men from Meiiuen continue:

\[ \text{ezeparo nii unamuëro zangue nii mana zuaozen} \]
\[ \text{ai teci two nii zuaozoi yamaa kezaaun nii manu zuaozen. Eza tateru} \]
\[ \text{uauue talere gitezue tande naakwe.} \]

Then women from Meiiuen intercept

\[ \text{Eetu titigiti uou mar lomoran rei mei rato} \]
\[ \text{nguouunle seei uaro zei zangoulai ngerotiro salutege} \]
\[ \text{mangarey yamalem gowonurage metael zoom uasai riai} \]
\[ \text{eva.} \]

Men from Meiöl sing:

\[ \text{Ereperuzu zangizele mana zuaozoi zangit ruarat} \]
\[ \text{wetegar zuowin uongite tuawat} \]
\[ \text{Uale zuaozen manuittel zetziau erupusí gizage.} \]

After this the construction starts. While some men work, others form two rows and dance. Men cut off coconut leaves and women weave mats for the roof. During their work on the roof the already mentioned erotic song amonagirizan, a coitus-song is performed. Men standing on the ground sing it to the above-working men. When the roof mats are attached the work is finished. All is done within one day. Again the first chief has the second chief gather all the other chiefs. They have to bring food that the first chief distributes among the men. After the feast they all move in front of the house, after the first chief has told them through the second one to do so.

Men form two rows, it seems organized by village and the men from Meiiuen are the first ones to sing:

\[ \text{Ligipetl lenet le-eeee!} \]

Men from Meiöl answer:

\[ \text{Ligipetl lenet lo-ooomoo!} \]

On the next day, by order of the first chief, the women gather fully decorated with flowers and painted with yellow root. They remove the old mats of the roof. Doing so, the women from Meiiuen sing first while they grab the mats.

\[ \text{ietale uau uau uaiol rotoiet!} \]

Then women from Meiöl remove the leaves and sing:

\[ \text{ietale uau uae uae uaiol rotoiet!} \]

While the women then return home, the men stay in the new house and dance inside. On the next day women are dancing there, too. Then the men go fishing for ten days delivering their catch to the first chief who distributes it. According to need, men construct men’s houses without much ado, without chants and without dances.

They like games just as much as Merit-People do. To play in the sense of joking is called gogyeome. The actual game is called goslam. The more sportive practiced fencing was formerly cultivated for the case of emergency and is not considered a game. Pur-People know the games number 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10 that are described in detail in the section about Merit. They do not know the others. In addition they have the game zielita: Two people grab each other by their hands and quickly wind themselves through the grasped hands, a pure game of movement.

The game iges eriz is "ghost play". People play on two fields. The "ghost" is standing on one side, "human beings" on the other side.
Adjectives.
big 
small 
long wide 
zume’ 
fat 
skiny 
heavy 
light 
old 
cold 
warm 
dry 
wet 
sick 

Verbs

to work

to stay

to bring

to think

to eat

to fall

to plat

to fly

to be afraid

to yawn

to give

amongause

to go

to beat

to hear

to fast

to fetch

to cough

to chew

to come

to crawl

to kiss

to laugh

Terms of Time.
yesterday

tomorrow

day before yesterday

Terms of Location.
here

there

in front

behind

over

under

inside

yes

no

not

Possessive Pronouns.

1 The terms starting with i are in the 1. pers. sing.
2. Applies to animals. Dead animals and ones used as food are termed like this:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>rau</td>
<td>1.</td>
<td>2.</td>
<td>3.</td>
<td>gise</td>
<td>gise</td>
<td>gise</td>
<td>gise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rau</td>
<td>1.</td>
<td>2.</td>
<td>3.</td>
<td>gise</td>
<td>gise</td>
<td>gise</td>
<td>gise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rau</td>
<td>1.</td>
<td>2.</td>
<td>3.</td>
<td>gise</td>
<td>gise</td>
<td>gise</td>
<td>gise</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Singular Plural

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>1st. Person</th>
<th>2nd. Person</th>
<th>3rd. Person</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>zeu</td>
<td>luo</td>
<td>zuru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>rau</td>
<td>rau</td>
<td>rau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>rau</td>
<td>rau</td>
<td>rau</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Gathered fruits, destined for food are called:

1.集 of 2.集 of 3.集 (raru, rau, rau) etc. with living ones

The Numeral.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>ziwek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>zuauki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>zuauki me zeiku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>me zuau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>liuauki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>zeuauki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>zuauki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>rimuauki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>orouauki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>zikuauki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>uurouauki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>zeurouauki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>zanzelezi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>lianjelezi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>zanjelezi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>fangelezi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>rinozanelezi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>6000</td>
<td>orouzanelezi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fractions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fraction</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>zuau</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>zuauau</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It seems that again and again the same terms are used for other parts of an entity: 1/3 is called zeu zuauau, 1/6 is called zuau me zeiku, etc. Concerning indefinite numerals they only have few =

1. for personal pronouns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>1st. Person</th>
<th>2nd. Person</th>
<th>3rd. Person</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>nagantu i'ei</td>
<td>gede o ku</td>
<td>gede ma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>gede</td>
<td>gede</td>
<td>gede</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>gede</td>
<td>gede</td>
<td>gede</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Counting.

1. Human being, fish, and bird are counted by the denominational word "mer":

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>1st. Person</th>
<th>2nd. Person</th>
<th>3rd. Person</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>zuau</td>
<td>luo</td>
<td>zuau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>rau</td>
<td>rau</td>
<td>rau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>rau</td>
<td>rau</td>
<td>rau</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Trees are counted: zuru, zuru, zuru, etc.

3. For bundles of fruits the numeral um is used:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>1st. Person</th>
<th>2nd. Person</th>
<th>3rd. Person</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>zezaze –</td>
<td>zezaze –</td>
<td>zee –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>lizaze –</td>
<td>rimezaze –</td>
<td>etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>zezaze –</td>
<td>zezaze –</td>
<td>etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Small fruits are counted with the denominational word zee:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>1st. Person</th>
<th>2nd. Person</th>
<th>3rd. Person</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>zee</td>
<td>zee</td>
<td>zee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>zee</td>
<td>zee</td>
<td>zee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>zee</td>
<td>zee</td>
<td>zee</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Body parts are counted with the help of the denominational character "ata":

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>1st. Person</th>
<th>2nd. Person</th>
<th>3rd. Person</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>zuau</td>
<td>zuau</td>
<td>zuau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>luo</td>
<td>luo</td>
<td>luo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>zuau</td>
<td>zuau</td>
<td>zuau</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Leaves are counted: zuru, zuru, zuru, etc.

7. Hair, threads, long, thin items are counted: zuau.

8. Pairs of body parts, e.g., eyes, ears, are counted:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>1st. Person</th>
<th>2nd. Person</th>
<th>3rd. Person</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>zuau</td>
<td>zuau</td>
<td>zuau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>luo</td>
<td>luo</td>
<td>luo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>zuau</td>
<td>zuau</td>
<td>zuau</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9. Pairs of body parts, e.g., eyes, ears, are counted:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>1st. Person</th>
<th>2nd. Person</th>
<th>3rd. Person</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>zuau</td>
<td>zuau</td>
<td>zuau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>luo</td>
<td>luo</td>
<td>luo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>zuau</td>
<td>zuau</td>
<td>zuau</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As a specially declined form we still have to mention:

my belongings  

your belongings  

his belongings  

his = all

The denominational words sometimes influence the sound of the numeral, as shown in the examples: zimer, but zaman.

The Measure of Length to Measure Fishing Lines:

zangaz = 1 fathom = measure of the outstretched arms
liangaz = 2 " = zizingaz = 7
zeringaz = 3 " = uaringaz = 8
zangaz = 4 " = tzingaz = 9
rimanga = 5 " = zeietiur = 10
orongaz = 6 "

½ a fathom, from the middle of the breast to the fingertips = zat

from the onset of the bicipital muscle to the fingertips = zöpau
from the onset of the arm to the fingertips = taringaz
from the middle of the shoulder to the fingertips = zat
from the elbow to the fingertips of the other arm = mairuguzezale
from the elbow to the fingertips of the other arm = zamar
from the wrist to the fingertips of the same arm = zatirouue
from half of the forearm to the fingertips of the other arm = zatirouue
from the onset of the bicipital muscle to the fingertips = zöpau

Some Expressions And Mixed Vocabulary.
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Some Expressions And Mixed Vocabulary.
III. The Economy.

1. General.

People live off their field’s harvest and from fishing. Hunting is of minor importance and is only practiced by hunting birds. Men and women cultivate the fields, no special division of labor has been observed and concerning it, we do not know of any control by the village or by the chiefs or of any rules. Any surplus of the harvest is traded. Pur-People know and practice wage labor that by no means represents the remains of former slave work. Food items and tools are the remuneration.

According to the simple circumstances of the Pur-People the measure, weight, and monetary value are not well developed. The only terms for measurement are esor, heavy, and tari, light. To measure something in our way is unknown. People value things by visual judgment. They do not know special units. Sennit cord, textiles, canoes, tortoise shell, yellow-root-color, lan, as well as wooden bowls, mats, bangles made of tortoise shell, parapu, thus, only certain items, have monetary value. Food items are never considered as such. The index of terms sheds light on the measurement of sennit cord, tari.

When working in the fields, taro and yams is planted indiscriminately on the same field. People do not know a fallow period. In contrast to people from Songosor and Motir, Pur-People do not plow the ground but remove part of the earth and place it in the middle of the field. Doing this the man uses the digging stick, while the woman carries the earth with her hands to the middle of the field and deposits it there. Then the woman plants the taro in it. Without exception the taro fields on Pur were placed around the swampy lowland in the middle of the island. This swamp supposedly was about 1m deep, a mangrove studded tarn filled with salt water. Each of the taro in it. Without exception the taro fields on Pur were placed around the swampy lowland in the middle of the field. Working in the fields, taro and yams is planted indiscriminately on the same field. People do not know a fallow period. In contrast to people from Songosor and Motir, Pur-People do not plow the ground but remove part of the earth and place it in the middle of the field. Doing this the man uses the digging stick, while the woman carries the earth with her hands to the middle of the field and deposits it there. Then the woman plants the taro in it. Without exception the taro fields on Pur were placed around the swampy lowland in the middle of the island. This swamp supposedly was about 1m deep, a mangrove studded tarn filled with salt water. Each of the taro in it.

The most important food taboos are in connection with special activities or conditions. Thus, it is forbidden to eat any kind of fish in the menstruation-house, moruuungtoro or in the birth-house, moru. Further on, it is forbidden to eat fish for those who have helped during a funeral the duration of getting a tattoo, for the person who treats a patient with the magic saire su. In this case the fish taboo lasts six days. In addition the fish taboo applies to the fisherman holding the rod when catching parupi and the one who is going to catch yalgangap. During the season to catch it, the fisherman has to sleep in the canoe-house, zari, he should not eat and only drink coconut milk, respectively juice. Only on the third day he is allowed 2 coconuts, on the fourth day 4 nuts, and on the fifth day six nuts. At that time, too, he is only allowed to drink one half of the milk. Around this time the lawalap is wrapped strongly around the stomach, thus, higher than usual.

2. Fishing and Hunting.

Fishing is well developed and uses the same tools as on Songosor. On Pur, too, the fish trap is not in use because of inapplicable circumstance of the surrounding waters. Net fishing and fishing with the rod are of major importance. People practice to spear fish, to catch them with a kite, and they also use poison. The shark is caught with a sling. When fishing with a rod, they distinguish nine different kinds of fishing hooks, gau.

1. gau rimor, is made from tortoise shell, a slim, small, semicircle-like bent, simple hook. People use it to catch small fish outside of the reef. The bait used for this is called parik.
2. gau pose, a vigorously bent, retroserrate hook made from tortoise shell or turtle in order to catch yalgangap-fish on sea. In order to attach the front pocket the end is a bit split and bent over on both sides, just like two opposite barbed hooks.
3. gau tongu, a big hook made from tortoise shell or turtle in order to catch tagufish.
4. gau tarak, big hook made of coconut shell.
5. gau zuiru, hook made from turtle bones to catch big fish, such as tagu and yalgangap.
6. pari zeterak, a composite small hook for smaller fish.
7. parupi, composite fishing hook for bigger fish.
8. zapi decorative hook.
9. zapiratu decorative hook.

The composite hook, 1618II on Fig. 119, is a parapi or paripiri hook to catch bigger fish. The blinker is made from the closing part of the tridacna. The backside is completely flat. On the front side it is formed like a keel. A string that has been wrapped is pulled through the perforation on the upper end leading to the hook made of tortoise shell. The hook is three times perforated and positioned with its straight side closely on the blinker on which it is attached with a string. A tuft of human hair serves as a fly and has been pushed underneath the wrapping of the last perforation.

Fishing lines are not much different from the usual ones. People like to use hibiscus bast as material for it. They also produce stronger lines from it. Such lines are called au and can be longer than 50 m. Usually they are strongly twined. Each strand is first a bit twisted. The usual size is about 2 mm.

The index of terms sheds light on the measurement of sennit cord, tari.
When net fishing Put-People use big and small handheld nets, stow net, sink nets, open mesh bags and gill nets. Small flying fish within the reef are caught with the zou nomogurei, a hand held net, in accordance with the ones on Songosor. The zou rerimaye, built like the one before, is used during low tide within the reef. Men, women, and children use it in order to catch small fish. The long handle is called iasue, the oval frame, yanur, is stiffened in the lower section by a cross stick, ourei. The big hand held net, zou riamngal, is used at night to catch flying fish outside of the reef. There are two men per boat, one holding the torch, to rouse the fish, the other one carrying the other and all form a wide circle. Slowly the fish are driven in there. Then the fishermen grab their spears and kill use two such nets. The men carrying the nets walk in a curve towards each other until the leading men meet each other and 4 cm from each other. They are 3 cm wide and 7 cm long. Such nets are only used at low tide within the reef. Gillnets ugarei – The open mesh bags, are produced in different sizes. They are circular, mostly made of breadfruit bast and a piece of coral or shell as sinker, now whenever possible they use lead. These are split, the net's meshes are 4 cm from each other. They are 3 cm wide and 7 cm long. The nets are fairly wide-meshed, one side of a mesh is 6 cm (compare Nr. 1616II). Such nets are only used at low tide within the reef. Gillnets ugaarei, for driving fish, are very big and have to be carried by several men. They are long rectangular nets with a rope at the top and at the bottom of the net. The floats are called zacie ugaarei, the sinkers speceite ugaarei. People always have to use two such nets. The men carrying the nets walk in a curve towards each other until the leading men meet each other and all form a wide circle. Slowly the fish are driven in there. Then the fishermen grab their spears and kill the collected fish. The ugaarei-nets are only used within the reef and installed at high tide. People then have to wait until low tide to spear the fish.

Fishing spears, keipok, are also used without any nets. The barbed hook, yaiz, is stuck into the shaft, mingu, or only tied to it. Men also know to organize a fish dive only with spears. Some men enter the water with their spears and frighten the fish, which are looking for an escape by slapping the surface of the water. When low tide starts they are spurred. ...They only learned from the Japanese to dive with a fishing spear. Outside the reef they catch spearfish, magi with the help of a kite, sauuriteipe. People use a sling, yati to catch sharks in deep water, faloku for the waters surface. Fish poison is called zipe. It is produced from the flowers of the gur-tree. People crush them and place them underneath some stones, aiming for the small fish, which are hiding in there.

Turtles are caught outside the reef. In case two turtles are caught, men stretch two arms into the air, as a sign for people on the beach. In case only one has been caught, then only one arm is lifted. In case the caught animal is male then they lift the paddle into the air, when it is female they lift the bailer. The turtles are brought into the chief's house. The obscene chant performed while doing so has already been mentioned. However, too, sings a song when he accepts the animal:

This is an invocation of the forefathers and spirits. Thus, Zanaud is the father of Muretozai, and the spirit of Muretozai is called Maleman. Then the chief orders the animals killed and distributes the meat among all chiefs. The meal is served in the meetinghouse of the chiefs. The rest of the population are never allowed to eat turtle meat. On Songosor birds are caught at night with the big hand held net zou rerimaye. The net is bigger than the biggest fishing net of this kind. Men catch birds from the treetops. To catch them with a sling, zalori moru, and with bait or with a stick lying on the ground and a series of meshes made of slings, zalori geringo, in which the bird is supposed to get entangled. This is the same as on Songosor. However, people do not know to catch birds in holes. Put-People use the same devices as rat traps as the natives on Songosor. They, too, have two different types: the trap constructed from one horizontal bamboo stick with a vertical bow-taut sling, taz, which is suspended in the interior of the tubular bamboo, and the crossbow-like trap, tazzi ziri galewe, which was adopted from Tobi.

3. The Canoe.

Once upon a time Put-People had a highly developed navigation, they had outrigger canoes used for sailing. The canoe used on Pur is built just like the Songosor canoe that has been described in detail. Terms of the individual parts of the canoe in the language of Pur:

Terms for not clearly defined parts of a canoe:

This is an invocation of the forefathers and spirits. Thus, Zanouad is the father of Muretozai, and the spirit of Muretozai is called Malemau. Then the chief orders the animals killed and distributes the meat among all chiefs. The meal is served in the meetinghouse of the chiefs. The rest of the population are never allowed to eat turtle meat. On Songosor birds are caught at night with the big hand held net zou rerimaye. The net is bigger than the biggest fishing net of this kind. Men catch birds from the treetops. To catch them with a sling, zalori moru, and with bait or with a stick lying on the ground and a series of meshes made of slings, zalori geringo, in which the bird is supposed to get entangled. This is the same as on Songosor. However, people do not know to catch birds in holes. Put-People use the same devices as rat traps as the natives on Songosor. They, too, have two different types: the trap constructed from one horizontal bamboo stick with a vertical bow-taut sling, taz, which is suspended in the interior of the tubular bamboo, and the crossbow-like trap, tazzi ziri galewe, which was adopted from Tobi.
Once it has been granted, the man goes into the bush looking for a suitable tree on his property, usually an old breadfruit tree. Later on, the canoe will be named after the plot of land from where the tree came. The builder looks for helpers, who will be paid with food. In case five men are working then the tree is felled within one day. As soon as it is on the ground it is roughly carved on the spot, a process that lasts about ten days. Then several men and women try hard to drag the canoe with the help of long ropes out of the bush into the vicinity of the beach, where the fine machining is executed. If at all possible the entire canoe is carved from one piece, this means the top parts of bow and stern are cut from the same trunk as the hull. In case this is not possible, then both these parts are carved from another wood, while the machining of the hull has to wait until they are finished. Before the construction of the canoe starts the owner respectively the builder stands in front of the bow and sings.

![Partition of the hull during the construction.](image)

Then he takes a bowl with two coconuts and two peeled taro corms into his hand. While he is talking he walks to the bow and holds the taro corn onto the bowl. The same he does on the stern. Then he puts the bowl on the left hand side on the ground. Afterwards the side of the canoe is divided into 16 equal parts with the help of a string. This is done by first identifying the center, then the parts are appointed starting from there. The horizontal partitions are made starting from the keel. The entire side surface is divided into 8 parts. Then people draw again by eye charcoal lines with the help of a string through the mentioned partition points. On the side of the outrigger, the canoe is more convex. The above system of lines refers to the outrigger side of a boat. The partitions are made starting from the keel. The entire side surface is divided into 8 parts. Then people draw again by eye charcoal lines with the help of a string through the mentioned partition points. On the side of the outrigger, the canoe is more convex. The above system of lines refers to the outrigger side of a boat. The above system of lines refers to the outrigger side of a boat.

According to the number of helpers one or two months are estimated and during this time they have to deliver food for the construction workers. Definitely not all men know the art of building a canoe. At the time of the expedition’s visit only four men still knew. When the canoe is finished a ceremonious expedition is undertaken. During the construction time the house of the builder is adorned with similar decoration. After its first trip, men and women, gathered at the beach, sing the following verse when the boat is pulled out of the sea with the help of the canoe rope:

During the long drawn-out last word, people pull with all their might on the rope. There are no other celebrations. It was possible to buy an old paddle. It is a strongly weathered piece with a jagged blade made of breadfruit wood. The bottom side of the blade is flat, the upper side slightly convex towards the handle. A slight elevation at the end of the blade is also there. The transition from the blade to the handle is hardly indicated, the cross section here is nearly triangular. The toy boat, that was also the model for the draft, is furnished with a small paddle with a relatively wide, flat blade. A centered rib is clearly identifiable and still shows traces of paint with red color. The bailers, collected underneath the rubble on Pur, are equally weathered. They are carved in one piece from breadfruit wood and have no handle. They are hollowed, thin-walled vessels with a strongly widened upper edge. The length is 30 cm, the height 7.5 cm, and the width ca. 11.5 cm.

4. Clothing, Tattoos, Jewelry, and Weapons.

Just like on Songosor, people on Pur love tattoos and to paint their bodies with yellow root. It seems that people here only paint their faces. It is surrounded by a circular drawing, called *langa zona* o. Knowledgeable people execute tattoos for an adequate remuneration. No difference concerning gender is made: men and woman tattoo persons of both sexes. Often the father tattoos his son himself. Tools as well as the procedure are the same as on Songosor. The tattoo-comb is called *surt*, the hammer taoi. The hammer depicted here has the same basic shape as the combs have: on top and on the bottom they are pointed, in the middle an extended rib. Two cups with two coconuts, two taro corms, and magoon-magoon each are used the fourth time. However, the canoe chant is no longer sung. The construction site of the canoe is taboo for menstruating women. Several men are always working at the same time on the canoe.

According to the number of helpers one or two months are estimated and during this time they have to deliver food for the construction workers. Definitely not all men know the art of building a canoe. At the time of the expedition’s visit only four men still knew. When the canoe is finished a ceremonious test sailing is undertaken. Already at the beginning of the work, the builder gave his workers a neck decoration made from coconut leaves, just like it is worn at dances. They wear it and he decorates himself in the same fashion. Before the decoration is undertaken.


**Fig. 120.** Partition of the hull during the construction. (According to a sketch of E. Sarfert.)
Altogether the tattoos of the Pur-Man are even richer than of the Songosor-Men. Most of all the last ones do not have the belt-like pattern, erizengepizie and uorori gepizie, going over the body in a wide curve. The division of the body surfaces is the same custom as on Songosor. The individual parts are only slightly different. Due to few observations we can of course not determine to what extent tribal differences or personal taste tip the scale. However, the backside of the legs and the upper thighs of the Pur-Man are more sparingly decorated than on the Songosor-Men. The conformity of women's tattoos on both islands is even greater than those of men. It seems hardly possible to determine any differences here.

Concerning the tattoos on their upper thighs, which are extremely rich on Songosor, the women on Pur could not be examined. Thick grass skirts completely cover the lower part of the body, quite contrary to the Songosor women's short aprons made of mats, that reveal quite lot of the tattoos. We may assume that as long as the costume was the same in this relationship, the same custom applied also to tattoos. Remarkable is the small tattoo pattern of the woman in front of her amput, a perfectly executed manikin. An examination of the patterns reveals matching terms to a wide extent. The majority of the tattoos have the same names, such as the thick black stripes on the necks of men, yasau P., rasau S., the black stripes on the arms sau ripan P. and sau ripanur S., the thick black indentations on the upper arm on both islands: ngiri paro (shark tooth), the borders on the inner side of the upper arm above the elbow uulo P., uulore S., the rings on the forearms on both islands: uorori puri, the long black indentations above the ribs on both islands: zeperiai, the black stripes on the upper thighs: χ apiri meik, the circles on the legs: uorori pei P., uororo gupo S., the big black stripes on the back on both islands: meik. Female tattoos of arches on the neck are called sengeten P., singeis S.

The hairdo of men and women is extremely simple. They let their hair grow and smooth it back. Chignons worn sideways, so common for women on Songosor and Merir, could not often be observed. In case the hair is twisted, then it was more commonly attached on the back of the head. Chief Maian wore his hair attached above the left temple. On Palau, too, clothes of Pur-People are still generally free of European influence. Only rarely the women use calico as a belt. Men make their lavalap, mesie, from it. The penis is wrapped into the free end, like into a pouch. Women leave their upper bodies completely naked and wear, a bit below the hips, a thick grass skirt, iap, reaching over the knees. A decoration is achieved by using different materials, one next to the other, or they are dyed differently. It seems that some women still often wear underneath these skirts aprons made of mats from pandanus leaves, iap, like the one depicted on plate 2, 1596 II. Once upon a time they were commonly used and seem to have been replaced by grass skirts. The woman on plate 9, on the top picture the first one, on the bottom one, the one in the middle, show a bit of them above the grass skirts. The skirts are held together by a kind of calico sash, mes. In any case women wear a second belt around the waistline, obviously only for decorative purposes. Whoever has one uses a leather belt, others are content with a piece of calico or a string. These belts are called ararupue or talai.

They wear a piece of clothing like a jacket, called rigou ierieri, as a kind of mourning. The ancient traditional costume of seafarers for open sea voyages was already brought by their forefather Maresai and deserves special attention. This jacket, too, is called rigou. It is a kind of short-sleeved blouse with a square neck décolletage. The network is made from ca. 4 mm wide strips of pandanus leaves and is woven diagonally from 4 mm wide strips of pandanus leaves in taffeta weave. The end of the network is on the side of the jacket, underneath the sleeves in the form of three narrow braids. The parts of the sleeve form the strips of the middle braid. The 44 cm wide sleeves are also decorated at the end with some small braids. One is situated right on the edge. The second one is at a distance of about 2 cm on the sleeve. The blouse is open at the front. on the right and left hand side, not completely split open pandanus strips are sticking out. Each strip has been ripped into 4 weaving strips.
According to information provided by people, the oldest hat was also called *iletaz*. The free ends of the hat's frame measure 11 cm and are 1.5 cm wide. Edge's ribs. The length of one side of the rectangular hat is 40 cm. The height of the hat's small pyramid is 8 cm. Where the strips of the edge cross each other the network of the hat is woven backwards so that an empty space all the way to the crossing spot is created. A wide strip of black dyed hibiscus bast covers the wide strips of the beginning of the network that stick out. The feather of a black rooster is inserted into the crossing point of the other one. The length of such bast strings is more than 80 cm, the width is 7—9 mm. The technique is the same as the one of the ziz wristbands.

People's need for decoration is rather modest. For dances and while constructing canoes they wear the young fronds of the coconut palm. Both ends of two fronds are knotted and the fringes bent backwards. The ends are left to stick out beyond the knots. In former times only the dancing comb, *iletaz* (*Songosor eriueren*), was known as a headdress. These are big wooden combs with long teeth, black paint, and a decoration scratched in white color, as already described in Songosor. They vary from those on Pur because the distinctively different head piece is missing; instead of it there is only a small indentation. The tip of the comb is decorated with a bundle of seagull feathers. The comb 1606 II on Fig. 126 is richly decorated, especially the edges are decorated with a diamond pattern. A long white feather is inserted into the feather mount. The jeweriation is another kind of head decoration just recently introduced from Yap and Palau. The decoration is not described in detail, nevertheless it seems to be a feather mount worn for dances. (Fig. 127 1593 II.) Four feathers of roosters are fastened onto the midrib of a coconut frond that has the same length as the feathers. Both the outer ones are have horizontal notches on the lower part. They are tied to it with blue cotton wool. Small sticks made of European pearls and colorful woolen loops in pink and red are added as further decoration. The pearls are in black and white.

At the neck, above the shoulders we can find the same arrangement. The jacket is 40 cm long, 45 cm wide in the front and 51 cm in the back. The neck décolletage is 11 cm wide. A wide, very flat hat (plate 4, nr. 1598 II), the *palinge riuuei*, was worn together with this jacket. In the meantime it has been abandoned in favor of other forms. The edge is formed by the ribs of palm fringes, their ends crossed and stuck out, far over the hat’s network. Bamboo sticks are inserted on the bottom side of the hat to enforce it. The strips of pandanus leaves of the network, starting in the middle of the hat, are placed over the edge, which is formed by ribs of the palm fringe and additionally sewn over with black hibiscus bast. Non-split weaving strips are on both sides of the very small head-pyramid. Further down each strip splits into ca. four 8 mm wide strips. Where the strips of the edge cross each other the network of the hat is woven backwards so that an empty space all the way to the crossing spot is created. A wide strip of black dyed hibiscus bast covers the wide strips of the beginning of the network that stick out. The feather of a black rooster is inserted into the crossing point of the edge’s ribs. The length of one side of the rectangular hat is 40 cm. The height of the hat’s small pyramid is 8 cm. The free ends of the hat’s frame measure 11 cm and are 1.5 cm wide.

According to information provided by people, the oldest hat was also called *palinge riuuei* and was only a rectangular woven pandanus mat that was held under the chin with a string of bast. The new hat, called *palinge zeito or palinge riuuei*, supposedly was introduced by a Bogoato-Man (a Melanesian), who was already mentioned in the history of raids and who seemed to have played a major role in transmitting cultural goods. It is a fairly flat cone shaped hat, distinguished from the Songosor-hat by the slightly extended and tail-like edge (compare nr. 1564 II). It is 19 cm high, the diameter is 28 cm, the plaiting strips are 7 cm wide. In addition, the already mentioned tall cilindrical plaited hat from Songosor supposedly existed here, too. It resembles a bag and is called *apuat*. It is said to have been common on all four islands and on Pur it was worn as a rain-hat. In the absence of an eyeshade people use a few taro leaves around the head while working in the field.

Headdress on a daily base is not known, it is only worn during a dance. Single flowers stuck into the hair are called *siei*. Further on people mentioned under the term headdress the decoration of the forehead called *malei zariei*. According to the name, we can assume that it is a string or chain-like adornment. People only use flowers, stuck into the pierced lobe, as ear-jewelry. This is called *siei*. Never ending strings, made from bast and hair, are used as decoration of the neck, *malei or malei zariei*. They are called *zim or zz*. The *zim*-string consists of a strong round string, wrapped in a spiral fashion with a ca. 4 mm wide strip, made of pandanus leaf. In even intervals of around 6 cm finely twisted human hair is wound around it. Each time four skeins of two-ply twisted strings of hair are taken together and six sinuosities are executed with them. Afterwards they are pulled through underneath the pandanus covering, in order to remain invisible until the next wrapping. This decoration of the neck has a diameter of about 3,5 cm and a length of 75 cm. The plaited string, *ziz*, has a special meaning. Young girls wear it at the time of their first menstruation, when they leave the blood-house. They indicate that they are now adults and marriageable. They wear these strings until their marriage or until they are falling apart. Fig 127. The women wear two each, hanging from one shoulder underneath the breast along the other one. The length of such bast strings is more than 80 cm, the width is 7—9 mm. The technique is the same as the one of the ziz wristbands.

Fig. 126, 1606II. Dance- comb, *iletaz*, made of breadfruit wood with a notched ornament in white on a black background. The top is decorated with white feathers of seagulls. Length 28 cm.

Fig. 127, Nr. 1593II. Feather bundle as a dance decoration. Four cock’s feathers are tied with blue cotton string to a stiff leaf. The outer feathers are notched by horizontal cuts. On both sides, underneath the feathers, 18 cm long sticks, made of white European pearls, with bows made of red wool, are inserted. Underneath them are two pink and two red wooden bows each and underneath these are three sticks made of black and white pearls with red bows. The bows are ca. 2 cm long.
In addition they have necklaces made of coconut and shell discs, in the kind known already from Songosor. Bangles are worn on the upper forearm. These are double woven pandanus borders in taffeta weave. The edges are accentuated because the braiding strips are bent backwards at the outer brim, and the middle part therefore seems lying lower. Besides woven wristbands the natives also have bracelets, regei, made from tortoise shell, uru, the shell of a snail, inuog (Trochus), and coconut shell, tarak. Supposedly they also wear finger rings made of tortoise shell, regei gati.

**Fig. 129.** Old spears of Pur-People, after a sketch of E. Sarfert.

In addition they have necklaces made of coconut and shell discs, in the kind known already from Songosor. Bangles are worn on the upper forearm. These are double woven pandanus borders in taffeta weave. The edges are accentuated because the braiding strips are bent backwards at the outer brim, and the middle part therefore seems lying lower. Besides woven wristbands the natives also have bracelets, regei, made from tortoise shell, uru, the shell of a snail, inuog (Trochus), and coconut shell, tarak. Supposedly they also wear finger rings made of tortoise shell, regei gati.

The already mentioned hip string arawapei or talat has already been mentioned. Recently it is mostly made of European material. The breadth and width of the tortoise rings is variable. The greatest width is 3 cm with a diameter of nearly 12 cm. Often the rings are perforated in order to insert flowers. Just like on Songosor big fishing hooks are very popular pendants.

Special decoration made of leaves and flowers are worn during dances. They have the following names.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Decoration</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Finger decoration</td>
<td>ruruapi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decoration of the upper arm</td>
<td>leteri pei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decoration of the body</td>
<td>leteri gopei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neck decoration</td>
<td>acegumlemale</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The spear, azik, is the weapon of Pur-People, nowadays it is only used for catching fish. The chief described in detail two different kinds: the goto, a spear with a knob like handle and armed with a carved, slightly differentiated barbed tip and the goto ngiri paro, a paddle like spear, the long, flat tip of which was studded with shark teeth. However, just like the net fagati, this spear supposedly was only a weapon from Songosor and remained alien for the Pur- and Meriri-People.

He also claimed his people had used to throw stones as weapons, but never used the sling. People from Meriri and Songosor had borrowed it from the Hermit Islands, where they had seen it while working there. They know bow and arrow only as toys.

1 Bangles made of tortoise shell seem also to be called gamesoripou. Regei gati is a term supposedly adopted from Songosor.

Swordplay, ilai, was seriously practiced for a case of emergency. Each warrior knew expertly to hit and to ward off. The pano, the weapon studded with shark teeth, had a wooden ring approximately in the middle of the shaft for the protection of the hand. The knob on the shaft was also used to hit. According to this description the shark teeth weapon was by far wider known than Maian first wanted to admit.


In the event of marriage the construction of a house was usually a necessity for which the native needed the permission of his chief. The construction of the house itself does not require special manual skills like the construction of a canoe requires, but anybody can do the work himself. However, it is a tradition to help each other and as a service in return to host a feast. At the construction of an ordinary house no festivities take place. Concerning the kind of house construction we have to distinguish between the old house built on Pur and the new house in the Pulauan settlement. Here, people had to build the house on a low base frame made of poles, because after rainfalls the ground contains too much moisture. The foundation consists of some short and very thick poles on which the house-carrying frame rests. Some houses have in addition several beams placed underneath the middle of the house’s floor. As the photography clearly shows the cavity in table 10 for instance with pieces of coral stones, however this technique seems to be the exception. Just like the very similar Songosor-House, the Pur-House on Palau has a rectangular floor plan and a relatively short-ridged roof. The fields of the gable are straight and covered in the same way as the four walls of the house, with whitewashed wooden slats, held together by very narrow rafters. The roofs are thatched with coconut fronds that are only partially plaited into mats. Plaited mats are sometimes placed over the roof ridge. The doors are simple openings in the wall that can be closed when needed with a hanging mat. As the foundation is not very high the door can be reached with one big step. The foundation forms a high step. A staircase is not necessary. Terms for the individual parts of the house:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part of the House</th>
<th>Palau</th>
<th>Pur</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Corner post</td>
<td>zulal</td>
<td>gato</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Lower big purlin, roof beam</td>
<td>tazei</td>
<td>gata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Collar beam, resting on the purlins</td>
<td>gatman</td>
<td>return to the roof</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Pillar (in-between the collar beam and the apex)</td>
<td>ziletau</td>
<td>ping, pazo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Apex</td>
<td>un</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Slats</td>
<td>ilepeng</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Rafter on the roof</td>
<td>uli</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Windbracing, slat</td>
<td>uai</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Rafter of the side walls</td>
<td>ilai pin, ilai arieria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Door</td>
<td>gatone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 The numbers in front of the terms for parts of the house, correspond with the drawing of the house on Songosor, Fig. 51.
The four corners of the house are named after the lateral directions of the compass rose. The gable wall facing the water is called taparu maunu; the front side of the gable wall is called taparu maratu, the right longitudinal side loméi i om, the left longitudinal side loméi i al. On Pur a cooking house belongs to each dwelling house and there is one menstruation house, moruwanaumoru, for approximately three residences. The village Mesiol had eight birthing houses, Mejsien had only three. The house of the dead has already been described.

Mats are part of the interior fitting of the houses and are produced by women. Just like on Songosor people distinguish according to their usage and the material the sleeping mat, zoper, made of small strips of pandanus leaves and the mat made of wide strips, called zaiiu zop. This is the same kind that is called faias on Songosor. The term giri indicates the small sitting mat for men made of coconut leaf. It is so big that even two persons can sit on it. The pandanus mats, zoper, can technically not be distinguished in any way from the ones made on Songosor. Mats collected on Pur and now in the Hamburg Museum have the following dimensions:

1588 II length 118 cm, width 105 cm, width of the strips 3 mm
1589 II length 150 cm, width 102 cm, width of the strips 6 mm
1599 II length 93 cm, width 78 cm, width of the strips 3 mm.

All three mats have the typical diagonal corners. People use special mats made of coconut leaf, sas, to place fish on it. They weave mats from half a frond of coconut leaf to tuck in their houses. They also know the fire fan. It is called ipu and is also made of coconut leaf. We especially have to mention the cradle. It has the same form as the already known strainer for Mogumog-flour from Songosor, it is only a bit bigger: a double wooden frame, on the corners of which straps made of gorzoablatt (hibiscus?) are attached. In the middle a horizontal strap connects these straps for hanging. The child is placed onto the netting made of string, on top of which some mats are placed at will.

Women produce baskets and bags from strips of pandanus and coconut leaves for the household and their personal use. They have four different kinds of baskets. The basket for the canoe is called senesau or seneri gotouei. A reference sample is missing. The yato-basket is used to transport and store taro. For smaller amounts of taro they use the delicate, nearly rectangular small yapigendi-basket made of coconut leaf, depicted, nr. 1585 II. On one side of the upper edge is the beginning of the weaving, the midrib of half a frond, on the other one the end in form of a plaited pigtails. The leaf ends are alternatively bent to the right and to the left side and woven in taffeta weave. Once the bottom part is finished, the weaving is climbing upwards. The ends of the pigtails are slightly sticking out.

The basket nr. 1585 II is 7.5 cm high, the bottom part measures 8 X 8 cm, the leaves are narrowed to approximately 1.6 cm. The tangaliit-basket is also used to store taro, it is a small oblong basket made of coconut leaf. Two half fronds are placed on top of each other, the plaiting starts at the top edge and continues downwards. The leaf ends of the outer frond half “a” are placed to the left side, the ones of the inner one “b” at the same time to the right side. First a is led underneath 1a, over 1a, then over 2b, under 2 b until the bottom part is finished. On the inside of the bottom part the protruding cumbersome ends of the weaving and the final braid can be seen sticking out on the sides with knots at their ends. The other side of the braid can be seen on the inside of the bottom, this means the edge separating the left and the right side.

The χ̅ḡḡz̄z̄ nr.1590 II is a double plait: the beginning and the end are at the bottom of one corner, on the upper edge the plait is reversed. The pandanus weaving strips are 3.5 mm wide, the bag is 22 cm high, at the top it is 19 cm and at the bottom it is 25 cm wide, the width of the small braid measures 2 cm. Sometimes these bags are furnished with two rather long handles made of woven braids. Two rather long handles that connect both sides from two different spots: χ̅ḡḡz̄z̄-bags have a more or less wide bottom part of the kind of the potou from Songosor (1480 II).

The natives distinguish wooden vessels, produced by men. There are faii, oblong bowls for all kinds of food, nau taz, wooden bowls with a lid to store fishing hooks and strings etc.; sau, rectangular wooden boxes with a lid for storage of knives, axes etc., and tōpi tarau, round wooden bowls with a lid to store ropes. Great numbers of wooden bowls were collected from underneath the rubble of the abandoned houses of Pur, they were intensely weathered. Here, they have been depicted in greater numbers than otherwise usual as remains of a time gone by. Most of them are very worn and decayed, partly destroyed by worms, the edges jagged, and the surface shows cracks. Breadfruit wood was the exclusive material they were made of.

The bowls have simple forms and are all quite similar. There are round bowls of different sizes and heights, flat bowls and tall oblong bowls as well as transition forms of these three types. The majority of them is rather thin walled and has no elaborated bottom part. Often the bottom part is so little elaborated that the vessel rocks when set down. Whenever the bottom part is indicated or strongly developed it is always considerably smaller than the diameter on top, which results in slanting walls. Both bowls, nr. 3909 II and 3924 II, have a bottom part with a separate ledger on the edge, perforated—in the style of Paluan bowls—for hanging them. The bowls carried more carefully also have walls slanting slightly inward towards the top end. By far the majority of vessels have knobs on the sides carved more or less carefully from the wooden block. Ordinarily they are omitted on the upper side—sitting right underneath the upper edge—and are situated on the sides in flat triangular discs. Seldom they protrude extremely. Often they stick out just as far as the walls slant in downwards.

The smallest of the collected bowls is round, has a diameter of 20 cm, and is 6,5 cm high. Fig. 132, nr. 3939 II is a vessel of this kind. One of the two knobs with an omitted area is missing. They have been carefully repaired, too. The biggest of the found bowls is oblong and 22 cm high, the upper diameter is 150 X 33 cm, the bottom area is 100 X 26 cm. On top the walls are slanted inwards, and on each side is a knob. The bowl nr. 3933 II, Fig. 133, has an oblong-round form, on the inside the bottom part is much more distinguished than on the outside. The handles have an omitted surface.

The measurements include the knobs. Length and width were measured on the upper edge.

Fig. 131. Work sample for plaiting the bag nr. 1590II.
The other containers used in a household are produced from coconut shell. Half a shell is called box with a lid like Songosor II, rectangular towards each other. on the edges the wood shows perforations. It seems that this is the left over of a vessel with a lid, mentioned by the natives. only the pathetic remains of a wooden lid at the top. Nothing remains of the vessels with a lid, mentioned by the natives. Their pathsic remains of a wooden lid (3956 II) were found underneath the ruins. It is 42 cm long 20 cm wide, and 13 cm high. The walls are positioned rectangular towards each other. On the edges the wood shows perforations. It seems that this is the left over of a box with a lid like Songosor 1537 II.

The other containers used in a household are produced from coconut shell. Half a shell is called taru and serves to drink fresh water or palm wine, gari. For the storage of water and gari entire coconut shells closed with a plug are needed. They are perforated on the brim and furnished with handles made of string. They are called poule. Three quarter bowls, called taruha poule, serve the same purpose. Natives also like to use bamboo tubes as water containers. The bamboo is closed by internodes at the ends. In the middle a rectangular hole is cut into it, which can be closed off. Around the edges and the middle a string is wrapped. In case a bamboo tube is stuck through such a bowl respectively a bottle, it is called pauloa a zamatal.

Kitchen and household tools are the usual and could only partially be collected. The strainer, zain, to prepare mogumog-flour is the same as on Songosor. The one item that was bought measures 38 X 49 cm and has a height of 7 cm high. The wooden sticks used for the frame are not peeled and have a diameter of 2,3 cm. The net made of coconut sennit cord is quite finely (4 cm) meshed and very irregularly netted. All frame sticks are pulled through the end loops. On three ends pandanus strips are attached for hanging purposes. So far as it is known Pur-People produce their spoons from shells and tortoise shell.

In this fashion a piece of nautilus shell, 9,7 cm long and 5,2 cm wide, serves as a drinking spoon. The spoon nr. 3950 II, on Fig. 144, is made of a 12,5 cm long piece of Turbo olaricus and very finely cut. The spoon nr. 3974 II is made from the same material and still unfinished. The rims have not yet been sanded smooth. The bone or rather the tortoise spoon consists of an egg shaped nearly flat blade, slightly concave on the topside, and a short, nearly round handle. The entire length of such a spoon in the Hamburg collection measures 15 cm, the handle is 8,5 cm long and has a diameter of 6,4 cm. The blade measures 6,5 X 5,6 and is 4 mm thick. They use scrapers made of crude mother of pearl shells, about 8 cm long. – Before they came to know matches, they used the fire plow to light a fire. The lower part of such a plow was found. It is 28,5 cm long, 1,7 cm wide, and ca. 7 mm high. The slit in the middle is 18,5 cm long. Further on people have a simple lamp made of Cypraea tigris, the same the Songosor-people know.

– Their rat traps are by all means the same as on Songosor: the tezi trap, widely known in the Carolines (see Naunz II) and the Tobi-trap tezi iri gatouei. Their rat traps are by all means the same as on Songosor: the tezi trap, widely known in the Carolines (see Naunz II) and the Tobi-trap tezi iri gatouei. – Fig. 138, nr. 3915II. Rectangular bowl, breadfruit wood, Length 70 cm, width 31 cm, height 9 cm. – Fig. 139, nr. 3916II. Wooden bowl, niapi, breadfruit wood, the one still existing knob has an omitted area. Length 37 cm, width 12 cm, height 7 cm.
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Later on Pur-People took the shell axe. Recently they distinguish several kinds of
weave. The technique is the same in the entire region. The chief reported about cutting trees: In the old days, when Maretaiase lived, threes were cut down with the help of fire. People piled wood at the base of the tree and lit it. After about 10 days the tree fell. By using water people prevented the fire spreading to bigger parts of the trunk.

Later on Pur-People took the shell axe. Recently they distinguish several kinds of axes. We already mentioned the old tortoise-axe. It was called uolitarro en iauseri ziriaoxo. The blade was clamped between the two parts of the handle and was here tied to it. People need it to cut and peel taro. Whether the collected item was used alone or attached to a handle can no longer be determined. The edges are crude and the blade is jagged. All other adzes have shell blades and are called by the collective name gzip. People produced the blades from the shell of Tridacna gigas. The individual parts of the shell were chosen for different kinds of adzes. People distinguish the first and the last tooth and the other teeth and the parts in-between that are bent upwards. The iauseri-blades for adzes were made from the first or the last tooth. It was straight and stuck into a hole of the handle and fastened there. People used it to cut down trees. The tree fell after two months. Thus, the cutting of the stem in the woods supposedly lasted one year, the work on the coast another year. This blade supposedly was very brittle and broke often, as the chief added. The blade of the wheels adze (butt howel = tarai rigotuuo) was made of humps. The

For the production of the smaller bowls people used especially small adzes, tarai tiipii. The blade was especially delicate. The already mentioned Bogoso-Man (Papua) introduced the tarai palan, an adze with a horizontal iron blade inserted into a perforation of the arm. Even before people on Pur had iron, but had not used it — they threw it away, as the chief explained — because they did not know its use.

Fig. 147, nr. 3942 Il depicts an adze with a European iron blade. The handle consists of a knee shaped bent wood, on which an iron blade is lashed on. The blade is a cylindrically curved, hammered piece of iron with thin edges and a long extension bound on top of the wooden part. They use shells as knives and scrape and cut with them, they are called rouat. Shark teeth, ngiri para, are used to cut off fruits and knives made of drifted bamboo, called mira oro, to cut fruits into pieces. They do not have wooden knives. People open coconuts with coral stones. The Bogoso-Man introduced iron knives called uazee; not a local word.

People know four different kinds of drills. To perforate wood for the construction of a canoe and so on, fire is lit on the spot to be perforated and maintained by blowing on it. Once the wood is sufficiently charred, people take a small coral stick for drilling. In case it breaks off, then they make another hole next to it. In case the board is thick, then the spot is thinned with an adze beforehand. In the same fashion people use crab carapaces, which were secretly and assiduously collected. People carefully stored them in great amounts in a chest, because these drills easily broke. If somebody found a crab by chance, he tried to take possession of it without attracting attention, in order to get the carapace. The drill made of shark teeth – the tooth is attached to a stick serves to drill the rim of bowls and coconuts. People also know the pump drill. They use it to perforate shells and tortoise shell. This drill, too, is furnished with a shark tooth. For the production of tortoise shell-bangles and similar items they use a pair of compasses, uaviganu, with a tip made of shark tooth. People supposedly also used drills furnished with pointed snails and shell pieces as drills, called palunge uerai mar oitun. Drifted stones, such as the ones on Fig. 149, 3945 Il and 3948 Il, are used to sand. They are ca. 10 cm long and 5 cm wide. Three sides are completely smooth from sanding. The stones consist of a reddish brown, seemingly metamorphic slightly altered sandy schist. Later a used tool was collected that formerly supposedly served as a drill. It seemed to be a recent item, a blunt wooden cone furnished with an iron nail.

Needles used for sewing are made of bone and are the same as on Songosor. In the old days twinving was performed by hand on the upper thighs and the thin strings produced in this fashion were then further processed into thick ropes. This was accomplished with the help two sticks, zirete. Twining on the upper thighs is called rareware. They learned the use of the cross as recently as the Bogoso-Man taught it. It is called tibebi, just as the twisting with the cross. It consists of a horizontal piece of wood, the ends of which are furnished with bars. Points produced downwards. It is tied to the vertical piece of wood with fibrous bast. Underneath the cover is situated.

Drill. The wooden body, a cone, obtund on the top, 12 cm high, on top it has a diameter of 4,9 cm, at the bottom 5,5 cm. The length of the inserted European nail is 8,5 cm. The end of the vertical piece of wood, pointed at the top, is a more or less long knob. The length of a vertical stick is ca. 49 cm and its diameter ca. 1,3 cm. The horizontal stick measures 30 cm, the cover is about 12,5 cm long and has a diameter of 2,3 cm. The thick rope taru for sailing canoes is also traded in rings of coconut fiber. The fishing string iau is made of bast and is sold in the same form. People use the thin string rareware to tie wooden parts on a house or on a canoe, etc. People trade them in bundles or balls. Usually they are made of coconut sennit cord. People call string made of bast or coconut fiber gos. They are twisted by hand. The end is fastened and the fiber is coils by the stand made of twigs, uaid, already known from Songosor. Fig. 152, 3948 Il, shows a wooden stick used for twining. The originally straight piece of wood became curved in time. On top it has a knife, the other end is pointed.
Fig. 146, nr. 1607II. Handle of a butt howel, *tarai rigotuuo*, made of Premna. The upper side of the knee part is rounded and flat on the sides. The bearing is wider towards the bottom. A blade made of parts of the hump of the *Tridacna gigas* is tied onto a rotating sheath. The tool is used to work on curved inside areas. Length of the handle 41 cm, diameter 3,4 cm. Length 16,6 cm. Width at the knee section 3,8 cm, at the end 4 cm.

Fig. 147, 3942II. Adze with an iron blade, *tarai palan*. Length of the wooden handle 39 cm, length of the iron blade 14 cm, width 4,6 cm, length of the knee section 14 cm. The blade is strongly curved and hammered, it has thin edges. The long extension is tied onto the wooden knee.

Fig. 148, 3955III. Blade made of tortoise shell, used to carve and cut taro, *uoinzaru or zatunziriuor*. Length 38 cm, width at the blade 12,5 cm at the end 9,5 cm.

Ropes are of the same good quality as on Songosor. The diameter of the individual pieces deviates around 1 cm. Normally they are twined from three pre-twisted strings, each one is twined from two strands. Banana fibers, called *ngamuru*, are used for *loom weaving*. The yarn ready to be woven is wound into a ball, called *azegun*. The yarn made of pandanus, banana, and hibiscus is dyed black with the help of *galite*-leaves and *zazizaru* (?). The yellow color *lani*, curcuma, is produced from the roots of the *guzare*-tree (?). In general banana bast is used for loom weaving, while hibiscus is used for the patterns.

The parts of the loom, *tal*, are called:

- breast beam *pepe rimou* (ca. 83 cm long, 18,5 cm wide, diameter 2 cm, handles 7 cm long)
- batten *gauape*
- heddle rod *agon*
- shed rod *mumatu*
- cross stick *tiue*
- warp beam *papa nugutaluk*.

Behind the cross stick, another stick, *tapanie* 1, is situated. The only piece of clothing produced on it was the men’s belt, *mesi*. Its pattern hardly differs from the belts on Songosor, as far as this can be distinguished from the meager remains of an unfinished textile. The pegs of the warping bench are called *gatiri menieri*.

---

1 Probably taken for something else, because on Songosor the cross stick is called *tapange*, while *tiue* is the small stick used for the creation of the pattern.
Shaping canoe hull where the tree was cut in the forest. Glass plate scan, Hamburg Museum.
Shaping the canoe hull using adzes. Glass plate scan, Hamburg Museum
Finishing a Merir canoe on Ngakakebesang, Goreor.
Chief Maiang and his family. Glass plate scan, Hamburg Museum.
Animals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>German</th>
<th>Modern orthography, (English)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zarai</td>
<td>Sahai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>Maru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warig</td>
<td>Wariki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pirizi</td>
<td>Pirisi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Plants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>German</th>
<th>Modern orthography, (English)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>niuor</td>
<td>niworu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>girizou</td>
<td>hiridou</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Flora

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>German</th>
<th>Modern orthography, (English)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>eaurap</td>
<td>yawarap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>moozo</td>
<td>moodo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Index of known kinds of Fish

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>German</th>
<th>Modern orthography, (English)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>guze</td>
<td>garieloma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uo</td>
<td>kuralu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>German</th>
<th>Modern orthography, (English)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>xaperim</td>
<td>haparim</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hair

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>German</th>
<th>Modern orthography, (English)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>zieni</td>
<td>riyeni</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>German</th>
<th>Modern orthography, (English)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>medeler</td>
<td>dasure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Eyes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>German</th>
<th>Modern orthography, (English)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>uauri</td>
<td>bauti</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>German</th>
<th>Modern orthography, (English)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tozauauri</td>
<td>ttuabouri</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Parts of the body

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>German</th>
<th>Modern orthography, (English)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>xaleuiz</td>
<td>Albis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Numbers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>German</th>
<th>Modern orthography, (English)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>280</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>281</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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iaupeazare  yao pasa  (long outrigger sticks)
taliare  bau tam  (bent " " sticks)
sau tamar  metaladangi  (cross " " sticks)
ratore  tana  (float)
suarengi  rat  (fork)
zaire  wari yengi  (center stick above " )
tautaur  tebas  (grillage)
sau  uya  (pail)
zopiri goze  hapii hau  (base of mast)
ariasamur  ual  (pulpit on the mast head)
jangarap  yangarap  (halyard)
amilii  tamili  (headstay)
la  taumoo  (back stay)
ifei  teid  (horizontal piece between... )
meri  mwer  (top mast)
fa  datur  (paddle)
moar  mowar  (paddle to navigate)
mulite  milir  (term not defined)
ai  ilae  (mast)
lim  laetam  (outrigger side)
ungapi  ihata  (the averted side)
invite  faruya  (village)
tan  im  (but)
imper  iimeri ipou  (pregnancy house)
impekei  iimeri pehi  (pig pen)
impekei  iimeri hayang  (hen house)
zeniua  deniwa  (boat house)
un  uwang  (roof)
xatam  hatam  (door)
tit  tit  (wall)
un  ping, pado  (ground floor)
zeren  raniya  (bed)
zoper  sob  (sleeping mat)
lipau  lupou  (fire fan)
lar  yar  (path)
tapan mauver  tabor ma mauver  (gable wall facing the water)
tapan maratif  tabor ma hotiwo  (front side of the gable wall)
lemi  lamai yefangi  (right longitudinal side)
lemi  lamai yod  (left longitudinal side)
zaure  dubedue pehi  (corner post)
tazei  taber  (lower big purlin, roof beam)
xosom  housam  (collar beam, resting on purlins)

zipteau  dulatau  (piller, in-between collar beam and apex)
un  uang  (apex)
ileng  la pangahi  (slats)
usat  sou  (rather on the roof)
iliari pin, ilaari ariet  ilae  (refers of the side walls)
xiome  imazalau  (door)
dhit  imadelau  (porch)
diti  yado  (masts for the roof)
faia  faia  (entry)
hiya  zoper  (sub)
bas  uas  (sub)
lipou  lipou  (hato)
tangalik  tangalih  (halyard)
xapeaz  hatam  (halyard)
top  ual  (halyard)
top  tarak  tatalou  (halyard)
tarak  tan  (halyard)
izai  iai  (halyard)
riar  tahahu  (halyard)
rari  tahahu  (halyard)
pari  tahahu  (halyard)
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